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THE TAPE BY WHICH
OTHERS
SHOULD BE MEASURED
If ahigh bias tape is to measure up to TDK SA, these are the qualities
it must have.
It must be recognised as one of the world's leading high performance
tapes on the high bias position. It should be formulated from TDK's own
highly sophisticated cobalt enriched ferric oxide powder.
It must live up to the frequency chart above and have an MOL of
+3.0dB at 333Hz and — 9dB at 10kHz. It must also be sensitive to + 0.5dB
at 333Hz and + 1dB at 101(Hz.
It must have asuper precision cassette
elnerrAr
mechanism tooled to single micron
The great name in tape cassettes.
dimensions with perfectly circular
hubs, aunique pressure pad holding
system and TDK's exclusive dimple
and bubble surface liner sheet for
smooth, snag-free tape transport.
gerTDK
Above all, it should be the
yard- stick for anyone who knows
anything about tape.
Your tape measures up? Good.
It must be TDK Super Avilyn.
SUPER AVISYN CASSETTE
,

Filqh tlas 7C.

sa-Coó

HIGH Fr:SOLUTION

P1,2•ClSi0,1CaSSette Me.ctratfisrr,

TDK Tape Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW. Eire: Peat's Wholesale Limited,Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.
The frequency response graph shown is astylisation using actual tape. OdB=250nWb/m .
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Vîsîblv different. Audibl
The new Akai GX-77 doesn't look like
an ordinary high performance open reel tape
recorder, because it isn't.
Behind the unique streamlined exterior,
with special hinged dust cover, lies avast
amount of innovative technology and
engineering expertise. One notable example is
the exclusive automatic tape loading and
transport guidance system that makes using the
GX-77 almost as easy and convenient as
handling cassettes.
The GX-77 is also one of the few
machines available capable of handling the new
EE tape. ' Extra Efficiency' tape offers the finest
music reproduction currently available with
open reel and an exclusive setting has been

developed specially to cope with the higher bias
and lower equalisation required for optimum
performance with this tape.
And that's not all. Accurately displayed
by the real-time digital counter, the AutoReverse mechanism lets you record for atotal of
6hours at 71/
2ips, or select uninterrupted,
unlimited playback. It's the 3- motor, 6- head
system which makes this possible. Four Akai
Super GX heads, together with two erase heads,
are in perfect symmetry for stable tape travel
with minimum chance of error or misalignment.
The superiority of our Super GX heads is
already well known. For both cassette decks
and open reel their unique crystal ferrite and
hardened glass construction has proved

G'X-77
Akai GX-77 with dust cover ( DC-) 7) in open
position. The dust cove(, available with the
GX477, can be removed to enable the GX-77 to
be fitted into an Akai rack system.
Main picture left.
GX-7 7with closed dust cover, optional metal
spools and matching optional microphone mixer
MM- 77.

NIIIM -U MUM
131/1/1111/1111ff
MM- 77 Microphone Mixer.
The MM- 77 microphone mixer provides stereo
RecOrd & Playback mixing from up to 3different
sources; with 2- channel mic.input, 2- channel
guitar input, extra line and tape inputs, pan- pot
controls and mic. echo facility.

Mitt

Mi

EE

EXTRAEFFICIENCY

toetter.
incredibly durable and provides overall wider
response with greater sensitivity and detail.
We developed this head to cope specially v\iith,
the extra current demands of the new high ;
performance tapes and it's just one innovation
from acompany with along tradition in tape
expertise.
As aresult of our specialisation we've
always produced superior tape machines. The
GX-77 has actually been awarded Japan's
coveted 'G' mark for technical excellence (similar
to Britain's Design Council Awards, but far
harder to win).
At Akai, we not only give you
something special to listen to, but it's also
pretty special to look at.

The range
of Akai cassette
decks is available from
around £ 70 to £ 500. Open reel
from around £200 to £ 700.
If you would like more
information about Akai products
simply complete this coupon and post it to
The Sales Department,
Akai ( UK) Limited, Haslemere Heathrow Estate,
Silver Jubilee Way, Parkway, Hounslow, Middx. T \X/4 6N F.
Name
Addre ss
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HiFi &Video

DISCOUNT
HI-FI•VIDEO
Radio Television and T.V. Rental
Photographic Electrical and Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at a lower price
elsewhere - let us know and ..

.
WE WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

Speakers - continu,

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
AKAI
AMU22 2x30

Comet Price
inc. VAT

MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x25
PIONEER
SA 4202 x20
SA 5202 x30
A5 2x35 non-switching power amp
A62 x60
DT 510 timer
SG 300 graphic equaliser
ROTEL
RA 4002 x25
SANSUI
A5 2x25
B55 2x35 watt Linear- A DC servo
power amp. with 8band spectrum
analyser
C55 control pre-amp/mixer fader
mic/guitar input, facility to record
one input whilst listening to
another
RG7 graphic equaliser with
reverberation and mic/guitar
mixing

59.90
59.90
57.90
89.90
99.90
129.90
44.90
82.90
54.90

SANSUI
R5L 2x25 AM/FM
3900Z 2x40 digital synthesizer with
pre-sets
49002 2x55 digital synthesizer with
pre-sets

GARRARD
B200 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge ..
B20 belt-drive, auto return, inc. mag
cartridge
DQ100 Quartz locked direct drive,
inc. mag. cartridge
D20auto return, direct drive, with
strobe and pitch control, plus
mag. cartridge

74.90
97.90

59.90
57.90
129.90

79.90
94.90
119.90
69.90
84.90
149.90
169.90

39.90
52.90

39.89
64.90
104.90

119.90

ROTEL
RL 400 2way

39.90

SANSUI
ESP601/S23 2way

39.90

SOLA VOX
50 2way
60 3way
70 3way

34.90
49.90
59.90

SONY
SSE 44 2way
SSE 70 3way
TENSAI
TS9I30 2way
TS9135 3way

79.90
159.90
27.90
47.90

WHARFEDALE
'New' Denton 2way
44.90
'New' Linton 2way
57.90
'New' Glendale ABR 3way
94.90
Laser 602 wa y
79.90
Laser 802 way
99.90
Laser 100 3way
129.90
E20 high power 3way
139.90
E30 high power 3way
179.90
GOODMANS
Speaker Stands

14.90

CAR FRIDGES
69.90

PIONEER
PL2 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge 59.90
PL120 belt-drive inc. mag. cartridge 57.90
PL320 direct-drive, auto arm return
inc. mag. cartridge
78.90
PL620 Quartz locked direct-drive
. auto arm return with high output
PC3MC moving coil cartridge ...
107.90
PL720 Quartz locked direct-drive
fully automatic high output
PC 3MC moving coil cartridge
129.90
ROTEL
RP400 belt-drive inc. cartridge

Comet Price
inc. VAT

59.90

47.90

99.90

Tuner/Amplifier/
Cassette combinations
FERGUSON
3926 2x20 watts RMS 4waveband
with Dolby NR cassette

ROTEL
RX400L 2x25 LW/MW/FM

89.90

MARANTZ
ST3I0 AM/FM

SANSUI
T5 AM/FM
T77 AM/FM 8presets, auto search,
digital display

PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
SX600L 2x20 LW/MW/FM inc.
5pre-sets
SX700L 2x40 L.W/MW/FM inc.
7pre-sets

TURNTABLES

49.90
59.90

ROTEL
RT 400 LW/MW/FM (for use only
with RA 400 amp.)

Comet Price
inc. VAT

67.90

AKAI
ATK IIL LW/MW/FM
ATK22L LW/MW/FM

PIONEER
TX 520L MW/LW/FM
TX 720L MW/LW/FM
F5L LW/MW/FM digital
display

TUNER AMPLIFIERS

ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT70
AT7I

3.25
3.90

GOLDRING
G800
G950 inc. head shell
G950E inc. head shell
G900 IGC

5.90
9.90
12.90
59.90

ORTOFON
FF I5E Mk. II
VMS 20E Mk. II

9.50
24.90

SHUFtE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED

12.50
14.90
16.90

HEADPHONES

AMSTRAD
AC49 2way

27.90

CELESTION
SPIO 2way
SP15 2way + ABR

59.99
84.99

GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way

29.90
37.90

MARANTZ
SP235 2way

44.90

AKG
K 40
K41
K 140S
PIONEER
SE2
SL3
SE4

PIONEER
CS353 2way
CS454 3way
CS656 3way

54.90
63.90
99.90

SONY
MDR3/MDR4T

9.90
12.90
19.90
12.90
13.90
18.90

PLAYTRON
Self-build stereo headphone kit

1.90
10.90

5/82
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. vt.ci-eee

Blank l'apes - confirmed

BLANK TAPES

Comet l'rice
inc. VAT

AIWA
AD3100 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD 3200 with metal tape facility
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3500 with metal tape facility,
3heads and switchable
Dolby B & C

88.90
118.90

149.90

AKAI
CSM3 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR

59.90

FIDELITY
•350C Dolby NR, memory rewind,
output level control

39.90

MARANTZ
1015/1010 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CD 320 mains/batt. Dolby NR
SD 1030 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
PIONEER
CT320 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CT4 metal tape facility and
Dolby B & C
CT9R metal tape facility, 3heads
and Dolby B & C
CT520 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby
NR with ribbon sendust head

57.90
84.90
84.90

69.90
94.90
359.90
107.90
154.90

ROTEL
RD 400 metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
RD 500 metal tape facility, adjustable
bias and Dolby NR
RD 550 metal tape facility, LED
metering and Dolby NR
SANSUI
D95M metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
D150M metal tape facility, soft
touch, a.m.p.s. and Dolby NR
SHARP
RT1OE metal tape facility, Dolby NR
RT2OH metal tape facility, Dolby NR
TENSAI
TFL 816 with metal tape facility and
Dolby NR
DOLBY B and C
ROTEL
RN560 Dolby Band C Noise
Reduction unit enables you to add
Dolby Bor C to your tape system.
(Dolby Cgives approximately 10dB
improvement over Dolby B)

64.90
69.90
79.90

74.90
84.90
52.90
59.90

57.90

49.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ACM 50

6.90

PIONEER
DM21

9.90

SOLA VOX
UD 2011

11.90

SONY
F99T

12.90

Comet Price
inc. VAT

MEMOREX TAPE
Memorex MRX3 C90
OR - Special Price

10 for

MAXELL TAPE
UDXL 2C90
OR - BUY 5, GET ONE FREE!
i.e. 6for only
BASF LH
C60 3pack
C90 3pack
BASF CHROMDIOXID
C60
C60 twin pack
C90 twin pack

0.79
6.90

1.95
2.90
2.90
3.90

TDK OPEN REEL TAPE
LX 35-90
LX 35-180M

3.75
9.90

ALLSOP CASSETTE CLEANER
1.75
8.75

2.15
2.75
1.20
1.90
2.60

MAXELL
UL C90 twin pack
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 twin pack
UD C120
UDXL IC60
UDXL1 C90
UDXL IC90 twin pack
UDXL2 C60
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90

1.55
0.95
1.25
2.25
1.90
1.30
1.65
2.75
1.35
1.50
1.90
1.60
2.10

MAXELL METAL
MX C60
MX C90

2.50
3.50

MAXELL OPEN REEL
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10Y," 3600')

Comet Price
inc. VAT

TDK METAL TAPE
MA C60
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

3.75
10.95

SONY
CHF 60 3pack
CHF 903 pack
AHF 60
AHF 90
AHF 90 twin pack
UCX-S 60 ( new)
UCX-S 90 (new)
CDA 60
CDA 90
Metal C60
Metal C90

2.20
2.75
0.99
1.30
2.50
1.85
2.60
1.40
1.85
2.50
3.30

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60
D C90
D C90 3pack
D C120

0.70
0.97
2.60
1.35

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60
AD C90
AD C90 twin pack
AD C120

0.95
1.40
2.40
1.95

TDK OD CASSETTES
OD 050
OD C90

0.95
1.25

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.30
1.85
3.30
1.50
2.20

2.50

1=1,

SHELF SYSTEM
WITH TURNTABLE

SHARP
VZ3000E 2x25 watts Vertical dual
play disc component system. This
system has two linear tracking arms
playing both sides of the record
without interruption, inc.
LW/MW/FM tuner 2x25 watt
amplifier, Dolby cassette deck with
metal tape facility and 2way bass
reflex speakers

339.90

RACKED SYSTEMS
HARD WIRED
ALBA
SS120 2x15 watts 4waveband
LW/MW/SW/FM, Dolby
cassette, belt drive turntable
inc. loudspeakers

179.90

ROTEL
RCX400L 2x20 watts L.E.D. Power
indicators, MW/LW/FM tuner
section, Dolby cassette with metal
tape facility, plus FtP400 belt-drive
turntable inc. magnetic cartridge,
RL 400 loudspeakers and rack

249.90

HI-FI RACKED SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO 1011 2x23 watts AM-Ull
amp., AT-KI1L tuner, AP-B21C
turntable, CS-M3 Dolby cassette
deck, SRH-33 loudspeakers
and rack

289.90

PRO 1033 2x45 watts AM- U33
amp., AT- K33 tuner, AP-D33C
turntable, CS-Fll cassette deck,
SRH-55 loudspeakers and rack

429.90

MARANTZ
DC350 2x25 watts amp., tuner,
Dolby cassette, turntable, inc.
speakers

289.90

PIONEER
X330S 2x20 watts SA420 amp.,
TX520L tuner, PLI2OX belt-drive
turntable, inc. mag. cartridge,
CT320 Dolby cassette, CB550 rack
inc. CS 353 speakers

299.90

X550S 2x30 watts SA520 amp.,
TX520L tuner, PL 320 direct-drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
CT520 cassette, CB550 rack inc.
CS 454 speakers

399.90

SHARP
SYSTEM 700 2x25 watts SC700X
tuner amp., AM/FM with twin
cassette decks metal facility and
Dolby NR, belt-drive turntable,
rack and speakers

229.90

All offers subject to availability
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SHARP

RT-10E DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
Sharp technology gives you agreat deal - the Comet discount makes this
metal tape facility cassette deck even greater value for money! For aprice
you can certainly afford to pay you get such features as: Permalloy record/
playback head, 10- LED peak level display, Dolby noise reduction - and
optimum performance from Cr02 and standard tapes too. A Hi Fi bargain
by any standard - even ours!
COMET PRICE £ 52.90 inc. VAT

RT-20H DOLBY CASSETTE DECK
(With computer-controlled timing functions)
A high quality Dolby deck with metal tape facility just has to be abest buy at
this price. But when we tell you that Sharp have also incorporated computerised-controlled timing functions into the RI-20H, a best buy becomes an
incredible one! Not only does this superb unit give you clock and alarm
functions, but it also lets you know the time remaining on your cassettes
as you tape, and measures how much time the tape has run through. Add
fluorescent displays and Cr02 and normal tape capability .... and you have all
the reasons you need for snapping up an RT-20Htoday.
COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT

SYSTEM 700 ( with double cassette deck)
At its original price the Sharp 700 system offered tremendous value for
money . . . but at this Comet discount price it just has to be one of the most
fantastic
bargains ever! In one superbly-assembled 25 watts RMS per
channel package, you not only get outstanding FM/AM reception — but
two finely-paired cassette decks so that you can copy your favourite tapes,
or dub your own voice and soundtracks to create your own recordings.
And that's not all ... System 700 also includes abelt-driven turntable, apair of
3-way speakers, and ahandsome rack to keep everything together.
Sharp quality at arazor-keen Comet price. What more could you ask for?

SC-700X DOUBLE CASSETTE/RECEIVER
A unit that's literally packed with features, and with an
amplifier section producing a useful 25 watts RMS
of power into the matched speakers. There's all the
facilities you need for creative home recording . . .
convenient one-touch starting, single-switch Tape 1/
Tape 2 fader control, Mic-mixing, Double Dolby
noise reduction, easy-to-read LED indicators and
Auto Programme Search System (APSS) on Tape 1.
RP- 10E TURNTABLE
An elegant, belt-driven semi-automatic featuring: precision balanced die-cast aluminium platter, staticbalanced straight tonearm with magnetic cartridge,
semi lead in, pushbutton cut and automatic return.
The perfect complement to the SC- 700X.
CP461 SPEAKERS
A pair of Sharp 3-way CP461 speakers are included
with the System giving clean crisp reproduction of
recordings and transmissions.
SY-700X RACK
This handsomely-finished rack on its easy-gliding
castors sets the seal on asuperb system that just has to
be seen at Comet.

COMET SYSTEM PRICE £ 229.90 inc. VAT
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DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

There's abranch
near you

All branches are opendailytothe public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sundays 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031.554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ABEROEEN
0224 29434
§AYR
0292 262284
§DUMFR1ES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 35136
EDINBURGH
031.346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041-334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
§KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAWFIELD IN, Rutherglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051.647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051.928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 329896
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341721
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCKPORT
061.477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061.308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW.1N.FURNESS . 0229 31520 or 31595
BLACKBURN
0254 57813
BOLTON
0204 387153/5
BRIDLINGTON
0262 72050
BURNLEY
0282 35214

CARLISLE
022838441/2
CHESTER
0244 313724
CHESTERFIELD
0246 71390
CREWE
0270 214328
DARLINGTON
0325 57361
DEWSBURY
0924461203
DONCASTER
0302 69520
DR1FFIELD
0377 43277
GOOLE
0405 3449
HAUFAX
0422 59434
HARROGATE
0423 67312
HORSFORTH
0532 588679
HUDDERSFIELD
0484 40261
HULL
0482 20681
KEIGHLEY
0535 67021
LANCASTER
0524 62904
LEIGH
0942 670711
LIVERPOOL
051.708 7170
MACCLESFIELD
0625 610030
MANCHESTER
061.834 1861
MANCHESTER
061-998 1183
PONTEFRACT
0977 704249
PRESTON
0772 21909
ROTHERHAM
070961901
SCARBOROUGH
0723 75537
SCUNTHORPE
072469615/6
SOUTHPORT
070431813
ST HELENS
0744 35118
SUNDERLAND
0783 59993
WAKEFIELD
0924 371499
WORKINGTON
090063476/7
YORK
090421654/5
MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021-706 0684
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON.ON.TRENT .
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

'DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES
EXCEPT WHERE STARRED.

See your local Telephone Directory
For the address of your nearest COMET Branch
NO DEPOSIT CREDIT TERMS

on Comet Discount Prices

(AVAILABLE ON MAINLAND

_

ENGLAND, SCOTLAND AND WALES)

COMIFT

You may apply at any Comet branch to
open a Budget Account, or send your
requirements to the Mail Order
Department marked " CREDIT MAIL ORDER" and wewill
send you an application form entirely without obligation.
Just decide how much you wishto repay each month(any
CREDIT CARD

1,1451,0

A CUSTOMER
*m•

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME .
0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
'PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMMCH
021.553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

...

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.595 5111
HACKBRIDGE ( Mr Croydon)
01.669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01.573 1841
NEASDEN
01.459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLETHEATH
01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01.464 0430
CATFORD
01.690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01.352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01.572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01.549 8799
PUTNEY
01.785 9891

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON
EASTLEIGH
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYLESBURY
BASILDON

r-

0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

0272 559841
0222 394016
0272 876041
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CHELTENHAM
EXETER
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TOROUAY
WREXHAM

0273 692421/6
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 48232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944
0296 28771/2
0268 556299 or 556349

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0222 566138/9
0242 25786
0392 76435
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116
0803 211581/2
0978 57115

MAIL ORDER

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order "ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K. only). Please add (4.90 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 65p, Styli 50p, Headphones £ 1.50,
Microphones el.25.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 75p. Cassettes
50p, Video tapes 75p.
MAIL ORDER FORM: To Comet Discount Warehouses,
Fo. karmiey rioaa, Leeas LS] Z ¿ hi-

Qty.

Manufacturer

Model

Description

Comet
Discount Price

amount between £ 5and £ 50) and you may have credit of
up to 24 times your monthly repayment.
For example, a monthly repayment of £ 10 will give you
credit of £ 240.
Securicor Delivery

Interest of 2 %% of the ba lance outstanding
will be charged to your account each
month.

P+ P*
Ienclose my cheque/postal order for TOTAL f
made payable to Comet or debit my

A.P.R. — 30.6%
(Bankers Order repayment from Sept. 1st)

— for alternative methods of
payment is 38.4%. ( Interest may vary
from time to time).
A.P.R.

0 der by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532
440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARD, or simply phone
your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery.

Comet is a Credit Broker for this Service.
All prices quoted in Comet's Advertisements are correct at time of going t
o pressI

ACCESS*0 / BARCLAYCARD*
(*tick appropriate box)

0

/COMET CREDIT CARD* D

CARD No.

Name
Address
HFN

Signature

_J
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THE ITALIANS SAID:
THE CANADIANS LISTENED TO THE
WHARFEDALE TSR MARK is AN]) SAID:
"When we got right into the listening tests (the TSR 110s) proved to be ajoy.
"The bass in aspeaker this size can
hardly be more precise, more accurate"
"The high end is at once accurate
and conservative:
"The midrange, whose range of
sounds is critical to the success of
any speaker, is one of the best we'v
ever encountered:
"In short, top marks. You can
listen to this loudspeaker
system forever- it is
exceptionally natural:
1'81 AUDIO TEST REPORTS MARCH 1981/

,AMERICANS sAI
1The Wharfedale TS
108) is one of the most
inthwative consumer
electronics products of
19807
F.xt

#11

frcen the
1)atlyint
$ifei/wc-ring
I *Mû hk ag
tx<mic

"Tutu etre imodelli offrono
straordinarie capacità dinamiche,
esono adatti alla produzione di
elevatissimi volumi d'ascolto."
"Concludiarno rilevando con
piacere che, al di sopra di ogni
motivazione commerciale, questa
serie ¡SR èseriamente
fondai° suit' antica scienza della
Wharfedale."
(AUDIO vetONE .MAKI-119e)

THE FRENCH SAID:
"Les résultats obtenus, par leur
homogénéité et leur haut niveau de
performance, placent la TSR 108 parmi
les toutes meilleures réalisations du
moment, dans sa classe de prix.
Wharfedale n'a donc pas - encore
une fois! - démenti sa réputation et
cette enceinte acoustique sera à
écouter absolument avant tout achat
dans cette gamme de prix:
CRIFI STÉRÉO' APRR.1980

"Que l'on écoute les TSR 112 àbas
ou haut niveau, la précision des attaques
et la dynamique restent toujours
excellentes:
"Cette fenêtre ouverte sur
la musique est particulièrement
impressionnante:'
('AU BANC .D'ES5Af MAY 1980)

SO
EVEN BETTER

•dictionTo save you reaching for the appro
dale TSR
aries, we can assure you that the original
speakers sounded as good in French and It
nas they
did in English.
Yet despite such universal approval, ou
still weren't satisfied. They never are. '
Hence the new, improved TSR-2s.
Beneath the detachable grilles, each
anew
ferrofluid damped 'LMP (Low Modulus olyarnide)
dome tweeter, for better power handling and dispersion.
The TSR-112-2's twin bass dnvers now have,

(Mineral Filled Homo-Polymer) cones, to reduce
onion. We've even managed to improve on the TSR's
esign Council Award-winning appearance.
But what we haven't changed is the remarkable
mbination of sensitivity, power handling and low
louration that made them so popular to begin with.
When you've already attracted rave reviews you
on't change your
I
—
hole act. You just

WF-IARI-EDALE

eeP trYi

t° make RANK WHARFEDALE LTD, HIGHFIELD RD,

ibetter Still.

IDLE, BRADFORD. YORKSHIRE TEL: 0274 611131.

The JVC guide

to tuner amps.
Or 371,293 tonal combinations at your fingertips.
Two or three tone controls just can't do it.
They simply are not flexible enough to ensure
that all frequencies from the lows to the highs
are given equal emphasis in reproduction.
To achieve a "flat" response in your listening
room you need something more - you need
aJVC SEA Graphic Equalizer. And that's
exactly what JVC have built in to their R-S77
Super A FM/AM Stereo receiver.
With the JVC SEA Stereo Graphic
Equalizer you have five "tone-zone" controls.
Each control offers arange of adjustment up
to ± 12dB in 2dB increments. The five centre
frequencies are 40 Hz, 250 Hz, lkHz, 5kHz
and 151d-lz. That all adds up to 371,293
tonal combinations. You can give more
"umph" to bass stubborn speakers, fix
high-shy phono cartridges or even "remix"
amusical source to your own tastes.

The Superior Sound of
Super A.

four paired variable-capacitance diodes.
The I'LL MPX FM demodulator assures hi-fi
stereo sound.
If your dream of an amplifier is one that
provides accurate signal transmission under
actual performance, then you'll find that your
dreams have come true with the R-S77.

The Sound of the '80's.
Even if you are not ready for R-S77, JVC has
an amplifier for you in their range.
The R-S33L gives you 42 watts per
channel, minimum R/VIS (both channel driven,
8ohms) at 11d-lz, with no more
than 0.003% THD.
R-S551.
R-S331.

R-SilL

«."‘"
ÇL

r•••••.'

II 11

11 11 II IIT1
R-S 77

The 65 watts per channel R-S77 is aSuper A
amplifier - so it's cleaner, cooler and quicker.
Super A has all the advantages of Class A
amps in banishing switching and crossover
distortion but without the high heat loss
Class A amps typically suffer. Efficiency is in
the order of Class B. Measured at Ild-lz
distortion is 0.001% or less at the full rated
power. The slew rate is so high that the R-S77
suffers no Transient Intermodulation
distortion what-so-ever. "Oddball" harmonic
distortions are totally out.

Drift FreeTuning.
FM/AM(MW) tuning on the R-S77 is
electronically controlled through aQuartz
PLL (Phase-Locked Loop) circuit to pin
point the station and lock it against dnft from
temperature change or shock. You can tune
manually or use the Autoscan to find and lock
into astation. You can commit 6FM and
6AM(MW) stations to the tuner's memory.

f

, It's aSuper A amp with SEA Graphic
Equalizer, 2-channel LED Peak Power
Indicator and the unique JVC Triple
Power Protection system.
The R-S55L has the same low distortion,
digital synthesizer for precision tuning, seven
pre-set stations, digital tuned-frequency display,
Auto Scan tuning and Triple Power Protection.
The priced-right R-S1IL has LED Peak
Power Indicators, LED Signal Strength
and Centre-Tune indicators, PLL Multiplex
Stereo Demodulator for FM and less than
0.004% THD.
No ad can tell you all you'll want to know
about the JVC range of tuner-amps so send
in this coupon today for all the gen. The more
you hear from us, the better you'll hear!
To: JVC (UK) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way, London IWV2 7AF.
Please send me details about your tuner amps.
Name
Address

The sensitive, selective FM tuner.
The R-S77 allows pinpoint tuning, of even
the faintest stations with its junction FET RF
amp, dualgate MOS FET mixer, and

RR7

JVC

ANOTHER STEP CLOSER TO REALITY

JVC athe trade mark of the VIctor Company of Japan

"It is, quite simply, probably the best loudspeaker they have ever made,
and one of the finest produced anywhere."
PRACTICAL HI-FI, SEPTEMBER 1981.
PETER HERRING.

BYCELESTION

Celestion International Ltd., DittonWorks,Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8JP Telephone 0473 73131.
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XACTLY five years ago, on the eve
of HFN's 21st birthday, we conducted
a readership survey in the form of a replypaid questionnaire. That was afruitful
operation which told us slot about what
you thought of us, how the balance of
editorial contents might usefully be
shifted alittle, what sort of people you are
who put up with sixty pages of boring
editorial material each month for the sake
of all those lovely ads, and so on. We
summarised the results in the November
1977 issue, but such is the rate of inflation
and social change, the shifts in spendingpower at atime of recession and unemployment, movements in hobby
attachments under the impact of new
technologies, etc, that those data must
surely now be sadly wrong. So it seems
appropriate to repeat the exercise in
1982. And what better year? This is HFN's
quarter- century- plus- one and RR's halfcent ury-minus-one, asort of unique
'gold- and-silver' ± 1' slot not to be
missed. Anyway, do please help us to
help you — and the audio and record
industries on which the whole hi-fi hobby
depends — by turning to page 19 and
allotting afew minutes to ringing afew
numbers, so that our computer can
compile the magazine's present
readership ' profile'. The nearer we get to
a 100% return, the more confidently can
we relate our editorial balance to facts
supplied by you rather than hypotheses
dreamed up by us. Thalk you.
Regarding hypotheses, anumber of
interesting speculations will be found
dotted around this issue, some
concerning the ongoing debate about
digital technology ( Roger Lagadec p.55
and John Atkinson p.44) and some
prompted by odd corners of domestic
usage in regard to disc surface- noise
being exaggerated by equipment, and
colorations reduced lay standing heavy
weights on amplifiers ( Steven Paradis
and Ben Fairclough, p.59). On the digital
front we commend Dr Lagadec's sober
survey to all those enthusiasts who,
knowing that the Compact Disc is almost
upon us, believe that most of the
problems must by now be solved and
that the audio milleniLm will be here by
the end of the year. Well, CD will indeed
probably be here by then, but there are
still a lot of difficulties to be resolved
ccncerning basic matters, while, as J.A.
reports, the business of giving areally
first-class demonstration of the new
medium continues to give trouble. And
this is with informed experts in charge, so
the layman can hardly feel reassured. We
have little doubt that in the long- run
some form of digital recording will
become the domestic norm, but it is likely
to be some years before the mighty
READERS' LETTERS
Letters for publication should be addressed to the
Editor, and must contain no-other material or enquiries.
Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment
matters ( with SAE) should be marked for the attention of
'Crossover', who will reply in due course. We reserve the
right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems
feature, unless otherwise instructed.
BINDERS
Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RRare
available from: Modern Bookbinders, Chadwick Street,
Blackburn, Lancs. The years 1971 to 1982 are each
covered by two binders ( January-June and

digit's full hi-fi potential is available for a
modest outlay.
Regarding Mr Paradis' comments on
surface- noise, it is not of course anew
idea that minor disc faults can be
emphasized by amplifiers or
loudspeakers, the one through poor
overload performance in response to
narrow spikes and the other by the
addition of HF ringing artefacts. We recall
many years ago hearing the first
demonstration of Quad's ribbon
loudspeaker at a BSRA exhibition, when
shellac 78rpm records were still in
command. The various types of scrawny,
scratchy, coloured surface- noise that one
had come to associate with records
suddenly receded, to leave arelatively
gentle, innocuous hiss, yet musical treble
was fully maintained. Likewise, the late
Cecil Watts once told us that a
disproportionately large number of those
who sought his advice on disc noise
problems used aparticular tweeter which
spat and spluttered furiously whenever it
was fed with any sort of HF transient. As
our American correspondent suggests,
we should perhaps all be paying more
attention to the modern equivalents of
such effects — while always being wary
about throwing the musical baby out with
the noisy bathwater. Thus while Mr
Paradis' point is well put, we do just
wonder whether his ESL speakers may
actually be giving amore truthful
rendition of both music and surface
noise, the one overbright because it's
recorded that way and the other
objectionable because noise is
objectionable — and shouldn't be there
in the first place!
Finally, Mr Fairclough's amplifier
weights are intriguing indeed. Residual
microphony in transistor equipment may
be more prevalent than most people care
to admit, just as with turntables which
were widely thought to be relatively
immune from such things until agrowing
clamour of subjective suspicion was
confirmed by measurements. The VPI
brick which prompted all this ( see
January p.23) is actually made of steel,
with the claim that it works partly by
acting as ashort-circuit ' suck- out' to
magnetic fields which might otherwise
induce unwanted coloration when
components vibrate within them. At a
crude level, one could simply try giving
one's amplifier ahefty thump with the
volume control turned well up, both with
and without music playing. Does it make
adifference? And are tape recorders
perhaps also sensitive to loud sounds when
they are recording or playing? The stretch of
tape adjacent to the tape- head is alight
'diaphragm' which might modulate
movement past the head. Any offers?
July Decenio , • Price £ 300 for one ipost paid! or C5.50
for apair For earlier years, please ask for aquotation.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING
Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/ RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially from University
Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106,
USA; UK and rest of world: 30/32 Mortimer Street,
London W1N 7RA.
Technical articles of full page length or over appearing
in HiFi News & Record Review are detailed in the
British Technology index.
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CAVENDISH

Quality products at
hard-to-beat prices
ÇSHARP

SHARP RT10

Britain's leading HiFi,
Audio, Video TV and
Cassette Centre
Cavendish Sales, renowned for bringing you
quality Home Entertainment at prices which
are hard to beat, lead the way in ' 82 with some
superb otters.
Illustrated are asmall selection of items at
lower- than-ever prices

call along for a

demonstration or phone 01-247 9791 for details
of our huge range of

VZ3000E

Aunique concept in audio design.
This superb vertical dual-play disc
compo system automatically plays
both sides of record and has linear
tracking mechanism; high
performance cassette deck with
Dolby, APSS and Metal Tape facility;
MW/LW/FM Stereo Tuner; produces
25 watts output per channel and comes complete with speakers.

ADolby Cassette Deck
that does it all at an
amazing price. Metal tape
facility, LED peak level
display, full auto-stop,
hard permalloy record/
playback head, digital
tape counter.

SANSUI M7 MIDI SYSTEM

AMSTRAD MICRO 101

Micro hi-fi at aunbelievable price. This system consists of 3 units:—
aAM/FM Stereo Tuner with
digital readout and highly
actvancèd circuitry; aPower
Amplifier producing 25 watts
RMS into 8bhms; and a
Pre-Amp producinglsuperbi
sound reproduction.

Magnificent new Midi Systemlconsisting of P-M7 computerized
auto playback, fully auto turntable
with linear tracking tonearm; A-M7
Integrated Amplifier producing 25
watts per channel; T- M7 Tuner with
5 AM and 5FM presets and 18 LED
analog-digital tuning dial; D- M7
Dolby and Metal Cassette Deck with
Auto Music Programme Search via
9-memory sensor; S- M7 matching
speaker system.

PIONEER X330 ( CTRS 271)

WHARFEDALE LASER 20
The latest in the Laser range of
superb quality true HiFi speakers.
An excellent example of
Wharfedale's advanced research,
this speaker handles up to 50
Watts and is infinite baffle design.
Priced as apair.

AKAI PRO 1011

The incredible new Pioneer X-330 System.
Consisting of the SA-420 Stereo Integrated.
Amplifier giving 20 watts per channel;
TX-520L FM/MW/LW Stereo Tuner; CT-320
Stereo Cassette Deck with Dolby, soft-touch
operation and Metal Tape facility; PL- 120
Auto- return, quick start, turntable cartridge.
CB-550 glass fronted cabinet. Complete with
Pioneer CS353 speakers and all Hi Fi leads.

ADC 1700DD

Only

A perfect balance of features, performance
and value comprising:—

One of our finest ever offers. This
famous Semi-automatic direct
drive, quartz lock turntable
complete with XLM3 cartridge at
an incredible price. With low
mass, fully tapered tonearm:
viscous cueing and
Only
illuminated R.P.M.
read out.
£67.95

£289.95

AT-K11L 3- band tuner, FM/MW/LW.
AM- U11 20 watts RMS per channel stereo
integrated amplifier.
CS-M3 Metal-tape cassette deck.
AP-B21C Belt-drive, auto- return turntable.
SR- H33 2-way loudspeakers, 35 watts max.
input power.
Hi -Fi Rack Choice of walnut-style finish or metal

r

A7 OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AND CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
PERSONAL CALLERS & MAIL ORDER WELCOME
To:CAVENDISH SALES CASSETTE CENTRE LIMITED, 279/283 WHITECHAPEL ROAD, LONDON, El.
I Please send me (tick as applIcable)

I

D SHARP RTIO £4695 plus £2.50 p&p
Eli PIONEER X330 £279.95 plus £ 12.00 Securicor only
D SHARP VZ3COOE £299.95 plus £6.00 Securicor only
AKAI PRO 1011 £289.95 plus £ 12.00 Securicor only
SANSUI M7 SYSTEM £499.95 plus £6.00 Securicor
ADC 1700 £67.95 plus £2.50 p&p

Ini A
° i'lTRAO MICRO 101 £6995 plus £6.00 Securicor
D V IARFEDALE LASER 20 £39.95 plus £6.00
Securicor only

I8

Only

£279.95

CaVendi
Address

Ei

che g
e.

I
enclose achequarP.O. for £
Or please
debit my Access/American Express/Barclaycard/
Diners Card No.
(Delete as applicabie)

Registered in England No. 1416729

Signature

If you would prefer to have goods despatched by
Securicor. please add £6to order instead of p&p

CASSEIII CENTRE
Cassette Centre 279/233 Whitechapel Road, London El .
Next to Whitechapel Underground Station.
11 i-Fi Centre 317 Whitechapel Road, London El. Just 2
I.
wins Whitechapel Underground Station.
Video Centre 291 Whitechapel Road, London El.
Telephone 01-247 3452/4/5 (24 hour answerphone service). I
Open 9.15 a.m.-6 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
3:10 m. an Access/American Express/Barclaycard
JMI/Diners accepted with pleasure.
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HFN/RR and YOU
AS EXPLAINED IN the Leader on page 17, after a
/
1
"‘ five-year gap we feel that it's again about time we
asked readers some questions about the magazine—
and about themselves— so that we can more effectively
serve your needs and those of our advertisers. Readers
come and go, so we don't know whether you have been
with us for five years or five months, whether you like
our present editorial balance or would prefer ashift of
emphasis, whether you go for expensive ' esoteric' gear
or have to scrape the hi-fi barrel— and soon.

Whatever your own feelings, do please help usto
help you by answering thefollowing questions. All you
have to do is ring or strike through the number or
numbers corresponding to the correct answer(s) to
each question, so that our computer can do the analysis
for us— but please don't add any other comments
except in the box provided. Then cut out this page, fold
and tuck as necessary, and post it off to Croydon — no
stamp is needed. Thank you very much.

ABOUT YOU
1. Male
Female

001
002

2. Age
Under 21
21-25
26-35
36-50
51-65
over 65

003
004
005
006
007
008

8 What country of origin is your equipment?
UK
041
Amplifier
042
Tuner/receiver
043
Turntable
044
Arm ( ifeeparate)
045
Cartridge
046
Cassette deck
047
Open- reel
048
Loudspeakers
049
Headphones
050
Video

Far East
051
052
053
054
055'
056
057
058
059
060

Europe/America
061
062
063
064
065
066
067
068
069
070

None
071
072
073
074
075
076
077
078
079
080

ABOUT YOUR MUSIC
3. Annual income?
under £4000
£4000-£5000
£5000-£7000
£7000-£10000
over £ 10000

009
010
011
012
013

4 Occupation?
Unskilled
Semi- skilled manual
Skilled manual
White collar
Managerial
Professional
Student

014
015
016
017
018
019
020

5 In which area do you live?
London area
South East
South West
East Anglia
Midlands
Wales
North West
North East
Scotland
Ireland
Overseas

021
022
023
024
025
026
027
028
029
030
031

6 What national newspapers (daily and
Sunday) do you read regularly?
Guardian, Telegraph, Times, FT
Mail, Express
Star, Sun, Mirror
Observer, S. Times, S. Telegraph
Sunday Express
Sunday Mirror, People, N of W
None

7 When did you last purchase any hi-fi
equipment?
Within 12 months
1-2 years
2-3 years
over 3years

032
033
034
035
036
037
038

101
102
103
104

9 Where did you buy your equipment?
(Ring more than one number if necessary)
Retail chain or department store
105
Hi Fi specialist retailer
106
Discount store
107
Mail order
108
Second hand
109

10 What equipment do you plan/hope to
buy in the next 12 months?
(Ring more than one number if
necessary)
110
Amplifier
111
Tuner/receiver
112
Turntable
113
Arm
114
Cartridge
115
Cassette deck
116
Open- reel recorder
117
Loudspeakers
118
Headphones
119
Video
120
Car audio ( ICE)
121
None

13 What is your musical taste?
(Ring more than one if necessary)
Classical ( orchestral/instrumental)
Classical ( operatic/vocal)
Classical ( early music)
Rock
Jazz
Popular ( eg. film, dance, big band,
folk, C&W, light, etc)

133
134
135
136
137
138

14a How many LPs on average do you buy
each year?
None
139
1to 12
140
13 to 36
141
Over 36
142

14b How many prerecorded cassettes on
average do you buy each year?
143
None
144
1to 12
145
13 to 36
146
Over 36

ABOUT MeN/Be
11 What item of hi-fi equipment have you
built yourself?
(Ring more than one if necessary)
122
Loudspeakers
123
Amplifier
124
Signal processor
125
Other
126
None

12 Approximately how much was the total
cost of your equipment?
127
Under £250
128
£250-£500
129
£500-£1000
130
£1000-£1500
131
£1500-£3000
132
Over £3000

15 Ring the 8items which in general
interest you most in HFN/RR
Feature equipment review
Normal equipment review
DIY features
Technical features
Show reports
General news
Gold on . .
Subjective Sounds
Soundings
FM Radio
Patents
American Letter
Tape Matters
Reader's Problems
Editorial leader
General features
Letters/Positive Feedback
Book reviews

150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
180
161
162
163
164
165
166
167

Question 15 continued overleaf
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16-Continued
Crossword
Music on record
Interviews with musicians
Gramophile/Music news
Looking Back
Classical record reviews
Deja Vu reissue reviews
Quality Monitor
Cassette Monitor
Rock record reviews
Jazz record reviews
Popular record reviews
Classified advertisements
Display advertisements

18 What other hi-fi or record magazines do
you read regularly?
HFN/RR Annual
186
Gramophone
187
Hi Fi For Pleasure
188
Practical Hi Fi
189
Records & Recording
190
Hi Fi Answers
191
Popular Hi Fi
192
What Hi Fi
193
Hi Fi Choice
194
Any video magazine
195
None
196

168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
179
180
181

19 How do you obtain HFN/RR?
Subscription
Regular newsagent order
Casual sale
Library

16 Do you find the equipment reviews too
technical?
Yes
182
No
183

197
198
199
200

20 How many other people see your copy
of HFN/RR?
None
201
One
202
Two
203
Three
204
Four
205
more than four
206
21 How long have you been reading
HFN/RR?
This is the first copy
Less than 1year
1-3 years
3-5 years
over 5years
only occasionally
Signature
(optional)

Date

17 Do you find the record reviews contain
sufficient information?
Yes
184
No
185

The box on the right is forany other
comments. Please be brief.
FIRST FOLD

THIRD FOLD (AND TUCK IN)

CROYDON,

LINK HOUSE,
SECOND FOLD

DINGWALL AVENUE,

--r

207
208
209
210
211
212

ADC drop prices

. . . but not quite in time for us to
alter those printed in last month's
review of the ADC Astrion and
MC1.5. The Astrion becomes very
much more competitively priced
at £ 119 inc. VAT, and, if its sound
is alittle on the polite side, at this
price it could become a suitable
upgrade for the Entre owner
wanting an alternative. The MC1.5
at £ 149 inc. VAT is also more
competitive and is worth auditioning; however, be warned
that it really does prefer to be
partnered with low mass arms.

Speakers at AES
1982 marks the 50th anniversary
of the founding of Yorkshire
speaker manufacturer Wharfedale by Gilbert Briggs, so it is
appropriate that this month's AES
lecture is entitled '50 years of
loudspeaker measurement' and is
being given by Wharfedale engineers Peter Fryer and Gareth
Millward. Fryer was instrumental
in developing the application of
laser technology to the investigation of drive- unit behaviour so the
talk should be illuminating, to say
the least. Venue is, as usual, the
IEE in Savoy Place, London WC1,
date is Tuesday 11th May, and
time is 6.30 for 7pm.

Logic Move

Logic, manufacturers of that
rather tasty DM101 turntable,
have moved. Their new address is
19 Hurlbutt Road, Heathcote Industrial Estate, Warwick CV34
6TD. Telephone number remains
unchanged at 0926 20302. -

LaserVision at
last!
Well, it had to happen; Philips
have announced that the end of
this month will see the oftpostponed UK launch of LaserVision, their optical video-disc sys-

New Recording Licence
With the video boom upon us, it
would be ahappy augury for the
future if we could report that an
equitable solution to the controversial problem of ' home taping' picture or sound had been
found. Alas, this is not so, but we
do understand that an agreement
has been reached with the Federation of British Tape Recordists and
the Mechanical Copyright Protection Society ( MCPS) over the
issue of alicence for FBTRG members to permit the recording of
'copyright' works.
To clarify this matter, it does not
cover material that has already
been released on prerecorded
discs or tapes, but providing the
work is available from the recording company (with permission) or
the work is being performed ' live',
the use of this new FBTRC licence
will permit members to use the
tape recordings for private purposes. Of course, if the performers are members of the Musicians' Union, then their permission has to be granted. An MCPS
licence for audio recording—with
specified
restrictions—was
issued some years ago, but discontinued. This new Amateur ReHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

tem. Both hard—around £500—
and software ( over 75 titles initially at around £ 15 each) will be
available through a restricted
number of outlets—including
high street multiples and rental
shops—in Greater London and
the Home Counties, and it is
hoped that the system will rapidly
spread throughout the UK. If the
American videodisc experience is
anything to go by, domestic
acceptance won't be easy. It could
well be that Philips dealers are
going to get very tired of pointing
out to potential customers that
the system doesn't have arecord
button. This, of course, is a
marketing disadvantage shared
by the JVC VHD system, which
itself won't be launched until the
Autumn ( if then).

Victory V?

It is something of atestament to
Shure's consistency and sobriety
that practically the last thing Idid
before leaving the editorial team
of HFN/RR was cover the launch
of the V15 IV. That was four years
ago, which is indicative of the
commercial success and acceptance of that design. The number V
launch serves substantially to reaffirm Shure's commitment to
their well established directions
of engineering development.
Shure do not often need to
launch to the press, but when they
do they do so in style. The file
summarising the technical seminar has no less than 170 pages,
plus appendices, and somehow
this needs to be compressed into
a news note! The main thrust of
the changes from the IV seems to
It is now generally accepted that be related to an entirely new
record clamps/weights can have a cantilever, which offers still furthsignificant effect on cutting down er improved tracking abilities and
spurious vibrations within the re- also benefits the geometry of
cord vinyl, although whether this groove tracing. Refinements have
effect is beneficial depends on also improved performance of the
mat material and platter/turntable 'dynamic stabiliser' system.
The major engineering change
design, amongst other things.
One of the problems, however, is has been to the cantilever. Shure
finding aclamp which works, but have finally moved on from aluis also easy to use and doesn't minium to beryllium tubing, and
turn the simple act of putting the make some very valid points conrecord on into amajor ritual. One cerning the use and misuse of
of our favourites has been the exotic materials for cantilevers.
plastic tripedal ' Pod', marketed by For high stiffness and low moving
Monitor Audio, but now another mass, they show indisputably that
clamp has taken our fancy. The the tubing configuration and conPlanax-PX costs £ 14.95 and con- struction is far more important
sists of a simple light black ano- than the actual choice of material.
dised aluminium disc with acen- By inference, the use of solid
tral hole and aradial slot extend- cantilevers, for the sake, perhaps,
ing to the edge. A small spacer is of a difficult-to-fabricate unusual
held in the mouth of the slot by a material, is likely to give poorer
circumferential
band and to results than, say, good quality
clamp the record, this is pushed in aluminium tubing. ( Interestingly,
to allow the Planax to be slipped some of the pioneers of exotic
over the record spindle. Once cantilever materials have recently
released the disc grips the spindle shown that they are now able to
tightly, forcing the record against produce superior tubular conthe mat. Recommended: details structions in their chosen mateon availability from Absolute rials eg, B&O/Sapphire, Technics/
Sounds, 42 Parkside, Wimbledon, Boron.)
However, Shure are rightly
London SW19.
proud of being able to fabricate
foil
costing
cording Licence will cost FBTRC tubing (from
members £2.50 including VAT $2,000,000 per pound) 18mil in
/ mil wall thick2
and details can be obtained from diameter with 1
FBTRC Hon Sec: Jim Purcell, 20 ness. This has reduced the canVictoria Road, Teddington, Mid- tilever contribution to the moving
mass by 50%, while allowing its
dlesex TW11 OBG.
The levy problem on blank tape length to increase to improve
has been widely discussed lately groove geometry performance
but unresolved and, of course, (an unusual approach today
entering the area of videocasset- perhaps, but Shure are in good
te recording of broadcast prog- company with B&O in this rerammes is amind-boggling legal spect). Despite the increase in
exercise. As certain products car- length, stiffness has also been
ry aGovernment health warning, increased, and the HF mechanical
so commercially issued audio and resonance now appears at aquite
video tapes have copying restric- sanitary 33kHz, instead of the
distinctly marginal 22kHz of the
tions and are so marked.
Of course, copyright laws vary type Ill and IV predecessors.
considerably in different coun- Some electrical compensation is
tries, and it would seem that—as still necessary to counteract + 3dB
one wag has said—you cannot at 20kHz, but the unit is now flatter
record video/audio programmes and less in need of precise elecnow even in the ' piracy' of your trical matching than its predecessors.
own home.
DA
Shure would appear to have
backtracked over the use of a
'double resonator' system to
If you've got an Ortofon cartridge 'tune' the high frequency resothen you might well be interested nance, as they attempted on the IV
in an offer Harman UK are making (and which was also used in the
throughout April and May. Styli none-too-well received Ortofon
for popular models will be avail- MC30), as its effects are absent on
able for half list price ie, a VMS the comparison graphs, and no
20E ll stylus for only £ 12.00 or that mention is made in the book. In
for aVMS30 II for £ 14.75.
my view, this was one of the less
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French Clamp

Ortofon Offer

bright ideas of the '70s, so Iam
pleased to note its disappearance,
and hope we have seen the last of
it. Strangely, Shure make no mention of the change from plastics to
metal for the main cartridge body,
which Iwould regard as mechanically a most desirable move,
though the contact area (
vis-à-vis
the headshell) is still sadly small.
(The provision of ghastly plastic
mounting screws perhaps only
emphasises that intimate rigid
headshell mechanical coupling is
not part of Shure's current engineering thinking in any case.)
The unit is lavishly presented,
and comes with two special alignment gauges. However, a highly
experienced
associate
commented that the instructions
seemed to him to be unnecessarily complicated, if not obscure, and
he felt that many users might
merely find them inscrutable. Recommended price is to be £ 161.
PM

801 rules
Or so it would seem. With EMI and
Decca using B&W 801 speakers
for all their classical monitoring
over the last couple of years, B&W
could indeed rest on their laurels.
But as if that were not enough, the
entire Polygram group—ie,Decca
plus DG and Philips—have now
decided to follow suit and use the
speakers as well. B&W certainly
deserve some accolades for keeping the British end up.

Celestion change

name
Last month saw the disappearance of a name integral with
loudspeakers for many enthusiasts, for on April 5th the Celestion company changed its name
from Rola Celestion Ltd to Celestion International Ltd. The ' Rola'
identity dated from 1947 but in
recent years the Ipswich company
has promoted the names 'Celestion' and ' Ditton'—in France, for
instance, they have built up avery
successful ' Mr Ditton' image—
and it seemed sensible to put their
effort behind the name Celestion.

Grado Change
Distribution of the Grado range of
'flux bridger' cartridges has
changed: they are now being
handled by Grado Products ( UK)
Ltd, 27 Long Causeway, Peterborough PE1 1YJ. Tel: 0733 45890.
New models, tailored for the UK
market, include the GT Super, GC
Super, and GF3 Super (three 'Super Flux bridger' designs) and the
'Gemini Gold', said to be linear in
all planes, irrespective of recorded velocity. Grado are offering a 'Trade-up-Grade' scheme—
whereby owners of Grado Fseries cartridges can upgrade to a
model of their own choice for just
the price of the respective stylus—
es well as a 'Total Cover Warranty'
which covers both cartridge and
stylus against both faults and
accidental damage for 12 months.
21
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What brings home the world's best broadcasting system
at the touch of abutton?

Simple.

The QUAD FM4

Write or phone for price
and availability

44
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Three state- ofthe
mart tuners
1- his new model from The Acoustical
Manufacturing Company in Huntingdon
has been in the development womb for some
considerable time, and many have been
anxiously awaiting its arrival. As with all
previous Quad FM tuners, it is VHF only,
covering the band from 87.75 to 109.15MHz.
The tuner is housed in ametal cabinet having
overall dimensions of 321mm wide x 220mm
deep (from front of tuning knob to back of IEC
extension socket guard) x 70mm high ( including feet). It is finished in two-tone grey
and matches the 'Quad grey' of the Quad 44
preamplifier. The basic functions on the front
of the tuner are extremely simple and highly
ergonomically designed, there being just
eight push-buttons selecting seven preset
stations and atuning position, atuning knob
which covers the VHF band in approximately
nine turns, and atypical Quad mains on/off
miniature button. Frequency is displayed on a
seven-segment type display with up to five
figures, although the last figure only reads 0
or 5whilst the tuner is actually continuously
tuning and is not synthesized.
On the back panel is atypical Belling-Lee
type 75-ohm coaxial aerial socket (female), a
The RF signal path is through integrated
5- pin DIN socket for audio output, a fuse, a
circuit, and the RF filter is ceramic. After
voltage selector covering nominally 110/240
discri ination, abirdie filter is incorporated
volts (each position has a wide input
mains voltage tolerance), an IEC mains input :to improve rejection of VHF interference..
socket together with avery well shrouded IEC
After assing through the phase- locked loop
mains extension output socket. Readers may
decod rchip, the audio goes through avery
effecti emultiplex filter and then through an
have noted my letter re IEC mains plugs and
audio muting circuit whi h mutes away the
sockets in the April issue (p.27), and Peter
Walker of Acoustical is very wise to have
thurn sand clicks when t etuner is switched
added ashroud around the extension socket
on o the station is c anged. The local
°kill tor is tuned by aVa icap diode system
to prevent old type IEC plugs from being
either by DC levels d termined by the
incorrectly inserted. [ Current production
positi n of the tuning
ob, or by stored
models are fitted with anew IEC socket which
overcomes the problem and obviates the need
digits in the memory eh s from which the
for ashroud — Edj.
requi ed DC levels are ob id.
Terperature compens tion and a degree
By the side of the presets on the front panel
are LEDs to indicate which channel has been
of AFC are accomplished ith i
nthe DC control
selected, the seven preset stations being
syste ; no drift was ev
noticed over very
green and the manual tuning position red. For
long ime periods, alth ugh distortion did
storing preset stations in the memory after a vary slightly from day o day. The signal
station has been tuned in, the user has to
stren th meter is combi ed with the tuning
depress both 'Tune' and the required preset
indic tion by providing
o vertical rows of
tend ts each to show si nal strength, tuning
for two seconds or so, the LEDs indicating
when the memory has taken in the required
bein correct when both wows are equally Mt.
This ndication appeared to be very accurate
station. All the preset station memories are
held when the tuner is switched off;
and et very simple to use, and was thus well
liked
furthermore, the tuner will remember its last
used tuning position after switch-off. The
Ac ustical have quite obviously spent a
FM4 can therefore be used with atimer record
cons derable amount of money in developing
start system.
this tuner, since at least two of the sections

Quad FM 4tuner
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are specifically customized, i.e., overall display, and the microprocessor circuitry, which
are, clearly custom programmed for, this
particular tuner. The tuning knob feels extremely smooth and had absoiutely rio
backlash; furthermore, its bearings werevery
good, and far better than .those of many other
British tuners that Ihave checked in the last
few years, although not having a flywheel
action. This knob comes up against end-stops
at the two ends of the tuning range.
1have in fact been employing this tuner as
my main source of FM radio for well over a .
month and have found it delightful to use, its
quality of reproduction being rated as very .
good, with no significant problems experienced at all. In particular, its very simplicity allowed very rapid access to the
required stations. RF sensitivity was good, if
not quite up to that of the very best tuners
tested, whilst selectivity was rated reasonably good, but again not as good as the
Hitachi, Technics or Revox B760 tuners.
Capture ratio was excellent. The response
was well extended, but perhaps very sliglhtly
bright, and signal-to-noise ratio quite acceptable throughout. No crosstalk problems
were noticed subjectively, and whilst some
burbles on Radio 3 have been noticed on
quite afew tuners, the FM4 seemed to reject
these completely.
Lab results
In the laboratory we used the new Marconi
2019 generator together with the Hewlett.
Packard 86406 and much other equipment to
check the performance. RF levels were also
checked using aRacal 9303 power meter. The
30dB IHF RF sensitivity ( mono) was at best 1.3
µV when all the leads were very carefulty
orientated for complete optimum, but more
usually the reading was around 1.6 µV, and
this would indicate a very slight input
impedance mismatch, although not serious.
RFIM performance was established using two
equal level signals spaced 1MHz apart at 96
and 97 MHz. A 30dB IHF intermodulation
product was developed when these signals
were averaging around 3.2 mV each. This
figure is reasonable but not outstandingly .
good. Similarly, adjacent channel selectivity
will be seen to be adequate for most,
requirements, but not in the class of many
23

EXPERIENCE THE NEW THRESHOLD
STASIS LINE OF AMPLIFIERS

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
42 Parkside London SW 19
Tel. 01.947 5047

Distributors for;
Audio Research
The Arm, Audiophile Products,
DCM (Time Windows)
Koetsu, Etude, Oracle, QLN,
RO Research Threshold.
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higher performance tuners, whilst alternate
channel selectivity was similarly adequate
but not excellent. Capture ratio measured
extremely well, having been checked at
various levels to be between 0.8 and 1.1.
Limiting was reached at significantly below
the 3dB IHF sensitivity point, which is good.
No muting facilities are provided, and whilst
this might disturb some possible users, Ido
not personally find it a disadvantage. AM
rejection at 100 µV was acceptable, although
again we have measured better on some
other tuners, including the Hitachi and
Technics models also reviewed here.
A study of the pen charts of response and
crosstalk show that the LF end is well extended right down to 20 Hz, but a slight
plateau in the 5-15 kHz region can be seen,
particularly in the right channel. These very
slight errors might be due to the characteristics of the MPX filter used, which itself
gave excellent rejection of 19 and 38 kHz.
Whilst crosstalk is very good from LF up to the
presence region, it deteriorates a little at 10
kHz and above, although even the worst
figure of 26 dB at 15 kHz is still very satisfactory, although some tuners are better
here, perhaps unnecessarily so.
Several distortion checks were made but no
real problems noted, the distortion at middle
frequencies on the stereo sum channel being
very low indeed at below 0.1% at 75 kHz
deviation. When checking left or right only at
full deviation, distortion was typically better
than 0.5%, which in practice is quite satisfactory, although again quite a number of
tuners would measure better. Differencechannel distortion was checked at 50%
deviation and found to be just below 0.2%,
whilst at an unrealistic 100% deviation, which
is not normally met, the worst distortion that
we measured was around 0.5%.
We measured background noise ref ± 75 kHz
deviation, and using CCIR/ARM weighting
the stereo noise at 1mV RF input signal was
—70 dB, and at 100 µV was — 59.5 dB, left and
right channels measuring identically. In
mono at 1mV, noise was — 75 dB. The stereo

his model is the latest in a long line of
Ttuners,
each of which has shown significant technical advances over a previous
model, this latest one having some absolutely fascinating features. The ST- S8 is
encased in metal and is 430mm wide x
390mm deep ( including ferrite rod) and only
53mm high ( including the feet) and is thus
surprisingly thin and yet very deep. The tuner
is equipped with medium wave and Band Il
VHF and is fully synthesized, the MW steps
being 9kHz between channels ( aswitch gives
an alternative of 10 kHz steps for use in the
US, etc), whilst VHF steps are 50 kHz,
although a25 kHz pushbutton does providethe
facility of getting the odd station from Europe
at exactly centre tune.
The front panel, apart from aseparate tuner
on/standby switch, includes a long row of
pushbuttons from left to right giving all basic
functions which include: IF bandwidth
(narrow/normal which also affects stereo
separation); FM mode ( auto stereo/mono);
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noise thus measures well, and is significantly
quieter than the background noise of the
FM3, although not quite as quiet as some
alternative tuners. Some years ago I
measured the typical background noise on a
BBC VHF stereo carrier, which was also at
about — 70 dB CCIR/ARM. The CCIR/ARM
noise measurement employs unity gain at 2
kHz, incidentally.
RF image rejection measured very well,
and also IF breakthrough from the aerial
socket into the tuner. Sending 10.7 MHz
required approximately 200 mV to obtain a
3 dB IHF carrier, so there should be no
problem with interference from short-wave
stations around the IF frequency.
Conclusion
Summing up my feelings for the FM4, Ifeel
it can obviously be recommended for use
with Quad preamplifiers, etc, in installations
where the users want simplicity of operation
together with excellent ergonomics and the
possibility of the functions being understood
by virtually anybody in the family. The audio
output level of 300 mV for full deviation is
about right to match the Quad preamplifier,
but will be alittle low for perfect compatibility
with some other makes of preamp. In styling,
it matches other Quad equipment very well
indeed and is attractive in appearance, whilst
also being amazingly compact compared
with some of the competitive Japanese
models! However, its price is a little on the
high side for its standard of performance
(rather than judging the price by appearance
and ergonomics) and if you want avery high
performance tuner, with medium wave
reception thrown in, the competition is very
stiff indeed. So this tuner is not really one for
hi-fi hams who enjoy picking out very weak
stations at their best and like to fiddle with all
manner of knobs and pushbuttons. My final
enthusiasm is high, though, because of its
tremendous convenience, and for facilities so
well designed that it will amply fulfil all
normal requirements for those who listen to
the reproduction of good broadcast music
from the more important stations.
FM multipath/simple signal-strength indicator ( this operates using five LEDs); FM
muting on/off; 25 kHz frequency up shift;
memory ( normal/auto); tuning down and up
pushbuttons; eight preset buttons ( these
actually control 16 preset stations); FM/MW
pushbuttons; and finally apushbutton which
selects read-out of frequency or approximate
strength of a received station in dB reference
1 V. Across the top of the front panel are the
various LEDs and a seven- segment display
giving the frequency or signal-strength readouts.
On the rear panel are: acaptive mains lead
(two-core) together with a pushbutton to
disconnect mains from the input transformer
primary; 9-10 kHz step switch; two phono
sockets having audio outputs for L and R,
together with two more phonos for feeding to
an external 4-channel decoder ( Technics
state ' coming shortly'); and a control input
phono socket ( for operation with another
accessory which is supposed to be coming
shortly) for remote timing operation and also
remote control. A ferrite rod hinged at one
end allows only horizontal movement for AM
reception, and is complemented by a single

AM input terminal ( no earth terminal provided). At the far end of the back is the usual
awkward Japanese VHF coax input socket
(plug provided, fortunately, but surely most
users in Europe would prefer a Belling- Lee
type socket).
When selected in the narrow position, the
IF bandwidth considerably degrades crosstalk above 2kHz, and whilst this may be useful
when listening to very weak stereo stations,
may well be found extremely annoying when
IF bandwidth needs to be narrowed to improve selectivity on a stronger station. I
would have much preferred to see stereo
narrowing provided on a separate push-button. If the tuner is used for finding a
required station manually, then the up-anddown tuning buttons can be used in two
different ways: ( 1) in the normal mode, one
depression of either button shifts the received frequency by 50 kHz; ( 2) if the button is
held down, the tuning speed is approximately
two seconds per MHz shift, thus the user can
find the approximate frequency fairly quickly
and then get the exact frequency with a few
more single pushes. This, however, means
that the user will have to know the exact
frequency of the station he is trying to find,
but Ican envisage many people who will
most certainly not know such frequencies
other than their more local stations, which in
any case are likely to be stored in the presets.
An alternative tuning method is to hold down
the ' up' or ' down' button for at least 0.5
seconds and then release, which allows
tuning to shift until another station overcomes the muting, in which case the tuner
stays on that station.
The memory circuits are absolutely fascinating. Provided the mains on/off switch at
the rear is left permanently in the ' on'
position, and the standby/on switch on the
front is in either position, all the memory
functions always work. If the unit is disconnected from the mains or switched off,
then the memory circuits continue to
memorise for at least one week, using avery
simple newly developed storage capacitor
having a capacity measured in farads rather
than micro-farads. We were given two of
these'gold capacitors' by Matsushita, one of
them one farad ( 1F), and the other 3.3F, both
5.5V DC working, and at first glance they
almost seemed to be joke capacitors. But the
fact is that the larger one can actually run a
small electric motor for at least 10 seconds, so
Matsushita have overcome the traditional
requirement of a roomful of components to
obtain such an incredible capacitance.
A station can be put into memories 1-8 after
it has been tuned in simply by using the
memory button followed by the preset required. Memories 9-16 are selected by
pressing the same button for more than 0.5
seconds. There is no restriction on whether
an AM or FM station is put into any of the 16
memories, so all 16 could be used for FM, for
example. Another memorising mode is fascinating, in which auto memory must be
selected first; this allows all stations to
be memorised in the first eight presets from a
pre- determined low frequency point upwards, provided they are above the muting
threshold. Herein, though, lay some snags,
for in our case the tuner managed to remember eight stations from Radio 2 up to
Radio London, which included two very bad
RFIM produced carriers. Thus if this facility is
required you may well have to use an attenuator in your aerial cable to avoid such
products or weak stations entering the
memory. For this reason we very much
preferred to insert the stations into the
25
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systems.
Using the conventional memory, including
the use of all the presets, was found very
simple and effective, although afew folk may
find the ' dot or dash' selection of presets
slightly awkward to get used to at the beginning. The tuner, incidentally, returns to the
previously selected station when it is turned
on from standby. When the presets are
selected the channel number is first displayed
for a few seconds, followed by frequency
indication.
The AM section seemed to have reasonably
good sensitivity, which was regarded as
adequate for normal purposes when using
the ferrite rod aerial on the rear. Selectivity
was rated as very good indeed, but some
RFIM products were noticed and thus rated
fairly poor. AM signal-to-noise ratio seemed
good, and whilst distortion on moderate
strength signals was acceptable, strong ones
reproduced with some LF and MF distortion,
although HF was reasonable. The frequency
response seemed much better than that
given by most MW sections of tuners previously assessed, and was certainly adequate. The sound was just a little muffled
below the cut-off point of the transmissions,
but the response was well balanced between
LF and HF cut-offs.

Lab results
In the laboratory we found RF input for 30
dB IHF to be extremely good, particularly on
narrow- bandwidth, but RFIM measurements
using two carriers spaced 1MHz apart were
frankly appallingly bad for an expensive
tuner. However, adjacent and alternate
channel selectivities were about the best that
22mV RE INPUT
Ihave ever measured on an FM tuner when in
the ' narrow' position. Whilst being around
22mVRF INPUT
average on ' wide', capture ratio was acceptable, and AM rejection reasonably good.
Image response was so good as to be
500
1k
2k
5k
10k
20k
unmeasurable, and since Idid not want to
FREQUENCY IN Nz
destroy the front-end Ihave to report simply
that it is better than 117 dB. Similarly, IF
'wide' had warbles in the background, such
rejection was better than 117 dB! Complete
as Chiltern Radio when the aerial was
limiting was achieved at well below the
beaming at VVrotham, the burbles completely
usable sensitivity point, so apart from RFIM
all the other measurements were either
disappeared when ' narrow' was selected,
although reduction in stereo width was subexceptionally good or at least reasonably
jectively very marked. The basic audio quality
good.
on ' wide' was superb and virtually beyond
The frequency response can be seen on the
criticism on a reasonably strong station. The
pen charts to be extremely flat from 20 Hz to
signal-to-noise ratio was excellent, seeming
well above 15 kHz; crosstalk also is excellent
to depend entirely on the program sources,
on the wide IF position, being well below — 40
whilst response seemed very smooth
dB to 8kHz, and better than — 30 dB average
indeed. Crosstalk was clearly excellent in
at 15 kHz. Stereo CCIR/ARM weighted noise at 1
'wide'.
mV input level measured well, particularly in
In judging the ergonomics, we found that
the narrow bandwidth position, but this was
the up/down facility was extremely annoying
clearly due to the stereo separation degradif one wanted to search the band for weak
ing considerably at high frequencies. The
signals, for each time the tuner was pushed
frequency response curves in the ' narrow'
one channel up or down the sound muted for
position show that the HF shelves down by
a second or so before one could hear if
about 1.5 dB, while the separation reduces to
anything was coming in, so that searching the
only 8 dB above 7 kHz; thus stereo noise is
band took ages per MHz! It is in this area that I clearly reduced. Mono signal-to-noise ratios
very much missed anormal tuning knob such
were excellent, being also particularly good
at low RF levels.
as is provided on the Quad FM4, let alone
When IF was switched to wide, audio
almost all yesteryear's models. My coldistortion was always below 0.1% in all
leagues and Iwould be content with just up
and down buttons if they could allow one to
modes eg, left or right only, R = L or R= — L.
flop from one station to the next without
Some distortion measurements were down
muting, or with muting only if muting is
to what I believe is the distortion of my
actually selected. Iwill not accept that this
encoder, namely around 0.025%. When
requirement is impossible on ahi-fi tuner, for
'narrow' bandwidth was selected, the sum
many synthesizer operated SW and VHF
channel distortion at 1 kHz and at full decommunication receivers allow such a rapid
viation measured around 0.25% at worst. Left
transfer from one channel to the next that
or right only, though, increased very cononly the very quiet clicks or plops make the
siderably to 1%. This seems little to pay for
operation distinguishable from continuous
the remarkably good reception of weak
tuning. Hi-fi manufacturers must get together
stereo signals, provided the RFIM products
and improve on their push- and- wait tuning
don't get in the way.
-'•••••
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presets manually.
In addition to the normal seven- segment
display of up to five digits for frequency, there
is also a row of LEDs which approximately
indicate the position of the stations within
Band II or on the MW band. The frequency
synthesizer was found to be extremely accurate on both FM and AM, therefore the
display is absolutely correct unless one has to
use the 25 kHz up button, in which case the
frequency was rounded up to 5digits ( a2or 7
showing as the last digit instead of a0or a5).
In the subjective tests on both my rotatable
Galaxy 23 antenna and my fixed Fuba 8, the
RF input sensitivity of the FM section was
extremely good, and when narrow IF was
selected it was remarkably sensitive. Selectivity on narrow can only be described as
fantastically good, whereas on ' wide' it is
about average. The RFIM performance of the
FM front-end, though, is decidedly poorer
than even average, and many RFIM products
of up to three stations were audible at signal
strengths equivalent to up to between 1and
20 i.,LV or so. Bad RFIM carriers were detected,
for example, at 92.75, 94.25 and 97.9 MHz.
One of these carriers made it quite impossible
to pick up aweak French station, which came
through perfectly well on both the Quad and
Hitachi tuners. Iconsider this a rather unfortunate snag in this design, and whilst the
input signals causing the problem were admittedly up to levels of 5mV, these are by no
means untypical in the UK within 20 or 30
miles of powerful network transmitters.
The adjacent channel seleçtivity was
clearly superb, and when some stations on
26
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The RF muting level was at around 5.5 µV,
installation or by being a considerable disan extremely good choice for the threshold.
tance away from powerful VHF transmitters.
The audio output level for full deviation of 1 The proximity of even one very strong local
kHz was at 735 mV, which is compatible with
radio station could adversely affect the
virtually all normal preamplifier and amplifier
performance of the tuner if the user attempts
inputs. 19kHz and 38 kHz multiplex tone reto pick up some weak signals. It is clearly the
jectiofta were excellent.
ideal tuner at its price if you only get medium
We tested the MW input sensitivity by
strength signals and wish to capture as many
injecting asignal straight onto the AM input
different stations as possible at the highest
terminal, and it was found to be quite
quality; but remember that in the narrow
reasonable. Audio output level for full
bandwidth position the stereo narrowing
modulation would be 1.3V, our measurement
may be adrawback sometimes whilst being
being taken at 30% m.odulation. It will thus be
helpful at others.
seen that the maximum AM output level is
The preset station facility is excellent and
much higher than and totally incompatible
the audio quality superb at best. But Icannot
with the maximum FM output, and this is
really recommend the tuner for use in areas
frankly rather poor design, , for it can be
of high signal strength, although Imust admit
annoying on a changeover, especially since
that if you have both an aerial rotator and a
AM signals tend to sound louder as they are
switchable external aerial signal attenuator,
frequently highly compressed as transmitted.
you might be able to overcome most of the
Conclusion
RFIM problems. Unfortunately for Technics,
So far the reader will have sensed that I the Hitachi tuner does not have these RFIM
think this tuner is rather acurate's egg, in that
problems and so may suit many users rather
it is exceptionally good in some areas but at
better. A strongly qualified recommendation,
worst is very poor. Ican only recommend the
then, for a tuner having some excellent
ST- S8 for the user who is not picking up VHF
features but whose RF section needs a resignal strengths in excess of 1 mV or so,
think in design for European and many US
either by virtue of using a modest aerial
markets.

Hitachi FT 5500
I first saw this tuner on avisit to Hitachi in
I Japan last October, when the manufacturer demonstrated its remarkable ' bombproof' front-end; Iwas immediately impressed by its performance and was thus delighted to receive one for review in January. It
most certainly comes up to all my expectations
and
incorporates
a fascinating
miroprocessor-controlled auto selection of
RF bandwidth, RF attenuator setting and IF
bandwidth. The tuner is housed in a metal
cabinet 435mm wide X 307mm deep ( including the loop aerial) x 60mm high
(including the feet).
The front panel controls include mains
on/standby and a row of pushbuttons in
groups. The first of these covers auto/manual
FM tuning, stereo/mono switching ( mute on
in stereo but off in mono), record level tone
on/off (this gives a medium frequency tone
for setting at around Dolby level on acassette
deck when using a good quality tape, it
representing 6.5 dB below peak deviation but
around 4.5 dB below typical peak program
levels), and an AM/FM rocker press- button.
The remainder of the push-buttons are illuminated when depressed, although they
are all spring- loaded by operating touch
contacts. The first button operates both the
memory storage and ' Field Condition
Computer System' ( FCCS). The remaining
buttons in this row operate the 10 preset
stations. For normal tuning, a lightweight
large rocker button is provided for up and
down tuning operations. The front panel
incorporates a seven-segment display frequency read-out for indicating the synthesized tuning frequency with five digits, the
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last being a 0 or a 5 indication as the
synthesizer tunes in 50 kHz steps of FM. On
AM the read-out shows the appropriate 9kHz
frequency step, using up to 4digits.
Signal strength is indicated by the position
of an LED light which moves from left to
right. This LED also can indicate where the
tuning position is when the FCCS is going
through its operations. Two light indicators
are provided to show the state of the RF and IF
circuits.
On the rear panel atwo-core mains lead is
provided, although no mains fuse is visible.
Two phono sockets provide left and right
audio outputs, whilst a male Belling- Lee
type socket is fitted for the FM aerial input ( 75
ohms). Two small terminals are used for the
AM aerial input, which can be either an
external aerial or the wires from asmall loop
aerial. The latter can either be swivelled on
bearings in ahorizontal plane on the back, or
used externally to the tuner, the connecting
lead being around 1metre long.
The ten preset stations can be chosen to be
either FM or AM, and we found it very simple
indeed to store the required stations. A
battery backup is built in to the tuner so that
the memories would hold, possibly for years,
even if the set is disconnected from the
mains. The operation of the FCCS is rather
fascinating. Having found aparticular station
the FCCS button should be depressed, thus
allowing the microprocessor to operate circuits which search the band for at least 5MHz
either side of the tuned frequency for strong
stations. Depending on the frequency
separation between these stations and the
required one, and also their actual strength,

any or all of three switch parameters are
selected, namely RF section bandwidth, RF
attenuation, and IF bandwidth. Thus the user
does not have to understand all the problems
which this tuner can overcome, for not only
can the selected station be put into the
memory presets, but the chosen computerised parameters are also held in the memory.
We did note, though, that IF bandwidth did
sometimes appear to change without the use
of FCCS, it going to ' narrow' on weak signals.
I cannot praise this brilliant idea from
Hitachi sufficiently, and the proof of its excellence is that so many Stations could be
optimized for reasonable reception, which
might defeat many other models. The incorporation of the switched tone for setting
recorder levels is most useful, particularly
since its actual level is sensible in relation to
peak output level. Ifound, though, that it was
irritating to have the mute working in stereo
but not on mono, for Inormally prefer to do
without muting. As with the Technics, the
up/down step tuning was irritating because
of the long gap between the tuner shifting
frequency and the auto mute opening ( please
refer to the remarks made on the Technics in
this respect). However, higher speed scanning
when the up/down rocker was held depressed was slightly faster at around 1.5
seconds per MHz. FCCS operation is required
prior to any preset memorising, and this'did
take 10 seconds or so. My criticisms of this
tuning method apply equally to MW and VHF,
although after dark you will probably find
that you can pick up astation on almost every
channel on AM.
In the long subjective test that we gave this
tuner over a period of some days, the audio
quality was excellent in every way, and what
was particularly notable Was the complete
absence of any significant RFIM products,
none of them even approaching anywhere
near the equivalent of 1ix.V; thus any usable
aerial input signal would be audible without
RFIM interference. When in the ' narrow' IF
position the selectivity was found to be very
good, but perhaps not quite up to that of the
Technics. RF sensitivity was also very good
and audio performance superb in every way,
full separation being allowed on weak stereo
signals. Signal-to-noise ratio was always excellent and response very smooth. Even on
'narrow' IF mode, audio distortion was completely acceptable.
On AM, the MW sensitivity was only rated
at fair, whilst selectivity was adequate and
audio response reasonable, but again alittle
muffled. Whilst low and middle frequency
distortion seemed quite adequate, considerable distortion was noted at higher
frequencies on very strong stations, which
were certainly not liked. It is perhaps a pity
that the FCCS did not work on MW for it would
have been most welcome to have aflat 5kHz
bandwidth on strong signals with heavy input
attenuation, and asharper selectivity, etc, for
reception of weaker stations.
Lab results
In the laboratory the RF input sensitivity on
FM measured well, but was 3 dB short of
the Technics tuner. The RFIM performance
was the best Ihave ever measured on an FM
tuner, although uneven, and unless a user
lived within sight of a transmitting mast no
real problems should be experienced on this
parameter. Selectivity was very good, but
certainly not exceptional when ' narrow' was
selected, and fairly wide in normal. Ifeel that
it is probably about the best compromise
here, considering distortion against selectivity factors. Capture ratio was very good in
normal, and adequate in ' narrow' IF posi/7
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signal is being received the signal-to-noise
ratio will depend entirely on that transmitted,
which is really excellent. In mono, the actual
measured figure was amazingly good, only
deteriorating by 11/2 dB on a 100 ,
ttV aerial
input signal. With wide IF bandwidth, L = R
signals of 1 kHz frequency at full deviation
gave such a low distortion as to be beneath
the distortion levels of my Radiometer encoder. Even left- or right- only signals at full
deviation were significantly below 0.1%.
When the narrow IF bandwidth was in use,
the distortion averaged around 0.3% at
worst, several of the measurements approaching 0.1%. This in effect means that
Hitachi have chosen to optimize distortion
levels rather than ultimate selectivity, which
is quite reasonable, though Icould have accepted slightly more distortion in the rare
cases where the already cut selectivity was
not quite sufficient to bring in avery difficult
DX station.
The AM section has only a fair input
sensitivity. Distortion for an input signal of 2
mV measured very well indeed for 30%
modulation up to around 1 kHz, but rose to
at 2 kHz. The di.'onion was similar for an
'A
aerial input signal some 20 dB higher,
although the 2kHz level did rise to about 2%.
At higher modulation levels, though, we
confirmed that audio distortion deteriorated
rapidly at high frequencies on strong signals.
Some modulation hum was noticed on some
MW stations, whether the loop aerial was
near the tuner or as far away as possible.
RFIM products were at much lower levels
than usual on MW, and despite the rather
insensitive front-end it was therefore possible
to pick up many continental stations quite
close to strong local ones.
Conclusion
The FM performance will be seen to have
been extremely good throughout, and no
trouble incidentally should be produced from
MPX tone breakthroughs, since 19 and 38 kHz
rejections were very good. The AM performance could best be described as significantly better than most, and certainly
adequate if you really do need to listen to
medium
wave!
It
is
perhaps
rather
praiseworthy that there were no real snags
anywhere, either in ergonomics or in performance, and whilst in just one or two ways
tions, with image rejection just around
average but most certainly adequate. IF
breakthrough was also about average. AM
rejection also measured well, about equal to
that of the Technics but better than the Quad.
The limiting threshold, incidentally, was well
below the level required for ausable received
signal.
The audio output level for full deviation on
FM was 540 mV, a reasonable compromise
for most hi-fi installations. The AM output in
practice will about the same peak level as that
of a normal FM broadcast, although typical
AM compression will make it sound a little
louder. The output levels, though, will be very
compatible for use with recorders.
The FM responses were described by my
colleague as ' flat as apancake',and assuming
that his pancake rolled off sharply at 18 kHz
this is afair enough statement, as will be seen
from the pen charts. The crosstalk from low to
high frequencies can also be seen to be
excellent, this also being confirmed in the
narrow IF position.
The signal-to-noise ratio in stereo for a 1
mV RF signal was extremely good, and
significantly better than on all but very few
tuners indeed, it also being much better that
the BBC actually transmits. If a strong aerial
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Parameter

Quad FM4

Technics ST-S8
Normal ( Narrow IF)

Hitachi FT5500
Normal ( Narrow IF/FCCS)

Sensitivity

1.3p.V

11,0/

1.4,uV ( 5.0mV)
when RF attenuated
3.6dB ( 16dB)
—
( 70dB)
48mV
1.3 ( 2.7)
0.7p.V
540mV
57.4dB
0.035% ( 0.25%)
0.075% ( 0.1%)
0.02% ( 0.05%)
75.7dB ( 75.7dB)
80.5dB ( 80.5dB)
62.7dB ( 62.7dB)
58dB
78dB
81dB
91dB
7.1pN

( 0.94pN)

Adjacent Channel Selectivity ( 100µV)
6.5dB
5.5dB ( 26dB)
Alternate Channel Selectivity ( 101.LV)
48dB
52dB ( 68dB)
RFIntermod
3.2mV
700p,V
Capture Ratio ( 100i4V)
1.1
2.2 ( 2.1)
Limiting (- 3dB)
0.9i.tV
0.5µV
Output Level (± 75kHz)
300mV
735mV
AM Rejection
52.5dB
57.2dB
Distortion Stereo, L=R ( 100% mod)
0.09%
0.07%
0.25%)
Distortion Stereo, I. or II ( 100% mod)
0.4%
0.05%
1%)
Distortion Stereo, L=R, ( 50% mod)
0.17%
<0.05%
0.16%)
Signal/Noise Stereo ( 1mV)
70.5d8
70dB
74.0dB)
Signal/Noise Mono ( 1mV)
75dB
79.3d8
79.3dB)
Signal/Noise Stereo ( 100p.V)
59.5dB
61.5d8
67.0dB)
19kHz rejection
62dB
57cfB
38kHz rejection
>100dB
62dB
Image rejection
86dB
>117d6
IF rejection
104dB
>117dB
Muting Level
—
5.6gV
AM Section
Sensitivity
—
11p.V
Output Level at 2.2 rriV RF ( 30% mod)
—
400mV
Output Level at 22mV RF ( 30% mod)
—
870mV
No. of Presets
7(FM)
16(total FM + AM)
t276.95
£229.00
Price ( inc. VAT)
Distributor
Quad Electroacoustics
National Panasonic
Ltd, 30 St Peter's Rd., ( UK) Ltd., 300-318
Huntingdon, Cambs
Bath Road, Slough,
PE18 7DB
Berks SL1 6JB

20 /JV
166mV
310mV
10(total FM + AM)
£169.90
Hitachi Sales ( UK) Ltd,
Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, Middx
UB34OR
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Angus McKenzie explaining why the new Sony UCX-S is the bes

VVhatAngus McKenzie doesn't know about noise reduction systems push the noise floor
testing tapes, probably isn't worth learning.
lower With Sony's new tape that's no longer a
Because Angus uses the very latest, corn- problem.
puter controlled equipment
The bias setting is almost exactly what
So when he got hold of Sony's UCX-S tape the I
EC says it should be for a-ype If tape
you can bet it got avery thorough going over (second graph).
It was the incredibly low print-through
This means Sony's new tape is
of the UCX-S (see first graph) that _,,,,,-'-.
compatible with many more tape
moved Angus vcKenzie :,-,----•
•
decksthan anyother high bias
to utter words like
ype Utape.
'excellent' and even _...,:„
-i_z
The high performance
..,,-'amazing'
of the UCX-S is largely due
And as you may know
to aSony breaç_hrough in
print th rough is becoming
tape technology Which has now made
vitally important as the new
it possible to make the micro-fine surface
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particles 30%smaller than on most othertapes. have ' nusers are in any way concerned about
These pa rticles are also much more evenly recording quali -y!
distributed on the UCX-S.
With praise like that we at Sony are more
than pleased with our new tape.
And that gives it amuch wider dynamic
range (third graph). With an MOL of +7.5dB
And when you play the UCX-S on your
at 315Hz.
system, you'll be pleased too. SONY
Easily the highest of any type litape.
And to keep it sounding better for longer,
Sony has designed the leader tape to be a
tape head cleaner as well.
Of course, because it's Sony, it also has the
famous SP mechanism, to make sure that it
always runs smoothly
So it's easy to see why Angus McKenzie
SONY TAPE. PYRENE. HOUSE. SUNBURY CROSS. SU
RY-ONTHAMES. MIDDLESEX
thinks that the new UCX-S is the tape to
These graphs are an artistSimpression and not derived from Anguss' measoirerneqs.

Thankfully, the reaction
from the critics wasn't as
flat as the response from
their equipment.

purchase for the audiophile who values integrity of
construction and engineering excellence.
This combination of pre-and Power amplifier
is most attractive with astandàrd of
finish the equal of anything around
and adesign that has distinct touches
of Scandinavian flair.
THE 3002 CONTROL AMPLIFIER
...I build it difficult to confirm

with confidence afew of the mantilkturer's figures since the control amplifier
Nothing less than we expected really, still it's perfi .rmance reached the limits of My measurement
very satisfying to receive such accolades from
apparatus.
professional commentators in recognition of the
lb all intents and purposes the 3002 generates
phenomenal performance of our new Series 3000
no significant harmonic clistortkm at its normal
units.
operating level, the products being
Integrated or used as separates, they represent below the noise floc )r.
the last word in no-compromise HiFi tbr the serious
Distortion 'at all inputs was below
enthusiast or professional studio.
the test noise floor...
But don't take our word for it, study the
THE 3003 POWER AMPLIFIER
following quotes, read what independent experts
Iwas unable to detect with
have to say about these incredible units, then judge
certainty any transient intermoclulation
for yourself
distortion.
All the following extracts appeared during
Ican confirm the makers claim that the
September and October in these popular magazines
For Pleasure, Gramophone, HiFi Choice Amp- amplifier frequency response is virtually flat from 5
to 100,00()HZ.
lifiers, HiFi News And Record Review...
...a combination of design conTHE SERIES 3000
struction and performance which can
A welcome addition to the ranks
only be applauded.
of the highest quality equipment and
And finally, acouple of comments from us.
strongly recommended.
Yes, we realise these are merely snippets Well, what can Isay about the performance of excellent th( >ugh they are - so if yKid like to examine
Tandberg Series 3000 separates except that the
the complete laboratory reports for yourself, write to
results on some counts were to ascale
us at the address opposite. We'll be delighted to send
not previously encountered in my laby uafree b x )klet containing the full and unabridged
and by now Ihave evaluated agood
test results and reviews.
few hi-fi items!
On the other hand, if you've read enough
already
and want to get straight into conducting
THE 3001 PROGRAMMABLE FM TUNER
your
own
listening test, just look up your nearest
Complete absence of background
selected
dealer
from the list, call in for ademonnoise and beat notes, high sensitivity
stration
and
treat
yourself to the ultimate sound
and selectivity make the 3001 my tuner of the year.
sensation
from
Tandberg.
Internally the tuner is one of the finest designs
Ihave ever encountered. Imust admit that my instruments were being
hard pushed to measure such low noise levels.
Selectivity ratios, too, were astonishing and very difficult to measure accurately.
Undoubtedly astandard-setting tuner tbr the
real enthusiast and professional and
one which would not he out of place
for broadcast monitoring by the transmitting authorities.

// /////////1/111111111111IllitItit1\1\11M% \

THE 3002+3003

The 3003 (with its 3002 companion) must represent an unbeatable
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REVIEWS
BACH AND THE DANCE OF GOD by Wilfred Mellers. 320
pages, including 205 well- introduced musical examples.
Price £ 15. Published by Faber & Faber. 3Queen Square,
London WC1N 3AU.

THIS IS A strongly personal study of Bach's
music, based on afine array of musical works
and presented as aresult of years of experience studying them and lecturing on them to
undergraduate students and others. It demands our respect because its attitude,
especially for such a book in the English
language, is both analytical in an unashamedly intellectual way and appropriately humble in its treatment. However, it is of its
very nature almost autobiographical at
times; it presents one man's view, aview that
makes but scant reference to the vast international Bach literature of our own and former
times, and that almost calls, as aresult of this,
for abetter, less angled knowledge of Bach in
its reader.
Several of Professor Mellers' implications
and opinions are quite familiar from other
quarters, and some of the views he expresses
are based on weak factual evidence. The
so-called 'deathbed' chorale cannot really be
called Bach's ' last composition' these days;
the Quodlibet of the Goldberg Variations is
no laughing matter, but a superlative
apotheosis; it is both inappropriate and
slightly misleading to discuss Book II of Das
Wohtemperirte
Clavier,
the JohannesPassion and the B- Minor Mass as fixed texts,
when Bach modified them so very interestingly — and so forth. On the other hand there
are pleasant touches from a lively mind;
many literary quotations of aptness and
appropriate dignity; asensitive treatment of
the Goldberg Handexempiar canons; and a
well-worded short summary of BWV 946, 1.
There are less acceptable passages regarding individual movements and what Professor Mellers thinks they reveal about Bach's
attitudes and creative processes. Ishould
prefer much more caution here. The actual
literary style helps little; it is just a little too
smug and definitive for this kind of book.
However, our attention is consistently focused through it onto the Mellers' view of
Bach, which seems to include affectionate
admiration as well as intellectual curiosity.
For the average Bach- loving reader of this
journal, then, a highly stimulating book,
which may clarify and provoke his own
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the actual measurements have been better in
other models, the price of the FT5500 is so
very reasonable that it is worthy of very high
praise and strong recommendation for purchase. A tuner as good as this was not
available ten years ago at any price, and afew
years back a model which gave as good an
audio quality as this one would actually have
cost much more; so, considering inflation, I
find it rather staggering that the price is in fact
so low. Hitachi clearly have amarket winner
in this tuner, which establishes them in the
forefront of tuner design •

thoughts; but from the point of view of
international and eternal Bach scholarship, a
little too much of a one-man effort. It deals
with such an impressive field, too; if there
was ever only one man who could have
completely achieved Professor Mellers' aims,
it would presumably have been Bach himself.
The music tells us much about 'the dance'
and about 'God' on its own. Perhaps the aim
here was just alittle too ambitious — but the
result certainly makes for an absorbing study.
Stephen Daw
THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF TALKING MACHINES
by Daniel Marty, Hard covers, 189 pages, over 300
illustrations—many in colour. Price £23.95. Published by
Edita of Lausanne, distributed in the U.K. by Patrick
Stephens Ltd, Bar Hill, Cambridge, CB3 8EL.

THIS BOOK is of great interest to all collectors
of early gramophones and phonographs. it
contains chapters dealing with the events
leading up to the invention by Edison of the
first machine able to reproduce recorded
sounds, and the subsequent growth of the
industry up to the introduction of electrical
recording in 1925. All the leading pioneers are
given full recognition, including Thomas
Edison > Charles Cros, Emil Berliner, Gianni
Bettini and Henri Lioret. Nevertheless, Iagree
with my colleague Donald Aldous who feels
that the author gives arather biased account
of the developments which led up to Edison's
invention, and his claim that 'although Cros
had invented and described such amachine
he never actually made one' seems rather to
beg the question. Cros had certainly worked
on similar lines to Edison, but he was never
able to turn his theories into practice.
In other places the translation from the
original French seems to have introduced
inaccuracies, as for example when the text
refers to a phonograph ' needle' instead of
'stylus' (the word used at that time), and there
are some factual errors as well. Where the
book is unique is in the marvellous profusion
of illustrations, many of them in full colour.
There are over 300 of these, and they include
pictures of almost every known model by the
leading firms of the day. For example, there
are no less than 14 photographs in the short
chapter dealing with the machines of Henri
Lioret, and over 30 examples of Pathé
machines. Purely as awork of reference, then,
the book is not always reliable, but one can
spend hours merely thumbing over the pages
and admiring the splendid illustrations of
innumerable phonographs and gramophones which were on the market during the
first three decades of this century.
Such a book is certainly not cheap, but
considering the excellent presentation, the
superb photography, fine printing, and the
very stout binding, Iconsider it excellent
value. It will, Iam sure, quickly become a
collectors' classic. On the other hand, those
who require principally a work of reference
may like to know that there is an excellent one
by Victor Chew entitled Talking Machines
which is wonderful value at a mere £2.95.
[See p. 65 April 1982, and p.60 March — Ed]
John Freestone
Books Received
HOLST by lmogen Hoist. Second edition of Miss
Hoist's 1974 book about her father, published in 'The Great
Composers' series. Hard covers, 93 pages, 21 half-tone and
line illustrations, 20 musical examples. Price £4.95. Published by Faber & Faber, 3Queen Square, London WC1N
3AU.
CATS: the Book of the Musical. Extracts from
the libretto, various written contributions and lots of
photographs, from Andrew Lloyd Webber's musical Cats,
based on Old Possum's Book of Practical Cats by T. S. Eliot.
Soft or hard covers, 112 pages, numerous illustrations —
many in colour. Price: £4.95 ( paperback), £8.95 ( hardback).
Published by Faber & Faber and The Really Useful
Company, 3Queen Square, London EC1N 3AU.
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digital equalisation by Peter Mapp
LAST MONTH Ilooked briefly

general frequency response abberations but
other forms of loudspeaker and room colorat the reasons why conventional
ations hitherto not amenable to correction,
equalisers could not overcome all the
can now be controlled, with the additional
problems and interactions occurring within
benefit that the stereo image itself can be
the listening room. Ithen went on to show
improved, due to better matching of each
that it is, in fact, possible to overcome many
speaker's performance and environment!
of these problems — but a very much more
Furthermore, temporal information and ambicomplex equaliser is required which actually
ence should also be better preserved and readapts itself to the problem and uses atype
produced with appreciably greater accuracy.
of filter design radically different to those emWhen we listen to reproduced sound in a
ployed in conventional frequency equalisers.
typical listening/living room, we essentially
However, for anumber of reasons, I
was not
hear twotypes of sound. Firstly we hear sound
able to go into too much detail about such a emitted directly from the loudspeaker — the
filter and its potential applications, but condirect sound— this isthen followed afew millicluded that Iwas sure the next generation of
seconds later by multiple receptions of that
microprocessor-controlled equalisers would
sound after it has been reflected off room
be based on such aphilosophy.
boundaries and furnishings ( fig. 1).
Well, it would appear that my predictions
Essentially, the direct sound component
have in fact proved correct— though Imust
would be that as measured in an anechoic
admit this has occurred rather sooner than
chamber — though some modification does
expected.
occur at low frequencies due to boundary
Although details about AR's Adaptive
image and impedance effects, resulting in a
Digital Signal Processor ( ADSP) are still scant,
greater LF power output. Predominantly,
it would seem appropriate to look in detail at
however, it is the reflections of that direct
just what the benefits of using adaptive digital
sound which cause tonal colorations and mar
filters are and how they actually work.
the stereo image. Colorations are produced by
Before we become involved with the intrianumberof mechanisms butthesecan broadcacies of digital filters I
will begin by re-examily speaking be split up into two categories: ( 1)
ning just what is happening in the listening
interactions between the direct sound output
room and what, ideally, we need to do about it
from the loudspeaker and room reflections,
— for it is only when you understand the funresulting in standing- wave problems, for
damentals that you can begin to design the
instance, and ( 2) reverberation— the process
appropriate form of filter. As we shall see, not
whereby we receive ( hear) an extended series
only can the correct form of filter overcome
of reflected sounds long after the direct sound
has ceased.
The reverberant sound plays an important
part in forming our overall impression of
frequency or tonal balances and loudness —
the ear integrating the spectrally distorted
reverberant sound energy with the direct
sound. The direct sound and early reflections
play a correspondingly important role concerned with stereo image position, depth perspective/ambience perception and musical
timbre.

ric 1A- FORMATION OF SOUNDFIELD AT

THE LISTENING POSITION SHOWING
DIRECT SOUND ( D),STRONG EARLY
REFLECTIONS(E)AND LATER
ARRIVING REVERBERANT SOUND(R)

Now the reverberation time in the majority
of living rooms is far from constant over the
audible frequency range. Typically, it is very
much longer at low and mid frequencies than
at high frequencies, which are more readily
absorbed by conventional ' soft' furnishings.
This imbalance in reverberation time (
le,
sound absorption) produces acorresponding
spectral imbalance in the sound energy

received by the listener, resulting in the
listener perceiving sound to be reproduced
with an incorrect frequency balance, grossly
distorted attack and decay characteristic and
timbre.
Furthermore,
reflected
and
reverberant sounds add reflections or
temporal distortionsto the reproduced sound.
(The subjectively important first reflections
and reflection sequences formed in adomestic sized room are almost an order of magnitude earlier than those occurring naturally
within aconcert hall). The unnatural quality of
the shorter reflections, their arrival times and
strengths,tend to confuse the brain, providing
strong cues as to the aural identity of the
relatively small listening environment and the
positions of the loudspeakers within it which
conflict with the large open space of the
concert hall or auditorium.
We can therefore begin to see that it is the
reflections produced by room surfaces and
furnishings which are the root cause of the
majority of the problems produced in typical
domestic living/listening rooms. So if we
really want to overcome room problems, it is
the reflected and reverberant sound which we
need to correct for — modifying the direct
sound only just cannot overcome the
problems outlined above. This is why conventional equalisers — which can only affect
the direct sound — have only alimited effect
and correction ability. But is it possible electronical ly to correct or even cancelthe effects of
room reflections, leaving a ' virgin' anechoic
response to be heard at the listening position?
The answer, as Iindicated last month, is
'yes' — but we need to go to the complexities
of discrete time ( digital) filtering to achieve
this— working in the unfamiliar time domain
rather than the normal frequency domain.
Essentially, what we need to do is to cancel
or at least reduce the strength of the
reflections which occur and leave the direct
sound alone. This can be achieved by putting
out additional signals from the loudspeaker
just after the direct sound which will ' cancel'
the room reflectionsat any particular listening
position. Fig. 2shows the basic idea. Although
the idea is fairly straightforward ( it is well
known that two sounds— or signals— exactly
180° out of phase with each other and of the
appropriate amplitudes will cancel each other
out) implementing that idea is quite another
matter.
In anormal domestic living room, alistener

DIRECT SOUND
IRECE SOUND

IRECT SOUND

REFLECTIONS
Room
RESONANCE
,/

DIRECT SOUND • REFLECTIONS
AT ONE PARTICULAR
LISTENING POSITION

FIG.2 SIMPLIFIED DISCRETE
TIME FILTERING TO REMOVE
UNWANTED REFLECTIONS
&COLORATION
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RESULTANT SOUND AT
LISTENING POSITION
ADDITIONAL
CANCELLING SIGNALS
ADDEO BY TIME DOMAIN
FILTER
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will receive literally hundreds of reflections,
each of which would need to be cancelled and
each in a slightly different way due to its
unique temporal and spectral characteristics.
To do this an adaptive filter — or in popular
parlance, a ' smart' filter— has to be used. This
initially has no filter characteristics at all (
le,
unity gain at all frequencies) then gradually,
according to a pre- determined program
algorithm, forms itself to produce the desired
correction response. The adaptation is set up
by comparing the response picked up in the room
at the listening position by acalibrated microphone with a special test signal of precisely
known characteristics. Differences between
the two signals produce an ' error' signal which
controls the adaptation process — the microprocessor controlling the filter aiming to
reduce the ' error' signal to a minimum,
hopefully zero.
But what exactly is a digital filter, or more
precisely adiscrete time filter?
In fact, Ihave in essence already part described such a filter. Basically it is a device
which samples the signal and adds that
sample back into the signal chain at some predetermined time after it has been modified,
both in terms of phase and amplitude. Fig 3
illustrates some basic filter structures, coefficient weightings and
resultant simple

IOW
Jeah.
MOP

z

"MS

converter will be dispensed with, the
processor being able to work directly on the
digital signal.
An interesting question still to be completely answered is whether the compensation will
only work for one listening position ie, where
the sensing microphone was situated, or will
the zone of compensation extend beyond this,
allowing a number of listeners to be accommodated? My research suggests that the
compensation zone should be quite adequate
to cope with a number of listeners — particularly in the low and lower mid frequency
ranges where the majority of the problems
occur. This factor will depend very much on
the precise way in which the compensation
signals and filters are actually realised.
Speaking of filter design, it is perhaps worth
mentioning that once you introduce a
programmable digital time domain filter into
the signal chain, the possibilities for its use are
almost endless. For example, spatial and
ambience effects could actually be created
and added in at will. Alternatively, other
psycho- acoustic tricks could be effected;
compensating for acoustic crosstalk and head
shadowing effects in asimilar way to the Carver Sonic Hologram, for instance. Acoustic
Research are certainly very much aware of
these possibilities, the device shown in
London being just one of a number of prototypes that they have built.
It would appear that my prophecy of last
month has indeed already come true — the
next generation of equalisers is already
almost with us — and this is just the beginning! The effect that future devices will have
on loudspeaker design and construction will, I
am sure, be far reaching. For example, it
should prove possible not only to design
physically smaller cabinets with an extended
bass response — but locating them within the
listening room will be very much easier. For
the first time the requirements for both good
stereo reproduction ( and for higher order
systems) and domestic harmony can be satisfied. That elusive quality of ' being there' looks
as though it is about to become another step
closer to reality.

responses.
Discrete time filters may either be implemented using solid-state devices such as
tapped CCD display lines or, now more
commonly, they can be configured dig itally —
the analogue signal first passing through an Ato D converter before being processed. The
AR ADSP System used this latter type of
approach, modern digital filters being of far
superior quality to their hybrid analogue
CCD counterparts. Of course when the digital
disc is with us, the need for the A-to- D
FIG .4
EFFECT OF DIGITAL EQUALISER ON LIS ROOM RESPONSE
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Compiled by Maurice Taggart
A £5record token will be awarded for each of th e fi rstfi ve correct
solutions picked from those which arrive by May 17th.

CLUES ACROSS
1
Matrimony in tape-recording circles? ( 6)
7
Italian composer presented somehow by Lil, Ben an dI ( 7)
8
Nips around to aFrench conclusion for an old keyb oar di
ns t
rument (6)
10
Carol is confused about aletter, but musically voca l ( 6)
11
Char's cat may arrange to provide the reco rdco ll ec t
or '
s pe t
avers i
on ( 1-7)
13
English composer of regal arrangement ( 5)
15
What the septet played when afriend dropped in? ( 5)
18
An old-fashioned way of encoding music, perhap s? (8)
20
Sacred vocal offerings provided oddly by Sam's LP (6)
22
A little Gallic lament ( 6)
23
(
and 17 down) Friendly gesture from aSec ur i
cor man t
o bri
ng the si
gna l
to your aer i
al (7-4)
24
Tuner facility started by Italian conductor (6)
CLUES DOWN
2 ( See 19)
3
Nether reaches of the otological labyrinth, ana t
om i
ca ll y spea ki ng. ( 5-3)
4
Ireach an arrangement for Bohemian composer friend of Beethoven (6)
5
Singer involved in choral tour de force (4)
6
Slow movement put together by Ted and Ann a some how ( 7)
9
Dictatorial start fora bass baritone— the breast ge t
s no thi ng ! (4)
12
14
16
'17
19
21

Just avowel could change this German compo ser f
rom minor to major! (8)
(
and 21) Respected record label provided by the Fre nc hbi rd ( 1-6-4)
Recording original coming back in Margaret's Ame rican tour(6)
(
See 23 across)
(
and 2) Traditional Irish dance instrument, sometimes smoked in Ulster ( 5-5)
(
See 14)
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MARCH'S WINNERS: R. Farr, London W1; G. Coop er ,Ki ncar di nes hi re,
Scotland; BJ Rawles, Thames Ditton, Surrey; A.L. Bro wn ,Craw l
ey ,
W est
Sussex; P. Scarborough, Whetstone, Leicester.
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What brings home the world's best broadcasting system
at the touch of abutton?

Simple.

The QUAD FM4

Simply write or phone for more information to
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 7DB. Telephone: (0480) 52561.

¡Ire

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound
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the AR ADSP

DSP STANDS FOR
Adaptive Digital Signal Processor, and the name reveals the philoso -

phy of the technology that aresearch
team at Teledyne Acoustic Research, working
under the direction of Bob Berkovitz, have
put into their prototype 'strange device',
which was first revealed at Las Vegas in
January and has since done a whistle-stop
European tour: London, Montreux, Paris.
Although the ADSP has been demonstrated
as an equaliser, the name ' processor' is far
more appropriate, as the principle of its
operation has wide applications. ' Digital'
processing is used because once the signal is
in digital form it can be easily manipulated by
a microprocessor, and the device is 'Adaptive' bacause it works out for itself what form
the necessary processing should take and
then applies it to the digital signal.
Before going further into the ADSP, readers
not familiar with digital filtration should read
Peter Mapp's article on page 34, but to
summarise for the technically adroit, whereas all familiar hi-fi measurements and graphs
are presented in the frequency domain (
je a
parameter such as voltage is presented as a
graph against frequency) it can be more
instructive to look at some aspects in the time
domain ie as a graph against time. An
oscilloscope, for example, simply shows
variation of signal amplitude against time,
whereas afrequency response plot shows it
against frequency.
Equalisers widely sold and used to 'equalise' asystem's response work by definition in
the frequency domain — they modify frequency response— yet the room problems they are
called on to solve are almost exclusively time
domain problems. Equalisers certainly effect
changes in the sound, and that is sufficient
justification for their appearance as commercial products, but only coincidentally are
these changes improvements.
What is needed therefore is a device that
operates in the time domain — unfortunately
easier written than done, up to now. If we put
a loudspeaker in a room and feed it a
rectangular pulse, then the listener at his seat
should hear arectangular pulse, no more, no
less. However, loudspeaker resonant colorations and the interface between the speaker
and the room cause multiple repetitions of
that pulse of varying amptitude. Atime domain
equaliser, therefore, should add pulses of
opposite phase and exactly the right amplitude, at exactly the right time intervals, to
cancel all the spurious pulses at the listening
position in order to give perfect reproduction
of the original.
And this is what the ADSP does. It is atime
domain equaliser that provides the necessary
anti- phase information, spaced correctly in
time.
To do this, it is necessary first to convert the
analogue signal into its digital equivalent in
the normal way by sampling the waveform at
regular intervals and turning each instantaneous level into adigital word. ( For reasons
to be explained, the ADSP deliberately only
turns the content of the signal below 1kHz
into its digital equivalent.) The ADSP then
uses amicroprocessor to perform mathemaHI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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analysed by John Atkinson

tical operations on that digital signal in real
time, a process called convolution, to effect
the necessary change in response in order to
add the correct anti- phase information for
that point in time to provide the correction for
all the previous time samples. The digital
filter consists of a relatively short series of
binary numbers, or coefficients. The signal
also consists of aseries of binary numbers,
but a long irregular series, each number
being treated consecutively, and the output
signal is produced by multiplying it by each
coefficient in turn and summing the products.
This mathematically altered digital signal is
then passed via a D-A converter to give the
'equalised' analogue signal.
How, though, does the ADSP know how to
treat the digital signal, what mathematical
operations to perform? The coefficients have
to derived somehow, and this is where the
'Adaptive' part of the name comes from.
The ADSP generates atest signal that is as
random, contains as high an entropy, as is
mathematically possible, and this signal is
fed to the two loudspeakers in turn, the
resultant sound being picked up by a microphone at the listening position, digitised
and stored in the ADSP memory. If the
loudspeaker/room combination were perfect,
then the series of numbers representing the
noise would be maximally random, but if it is
imperfect then some semblance of order will
be introduced. The ADSP uses arecent very
fast Texas Instruments 16- bit microcomputer, the TMS 9995, which can perform a
signed 16 x16 bit multiplication operation in
about 10µs, to derive the filter coefficients
from this stored sequence of numbers.
It does this by using atechnique, based on
fundamental work by Gauss, called ' adaptive
linear prediction'. The particular algorithm
used by the prototype ADSP is one credited to
Widrow ( it is based on one used to derive a
highly directional radar aerial from one that is
originally omnidirectional).
Initially afilter of fixed length ( in time) has
all its coefficients set to zero and is convolved
with previous signal samples. The resultant
sum is compared with the current signal
sample and the difference used to obtain an
error quantity, which is then used to revise
the values of the coefficients systematically.
The whole process then repeats and repeats
until the filter coefficients most closely
approach their ideal values. If traces of order
in the stored numbers represent the colorations and room problems, then the algorithm,
by deriving the filter coefficients, and thus
modifying the numbers, is maximising the
randomness of the numbers.
This whole process takes about 45 seconds
for each channel and only operates on the
content of the signal below 1kHz. This is
because the derived filter is attempting to
equalise the sound of the speaker/room at
one position only, and if the corrected signal
is bandwidth limited to 1kHz, then, because
the wavelength at this frequency is still larger
than the ear/ear spacing, you can effectively
get your whole head into the 'sweet spot'.
There is also the fact that room problems are
audibly more severe below lkHz — above that
frequency a different set of factors increasingly comes into play.

You can appreciate, then, why digital
filtration has only recently become apractical
possibility for a commercial product. The
sheer speed and computing power necessary
to perform arithmetical manipulations on a
digital signal in real-time, and to derive the
necessary filter coefficients — atotal of four
million calculations which would take an
Apple II, for instance, avery great deal longer
than the ADSP's 90 seconds — has only
become possible with the advent of fast 16- bit
processors such as the Texas 9?00 series.
Although the prototype was set only to
provide anti- phase information to equalise
the room/speaker as awhole at the listening
position, it would be possible to set an ADSP
to set its filter coefficients to operate after any
time delay. This raises the intriguing possibility that if that delay were set to the time it
takes the direct wavefront from the speaker to
reach the ears, cancellation would only take
place of reflections ( of that wavefront) which
arrived later in time. Thus only the reverberation would be equalised and not the direct
sound! The possibilities are endless.
The ADSP will not be available internationally for at least 12 months, it was revealed
at the press conference in London, and its
initial price will undoubtedly be high. However, as with any equipment consisting mainly
of electronics, the real price could fall in time
and a second generation of machines will
doubtless cover both price and facility
ranges. Again, the possibilities are endless —
once you have adigital signal and aprocessor
which can follow a program to perform
arithmetical manipulations on that signal in
real-time, you can modify that signal in any
way you want.
Paul Messenger and Ispent some time
listening to the AR ADSP in Martin Colloms'
AR's Bob Berkovitz with his prototype ADSP in London

Until recently, there was little one could do
about the sound from awarped record. Then
Sony designed a3iotracer tonearm and made
it amajor feature of the new PSX 600 turntable.
The PSX 600 doesn't actually remould
arecord, instead it compensates electronically
for bumps and warps.
Asecond linear motorapplies bias com pensation very accurately across the whole disc.

The result is improved tracking with less
distortion and clearer sound.
The better sound from the PSX 600 is
further enhanced by adirect drive 3SL motor
This ensures speed accuracy at 33 1
/ r.p.m. and
2
45 rpm. with low wow and flutter.
The PSX 600 especially offers the convenience of fully automatic or manual operation
with all controls outside the lid. All functions

including cue and tracking weight are controlled
electronically.
So if you want the Four Tops to spin
smoother and the Blue Danube to flow better,
consider The Sony PSX 600 turntable. Its gentle
touch is easy on your ears. SONY
600 Price around £150 Recommenoeti optional cartridges, Sony XL30, XL44L.
Denonstrafionsi-iom Sony showroom, 134 Regeni. S:reez, London Wl. Further
nharrat.on: SONY ( L1K)Limited.Pyrene Ho ise Suibury on Thames. Middx TW16 7AT
PSX

Justfor
ahonal
Broadcasting
School
INTERESTED IN ELECTRONICS?
Have you ever thought of working in Independent
Local Radio?
THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING SCHOOL offers
a 3- month modular training course covering all
aspects of maintenance and operational work on
an ILR station.
If you've studied a science subject to 'A' Level
standard or have arecognised engineering qualification, this modular course can provide you with
the necessary experience for afull grounding in
the radio broadcasting industry.
Courses start in September, January and May and
the fee is £825.00. For further details write to
THE NATIONAL BROADCASTING SCHOOL,
14 GREEK STREET, LONDON W.1.
or ring 01-434 2411.
The School is an independent training organisation set up in
close association with the independent radio contractors and
the IBA.
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Visit One of the showrooms below
UXBRIDGE - 278 High St Tel: Uxbridge 33474
Come and listen in our new
studio away from the traffic and
other distractions. This is anew
facility where Solo speaker
dem's are available by
appointment and is in addition to
our normal display and dem'
area. Meridian
active systems, Harbeth, Heybrook, Kef, A & R, NAB,
Mission, AR, Systemdek, Walker, Kitdek, Linn. Thorens
and Dual cassette decks and turntables are all amongst
the brands featured
WATFORD - 101 St Albans Rd Tel: Watford 45250

TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

* Superb Galaxie "17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for,a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre-surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS

98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11
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The Heybrook/Linn Basik combination is proving arear
runaway success and is highly recommended. Also
turntables from Dual, Systemdek, Thorens, Walker and
Kitdek are strongly favoured.
Amp favourites are the Luxman LX33, Crimson, Elite,
Meridian, Quad, Sansui AUD22 and Technics
Sil V3/SU V7.
Meridian active speaker systems plus AR, Celestion,
Harbeth, Heybrook, Kef, Mission, Quad ESL63, Rogers
and Spender.
Dual cassette decks are favoured and stocked in depth.
LONDON W1 - WIGMORE STREET
48 Wigmore St Tel 01-486 8263
Solo speaker dem's: Linn/Naim; ARC/Nytech; and .
Meridian active systems. Valve lovers should listen to
the Luxman LX33 with Linn LP12/Basik and apair of Linn
Kan% - super smooth and exciting. Still with valves
lend an ear to the EAR 509 power amps. Electrocompaniet and the ONM pre-amp are featured.
If you've the pocket the Threshold SL10/Stasis 2
combination takes some beating (around 626001- did
you see the review recently? In turntables the
Heybrook, Linn, Oracle/Sumiko/Koetsu, Logic and
Sysiemdek are all featured with new additions of
Walker and Kitdek. The Quad ESL63, Rogers, Spendor
&Heybrook speakers are amongst the wide range on
dem: Nakamichi, Revox and Tandberg are featured en
the tape front. Popular brands such as A & R, NAD,
Dual, AR, Mission & Sugden A28 are all here.
HARROW

Ilefi

Demonstrations by appointment
Custom building of systems
Extended guarantee option,
Guaranteed part-exchange
Interest Free credit ( See detai Is below)

340 Station Rd Tel 01-863 8690

Meridian Active systems, Linn Sara's, Harbeth,
Heybrook, Kef, Mission, Quad ESL 63, Rogers &
Spendor are all featured in an impressive array of
speakers. Have alisten to the Luxman LX33 - for
smooth valve sound!
A & Ris afirm favourite, the Lentek amp is on dem',
NAD is very popular and the new Sansurs well worth
listening too.
Turntables:— Dual, Heybrook, Linn, Systemdek
Thorens, Walker and Kitdek.
CROYDON - 89 London Rd Tel. 01-686 1343
Astrong NAD presence here; also A & R; new Sansui ,•
Crimson; Elite & Luxman are featured. Acoustic
Research, Celestion, Harbeth, Heybrook, Kef, Mission
and Spendor are among speakers on deni. Solo
speaker dem's possible by prior arrangement.
The Heybrook/Linn Basik combination is afavoured
combination with Dual, Systemdek, Thorens, Walker
and Kitdek all available.

BRANDS
INCLUDE
A & R
Acoustic Research
ARC
Audiomaster
Audio Technica
Crimson
DNM
Dual
E.A.R.
Electrocompaniet
Elite
Fidelity Research
Grace
Grado
Harbeth
Helius
Heybrook
KEF
Kitdeck
Koetsu
Linn
Logic
Ma yware
Meridian
Mission
NAD (
not Watford)
Naim
Nakamichi
Nytech
Oracle
Ortofon
RCL
Rega arms
Rogers
Spendor
Supex
Syrinx
Systemdek
Threshold
Walker
IN TEREST FREE CREDIT
Call in and buy interest
free for 10 monthly .
instalments. This offer
applies to all brands listed
in this advertisement
provided the total
purchase value is for £300
or more and that a
minimum deposit of one
third is paid at time of
purchase.
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THERE

have been strong rumours that the
BBC are about to licence their Nicam 3
digital audio distribution system to STC for
professional applications. Quite obviously
organisations such as British Telecommunications may well have astrong interest
in the prospect of using Nicam 3 for music
circuits in the UK, but the possibility of having
an entire rack of equipment replaced by small
microchips could of course introduce the
prospect of receiving Nicam 3 digital transmissions in the home. Now that the government have given the go-ahead to abroadcast
satellite, not only are we likely to have the two
TV channels already agreed, but we may very
well at last have digital stereo, or even
quadraphonic radio, with areceived frequency possibly within the TV microwave band,
perhaps as high as 12,000MHz.
Ibelieve quite a number of people are
already receiving TV from the States in the UK
via satellite, although they are having to use
very hot receiving installations, including
large dishes, since the signal strength from
the geostationary satellites over the States is
very weak on this side of the Atlantic. If the
BBC did ever go ahead with digital radio via
satellite, it would immediately open BBC
channels for those in the States who would be
prepared to go to some lengths to receive the
BBC in stereo, and Ican see an enormous
demand for installations.
Those listeners around the Bedford area
who have not been able to get a,fully
satisfactory signal on VHF from Chiltern
Radio near Dunstable will be pleased to hear
that Chiltern are now transmitting stereo
from their new transmitter at Sandy Heath,
which will considerably help coverage. They
point out that they will be able to split
programmes and commercials for the two
transmitters, and thus a much larger and
important area of the country is well catered
for by IBA local radio.
One event occurred in the week before
writing this article which was startling to say
the least. On Friday March 12th Iwas doing
some extra subjective listening tests on the
Hitachi tuner ( see p.27) and was shocked to
hear, at about 12.15 pm, very nasty warbling
sounds on a Radio 3 programme including a
Haydn symphony. Ialso heard chronic peak
distortion and must admit that at the time I
was convinced that it was the tuner and not
AR ADSP

from page 37

listening room. The device proves easy to use
domestically: the random number test signal
is played through left and right speakers and
is picked up by the microphone placed in the
desired position. The ADSP then takes about
90 seconds to produce filters for the two
channels, and from that moment on attempts
to correct for problems below 1kHz. Paul's
overall reaction to the device can be seen in
'Subjective Sounds', p43, and I too was
impressed. Although Martin's room is extremely good acoustically, if a little VLF shy,
the ADSP provided a worthwhile improvement in the bass and lower- mid regions with
Spendor BC1s. Switching the digital filtration
in and out of circuit revealed adefinite ' lumpiness' in bass reproduction that disappeared
totally when equalised. This was very noticeable when listening to recorded direct- injected
bass guitar scales, the equalised version
presenting each note, as it should be, at a
uniform level.
The effect with Quad ESL- 63s was less
marked, presumably because their bipolar
radiation pattern causes less excitation of the
room resonances. Placing BC1s in the worst
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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ers, and also a 5- pin DIN socket is fitted for
interconnection with external equipment. As
with many other stereo portables, a switch
provides mono, stereo or widened stereo,
and Ifound that whilst the widened position
affected the speakers, headphone listening
was not affected. Ifound that in ' wide' there
was most certainly a more spacious effect,
but unless my head was very near the
speakers Iwas disturbed by the phasiness,
although some members of the family quite
liked it. Ipersonally prefer a portable which
allows the user to vary the width from normal
stereo to extra wide, but even so the provision of this facility does allow images to go
the transmission. Ijust could not understand
outside the small radio cabinet, although, as
the problem, because the tuner gave superb
would be expected, there was asevere lack of
laboratory measurements for RFIM and Ihad
bass. When listening to the set seriously it
not experienced trouble with it previously.
was easy to criticise the rather narrow stereo,
Whilst having lunch, one of my colleagues
but Ifelt it important to consider whether
heard a Radio 3 announcement apologising
even with such failings the stereo was
for severe distortion at just about the time
preferable to mono, and Ican say quite
that we had trouble, and on investigating I categorically that it was for all who listened to
was informed by the BBC that some research
it.
department engineers had been changing
Particularly liked were the pre-set stations,
equipment at Wrotham, which had been
which were extremely simple to set and use,
interfering with the main Radio 3 driver, etc.
unlike a similar facility provided on some
Now that VHF signal strengths into the
earlier models from other manufacturers. It is
front-ends of transistor portables are so
a pity, though, that only very expensive
much better in the London area, Iasked JVC
models, to my knowledge, include Dolby- B,
to let me try one of their simplest stereo
for so often Iwould like to make a cassette
models, the RC- S7. This works either from
recording of something heard on the radio
mains or from internal batteries, and incorpowhen Iam on holiday or away from home, to
rates synthesiser tuning with a total of 12
be reproduced on my home system later, and
memories, six on VHF and six on MW. There
results would be so much better from a
is also asimple non- Dolby cassette deck. Two
Dolbyed cassette deck. If you want this facility
methods of tuning are available using up and
it is I believe necessary to have a larger
down buttons; the first allows one step per
'transportable' radio/cassette.
push, or a fast rate when held down, whilst
One particularly worrying criticism of this
the auto button allows asingle push to put the
model, which may also apply to others, is the
synthesiser into search mode. In this case the
battery consumption, and the provision of
tuning stops when astrong station is encounwhat is in effect abattery/mains on/off switch,
tered, and one can easily start tuning from
which is not clearly labelled as such. This
any of the pre-set positions already memoswitch has three positions, labelled Radio,
rised, so it does not take long to find any
DIN- In and Radio Standby/Tape Mixing. The
additional stations. MW tuning is of course in
third position is also ' off', but you do not
9kHz steps, and the same procedures can be
discover this, perhaps, until you have written
adopted.
off one set of batteries overnight, and then
The radio includes astereo jack socket for
resort to the instruction manual. It would be
headphones, and ample volume was availpreferable, especially if other members of the
able for my Sennheiser HD 424s, the quality
family are likely to fiddle with the radio, to
being rather better on these than on the
have aclearly marked ' off' position, especialinternal speakers, which are rather small.
ly since in the ' DIN in' position the set looks as
Sockets are available to feed external speakif it is off.

Angus McKenzie

possible place ( the room corners), caused a
totally unacceptable sound quality, the boom
proving oppressive, yet once new filters had
been ' designed' for the speakers in that
position, the ADSP quite effectively brought
the response under control.
Ialso noted a slight improvement in the
stereo presentation with the BC1s, the ADSP
much more closely matching both the direct
and the indirect responses of each speaker.
All my comments, though, are for when I
was
sitting in the position occupied by the
measuring microphone. When you move
away from that position the anti- phase information no longer exactly cancels the
aberrations and the equalisation is thus less
effective.
It would appear, then, as Peter Mapp notes,
that the ADSP is the first equaliser really to
correct for acoustic problems, including
those of the loudspeaker. However, the
improvements Inoticed were subtle in an
already excellent system/room and only
when the sound quality was deliberately
degraded was the improvement large.
At its inevitable high price, then, the ADSP
could well be in the paradoxical postion of
being less necessary to the enthusiast who

can afford it, because he will already have
optimised his system and room, but an
essential improvement to the man with a
cheap system and/or poor room who is least
able, or willing, to buy it.
Bob Berkovitz and his team at AR are to be
congratulated, however, on producing the
first ever consumer product that includes
technology that will doubtless be in widespread use by the turn of the century, and one
that actually does what it is claimed to do!
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An International Reputation for
MERIDIAN ACTIVE LOUDSPEAKERS
MERIDIAN M2 — "An astonishing speaker from Great Britain — We found it intensely pleasureable —
something our auditioners consistently wanted to return to. Incredible is not aword we apply
carelessly to Audio, but this is one context where it belongs. The one attribute that consistently
stood out was the crystalline stereo imaging."
HIGH FIDELITY MAGAZINE USA JULY 1981
MERIDIAN M2 — "The outstanding characteristic of these loudspeakers is the superb stereo
image which they can produce when the source material is good. With the M2 ( Meridian) are
unashamedly making amuch wider appeal to asophisticated music lover who will rejoice in their
remarkably fine sound and find to their delight that the combination of attractive appearance and
small size has removed the threat of divorce! Neat, sweet and petite. I
wish M2 all the success it
deserves."
GEOFFREY HORN GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINE AUGUST 1981
Meridian has dealers in 24 countries — please write for our new brochure and dealer lists to:
BOOTHROYD STUART LIMITED, 13 CLIFTON ROAD, HUNTINGDON, CAMBS, PE18 7EJ
ENGLAND TELEX 32577 ( MERIDN).

SUBJECTIVE SOUNDS
Paul Messenger-

I\ A ANY OF THIS month's experiences have
v Ibeen 'on the road', with a number of
interesting new items doing the rounds, plus
several hi-fi shows. The Paris shows were a
pretty depressing experience hi-fi wise (the
food's still good), but Swiss Cottage gave me
plenty of optimism, with the significant
proviso that the standard of demonstration
was sufficiently poor to show once again that
the industry tends to be its own worst enemy
when trying to convince Joe Public to shell
out 50% over the odds to buy British hi-fi
instead of Japanese consumer electronics.
However, the competitiveness between small
specialist companies is keener than it has
ever been, which can only benefit the consumer. Particularly interesting at this show
were anumber of prototypes, promises and
rumours in the under £200 amplifier market,
set to challenge the established A&R A60 and
the establishing Crimson 'tubes' ( now looking much prettier in black). I
shall be watching
and listening out for Nytech, Naim, Exposure
and Tresham examples, to name but four,
before the end of the year.
One of the most unusual products to
appear in along time is AR's ADSP ( see p.37).
This is the first consumer hi-fi product to use
digital signal-processing technology ( albeit
still aprototype), and one can only admire the
original thought which has gone in to an
entirely new type of device. How succesful it
will be commercially only time will tell. Ihave
now heard it twice, at the press launch in
London, and later during aspecially arranged
session at Martin Colloms' place. One thing is
obvious: it does work! In a way that no
conventional equaliser can ever hope to
operate, the ADSP offers really fine discrimination over amplitude, frequency and
time, and can therefore counteract the effect
of the reverberant sound without necessarily
affecting the initial signal (on the prototype I
heard this 'direct bypass' option was not yet
fitted, the processor acting on the whole
signal below 1kHz). Though there was some
evidence of coloration in the midband ( presumably the pre-digital filtering still needing
a little further development), there is no
doubt that the filter was very effective in
neutralising room effects at low frequencies.
Convincing though the effect was, it was
undeniably subtle in operation, and the area
of the room over which it really worked was
quite restricted. However, MC's room and
system is apretty tough test for such adevice,
because it is substantially neutral anyway,
and the speaker/room response after Martin's
modifications ( BC1s and ESL-63s) is quite
flat. Isuspect that the usefulness of the
ADSP is likely to vary inversely with the
quality of the system as awhole.
But even though there is no doubt that the
ADSP works, there remain questions. Will it
be cost effective? Do we really need it? At
present it appears that the initial price will be
about £ 1000, so it is rather expensive for the
sort of gains that are made on awell balanced
system. One rather apposite point made by a
respected engineer in answer to the second
question was that we should remember that
our ears are not microphones, and that the
brain is an effective signal processor in its
own right, used to coping with rooms, and
not really needing assistance, particularly if
used to the characteristics of the room in
question.
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The V sign
Though there are now afew items piling up in
the spare room, Shure's quinquennial V15
revamp is too important a hi-fi event not to
receive immediate attention. Ileft hot-foot for
Montreux the evening of the launch, so had
not time to try my sample for two weeks, by
which time a number of tales had filtered
along the grapevine. Ishall report as much of
this reaction as Ican, because it all helps to
build up an overall picture which is not
entirely dependent upon apersonal opinion.
The first rumours were very positive, suggesting that the Vwas really something quite
special, avery nice surprise, and a big step
forward from the IV. The first user that I
encountered was highly pleased with the
improved tracking, and the mid and treble
performance compared with both its predecessors and other respected competitive
moving- magnet designs.
My own ' blooding' was much less satisfactory, as the cartridge was used auditioning
the ADSP at MC's. The overall sound was
generally considered rather disappointing by
all ( MC included) that afternoon, the V being
used with stabiliser in Mission arm on Michell
Gyrodeck, with Tandberg preamp, Mission
power amp and Quad ESL-63/Spendor BC1
speakers. After the AR contingent had departed, we replaced the Tandberg with the
Mission preamp to little effect, but then
achieved adramatic improvement by substituting a Linn Asak via Verion transformer.
There was an immediate significant improvement in the solidity, stability and threedimensionality of the sound stage. With
hindsight, Iam sorry we didn't try the V
without its stabiliser, as this is adevice whose
effects Ihave always regarded with suspicion
(along with cantilever anti- resonant and arm
pivot damping techniques).
However, when Ifinally got my sample
fitted up (ADC headshell/Rega 3/Linn/Naim
tri amp system), Iwas much more pleasantly
surprised. This is abig step forward from the
IV, and is an impressive contender to enable
Shure to mix it with the upper-priced magnetic cartridges. And Icertainly preferred it with
the stabiliser in the raised position. ( It could
fairly be argued that with less capable turntables, with which this cartridge will frequently be partnered, the stabiliser might help to
make up for turntable inadequacies, giving an
overall system improvement.)
The sound was extremely neutral tonally,
sounding very 'flat' overall, with only the
merest tendency to ' brightness' and atouch
of surface noise exaggeration. Bass was a
little ' dry' and rather 'softened' in terms of
subjective impact, and this was more troublesome with rock than classical sources. Tracking abilities were ( naturally) impeccable,

though for my taste Shure do seem to pursue
this path alittle too rigorously. The midband
was impressively neutral, and stereo depth
very good indeed, though width seemed a
trifle curtailed. The sound was nice and solid,
though dynamics and information were unexceptional.
Direct comparisons with the IV showed that
this new model is adramatic improvement,
with far more satisfactory three-dimensional
stereo, a smoother, if less powerful ( and
thankfully distinctly less one-notey) bass, and
a clearer more extended treble with less
'splash'.
To be completely up-front about it, Ihave
never been much of a Shure sympathiser,
subjectively speaking, and if purchasing a
moving- magnet cartridge would probably
personally plump for an ADC or aRega. This, I
believe, is in part because Iam comparatively
tolerant of tracking defects in any case,
generally play material which is comparatively undemanding in tracking terms, and
because Iplace significant emphasis on the
quality of bass and rock music reproduction. I
don't, therefore, see the Shure as my natural
choice, but it is a significant achievement,
nonetheless. The IV received areception ( or
at any rate unanimity of reception) that was
comparatively lukewarm when one considers
the way its predecessors had basked in critical acclaim. Though Idon't think the V will
become re-established as qu ite the automatic
choice that the early VI5s became, particularly as the market has changed and moved up
to embrace some outstanding extravagantly
expensive m-ccartridges, Iam certain it will
do a great deal for Shure in the movingmagnet market.
One slight caution concerns qualitycontrol.
Idid hear from one usually reliable source
that there was some sample variability, and
my suspicions are a little sharpened by an
examination of the computer-printout data
sheet which accompanied my sample ( individual calibration is supplied with all models).
This gave crosstalk of 32.9/25.9dB UR at 1kHz,
and 25.9/20.0dB L/R at 10kHz. These are not
bad figures, but they are not exceptional, and
do show a difference between channels
which can only indicate some generator
misalignment. These parameters should
perhaps have been better for a 'flagship'
model priced at £161.0
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Shure have adopted athin-wall wide cantilever
philosophy. With the equal mass examples
above, for instance, the R.H. cantilever had a
stiffness/effective mass ratio 3-5 times that of
the others. Right is the trackability curves of the
\.... V15 V (dots are actual measured velocities).
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Compact Disc

The Background

/

As noted by Paul Messenger in his
show report ( p.49) the Festival du Son
saw the first comprehensive European exposure of Compact Disc, the domestic digital
disc system which is due to be launched at the
end of 1982. Nearly every major hi-fi manufacturer, including the originators of the
system, Philips and Sony, had either working
samples or mock-ups on show (the latter,
unfortunately, were in the majority) and a
great deal of pressure was being applied to
listeners to convince them of CD's superior
sound quality.
More of that later, but possibly the highest
pressure demonstration was that mounted by
Philips and Polygram. Regular readers of
HFN/RRwill recall that although the Compact
Disc was first publicly demonstrated by
Philips in March 1979, this was an early
version using asmaller disc and 14 bit coding,
and although the player was indeed compact, the necessary discrete. decoding and
signal handling electronics occupied alarge
box. With the agreement between Sony and
Philips in 1980 to co-develop Compact Disc,
the system standardised asa 12 cm. laser-read
disc, revolving at constant linear velocity, the
digital inforMation — 16 bit linearencoding le,
216 or 65,536 voltage level discrimination,
44.1kHz sampling frequency— being stored as
aspiral of pits in the surface of areflective plastic layer. Sony's contribution particularly involved apowerful error correction encoding
system, so that imperfections in the disc surface or large opaque particles on the surface
(small ones have no effect because they are
effectively smaller than the size of the laser
beam on the surface) although interrupting
the bit stream, have no effect on the resultant
audio signal. In fact, losses of up to 3,500 bits
— 2mm's worth of information — can be
accommodated without signal degradation,
rendering surface noise non-existent.
June 1980 saw Philips and Sony submitting
Compact Disc to the Digital Audio Disc Committee in Japan (along with JVC's AHD capacitive disc and Telefunken's mechanical disc)
and the turning point in favour of the adoption
of Compact Disc as the world standard came a
year ago when Matsushita rejected the AHD
system of theirsubsidiaryJVC in favour of CD.
With standardisation agreed, Philips and
Sony could get their semiconductor factories
working on the development of LSIs ( Large
Scale Integrated circuits) to replace the suitcase full of electronics used for D-A conversion, error correction and filtering. IC development is avery expensive business so it was
essential that the system parameters be finalised before embarking upon it.
Although Sony, and other Japanese companies, have gone the obvious route of developing LSIs for 16 bit D-A decoding, it
appeared that Mullard, the Philips subsidiary
responsible for IC design and production,
were not so sure that present-day semiconductor technology could provide conventional 16 bit converters that would perform
reliably to a high enough standard, particularly when coupled with the necessary brickwall analogue filtering. At the Festival du Son,
therefore, when Philips revealed that the LSI
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development work had been carried out and
that Mullard would soon be in production in
order to meet the end of 1982 deadline, the
decoding used was not straight 16 bit but
something rather more elaborate.
The System
16 bit linear encoding is used for Compact
Disc in order to maximise the dynamic range
capability of the system. Each bit doubles the
number of quantisation levels available to
encode the analogue signal which, theoretically, will increase the range between peak
level and the quantisation noise by 6dB. A 16
bit system therefore has 4times the number
of voltage levels of a 14 bit system and can
have atheoretical maximum 'dynamic range'
of 96dB.
With any digital system, however, translating the PCM signal into its analogue equivalent is not just amatter of feeding it into the
appropriate D-A converter; the resultant
audio will contain a high level of clock frequency, which will overload amps and tweeters, as well as significant quantisation noise,
arising from the stepped rather than continuous waveform produced bythe converter.
Severe filtration is therefore mandatory,
passing frequencies below 20kHz but heavily
attenuating frequencies above that, by at least
50dB at 24kHz, for instance.
If the original analogue signal in fig. la is
sampled as shown at afrequency fs, the resultant spectrum of the PCM signal, fig. 1b, can
contain large amounts of high frequencies,
the original signal spectrum being just that on
the extreme left. Conventional analogue
filters can be— and are— used to remove these
high frequencies, but Philips point out that to
operate at the signal levels involved coming
from the D-A converter, such filters if passive
must be very bulky, using large inductors, and
if active, using op amps, capacitors and resistors, would involve very high levels of heat
dissipation. There is also the problem that
such filters can introduce severe phase errors
and transient problems in the audio band —
one postulated reason for the unsatisfactory
quality of digital sound — which then need
further correction.
Philips, as indicated in ' News' in March
have therefore gone for an oversampling filter
Fig. la. Samples of the audio
„.......„.....„_»;quency spectrum.

technique, followed by-14 bit D-A conversion
and much slower analogue filtering. Fig. 2
shows ablock diagram of the two ICs used in
their Compact Disc player. Two 16 bit data
streams, one for each channel, are fed into a
system where their 44.1kHz sampling frequency is multiplied by 4 to 176.4kHz. This
results in a frequency spectrum (fig. 3a)
containing multiples of the sampling frequency at 88.2kHz, 132.3kHz, 176.4kHz etc and
this signal is fed to a96 tap transversal digital
filter where multiplication (convolution) by
accurate 12 bit coefficients takes place. The
output from this filter consists of a digital
signal consisting of 176,400 28-bit words every
second (its spectrum can be seen in fig. 3b). A
'hold function' in the D-A converter suppresses the 176kHz content and further lowpass filtration is performed on the resultant
analogue signal by a slow relatively phase
linear 3rd order Bessel filter with a -3dB point
between 30 and 40kHz, thus minimising phase
distortion in the audio band. Fig. 3c shows the
final analogue spectrum.
The keen-eyed will have spotted that Philips
use 14 bit D-A converters, even though the
Compact Disc uses 16 bit encoding, and this
could therefore cause dynamic range
problems, with the 14 bit quantisation noise
coming 12dB above the 16 bit system's
theoretical -96dB noise floor. However, the
oversampling technique distributes the noise
power, not over the audio 22kHz bandwidth—
which would give an 84dB 'dynamic range' —
but uniformly over abandwidth four times as
wide, up to 88kHz (fig.4). Since .
only the noise in
the audio band is relevant, and the rest is
removed by the analogue low-pass filter, this
gives an improvement of 6dB in the 14 bit
noise performance, resulting in a90dB difference between peak level and the noise floor ( it
seems uncomfortable, somehow, to equate
that with 'dynamic range', Ifeel).
This is not all, however, for if you look again
at fig. 2, you can see that the SAA 7030 chip
incorporates 'noise shaping'. The noise power
is filtered so that quantisation noise is no
longer uniform over the 88kHz bandwidth but
is reduced below and increased above 22kHz
(fig. 5). Again, as only the audio band noise is
relevant, this results in afurther lowering of
Fig. 3. The role of filtering. Oversampling digital filter
cuts out unwanted frequencies lal
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the noise floor by 7dB, giving amaximum S/N
ratio of 97dB, compa red to the conventional 16
bit decoder's 96dB.
The reason Philips chose to use a14 bit DAC
(D-A converter) was that they regard the 16
bit devices as too critical at present for use in a
consumer product, the established 14 bit
device being proven by experience to be both
accurate and stable. However, despite the
oversampling to reduce the quantisation
noise to -97dB below peak, you don't get
something for nothing; the use of 14 bit DACs
means that very low level musical information
will be lost when compared '
to 16 bit
decoding. Reverberation tails below the
(admittedly probably sufficient) level of -84dB
will disappear, as will any detail of the
analogue waveform which represents a
change in level comparable to that -84dB
threshold. This illustrates my doubts earlier
about what I
call adigital system's 'acceptance
window': the Philips system may have amaximum S/N ratio of 97dB but its musical
dynamic range is 13dB less than that.
So, it looks as though that bugbear of high
fidelity sound reproduction, compromise, is
still going to be around with the Compact Disc,
for awhile, at least. You either geta//the music
with straightforward 16 bit D-A conversion,
but with problems due to the brickwall lowpass filters introducing phase errors, transient
distortion, as well as the possibly temperamental performance of the DACs, or you get
excellent phase and transient response, with
excellent S/N ratios, but aloss of very low level
musical information and real dynamic
resolution.
In the future, the introduction of well
behaved 16 bit DACs, the widespread use of
digital filtering ( see also p.37) and the introduction of A- D converters capable of
operating at higher sampling frequencies,will
give Compact Disc and other digital systems
the best of all worlds. At present, though, the
companies involved in Compact Disc ( see Table)
are grateful that it will work at all because of
their need to get the system launched by the
end of this year if they are to get any return
from their massive investment in time to save
their commercial bacon.
Philips, for instance, are getting ready their
factory at Hasselt, Belgium — which up to now
has manufactured a wide range of cassette
and record decks— for CD player production,
while the Polygram factory at Hanover, W.
Germany, where the discs will be made, has
already completed pilot pressing tests, with
apparently successful results — although a
rumour was circulating in Paris that yield was
still disappointingly low at 40%. Polygram
intend abalanced selection of some 200 titles
to be available for the launch towards the end
of the year, with afurther 300-400 titles being
added to the catalogue in 1983.
The Problem
Having sat through anumberofdemonstrationsof Compact Disc sound quality, I
can only
reportthat amajor problem, as far as lam concerned, is going to exist with the marketing of
the system, and, as you might suspect, it
relates to two aspects of sound quality.
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The first relates to technical performance. I
am inclined to agree with Philips concerning
the audibility of filter problems, as too many
digital presentations — less at the Festival du
Son than before, however — have been
plagued by odd low level, but audible,
whistles and spuriae. Background noise, also,
has had adisturbingly 'granular' character, but I
am prepared to accept that this might have
been exaggerated by the truly objectionable
HF resonant behaviour apparent in some of
the speakers used.
However, some CD players have tended to
sound very much better in these respectsthan
others — Hitachi and Sanyo, for instance —
just as do some digital recorders: Sony's
small PCM-F1 ( now to be available with
switchable 16 bit A-D/D-A) processor, to me,
certainly, is preferable to their much more expensive professional PCM 1610 machine.
With the application of digital filtering as used
in the Philips CD player, such problems should
recede until we are just left with the philosophical ones of whether a44.1kHz sampling
frequency and 16 bit quantisation are sufficient ( Ishall leave those to Paul Messenger).
The second sound quality problem is, I
feel,
far more fundamental and unfortunately
much more resistant to solution. That
problem relates to the software. Even at the
Philips Paris dem, and you would think that
perhaps Philips, with their Polygram relationship, would know better, we were assailed by:
a 15 foot wide solo violin; Abba and the Bee
Gees with the presence frequencies wound up
so high by some deaf record engineer that
they split your head open; ridiculously
anomalous orchestral images presenting, for
instance, Karajan's now lamentably distorted
ideas on how instruments should sound
rather than how they do sound; dynamic
range limited to 40dB despite that 84, or even
97dB possible; and to be honest, the sheer un musicality of nearly all of what it appears will
be the first Compact Discs available leaves me
totally uninterested as to whether the system
now has improved transient response or not.
It could be argued that my attitude is unnecessarily critical, but Icannot believe that
there isn't any correlation between falling
record sales and low recording standards. Be
that as it may, however, that could remain just
a personal opinion except that Philips
announced that the expected price for the
Compact Disc player will be over £400 and th at
of the discs will be at least £8, with possibly a
premium for classical recordings. In response
to aquestion from the press, aspokesman for
Polygram stated that the increased fidelity of
CD would not lead to any change in recording
philosophy, letting slip the fact that DG regard
atotal dynamic range of 40dB to be perfectly
acceptable! The high pricing means that

Philips must aim CD, initially at least, at the
audiophile market, and there was much talk
about the audiophile being irresistibly drawn
to the superb sound quality offered by the
system. But given modern recording techniques, that sound quality is going to be less
than perfect, the improved clarity allowing the
listener more clearly to hear exactly how the
recording has been compromised. ACD could
even, therefore, be less satisfying than an
analogue pressing of the same recording!
The software must get better if the Compact
Disc launch is not to go off with all the excitement of awet firework — the general music
lover, not too bothered by sound quality,
unable or unwilling to spend such alarge sum
on the player and discs, while the audiophile,
who would be prepared to fork out his cash, is
put off by the sound quality of the software. I
wait the end of the year with trepidation, but
some good news is that Nimbus have been
having talks with Sony in Japan about producing Compact Discs. And perhaps an idea
put forward by John Borwick of Gramophone
should be studied by record companies: to
many hi-fi and record enthusiasts the big
advantage of the digital disc is not its sound
quality, but rather the complete absence of
surface noise, warps, wowand flutteretc; why
not, then, make Compact Discs available of
classic analogue recordings which have
proved their sound quality to be superb? In
this way, the audiophile would be guaranteed
abetter sound quality! e

List of Compact Disc system
licensees at 1/3/1982
Europe

(Note: no UK manufacturers

Hardware:

Bang & Olufsen
Dual
Grundig
Philips
Studer/Revox
Thomson ( incl. Nordmende, Saba/

Software:

PolyGram
Sonopress
Toolex Alpha

Japan & Far East
Hardware:
Akai
Alpine
Clarion
Crown Radio
Cybernet-Electric
Dong Won
Fujitsu-Ten
General Corp.
Hitachi
Marantz
Matsushita
Mitsubishi
Software:

Nakamichi Corp.
New Nippon Electric ( NEC)
Nippon Gakki (Yamaha)
Onkyo
Sansui
Sanyo
Sharp Optonica
Shin-Shirasuna
Sony
TEAC
Toshiba
Trio-Kenwood

CBS/Sony
Matsushita
Nippon-Columbia
Pioneer
Toshiba-EMI

Fig IS: The coded data stream from Compact DISC has to
undergo complex treatment to recover two analogue audio
channels.
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STOP DROOLING
AND LISTEN.

B

ehonest, now.
Next time you go out and buy some hi-fi, will the eyes have it?
Or the ears?
We only ask because we're convinced that most hi-fi
consumers have got their priorities back to front
Forgetting that hi-fi is something you listen to.
Not look at.
In thirty years of pioneering innovation, that's the one thing
Trio has never forgotten.
Take our latest KT-900 tuner, for instance.
This incorporates some of the most advanced and
sophisticated technology any hi-fi manufacturer has yet created.
Perhaps the most starling example is our unique Pulse
Count Detector IC.
By converting incoming signals into digital equivalents,this
unique circuit can reconstitute aprecise, noise-free replica of the
original broadcast sound.
Resulting in the cleanest, most distortion-free FM reproduction you've ever clapped ears on.
And that,Trio believes, is worth
any amount of brushed chrome
HI-FI YOU CAN BUY WITH YOUR EYES SHUT
and smoked perspex.
(Of course,the fact that the KT-900 is the best looking
machine in this magazine is neither here nor there).
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT THE COMPLETE TRIO HI-FI RANGE, VISIT ONE OF THE TRIO SPECIALISTS FEATURED OPPOSITE. THEY KNOW THEIR WAY AROUND BLINDFOLD. OR WRITE TO: HARMAN (UK), MILL STREET, SLOUGH, BERKS. SL2 5DD

TRIO
SPECIALIST
DEALERS
Canterbury Hi-Fi
21 The Burgate
Canterbury, Kent
Tel: 0227 65315
Unilet
35 High Street, New Malden
Tel: 01-942 9567
Hamilton Electronics
35 London Road
Southampton
Tel: 0703 28622
Homesound
145 Sidwell Street, Exeter
Tel: 0392 72814
Homesound
Station Road, Taunton
Tel: 0823 73321
Radford Hi Fi
52-54 Gloucester Road
Bristol
Tel: 0272 40878
Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road
London VV1
Tel: 01-637 1601
Essex Hi Fi
210 London Road
Hadleigh, Essex
Tel: 0702 557490
Audio Services
41 Victoria Road, Cambridge
Tel: 0223 68305
Fiveways Hi Fi
12 Islington Row
Edgebaston, Birmingham
Tel: 021-455 0667
H. K. Bowen
24 The Strand, Stoke on Trent
Tel: 07823 17131
Bespoke Audio
372 Buxton Road
Great Moor, Stockport
Tel: 061-456 8515
Rani Computer Services
15-17 North Parade, Bradford
Tel: 02743 91166

SOUNDINGS
Donald Aldous
AVING recently compiled abrief reportfor
II the Central Office of Information on
assessment and measurement techniques
used by British loudspeaker manufacturers, it
was brought home to me, if Ireally needed
reminding, how this last link in the hi-fi chain
— excluding the listening room and human
ears — remains aperennial topic of fascination.
Glancing the other day at my library of
books on this loudspeaker area, I
came across
C.M.R. Balbi's little book, published by Pitman
in 1926. Under the heading ' Electro -Magnetic
Systems' Ifound such names as the Amplion,
the Brown, the Western Electric, the Magnavox, Sir Oliver Lodge's Gigantophone,
Siemens Halske, Lumiere, Celestion, leading
on to ' friction' and ' semi- conductor' types, for
instance the Edison, Johnsen Rahbek, the
Frenophone and Barlow.
Under Miscellaneous Types, we go on to
find Harry Gaydon's Stentorphone, the AirBlast model, theJet ofWater type, the Arc unit,
the Piezo-Electric, Crystal, Hot Wire, Thermophone, and the Condenser format, using a
polarizing potential of about 150V. By
theway,
,
the Celestion design was amoving- armature
type, with acone attached, but no horn.
Thirty or more years ago, any audio
enthusiast with some woodworking skill
could create and construct at home a loudspeaker — fitting a commercial unit — that
made arespectable sound, in some instances
comparable with the products of commercial
manufacturers.
The more senior readers of this page will
recall that, not only wooden enclosures were
employed, but lengths of drain pipe, brick
enclosures, open baffles, large and small
boxes with or without backs, notto mention all
sorts of exotic designs with long, straight and
curved horns, not forgetting the Denman
'Pagoda' horn system projecting above his
room ( adjacent to the Science Museum) with
the mouth covering the entire ceiling area!
Our Technical Advisor Rex Baldock has a
16ft. horn- loaded bass reproducer mounted
under the floor of his listening room. Needless
to say, RB is an organ enthusiast and likes to
hear 16 Hz organ pipes reproduced properly.
Not recommended for flimsy floor structures
in modern flats! Incidentally, October/November 1967 issues of HiFi Nevvs contained a
constructional feature on amassive ' Concrete
Horn Loudspeaker System' by our Editor,
John Crabbe.
With this sort of background, one is hardly
surprised that designing and evaluating loudspeakers
involves
a combination
of
technology and art; indeed some devotees
would call it a ' black art'. Certainly the subjective listening element is personal, but
measurement techniques available and used
today render the whole approach to
loudspeaker design more scientific, indicating
acceptable tolerances for units and complete
systems. These results must be repeatable in
the laboratory, and should be predictable.
As in most cases, music reproduction is the
end product; but can listening to the total
system be
ignored?
Emphatically not,
although standing up in ahi-fi store while the
assistant
switches
loudspeakers
on
a
comparator is not the best way to make a
choice of loudspeakers for the home.
In some towns it's not always easy to find a
hi-fi storewith alistening room having reasonable acoustics, so it may be possible to take a

pair of speakers home to the domestic
environment and audition them. Some keen
dealers will bring acouple of systems round in
the evening, or perhaps you can find an enthusiast— with agood listening room— willing to
act as host for agroup of audiophiles to earcheck afew loudspeaker pairs.
Among my friends and colleagues in the
West country, lam fortunate enough to be able
to arrangewhat I
call ' stereo soirees' in various
locations. One of the best sites is the lounge of
Loris Goring, where he kindly allows agroup
of audiophiles — including several ' golden
ears' — to hear and vet various speakers in
relaxed conditions.
The accompanying pictures show a recent
session with our contributor Gordon King ( on
extreme left, gazing at the sleeve of an EMI
digital LP) and myself in the stereo seat, with
ears cocked.

The second picture has a special interest:
left to right can be seen: a critical music
listener Malcolm Kenzie in the supplicant
position, then Loris Goring, our host on this
occasion, loudspeaker designer Colin Brett,
and myself.
Malcolm has his hand resting on one of the
Celestion SL6 designs, which provided a
pleasant surprise to members of the panel
who had not heard them before ( including a
dealer), and my fingers are resting on Colin
Brett's latest ' Solstice' loudspeaker. One of
Mr. Goring's own pair of KEF 105 systems is in
the centre, and the contraption on the left with
atube entering thewooden ceiling is an experimental model which runs on hot coke!
The ' Solstice' models are the fruits of years
of experimenting and careful listening to
produce a 3- way system. This is a 50 litre
infinite baffle bass enclosure type with 10in.
driver, and the mid-range/high frequency units
are spatially mounted in fore/aft linear array.
The bass driver is from Vieta, and the midrange/high frequency units are Scanspeak
models. The Crossover networks are handbuilt and direct wired, with no PCBs, and all
internal wiring is 79 strand. The robust cabinet
is
hand- made
and
has an
attractive
appearance, as can be seen from the picture.
The aural results were impressive, but significantly improved, we found, when the NAD
amplifier— among several employed— was
changed to the QUAD 405 amplifier. Further
details of the ' Solstice' can be obtained from
the manufacturer at Advanced Acoustic
Design, 111 Winner Street, Paignton, Devon,
TQ3 3BP. Tel. ( 0803) 558009.
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New Memorex High Bias II is coated
with micro-fine needle shaped particles.
They're the latest development from
Memorex and give the tape its distinctively
sharp sound.
They also give us an improved
maximum output level and an extremely
impressive signal to noise ratio.

Which means, quite simply that you
can record music at higher levels with less
distortion and then enjoy
quieter solo passages
with less audible hiss.
What's more, our
binding process
ensures that what you put on the tape stays
MEMOREX.
PARTICLES

OR
PARTICLES

The New Memorex Tapes
tout sharper than ever
he tape. Even after athousand plays.
Nevertheless, atape is only as good
he cassette which contains it. So to
id the possibility of snagging or snarl,our engineers redesigned the whole
chanism.
It's encased in our unique fumble-free
orage album and guaranteed to last a
fetime. Literally
Or we'll replace it free of charge.
A promise that covers every one of our four
amazing new cassettes,
MRXI, High Bias II, Chrome II and
Metal IV.
.(MAGNIFIED 40.000 X)

Is it live, or is it Memorex?

FESTIVAL DU SO
-ou bruit?

Paul Messenger reports from the 71st AES Convention
in Montreux, and the 26th Festival du Son in Paris
AES Montreux
Combining consecutive visits to Montreux
and Paris was an excellent opportunity to run
in anew Escort, and to discover that the Ghia
spec for the car has done nothing to
ameliorate the most unspeakable-sounding
factory-fitted radio that Ihave yet heard: no
wonder high class in-car-entertainment is
strongly in vogue! In addition the permanent
whiff of vinyl was aconstant reminder
throughout the trip of the barbed tail which
accompanies all technological advance.
Montreux is adelightful—if very
provincial—resort, oozing Victoriana under
the mountains surrounding Lake Geneva. The
decay of age is happily absent, and one
appreciates why when picking up the first bill.
The AES 71st Convention seemed atrifle out
of place after the familiar hustle of big city
conventions. The Harrogate- like atmosphere
generally seemed to go down well, though
complaints were directed against
(comparative) difficulty of access
(exaggerated by Alpine conditions), and
Swiss prices.
The convention facility itself seemed
admirable, if alittle too large and spread out,
while the lecture theatre was perhaps atrifle
intimidating: its refreshingly ' live' acoustic
was marred by apronounced echo which
curtaining could have prevented.
Like the hi-fi industry, AES conventions
have become increasingly schizophrenic, and
are now polarised into 'the Academics' and
'the Exhibitors'. The former have an air of
determined respectability, covering diverse
subjects from the 'academic advertisement'
to the downright obscure, and sadly often
characterised by amateur presentation and
deadpan reading in an unfamiliar tongue.
Amidst the mediocre, though, there are
pearls of wisdom for those with sufficient
stamina to persevere.
The exhibition of professional audio
hardware is brash commercialism in
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comparison, but is, of course, one reason
why the papers sessions are much cheaper to
attend than in some industries. On this
occasion there was little seething in evidence,
with the comparatively quiet atmosphere
reflecting the current state of the world
economy. While exhibitors admitted things
were quieter than they would have liked,
some optimism was generated by the stiff
upper lip.
Attending an AES, one is torn in three
directions, and comes away dissatisfied with
one's inabilityto do three things at once.
Phlegmatically hoping thatthe 30% one
covered was the right 30%, and wondering
what was missed, one attempts to putthe
whole thing into some sort of perspective.
The hardware
The exhibitors span the spectrum of
professional audio manufacturers, from
'giants with aparticular interest' like Philips,
Sony, 3M and BASF, to small specialists
(often from the UK) like Calrec or
Klark-Technik, via the larger European
specialists like Studer, EMT and AKG, and
Americans like Shure and JBL (to name a
handful that should be recognisable to
readers of this magazine).
Products are equally diverse, ranging from
components and connectors to full
computer-driven mixing consoles, from
disc-cutting to tape duplication, sound effects
to speaker systems, microphones to video. It
made one realise what alack of range and
variety exists within the hi-fi industry. The
hi-fi fraternity are regarded with some
suspicion within the recording industry
('bunch-a-loonies' being atypical dismissal),
but ahard-bitten music- lover, veteran of
many ahi-fi show, finds an awful lot to make
him shudder amongstthe dems at an AES
convention.
While much on display is irrelevant in these
pages, afew items did attract attention and

are worth describing more fully. One
company newto me and fairly new to the
professional audio business is Genelec, of
Finland. They offer three active monitor
speakers, substantially neutral in balance and
presumably primarily aimed at the broadcast
market. What was particularly impressive
was that the two tri-amped models gave an
almost indistinguishable sound quality (
apart
from slightly more extended bass and
improved stereo with the larger model),
despite the fact that cabinet shape and driver
unit line-up is quite different in each case. Any
company that can achieve such afeat is worth
noting, as it does much to confirm their
engineering competence. The big model,
with its heavy and complex cabinet plus three
amplification channels, costs around £ 1,600
per pair; this is expensive, but not
unreasonable when compared with UK
professional competitors. Comprehensive
presets permit some tailoring of the response
to suit room conditions.
Amongst reel-to-reel enthusiasts, it is
probably true to say that inside every Akai
4000D owner there is aRevox owner trying to
get out, whilst among Revox owners there
are plenty of would-be Nagra owners. So for
myself and for these, the one new product
that I
would have liked to have slipped into a
suitcase and brought home was their new
'full sized' mains recorder. By the standards
of most of the competition, the Nagra is still
ababy, but it takes full-sized NAB spools
without fuss and has delightful editing
facilities as well as asplendid servo control
transport. Over the years, Nagra have been
consistent in refusing to compromise their
engineering to reduce costs, so that
nowadays they have aunique,
confidence- inspiring 'over-engineered' feel
which is very rare in contemporary products,
and their reputation for good sound quality
has never been higher. So if anyone outthere
has £6,000 burning ahole in his pocket and
wishes to do his own recordings, this new
Nagra should provide the front-end to beat
them all. It is no coincidence that one of my
all-time favourite records on technical and
musical grounds was Nagra-mastered back
in 1975.
The third and final product that I
am going
to mention has nothing much to do with hi-fi
at all, and also costs adebilitating £5,000. It is
called the Quantec Room Simulator, and, as
the blurb explains, is ' more than just a
reverberator'. This is adigital box of tricks
which is crammed with chips, including 2
Megabytes of RAM and 26 bit processing. I
doubt if many hi-fi people will have much use
for it (though perhaps the gent up in the north
of Scotland who supplements his PMS
Isobariks with two DMS systems fed via delay
lines might be an exception), but the abilityto
simulate stereo reverberation effects
corresponding to room sizes from
1-1,000,000m 3,
to select reverberation decay
times from 0.1-100s (with variation at high
and low frequencies), plus added control on
reverb depsity, pre-reverb delay, first
reflection and other special effects, adds up to
a ' black box' of great Subtley and of
marvellou$ educational value. I
couldn't help
but feel that afew hours spent playing with
one of these could give either the amateur or
professional recordist as much 'experience'
in acoustics as years of fieldwork.
There were lots of other dems, though
most are better left unmentioned. Digital was
much in evidence, of course, and JVC were
playing their Compact Cassette prototype
(which preserves operation in two directions
but uses a ' non-standard' digital format,
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multi-channel recording of the bit stream,
and operates with selected tape at double
speed). The sound was particularly
discouraging at high frequencies, though this
does reflect my own experiences of the AX-9
amplifier they were using, and the speakers
looked most unlikely to help matters. Iheard
tell of, though missed, an attempt by Studer
to compare the sound of their new digital
recorder with its analogue counterpart.
Scurrilous rumour dept: Ihear that analogue
walked off with more than two-thirds of the
vote.
The software
What of the 46 papers presented? Well
many were interesting in their fields, no
doubt, and anumber would be relevantto the
hi-fi engineer. Still more were not-very- subtle
advertising for acompany's new
developments ( but may be nonetheless
valuable for all that), while many were
concerned with the setting of digital
standards that will carry us safely through
this major watershed for the industry. Three
particularly attracted my attention from ahi-fi
viewpoint, though none is especially
revolutionary, and served more as reminders
of truisms that are often overlooked.
One paper from Martikainen, MD of
Genelec, presented baldly factual data
concerning the real impedance of
loudspeakers when examined via current
measuring. He was being particularly
cautious about making any interpretation
whatever until more work had been done, but
the measurements did suggest strongly that
aloudspeaker, and more particularly a
loudspeaker system, is apig of aload for an
amplifier to drive. This in my view is the major
justification for active rather than passive
loudspeaker systems; certainly the single
drive- unit appeared to be amuch simpler
load than the two- or three- unit system with
crossover. It was also disturbing to note that
the frequencies where maximum current was
drawn by the speakers were often in areas of
high program energy.
A paper from Ortofon engineers discussed
the trade-off within cartridge designs that
may be found at high frequencies between
the amplitude frequency response and
phase frequency response. Their listening
tests preferred acartridge with + 4dB
response at 20kHz but little phase shiftto a
model with a ' flatter' frequency response but
much more marked phase error. They also
suggested that moving-coil models showed
less phase change than moving- magnet
models, which might explain their alleged
superior sound quality. ( Idoubt it: their lower
impedance and normally greater mechanical
integrity seem more likely reasons.) Many of
these findings seem to followthose
described by B&O engineers some years ago,
and to my mind emphasise that the high
frequency resonances of all cartridge
systems need to be located as high as
possible to avoid degradation of the audible
signal; resonances must necessarily have
some control, so the range of frequencies
over which they are active is inevitably larger
than might be considered desirable.
A further paper on cartridges came from
Park of ADC, and concerned the design and
construction of avariable compliance
cartridge. Iam not entirely convinced that this
will prove to be the arm- matching dream
initial impression might suggest ( the
interface is much more complex than mere
mass/compliance relationships imply).
However, the design does look mechanically
excellent ( see diagram), and I
am most
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interested in trying out asample.
Conversation with Park afterwards showed
that he has some sympathy with moving- coil
protagonists, but, like the B&O engineers,
feels that it is possible to achieve similar
results by applying appropriate ( and in this
case I
should imagine quite costly)
engineering, rather than taking the easiest
route when designing acartridge.
Eschewing some of the subtler and more
esoteric aspects of amplifier design and
digital interfacing, I
shall move on to the last
paper of all, in which Sony engineers
proposed adigital Compact Cassette system
which stole amarch on the JVC by offering
nominally identical digitisation standards to
the Compact Disc and normal running speed,
albeit at present using the complete tape
width and not giving ' bi-directional'
operation. The question as to whether this
would enable Compact Disc sources to be
directly digitally dubbed, with the implication
for piracy, appeared to cause alittle
embarrassment. A nice feature of the system
appears to be a ' dynamic track following'
system, which should ensure compatibility of
recordings between different machines.
Apart from the exhibition and the papers,
the third and in many ways the most
important aspect of aconvention is meeting
people, and having achance to see the way in
which aproduct or apaper reflects the
engineer responsible for it. It was nice to meet
Dr Roger Lagadec of Studer for the first time.
He was most pleased with the way articles of
his had appeared in Studio Sound, and
happily agreed to let amodified version
appear in this edition of HFN/RR. This
engaging man was far from the stereotype
Teutonic engineer, and I
would urge readers
not to miss perhaps the best article Ihave yet
read upon digital audio ( p.55). If any further
evidence was needed that Lagadec is no
stuffy intellectual, his suggestion was that we
should all go out and drink ' one Guinness too
many' together, the nexttime he was in
England!
Better known in hi-fi circles is Dutch
diamond-fancier van den Nul, of IGC fame. He
is currently keeping himself busy modifying
and re-tipping EMT cartridges for the US
market. If the whole manages to get
anywhere near achieving the sum of its parts,
this could well be quite acartridge.
Another encounter was with Paul
Rasmussen, who contributed anumber of
memorable amplifier reviews to Practical
Hi-Fiabout six years ago, left the country,
then re-appeared about two years later with
representatives of the fledgling
Electrocompaniet concern, demonstrating to
me one of the more memorable products that

has come my way. Now he is back on the
scene, associated with the Olsen amplifiers.
These are aimed primarily at the professional
user, with particular attention paid to
avoiding the non-linearities of Class- B
operation. Judging by Rasmussen's past
record, this amplifier is going to be worth a
careful listen.
Finally, Ihave it on the best authoritythat
the appearance of D. T. N. Williamson,
legendary hi-fi figure from the thermionic era,
in the company of Peter Walker of Quad
during the sessions, holds no obvious clue to
future electronicdevelopments in
Huntingdon!

Festival du Son et Image Video
It is several years since Ilast attended a
Festival du Son, and even then it was obvious
thatthe high reputation enjoyed by this show
adecade ago had been substantially eroded
by commerciaf interests. But even I
was
unprepared for the level of degradation that
could be plumbed by this once respected hi-fi
show, now that it is renamed the Festival
International du Son et Image Video. It was
already obvious five years ago that the
Festival was an exhibition for the ' big boys' in
the industry, sothe emergence of arival show
four years ago, catering to the smaller
companies and running concurrently in a
hotel over the road was an admirable
arrangement. This year, however, this hotel
had already been booked ( by the Festival
organisers), so the ' alternative' show had to
find an alternative rendezvous. The
'alternative' ranks were further weakened this
year by apolitical split in their ranks, which
resulted in the exclusion of anumber of
distributors ( including those responsible for a
number of the better known British names).
These had decided to run their own
(alternative alternative?) show, at the same
location as the ' alternative' show(/e, the
Sofitel Hotel aquarter of the way around the
Boulevard Périphérique), but consecutively,
and hence also overlapping the Festival.
Confusing things, French politics!
Having done their best to undermine the
alternative show, the Festival organisers this
year decided to open their doors to the whole
gamut of consumer electronics. Once upon a
time, entries in the Festival had to achieve
some sort of minimum ( albeit undemanding)
standard to be allowed in. Now we have soft
pornographers thronging the aisles, a
cafeteria section crammed with the
paraphenalia necessaryto determine the
Atari Pac-man Videogamester of the Year,
boom boxes ( of the audio variety) and, of
course, the parrots. No video show, it
appears, can betaken seriously if it doesn't
contain avariety of parrots; stuffed, animated
or live, they quiver beneath the arc- lights and
show how bad the domestic video camera
still is.
There were some things of interest to the
hi-fi person, though they took abit of digging
out. Most of the big Japanese companies
were concentrating on their videowares,
allowing usually static displays of ( often
dummy) Compact Disc players to indicate
their commitmentto hi-fi. The specialist hi-fi
companies from all countries persevered
bravely, but these medium-sized operations

Hedging their styling bets, Dual showed three Compact Disc players!
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are at least in part dependent upon the mass
market, and one could sense the unease with
which they looked back over their shoulders
at the massive marketing muscle being
applied to video. Credit is certainly due to
Mordaunt-Short, Celestion and B&W, not
only for representing the UK, but also for
putting on good demonstrations, in ashow
where this was very much the exception
rather than the rule.
Technics also deserve some sort of award
in my book for areally superior show, with
spectacular sound effects and clever use of
lasers. Generally, however, demonstration
quality was poor, and certainly suffered from
the 'creaming-off' of the high-end component
manufacturers, though I
was rather
impressed ( in the sense that abig horn
system does impress) by the sound from
French specialist SFX. Definitely not ¡agoute
Anglais, but their high- power active horn
hybrid made the fairly mundane SME IIN 15
IV combination sound very exciting on my
first visit to the room ( areturn visit left JA
rather puzzled). It was nice to note that
someone in Porte Maillot was still trying.
Compact Disc systems were all over the
place, though only infrequently on
demonstration. These were obviously just
tasters for the system's eventual launch, to
keep interest and awareness ticking over
while getting on with the serious business of
1982, flogging video equipment. It was
noticeable that those prototypes which were
claimed to be complete, with all electronics
on- board, were nowhere near as compact as
the dinky little prototype laser spinners we
have seen here and there. Toshiba were
clearly following apolicythat if it isn't a
substantial piece of furniture nobody will buy
it, so bringing the term 'Compact' into
disrepute. CD interest was not limited to the
Japanese companies, of course, and Dual in
particular appeared to have
received sufficient help from Philips to get
well along the road, and were showing no
less than three alternative players, although
only one actually worked.
Things appear to be pretty tough forthe
hi-fi specialists who don't have avideo leg to
stand on, and the bigger such companies
seem to be suffering first. Pioneer, for
example, have got themselves in all sorts of
trouble with their hi-fi marketing in the US,
and seem all set to pull out of hi-fi, or at any
rate concentrate their attentions on
in-car-entertainment. Further signs of the
time can be seen in Sansui's release of aVHS
format video recorder, and Marantz showing
aV2000 machine ( naturally, now they are
Philips-owned). Both Trio and JVC showed
amplifiers that were 'video ready', for
interconnection with component TV systems
which are about to appear in large numbers
(Sony Profeel, NAD, and plenty more
besides).
One thing that did surprise me alittle was
the apparent strength of the French hi-fi
industry at the Festival, despite the fact that a
number of companies had gone off to do the
Sofitel show. Though I
expected to find big
Sony's PCM-F1 processor with same-size
Beta max portable VCR
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companies like Continental Edison and
Thomson, and appreciate that it is something
of apoint of honour to support one's local
show, I
was still surprised at the number of
apparently sizeable and flourishing specialist
concerns, with names that are unknown in
the UK: Cabasse, Mercuriale, Barthe,
Dynamic, Siare, Elipson.
New and interesting- looking speakers that
may perhaps make it to the UK included a
very pretty range from Allison, and, newto
me, some models from Micro Acoustics.
Audax were proudly showing their latest
polymer technology: a200mm drive- unit
with TPX ( polymethylpentene) cone material
and Norsorex ( polynorbornene) surround
material. One is apt to be suspicious of
'revolutionary' advances in their early stages
of development, but the material
characteristics do look promising, and I'm
sure it won't be long before Neville Barlow
has distributed afew samples for
consideration amongst British speaker
specialists; I
doubt we will have to wait long
to hear how good it is ( or isn't).
Heading for the Sofitel, and what one
hopes will be areal hi-fi show, there is
nevertheless atinge of regret for the Festival,
which still manages to convey asense of
organisational class, and which was once the
essential European meeting place for the
industry. If it wasn't for all the political
in-fighting one could concede that the show
had merely become the victim of its own
success.

A surprise was the appearance of ahigh quality car
speaker from B & W

It is perhaps to my own loss that I
never
managed to visit the alternative show in its
original Meridien hotel guise. Whatever it
was that greeted me at the Sofitel, it didn't
look much like ahi-fi show, and fell along way
behind the similarly specialist Audio T/Swiss
Cottage show held in London the month
before. Closer inspection revealed that there
really were exhibitors, carefully hidden from
the eye of the casual hotel visitor, but that
attendance seemed very poor and there was
little sign of the normal hubbub of activity. By
mid-afternoon things had warmed up alittle,
perhaps because most of the would-be
visitors had finally managed to park their
cars!
Many of the dem rooms had been created
using partitioning, leaving an actual visible
gap of some inches at the top of the 'walls', so
rendering them quite unsuitable for any sort
of demonstration, particularly if your .
neighbour(s) wanted to do the same. Despite

Larry Schotz's effective circuit, nestling in prototype form
inside aconventional NAB 4020A

this handicap, Mission managed some sweet
but quiet music from the diminutive 700
speakers, shaming many of the more
extreme selfindulgencies on display. Rogers
put aPink Triangle to good effect, and the
Studio 1loudspeakers likewise managed to
make some of the nicest sounds in the show.
Some of my time was spentat a
demonstration of the NAD Schotz-circuit
tuner, with Larry S. himself in the chair. This
gent has quite apedigree in US tuner design,
with two Crowns (Amcrons) and aji.P
Sherwood to his credit. I
shall leave the
erudite descriptions of the technicalities for
next month's ' News' pages, and confine
myself to the observation that the
Schotz-equipped circuitry switched in and
out on anbtherwise standard NAD tuner
enabled agreat many stations to be rendered
more intelligible and comparatively
noise-free (the aerial was the traditional
'piece of wet string' indoor type). So now we
have the tuner for the 90% of you (who
should know better as HFN/RR readers) using
indoor aerials, and for the 99% of other FM
listeners likewise ill-equipped in the
appendage department. I
think it is afairly
safe bet that the RF performance of the new
NAD tuner will wipe out most of the
competition in its immediate price bracket,
and possibly right across the board. Larry
Schotz naturally reckons his detector circuit is
superior to all-comers, but he did admit that
the comparison we heard was against a
comparatively low-cost NAD, and that more
expensive tuners did employ certain similar
techniques which offer some improvement
on the yardstick used for our comparisons.
While lamas much afan of the NAD 3020
as anyone, Imust admit I
was disappointed
with the 3140, and was worried that NAD
might prove to be 'one hit wonders'. After
chatting with the engineers, and with alittle
post-prandial lubrication, they conceded that
they had already modified the 3140 to
improve its subjective performance, and
assured me that they had no intention of
resting on 3020 laurels. It is refreshing to find •
acompany operating in the- mass market, yet
able to recognise and prepared to admit
fallibility; asure sign that there should be
more bargain- priced hi-fi from NAD in the
future.
Incidentally, another manifestation of the
Schotz tuner circuit is to be found in Probe
radios, from California, which include ababy
headphone portable and abi-amplified table
radio, the latter aparticularly
desirable- looking item. In some respects the
good low signal strength performance of the
circuitry makes it particularly well suited to
these sort of applications, where aerials may
be non-existent.
There were plenty of strange sights and
sounds to be found around the show, and the
French ' high-end' appearsto be significantly
further out along the lunatic fringe than the
UK's. Though Ididn't get into all of the dems
by any means, Inevertheless left with the
unflattering general impression that the
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The West End's local hi-fi
and video specialists. We're near to

showrooms
packed full with the latest in hi-fi and
video equipment. Check out our low,
low prices - all models are on
display, so ask our expert staff for a
demonstration.
Visit our enormous

Goodge Street and only five minutes
walk from Tottenham Court Road
tube station.
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ON APPLICATION

AXAI
AMU 33
DE NON
PMA510
PMA540
JVC
A1OX
AX1
AX2
AX3
AX4
MARANTZ
F'M310
PIONEER
SA420
SA520
A5
A6
SANSUI
AUD5
AUD7
AUD9

AUD22
AUD33
SONY
TAAX2

TAAX3
TAAX4
TAAX5
TECHNICS
SUV3
SUV5
SUV7
TRIO
KA900
1
„„,gana

£103.50
£79 00
f124 00
£62 00
f80.00
£110.00
£140.00
£ 176 00
£65 00
£57.00
£ 8.00
£ 105.00
£ 149 00
POA
POA
POA
£106.00
£129.00
£81 00
f108 00
POA
POA
£107.00
f129.00
£179.00

£286.00

TUNERS Irh.
i

••
AKAI

POA

DEMON
TU520
JVC
TX1L
TX2L
TX3L
TX6L
PIONEER
TX520L
F51
TX7800 .. .
F7
TECHNICS
STS4L
STSOT
STS6
JVC
RS33L
RS55L

£83.00
£86 00
£13600
£
99.00
£156.00
£61.00

£9700
f99 00
£149.00
f117.00
£134.00
f162.00
f156.00

£ 194 00

RECEIVERS/TUNER AMPS
•
I • '1,1

PIONEER
SX400
SX600
SX700
SONY
STRVX2L
STRVX3L
STRVX4L
STRVX5L
TECHNICS
SA313
SA515

£79.00
f92.00
£120.00
£95.00
£140.00
£216.00
£253.00
f215.00
£251.00

Speakers Continued

CASSETTE DECKS on _
[711.

SPECIAL OFFERS
ON RACK SYSTEMS &
MUSIC CENTRES

c
AKJI1
CSM3
£17.00
CSM4
£77.00
CSF11
£110.00
GXF35
£155.00
AIWA
ADM800
£230.00
ADM500
£180.00
003100
£96.00
AD3200
£125.00
AD3500
£158.00
AD3600
£172.00
AD3800
£250.00
JVC
KDAll
£7700
DD4 •
£44.00
005
£180.00
0035
£100
NAKAMICHI
N480Z
f280.00
N4812
£357.00
N482Z
£420.00
N581Z
£490.00
N582Z
£557.00
N681ZX
£580.00
N682ZX
£660.00
LX3
£326.00
LX5
£499.00
LX7
£620.00
PIONEER
C7320
£79.00
CT520
£101.00
CT4
£18.00
CTS
£S6
CT8R
POA
CT9R
POA
SANSUI
D95
£73.00
O150
£86.00
D300M
£116.00
£159.00
O350M
0550M
£198.013
SONY
TCFX2
£
85.00
TCFX3
£99.00
TCFX5
£ 130.00
TCFX5C
£148.00
TCFX6C
£180.00
TCFX7
£232.00
TCD5M
£266.00
TCK81
£256.00
TECHNICS
RSM205
£75.00
RSM215
£84.00
RSM225
£104.00
RSM230
£130.00
RSM250
£ 45.00
RSM255
£199.00
RSM260
£160.00
RSAA280
£ 15.00_

SPEAKERS
(PAIRS)

AR85
AR18S
AR28S
AR38S
AR91
AR915
AR925
J81..
196
1112
R82
JR
MAGNA
METRO

f287.00

£120.00
£
372.00
£32.00
£80.00
£96.00
£110.00
£170.00

MAB
MA14
MA66
TANNOY
CAMBRIDGE
POA
POA
OXFORD
BERKLEY M11
POA
STRATFORD
POA
WINDSOR
£1,199.00
WFUOIFEDALE
LASER 20
£45.00
LASER 40
£63.00
LASER 60
£80.00
LASER 80
£99.00
LASER 100
£135.00
E20
POA
E30
POA
E50
POA
E70
POA
E90
POA
YAMAHA
N5044
£66.00
Nsi000m
f475.00

System 2800
SU2800 Ainplifier • ST2800 Tuner
RS635 Cassette deck. SIN 304
turntable complete with speakers
& rack. Total output 25 watts pe ,
channel.
£309.00
System SG165
Complete 1
ir Fi system
incorporabrtg the latest micro chip
technology total output 35 watts
per channe.
f369.00
System SG240
Complete stern music system wilt ,
multi-functional twin cassette deck
•
3band radio • turntable • speakers
& rack. Total output 20 watts per
channel
£279.00
Music Centre SG2200
Complete stereo music system
with turntable, tapedeck & tuner
amp. inc. speakers. Total output 15
watts RMS/channel
£ 59.00

TECHNICS
System 211
SLB202 turn :able -SU211

amplifier STZ11 Ltuner •
RSM 215 cassette deck
S133030 speakers • 553 rack output
25 watts per channel
f.339.00

System 222
SUZ22 amplifier • STZ111 tuner
RSM215 cassette deck • 510202
turntable S83050 speakers &
rack SH322 Output 35 watts
per channel
£
429.00
System V3
SUV3 amplifier STS41 tuner
RMS2I 5cassette deck.
S10202 turntable
S83050 speakers & rack SH553
Output 45 watts per
channel
£
499.00
System V5
SUV5 amplifier • STS4L tuner
RSM 225 cassette deck 510202 turntable
5E13050 speakers & rack SH554 •
Output 65 walls per
channel
f599.00
•
MARANT2
System DE250NR100
System 0E364 VR100

POA

£269.00

£325.00

PIONEER
X330
X550
X770
X990

Phone

£259.00
£349.00
f449.00
£
935.00

XR 110
f235.00
XR 210
f275.00
XR 310
f335.00
System 59
£345.00
System S5
£
399.00
Optional turntable S5 & 59
PLK50 with above 55 & 59
systems
£79.00

for

Best
Prices
£420.00
POA
£136.00

AIWA
,APD50
DE NON
DP3OL

DP33
OP601.
JVC
1021

System ZR1

OLY5F .
OLY3F

f160.00

PIONEER
PLI2OX
PL320

PL2
PL4
PL6
Pli
SANSUI
FRD25
FRINIOE
DM7
FRD55
TECHNICS
SLE1202
SLD202
SLD303
510202
S10303
SLCIL1
51011
SIS
$17
SL10
THORENS
70104 Mk II
10105 Mk II
10166 Mk II
10160 EIG11
TD115 Mk II
10160 Super

£131.00

£
53.00
f75.00
£53.00
£79.00
POA
POA
£59.00
£124.00
£149.00
£166.00
£62.00
£77.00
£89.00
£105.00
£121.00
£178.00
£148.00
£105.00
£175.00
£295.00
£90.00
£108.00

Phone
for

Best

Prices

TD160 fitted with arm

DENON
01103 MC cartridge
011030 MC cartridge

72 00
£
£120.00
01103S MC cartridge
£80 00
01303 MC cartridge
136.60
AU320 MC cartridge transfromer
00500 MC pre pre•amp

£72.00
£89.00

Formula 4
Mark Ill

57 50
£

MAYWARE

ORTOFON •

VMS20E Mk It
MM (cartridge only)
VMS3DE Mk 11
MM cartridge
Complete range available

S.M.E.
3009R pick-up arm
300952 pick-up arm
3009 series II improved
3012 Rpick-up arm
Series Ill pick-up arm
Series IIIS pick-up arm
Fluid damper FDIIIS
Fluid damper F0200

AKAI
VS5
VS10
JVC
HR7200
HR7300
GX88 Camera
GX33 Camera
HR2200 portable
HR7700
PANASONIC
NV7200
NV2010
041/2000
NV3000 Portable
WV3000 camera
WV3030 camera
SONY
SLC7
SLC5
SONY TV
KV1400

L_J

U

LJ

u

TOTTENHAM
I

u

COURT RD
• GOO
- DGE1

H IICHARLOTTE St

St.Stn

£575.00
£425.00
POA
POA
POA

PANASONIC TV
TC2216

£ 349 00

CASSE WEIRS
REEL TO REEL
SANSUI
CR M7

235.00
£

CR-M5L
Midi System M7 w/o

Teac 03

CM=

E185.00
£399.00
£192.00
£
255.00

£187.00
£248.00

We're proud of our reputation - we
export worldwide and our service is
second to none. Come and find out
for yourselvest
t

£21.00
f21.00
f19 00
£E9.00
£55.00
39.00
£
29.00
£
£45.00

POA
POA
£450.00
POA
POA
POA

All Prices inclusive of VAT
excellent service is available to
you from IOam - 6pm Monday to
Saturday. Order by phone or by post
if you prefer - (£ 5 00 delivery charge
per dent.) Access and Barclaycard
welcome, and credit facilities
available.

£23.00

POA
POA
POA
POA
POA
POA

Prices are subject to change without Prior No rue

Our

POA

£549.00
E666.00

KVI612
KV2204

Akin
0X40000
f92.00

2
£8.00

Video

SONY

CARTRIDGES
Audio Technica
DT1120

£22.00

£ 140.00
£77.00
£72.00
148.00
f125.00
f91.00
£ 13.56
£22.00

M95HEJ MM cartridge
M95EJ MM cartridge
V15 Type IV MM cartridge
V15 Type III MM cartridge
M95HE MM cartridge
M97EJ MM Cartridge
M97HE MM cartridge

XO5
XO 7

ARMS &
POA
POA

System 22

f59.00

£
70.00
£87.00
£98.00
U06.00

POA

System 21

£
99.00
£180.00
f222.00

LA31
LF41
OLA5

free credit on the following
systems.

POA
POA

f138.00

70126/1111C
TD 126/111/BC
Please inquire Thorens

SONY
No deposit 6months interest

£110.00
£85.00

AT1100 arm
£ 10000
AT1010 arm
£ 130.00
AT32E MC cartridge
f75.00
AT3200XE MC cartridge
£30.00

SHURE
M75HE MM cartridge
M75MEJ MM cartridge

Music Centre SO2220
3in 1music system...inc speakers
& lightweight headphones. Output
17 wartschannel
£199 00

ELIO

331
317
KOSS
M80 DYNAMITE

MA2
MA18
MA83
MA84
MA16

NATIONAL PASASONIC

•
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AN ASTUTE reader from Denmark has drawn
attention to British patent No. 22930 of 1908.
This patent, which was jointly filed in 1907 by
James Owen of Pennsylvania and Lewis
Gillingham of New Jersey, is a remarkable
document because it pre-empts a recent
scheme to mark gramophone records so that
they cannot be counterfeited. It also offers a
timely reminder that piracy and counterfeiting of records is by no means anew threat,
despite what the record companies would
like to have us believe.
Early last year A & M Records released an
LP by the pop group Styx, with adecorative
logo engraved in the vinyl disc surface.
According to a technique developed in
California, the identifying logo is etched into
the master lacquer. This is achieved by
programming a laser to trace a complex
pattern over the master disc before it is cut
with a music groove. It follows that all the
metal work made from the master lacquer,
and every disc pressed from the metalwork,
will carry areplica of the original laser-etched
logo. It also follows that any disc which does
not carry the laser-etched logo on the surface
is acounterfeit copy.
The trick of course is to etch just deep
enough to provide an easily recognisable
mark, but not so deep as to add background
noise during reproduction. The logo on the A
& M disc is etched to a depth of just 1or 2
microns, compared with around 50 microns
for the grooves, and it creates colour interference patterns similar to those produced by
athin film of oil. But because the Styx record
contains a high level of rock music it is impossible to judge whether the etching does or
does not contribute to surface noise. In any
event the technique is so expensive, putting
up to around £ 5,000 on the few hundred
pounds it normally costs to cut amaster disc,
that the scheme is clearly commercially
impractical for all but the most popular
groups, with guaranteed high sales. Also, it
can be argued that some sectors of the trade

FESTIVAL DU SON
sound quality was atrifle nostalgic, turning
the clock back five years perhaps. If
experimentation is the name of the game,
there was plenty to be found, with strange
transducers ( ionics, plasmas etc) turntables
and connecting wires abounding. One little
nugget unearthed on the Celestion SL6 stand
(Dittons were in the Festival), was a
pre- production Goldring moving- coil
cartridge. Very much adevelopment model at
this stage, production is anticipated before
the end of the year, and I
should imagine
Goldring's reputation for competitive pricing
will be upheld,
A system of particular interest to me was
being demonstrated by Jean Hiraga and
Gerard Chretien under the auspices of
L'Audiophile magazine. This used a
European- derived version of the Onken horn
system, which made agreat impression on
me when I
first visited Tokyo some six years
Stereo class A power
from Marantz
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and public couldn't care less whether they are

buying counterfeit or legitimate copies of a
disc, provided the price is right.
The stated aim of the 1908 patent was to
'incorporate into the recorded portion of a
commercial sound record identification
marks, words, descriptive matter or other
distinguishing characters to designate either
the source of origin of the record or any other
information
and to so place such
characters on the recorded surface as not to
interfere in any manner with the quality of
reproduction'. James Owen was an electro plater and Lewis Gillingham anickel plater, so
it isn't surprising that they proposed marking
the metal disc master or 'shell' by covering it
with an insulating stencil and then immersing
the shell and stencil in an electrolytic bath. In
this way a very thin layer of metal, such as
copper or nickel, could be deposited on the
shell surface according to the stencil pattern.
As an alternative to electrolytic deposition,
the inventors suggested that apattern could
be etched onto the master by hand, or through
astencil, by brushing on cold sulphuric acid.
Interestingly, it seems likely that the techniques described in the 1908 patent, which
has of course long, long ago expired, could be
just as effective as the modern laser etch
technique, and far cheaper. It will be interesting to see whether the record companies
are prepared to acknowledge that counterfeiting is no new problem, and try a75 year
old solution.

and their edges are aligned so that there is the
effect of a continuous strip. The inventor
claims that in this way the reflections produced from the rear edge of each strip are
greater than those produced from its front
edge, and of opposite sign. So the total
continuous reflections are substantially in
phase with the forward waveform produced
by the loudspeaker cones. This he says is the
acoustic equivalent of an electrical transmission line with series resistance.
MATSUSHITA of Japan have filed aEuropean
patent application (0 030 311) on what
appears to be a novel approach to stereo
pickup cartridge design. To cut along patent
short, each of the right- and left-hand channel
yokes is formed by folding a thin strip of
magnetic material over and over on itself in
pleats, like aconcertina. Normally of course
the yokes would be of solid material. Conventional coils are then mounted on the
pleated yokes. Matsushita claim that by
making the yokes from multi-folded strip,
rather than a solid material, there is a reduction in cost because mass production is
easier. They also claim that the pleated form
cuts eddy-current losses. It will be interesting
to see whether the idea, which could well be a
spin-off from the company's current enthusiasm for honeycomb speaker construction, starts anew trend in pickup design.

LEONARD HUTCHINGS of Wirral has filed a
British patent application ( 2060 314) on a
vented loudspeaker cabinet with a lattice
work of reflector strips inside. The aim is to
produce a reflected wave which is in phase
with the forward radiated wave. Behind each
driver there is alattice of rectangular-section,
hard-wood strips, with each lattice looking
rather like aslatted duck- board. The strips are

B&O OF DENMARK have a US subsidiary,
and this company is now suing Pioneer of
Japan for patent infringement in the USA.
The case, which will be fought in the Illinois
courts, centres on two US patents owned by
B&O ( US 3 993 315 and US 4 124 216).
Together these patents have 66 claims
covering various aspects of tangential
tracking
technology.
B&O
claim
that
Pioneer's tangential tracker infringes at least
some of these claims and the company is
claiming treble damages because of the
'deliberate and wilful nature' of the alleged
infringement.
It's not certain yet whether B&O will lodge
similar actions in other countries where
corresponding patents are held and Pioneer

located at an angle to the loudspeaker axis

are selling parallel tracking turntables.

ago. These were being driven actively from
Hiraga and Kaneda electronics, Verdier
turntable, Delaleu arm and Denon 103
cartridge. Ihave to admit that the sound was
rather disappointing overall— albeit
electrifying at times, on simple program
within certain parts of the spectrum. Idon't .
believe the Europeanisation has been entirely
successful, and lam perplexed at the current
French fad for unipivot arms, just as we in
Britain seem to be gradually going overt°
gimbals. Apart from occasional flashes of
power and majesty from the big monsters, a
little pair of Daline-type speakers gave an
embarrassingly good account of themselves
(better suited to the front end Isuspect). 1
confess Iam also disturbed at the ethics
(French politics again?), whereby amagazine
derives a ' reference system', publicises it
widely, and then becomes involved in the
manufacture and marketing of said system,
which certainly seemed to be the case here.
One memorable experience was my first
ever exposure to apair of the legendary
American Magnepan speakers, via Ampliton
valve amplification. The dem was spoiled by
some loud and obnoxious noises from
Absolute Sounds ( Frencn version) the other
side of the partition, but 1can certainly
understand why Maggies have such a
strong cult following in the States. They have

abeautiful ethereal quality, and sonically
almost ' disappear' ( though inevitably they do
suffer from the traditional inherent problems
in any large panel doublet radiator).
In retrospect the Paris Spring shows have
been spoilt largely because of internecine
squabbling between the Festival organisers
and the French manufacturers Syndicat, and
between the Syndicat and the others. A few
years ago the would-be consumer of
electronics had little alternative to hi-fi
compared with today, when video and
micro-computers offer two major sources of
distraction. The hi-fi industry may benefit in
the long term from this competition, but
retrenchment is the current order of the day.
So, for the industry to have presented itself in
such disorder at its major European ' shop
window' is tantamount to adeath wish.
Fragmentation and diversification are an
accepted part of the industry in the eighties,
so the Festival needs its ' alternative' close by,
just as the alternative needs the Festival. We
have seen similar ' splits' for the big CES show
in Chicago (and to alesser extent at our own
Harrogate), but in neither case has each
worked quite so hard to alienate the other;
the relationship needs to be symbiotic rather
than parasitic or paranoid.>

precision pick-up arms
TD160S/3009 is an adaptor for fitting
our current 9" arms to Thorens TD160
series decks. Mechanically sound and
aesthetically pleasing it also allows full
movement of the arm for tracking
adjustment. Information sheet 14B
details its use. Part No. 3822 flexible
link, information sheet No. 27, is also
recommended for this and other
similar decks having afloating subchassis.
CA- 1carrying arms for Series III and
IIIS now have new features:
Strengthened and enlarged shell for
easier cartridge fitting:
Arm geometry optimised for 12" L.P.'s
Two null-point alignment protractor.
Improved wiring and terminal jacks.
Seven pairs of cartridge fixing screws
— four in alloy, three in nylon.
Ballast weight for arm mass
adjustment.
Choice of natural polished heat-treated
titanium or black enamel finish both
printed ' Titanium Nitride'.
The new CA- 1is identified by ayellow
label on the carton and the black finish
by the letter '
B'.
A new CA- 1will update an existing
Series Ill or IIIS.

NEWS
FROM THE
FAR EAST
We are pleased to announce that
the Model 3012-R has won the
1981 Audio Component Grand j
Prix Award in Japan.

Earlier honours for SME include:
1962 Design Award — Council of Industrial Design
1978 Design Award — Design Council
1978 Engineering Design Award — CES Chicago
1978 Japan Audio Masterpiece Award
1979 Joint Engineering Design Award with Ortofon — CES Chicago
1981 ( Spring) Stereo Sound State Of The Art Award — Japan
1981 Selected for listing in the Century's State Of The Art Dictionary,
Stereo Sound — Japan.

For details and the name of your nearest SME dealer write to:
Dept 0368 SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN43GY, England
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*originally published in expanded
form as ' Digital Audio, the Studer
View', Studio Sound March 1982

Adigital overview* by Dr Roger Lagadec
TODAY, so-called digital records can be purchased in most rec or d
II shops. Since their appearance afew years ago, digitally- or partly
digitally- mastered records have become an accepted sector of the
market. Many classical records are now mastered digitally, but
classical records are only asmall portion of the market at best. The
impact of digital mastering on the sales of successful pop records has
yet to be seen, and buyers of recprds tend to grumble about the poor
quality of many pressings rather than enthuse about the
improvement achieved by transferring bits from atape into analogue
waveforms carved into vinyl.
Yet digital recording is areality, and already it influences the
day-to-day life of recording companies. In addition, anumber of
digital techniques have been is use for several years for program
transmission, artifical reverberation and the like. There is adegree of
truth in saying that the digital age has ' arrived', even though it will
continue to arrive for many years.
More importantly, digital techniques are certain to become
important because, finally, consumer digital audio products are on
their way, primarily digital discs and digital home recorders. The
scheduled appearance of the Compact Disc on the Japanese and
European markets in 1982/83 tells us that, in afew years, digital audio
will no longer be apurely technical matter of improving sound quality
(a laudable technical objective, which does not automatically lead to
improved profits), but will find its rationale in adynamic, growing,
and potentially very lucrative market.

Studer's definition of aprofessional in audio is someone who aims
at making money ( well, enough at least to survive with amodicum of
comfort) by providing technical expertise to the record or
broadcasting industry—two admittedly, and justifiably,
economy- minded groups. No statement on digital audio, in our view,
can escape this almost trivial fact: digital audio will work where there
is digital audio money to be made.
Today, there is agrowing interest in the record industry in
improving the quality provided by the analogue recorder ( there are
also far graver concerns having fo do with the record industry as a
whole, but this is adifferent matter altogether). A digitally- recorded
symphony will, all things being equal, sell better than its analogue
counterpart ( asubject for much amusement, surely, for Messrs
Mozart, Beethoven eta/). The final product, as we know, is still an
analogue record on vinyl, with its advantages— price, familiarity,

Analogue or digital?
Any visitor to professional exhibitions will notice that, along with
conventional recorders, alarge number of digital machines are being
displayed. Actually, an observer basing his conclusions exclusively
on his visits to the APRS, AES, etc, would have to believe that digital
and analogue recorders share today's market more or less evenly. A
look at the sales figures, however, or aglance atthe price tags, will
immediately qualify such hasty conclusions.

'Digital audio will work where there is digital
audio money to be made."
Professional digital recorders, and also digital systems adapted to
professional requirements, are on the market today, thanks to several
companies' early investment and research in newtechnology. But
the quantities, though growing, are remarkably small when
compared to the thousands of professional one- and two-channel,
and the hundreds of multichannel analogue recorders sold each year.
At the same time, experience is being gained as to the costs, the
maintenance effort, the quality and the advantages and
disadvantages which are characteristic of the new technology. Three
years ago, we really did not know what a ' digital' studio might be like.
Today, thanks to the daring of afew pioneers ( some of them in the
UK), we know much more.
Now what are the markets? Why buy digital? At what price? Where
will the profit come from?

Prototype of Studer's
new fixed-head, open-spool,
digital recorder, based on
A800 mechanics but with a
fresh head system (and of
course changed electronics!)
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A simple digital board and aprobe to a32-channel logic analyser —
testing and fault-finding are amajor problem
profit margin — and faults— durability, pressing, sound quality. In
such an application, the digital recorder is like an improved analogue
recorder, and— most importantly— it is operated just like one ( apart,
sometimes, from editing).
For example, amultitrack digital recording must, today, be mixed
down via analogue, and go through AID conversion for mastering.
The result is asimple operation: the input and output signals are still
analogue, and only the admittedly weak link— the actual recording of
the signal on to the tape— makes use of digital techniques.
The same situation exists in broadcasting, incidentally. The BBC
was not only apioneer in developing digital recorders, but has been
transmitting programmes digitally for many years, replacing aweak
link in their system (the analogue transmission) by its digital
counterpart in an otherwise analogue environment.
In both these cases there is as yet little urgency for worldwide
standards. There are so few digital recorders that tape interchange
between machines is not yet agrievous concern, nor is the worldwide
exchange of master tapes. However, the situation will change
radically when the final products ( the records, tapes or cassettes and
the broadcast programmes) become digital.
The Compact Disc is an example of this. A digital disc will bring
along awhole digital chain, eventually ranging from the first
recording to digital mixing and mastering and finally transfer to the
Compact Disc (
our mention of Compact Disc as the digital disc, by the
way, reflects an awareness that no other system seems to have any
commercial potential at present). Along with acomplete digital chain
will come the requirement of building asystem, and possibly the
nightmare of having to build one with incompatible pieces of
equipment.
How fast will the new markets, with their digital end products,
develop? Will they complement or replace the existing markets? Of
course we do not know the answers. But we know that some simple
answers are inadequate.
Compact Disc, appearing in some markets in 1982/83, will not make
the analogue disc obsolete. It would be aremarkably insane objective
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for those who introduce Compact Disc, and who make their profits
exclusively from analogue records and cassettes, to kill their own
market in order to create anew, and insecure, one.
Compact Disc is avery exciting product, but its disc and its player
will not be very cheap at first. Why should it? It uses expensive
technology, and appeals to the audiophile. Selling it cheaply is an
efficient way of reducing profits.
Compact Discwill not quickly dominate the market. Digital discs in
Europe and Japan— yes. But will the market in, say, Brazil ( arandom
choice, and alarge market) be ready for nothing but the Compact Disc
in 1986? Not really. Both systems will coexist for alongtime. It is true
that, last time around, the new and compatible microgroove records
established themselves very quickly; but there was not, then, a
record player in almost every home of the richer western countries,
let alone alarge number of other, economically less favoured
countries.
It seems rather more probable that the existing market in analogue
records will carry on, with afew innovations of its own, such as noise
reduction, which are, to the customer, viable, sensible and cheap;
and that, in parallel, there will be anew market, small at first but
growing briskly, for the new digital end-products.

Standards
Analogue recording has its standards, and has taken along time in
establishing them, sometimes with spectacular failures. Depending
on the point of view, one can even say that, today, analogue has
either far too few standards, or far too many, but theywork.
There are standards for bandwidth and frequency response and
levels, and for connectors, and for recording (tape speed, tape
parameters, spools, tracks, bias, what have you) and— to afar less
degree— for controlling the recorders.
A measurement set for digital audio, with analogue distortion meter,
high accuracy voltmeter and digital spectrum analyser

We need all of these in digital, no more, no less. The difficulty is that
each required standard in digital is vastly more complex. Assume,
for instance, two different digital recorders with asampling
frequency of 48kHz. Program transfer is easy if the interfaces exist.
One machine, of course, will have to dictate the sampling frequency.
Now who will dictate it when three machines are in use? When one
machine feeds the other two, the source machine can do the dictating
without conflict. When two machines feed the third one, the
destination machine must impose the sampling frequency. Now
when four machines . . . . As you see, interconnecting is not always
easy, and asystems approach is essential.
A natural and simple way of interfacing is via analogue. Its one
drawback, of course, is that it makes far too much sense to remain
digital — no degradation, no conversion, and basically less cost.
Exchanging digital programs between, say, two digital recorders is
only possible when they are using the same sampling frequency,
unless one is ready to change the program's pitch. There are still vast
misunderstandings here: of course arecorder made for 48kHz can be
made to run at 50kHz so as to transfer its own program to another
recorder blessed with asampling frequency of 50kHz; but the speed
will be off by 4% and the pitch by 2/
3 of asemitone.
So we need one sampling frequency, or at least as few of them as
possible. We also need rules for synchronisation, butthis is atopic
worthy of several years of controversy.
Analogue recording has, to alarge extent, achieved its present
quality because the signals and their measurements were defined
very precisely. This will be just as imperative in digital audio, where
one sometimes comes across the opinion that any digital system
with 16 bits may boast, automatically, a96dB range and S/N ratio
(and, naturally, much more with pre- emphasis ...). Many of the
>f,

specs of digital audio systems are still either meaningless or vague,
and will remain so until the staggering work of redefining
measurements and signal quality for digital audio has been
undertaken. It will have no glamour whatsoever, but this is where
quality originates.
In restrospect, the developments in standardisation can be
described as confusing. Close to adozen sampling frequencies, for
instance, have been proposed for professional digital audio, and
defended with ferocity as well as expertise.
At the last meeting of the AES Technical Committee on Digital
Audio in New York, aconsensus was achieved which will possibly
settle the issue of sampling frequencies. Studer proposed that
professional digital audio should operate at 48kHz for compatibility
with other professional systems— film, analogue video and digital
video, and transmission networks— and at 44.1kHz for the production
of consumer products (48kHz is certainly the most sensible choice of
aprofessional sampling frequency; 44.1kHz is by now acommercial
necessity due to the appearance of consumer products using such a
rate).
Thus, along with a32kHz rate which has been areality in broadcast
transmission for along time, we will probably have three sampling
frequencies in professional audio, each aimed at aparticular set of
applications. It may be apity; two would have been more
advantageous; but three is better than four, or seven, or adozen.

General state of the art
'State-of-the-art is not amisnomer: digital audio is still avery new

"For very elementary physical reasons, such
high- density recording will never be trivial."
science, and few manufacturers or users can boast awide experience
in it. The best way of assessing where we stand is to compare what
digital audio wants to achieve with the results in similar areas in
technology.
In digital recording, the density required ( both in rotating head and
in stationary- head recorders) is still roughly one order of magnitude
higher than that which is available for computer peripherals, and
digital audio aims at operating such recorders in studios and homes,
rather than in computer centres. For very elementary physical
reasons, such high-density recording will never be trivial. That it can
be achieved at all is already agreat achievement.
Similarly, the recent progress in error protection ( as documented
by results from the BBC and alarge number of Japanese
manufacturers) is very impressive when compared with results in
data transmission. Here also, very new technology is being put to
use.
The same holds, finally, for the integration of complex functions
and circuits on to single chips. One-chip D/A converters,
error- protection circuitry and digital filters all indicate that digital
audio has to rely upon advanced and expensive technology.
It is commonly said that digital makes everything ittouches smaller
and cheaper. Today, adigital recorder costs approximatelythree
times as much as its analogue counterpart, and is certainly not
smaller. The reason is simple: although digital with large-scale
integration does reduce costs, this is only provided the production
quantities are large enough. Otherwise, itimproves quality
(sometimes) at an increase in costs ( always). The quantities, today,
are just not large enough, nor will they be, in most cases, for along
time to come. Digital consumer products, of course, will provide
welcome exceptions.

The digital recorder

Adigital recorder consists of A/D converters, circuits for error
protection of the digital data, modulators to match the signals to the
heads and tape; heads and tape of course; and circuitry for signal
detection and error correction, followed by D/A conversion.
As we all must know by now, recording can be made with either
rotating or stationary heads. Although some rotating- head systems
are in use, there
seems to be aclear
trend towards
stationary heads in

Bits of digital audio,
recorded on a
tape at 40,000 bitsl in.
and after detection

A 2-channel DIA card including input interface, converters and
phase-compensated active filters — the board requires no adjustement

professional digital audio, for reasons of reliability, speed and ease of
editing. In addition, today's rotating- head machines are restricted to
two digital audio channels.
Studer actively developing digital audio recorders with
stationary heads. In May 1980, an agreement with the Sony
Corporation was announced which related to acommon format for
stationary- head digital audio recording. Some of the essential
features for the format are:
*a high modularity;
•tape speeds of 30, 15 and 71/
2i/s, depending on the number of tracks
per channel;
• recorders with up to eight channels on 1/
4in tape, and 24 channels
on 1
/ in tape;
2
• extremely strong error protection, and the possibility of tape-cut
editing;
• and ahigh recording density which will require no increase in the
foreseeable future.
Recorders corresponding to this common format are being
developed independently by both companies, the common format
guaranteeing tape interchangeability. Early this year, Studer
displayed its prototype recorders, based on its well- proved A800
transport ( other models based on the smallerA80 transport, which
also has the mechanical quality required by digital audio, will be
shown later). Small-scale production will begin in the spring, with
newer types of machines being continuously developed. The first
type of recorder ( with aname still to be disclosed) will be aimed at
multitrack digital recording for classical applications and at Compact
Disc mastering.
Considerable effort has gone into evaluating tapes suitable for
digital recording, with some encouraging results. The final objective,
of course, is to use non-certified tape at acost level comparable to
today's analogue tape, if not lower; today's digital recorders are not
only expensive to buy and maintain, they must also be fed expensive
tape.
The development effort towards digital recorders at Studer, as
befits aprofessional supplier, does not stand alone; parallel
developments in digital editing and signal processing, as well— of
course— as in analogue recorders, are also taking place, with a
comparable priority.

Sampling frequency conversion
With at least three sampling frequencies as future standards, the
question of sampling frequency conversion automatically arises.
First adefinition: sampling frequency conversion means changing
the sampling rate of adigital audio signal without changing its sound.
It is necessary when changing standards ( say, when transmitting a
Compact Disc program, recorded at 44.1kHz, over the digital
transmission network at 32kHz).
Today, sampling frequency conversion is achieved simply by
going analogue, ie by using acascade of aD/A convertor, an
analogue filter for smoothing and anti-aliasing, and an AID converter
for re-digitising the signal. Simple as it is, the approach has the
disadvantage of impairing signal quality: today's converters have
limited resolution and generate noise and distortion, while the filters
add phase distortion and, again, noise. In addition, avery high filter
attenuation is required in order to keep aliasing down.
Another possible way is based on some classical papers by a
number of scientists at the Bell Laboratories. Conversion can be done
by purely digital means, provided the ratio of sampling frequencies is
simple ( such as 32 to 48kHz, but not 32 to 44.1kHz) and the two
frequencies are in perfect lock. The disadvantage is that each ratio
requires another digital filter. This method accordingly does not
permit free conversion of the sampling frequency, although it has the
advantage of avoiding the impairments due to ND and D/A
NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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conversion. ( The method was used, incidentally, in aconverter with a
fixed ratio of 7to 8and built at aJapanese university for Sony).
What really is required in digital audio is asampling frequency
converter which operates digitally but accepts arbitrarily complex,
even varying, ratios of sampling frequencies. Such aconverter was
invented and is now being produced at Studer.
Conventional sampling frequency conversion operates at a
conversion frequency defined as the least common multiple of the
input and output frequencies; for instance, conversion between 32
and 48kHz occurs at 96kHz (three times the one, and twice the other),
and conversion between 32 and 44.1kHz occurs at aformidable
14.112MHz. It would seem that for an arbitrary ratio, an arbitrarily
high conversion frequency would be required. The new sampling
frequency converter is based on the premise that afinite, although
extremely high, conversion frequency is enough for systems with a
finite resolution ( such as 16 or 24 bits), and that novel techniques can
radically reduce the amount of computation required in the digital
filters which perform the conversion.
As the converter is purely digital, its signal impairment is too slight
for direct measurement; the measured signal quality shows only the
effect of requantisation, which is common to all methods.
An immediate consequence of the development of the sampling
frequency converter by Studer was to permit atentative agreement
on 48kHz as astandard sampling frequency, as its complex ratio to
the sampling frequency of the digital disc, 44.1kHz, was no longer an
obstacle.

The art of conversion
Strangely enough, there is, in analogue, something similar to the
conversion between analogue and digital. In an analogue tape
recorder, we can differentiate between the 'wire format' and the 'tape
format'. Handling signals in 'wire format' is easy; getting the signals
to the tape and back is far less so, and the limitations of today's
analogue recorders'are mainly to do with the difficulty of getting an
analogue signal from wire to tape and back again.
In digital audio, going from analogue to digital with an acceptable
loss in signal quality is extremely difficult. ( Rutting the bits on tape
and getting them back again is not easy either, but such techniques as
redundancy make errors more tolerable:) And getting the bits back
into an analogue waveform is not trivial.
Today's D/A conversion ( the easy part) is not very far from its
theoretical limit. At Studer, for example, D/A converter boards
(including also digital interfaces and very complex analogue filters)
without adjustment, alrelost achieve an overall 15.5 bit performance.
In D/A conversion, modern techniques involve chips for conversion,
along with active circuitry for both deg I
itching and filtering,
sometimes with phase compensation. New developments, sooner or
later, will also cover digital filtering prior to conversion, in order to
greatly simplify the design of the analogue filters. As D/A conversion
must be performed in every Compact Disc player, the converters ( as
long at least as they meet the specs of the Compact Disc player only)
should be very cheap, with aperformance close enough to 16 bits.

"Guessing at an unknown analogue quantity
with an accuracy of better than 300,uV within
some 20,u swill never, ever, be asimple and
cheap task."
On the other hand, 16- bit accurate AID conversion still eludes us; it
may also not be really all that necessary in the near future. A number
of newtechniques are being tried along with the classical successive
approximation: prediction, over-sampling, multiple conversion with
correction, pre- distortion, high-speed ramp conversion, and maybe
others. The costs are coming down, while both distortion and
resolution are still near those of theoretical 14- bit units. Great care is
required when reading and interpreting the specs of AID converters,
but some of the newer designs do sound remarkably good, and slow
progress does continue.
Will A/D conversion become cheaper? Certainly, in so far as
consumer-type digital recorders with 14- and 16- bit formats will be
introduced. But again, quantity is one of the main factors. The other
factor is that guessing at an unknown analogue quantity with an
accuracy of better than 300µV within some 20µs will never, ever, be a
simple and cheap task.

Economics of digital
As already mentioned, digital audio is extremely expensive today;
both high technology and asmall market tend to make it so, and only
mass technology and alarge market will make it less costly.
Is the cost worth it? In some applications, undoubtedly yes: in afew
years, the majority of recordings forthe Compact Disc will surely be
purely digital, rather than analogue multitrack-plus-digitallymastered, or digitally processed from analogue masters which,
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ROGERS A100 amplifier What is obvious is that the A100 amplifier
is an absolutely superb performer, and is abargain at £300.
CHRIS FRANKLAND, EDITOR OF POPULAR HI-FI, FEBRUARY 1980.

-still £ 299 + VAT but even more of abargain now that the
MCP100 pre- pre amplifier is included in the price.
.............

...
...... ...............

ROGERS 1100 FM digital tuner
What the T100 did well to achieve, however, was the original
dynamic behind aperformance, allowing an exciting and
entertaining performance to be experienced. This caught the
attention and interest of listeners and led to obvious enjoyment...
There was no doubt that the 1100 was the best of the group
subjectively.
KEITH HOWARD, EDITOR OF HI-FI ANSWERS. FEBRUARY 1982.

step closer to perfection

Roges
BRITISH eee HIGH• FIDEI TY

THE G40

Other Rogers products available are:LS3/5A loudspeaker • Studio 1loudspeaker • A75 III amplifier
175 FM tuner.

rRogerf_i
BRITISH Eie HIGH•FIDELITY
4/14 Ba rmeston Rd. London SE6 3BN. Telephone:
Telex : 893980 SWISST.

01- 697 8511.

New to the Grant masterclass range of valve and FET amplifiers is the G40 — an all valve
integrated stereo amplifier developing 45 + 45 watts r.m.s. into 8ohms, continuous rating.
The design achieves the neutrality and tonal purity which has become
the hallmark of the
Grant masterclass. Particular attention has been devoted to the
performance of the valve pre- amplifier stages in the G40, to take full
advantage of the excellent dynamic characteristics
of valves.
Write or telephone for further details of this
exciting new amplifier and the other models in the
Grant masterclass range.

GHJ DEVELOPMENTS LTD.
Bantings Yard, East Street, Hannbledon, Hants, P07 6RX
Telephone: ( 070 132) 378. Telex: 86736 SOTEX G.
Overseas trade enquiries welcome.

READERS LETTERS
... about performing traditions and
great singing

experience, and their ability and imagination
excited much admiration and interest from
colleagues, even many of those who reFrom: Cis Amaral, London SW16
mained sceptical. Here, it was widely
Dear Sir, Imust express alittle amazement at
acknowledged, was aviable approach which
the reasoning, or lack of it, behind Mr Andrew
combined reasoning with flair — and which
Keener's criticism of English Songs, Vol. 1
immediately attracted disciples and widesung by Shure Gehrman on Nimbus 45012
spread demand on disc and in the recital hall.
(March, page 83). Does Mr Keener believe
Whether a similar demand results from the
that Arnold Dols-netsch, Wanda Landowska,
records in question remains to be seen.
Nadia Boulanger or Thurston Dart were each
. . . about surface noise and
guilty of ' an impertinence' when they rejected

the established tradition of performing the
works of Bach, Handel, Haydn and Mozart
with vast choirs and large orchestras with
modern instruments, in favour of areturn to
an earlier tradition? Or does he believe, as do
most musicians and music- lovers today, that
what they did in helping to build the 'early
music' movement has been of invaluable
benefit to our present-day music tradition? If
he does believe this last, how is it that he
comes to dismiss, out of hand and as ' little
short of an impertinence', the attempt of
Shura Gehrman to return to atradition and
method of singing which existed before de
Reszke — in what is often described as a
'golden age'?
Incidentally, he says that the present
performing tradition is one ' which, in this
case, we know to be approved by the composers themselves'. I, and Ihave no doubt
other readers, would be grateful if Mr Keener
could give us chapter and verse for this
statement. If any papers exist, of which he has
knowledge, from the pens of Vaughan
Williams,
Hely-Hutchinson
or
Herbert
Howells in which they give as their opinion
that the present method of singing is in every
way superior to that of Porpora as demonstrated by Farinelli, Malibran, Melba, Patti
and Jenny Lind, it would be of considerable
musicological interest.
Ido not claim that in this, or indeed in any
other of his recordings, Shura Gehrman had
achieved perfection: perfection is a goal
towards which all real artists strive, but never
achieve. What I do claim is that Shura
Gehrman proves to us in this recording that
these songs are not merely pretty ' drawingroom' songs but have the quality of true
greatness and, when sung by agreat singer
with a method which allows for something
other than mannered inexpressiveness, they
become areal emotional experience.
Instead of being dismissive, Isuggest that
we should welcome the blazoning of atrail
which might lead to a more vital form of a
great art — the art of singing.
Yours faithfully
Mr. Keener comments as follows:
As Miss Amaral implies, it would indeed be
ridiculous to dismiss the pioneering achievements of such musicians as Dolmetsch,
Boulanger or Dart, just as it would be narrowminded to condemn a performance simply
because it rejects much that has become
'traditional'.
However,
the
distinction
between these artists and Shura Gehrman
lies in the fact that they supported their
scholarship with fine techniques and aquality
of humility which Ido not detect in Mr
Gehrman's work. Their command of their
instruments was of a sufficient standard to
make listening a worthwhile and enjoyable
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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many systems, causing HF problems as well
— including apparently increased surface
noise.
Don't get me wrong: Iam of course all for
further improving today's very fine phonograph records, and perhaps am more tolerant
of the occasional click then Mr. McKenzie is.
But let's not make unrealistic or unfair
demands upon manufacturers, or conclude
that only expensive Japanese pressings are
the ' answer' when, in fact, the problem may
have other, different causes — and solutions.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the Suisse Romande
Orchestra
From: M. B. Smith, Edinburgh

Dear Sir, Edward Seckerson accepts too
readily
an
assumption
still
prevalent
From: Steven Paradis, New York, USA
amongst certain British music critics, when
Dear Sir, Angus McKenzie's interesting twohe asserts ( February issue, page 83) that ' nopart article on record and tape quality omitted
one nowadays is likely to regard the Suisse
aconsideration which seems to me to be an
Romande as aworld class orchestra....'. Why?
important one — namely, that many record
This does not appear to be borne out by the
faults may actually be -to greater or lesser
facts, but perhaps by ' no-one' he really
degree equipment faults. Ipurchase agood
means himself.
number of discs from avariety of sources and
Under the chief conductorship of Wolfgang
Imust say the average quality strikes me as
Sawallisch and, since 1980, Horst Stein, the
being quite high with respect to pressing
OSR has continued steadily to regain the
(sound quality is another matter). Even
lustre and world-wide reputation which it had
among the products of U.S. manufacturers
enjoyed during the Ansermet era, which
such as RCA and Columbia, noted here for the
lustre it has to be admitted was not always as
poor quality of their pressings, the greatest
prevalent as it had been by the late 1960s. In
common failing is warped discs, a point
the opinion of many •more qualified than
whose possible significance I'll return to in a myself to speak, the OSR may now lay claim,
moment.
once again, to being amongst the best of the
But with regard to clicks, pops, scratches —
European orchestras, a fact not unappresurface noise — Ihear very little of it under
ciated in the recent course of tours of Japan
ideal playback conditions. What are these? I and, last year, New York and other major
think aside from the obvious need to keep
cities of the USA and Canada.
records and styli clean, there may be much
Incidentally, it may be of interest to note
truth in the opinion held by some authorities
that in 1983, as part of the centenary celethat record faults are chiefly troublesome to
brations of the birth of Ernest Ansermet, the
the degree they trigger, or magnify, system
Orchestre de la Suisse Romande will be
faults.
playing many of the works associated with
The possible validity of this view was
and made famous by the Ballets Russes, a
recently brought home rather dramatically
number of which were premièred by the
when playing an apparently poor DG German
OSR's late founder-conductor.
pressing of Schumann's Second Symphony,
The 'abundance of spirit' to which Mr
with Karajan and the Berlin Philharmonic.
Seckerson refers is invariably evident in
Heard on a Linn/SME turntable via Quad
execution, coupled with a degree of finesse
electronics and Quad ESLs (old model), not
which really needs no flattery and which will
only were ticks and pops extremely annoybe evident to him if he will make haste to the
ing, but the sound quality itself was metallic
Victoria Hall or the Salle Ansermet in Geneva,.
and brittle, especially the violins, and no
to appreciate the results for himself.
amount of filtering on the Quad 44 seemed to
Yours faithfully
cure the problem. However, changing over to
the Fried 0 + C monitor speakers, the same
... about weight-lifting your sound
record on the same system sounded
From: Ben Fairclough, Nottingham
amazingly fine: .the violins were luminous,
with quavers distinctly defined; the brass had
Dear Sir, Prompted by the news item
a natural quality and did not drown out the
'Acoustic Brick' in your January issue, where
violins; the perspective was more realistic;
it was suggested that adding aweight to an
and the surface noise was reduced to the
amplifier could alter the sound quality, Ihave
point that, even playing at quite high volumes
conducted some experiments which may
in a largish room it was no longer troubleinterest other readers. Also, Isee that in the
some — without any filtering.
April issue of HiFi for Pleasure Stan Curtis
Of course, the obvious question is: does
has been following the same line of thought,
the Fried speaker have as extended an HF
with similar results — so here goes.
response as the ESL design? The answer is
The system Iused for the tests comprises a
'no' if the latter is listened to directly on axis,
Sonus Blue cartridge (an excellent and
but 'yes' ( even more extended) if heard, as
carefully auditioned sample), an SME Series
they are by me, off axis.
II improved pickup arm with non-detachable
Now, I believe the hi-fi press cannot
headshell and FD 200 damper, aGarrard 401
responsibly ignore phenomena of this kind
motor mounted in my specially designed
(the example cited being a typical one), for
plinth (see HFNI RR March 1981 for details), a
clearly factors other than record qualityperse
Sansui 9090 receiver, KEF 104 AB loudmust be involved. The point about warped
speakers on stands, and aJVC KD10 cassette
records, Ishould add,, is that the warps can, as
deck.
is well known, cause sizable amounts of LF
The turntable plinth sits on an exceedingly
signal which may show up as rumble; but,
massive record and book case which is
more significantly Isuspect, tend to overload
packed full with magazines. It contains a

equipment limitations
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FOTRONIX

INTERNATIONAL MED
SME, ORTOFON; SHURE, PACKAGES

£4.95
£5-00

THORENS TURNTABLES ( Carnage £5.00)
TO 160 "Super" Upgraded " Audiophile" version of the popular TD160
turntable. Without arm but will accept most good quality arms now
available in Mahogany or black.
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 149.95
TO 160 II BC Turntable without arm but will accept most popular arms
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 109.95
TO 160 IIC Turntable complete with Thorens "Isotrack" Low mass arm
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £155.00
TD104 Mk II Complete with arm 33 & 45 rpm 'ith-fine adjustment and
strobe
.
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £84.00
TO 115 MKII With low mass arm., - semi-auto 33,45,78 rpm with fine
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PRICE £ 164.00

SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £99.00
TO 126 IIIBC Turntable without arm 33, 45, & 78 rpm, fine speed control
84 strobe
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £ 189.95
TO 126 111C Ready fitted with low mass arm, Semi•auto
SPECIAL OFFER PRICE £275.00
THORENS 10226 Mkl. New top model from Thorens. Will accept SME
12" arms. Please enquire for price & availability.
THORENS SPARE DRIVE BELTS
£1.78 p&p 50p.
TD50 & TP60 Headshells
£10.013 p&p 50p.
TP62, TP63, TP70 Headshell/arm tubes
£12.00 p&p 50p.
HAFLER AMPLIFIERS
,
Kit form or assembled
DH- 101 & OH- 110 Pre- amps
DH200&DH500 Power Amps
PRICES & LITERATURE ON REQUEST
A.D.C. SOUND SHAPERS

( Carriage Free)

ss-i IC

£58 .
00
SS-110IC
£
5/.u0
SS-21C
£160 .
00
SS-3IC
£243.00
SA- 1Spectrum Analyser
£ 124.00
,r•

MOBILE FIDELITY SUPER CUT RECORDS
Single Albums £12.95 Double Albums £19-95
Full UK range stocked, many new titles-Ask for list
P&P £1-00 per order any quantity
AUDIO-TECHNICA ACCESSORIES P&P 50p
AT6006a -Safety Raiser" Arm Lift
AT637 Electronic Stylus Cleaner
AT605 Audio Insulator Kit- height
adjustable damping Kit with level
.D011 Cleaning System
AT610a 2Phono2Phono 1.5m Gold Plated

£9.90
£9-95
£15.95
£9.00
£5.00

Q.E.D. ACCESSORIES
NEW! Conducting Record Sleeves - per 10
£6.50
«WI Moving Coil Pre- amp MCA- 1
.
.
£27-50
Matching- Pack MP1 . . . . . . ..... , £4.95
NEW! Moving Coil Equaliser 26/3. . . . £ 24.95
NEW! Q.E.D. Adjustable Speaker Stand. Pair.
£25-00
Peak Programme Indicator Pi 2 . . . . . . £21-00
Maine Interference Suppressor ( 3 amp) 6/2
£12-50
Mains Interference Suppressor- Heavy Duty (6 amp) 6/4 £17.50
Light Switch Suppressor 6/3
.
£1.76
Ferrite Rings ( Pack of 2) 6/5
.
£2-45
Mains Distribution Unit- 4 way in line 18/2P . . . £7.50
Mains Distribution Unit- 6 way in line 28/1 . . . £11-99
Suppressed Distribution Unit-4 way. 3 amp- 19/1
£17-60
6 amp Plugs for Distribution Units-9/3 .
each - 90
Speaker Switching Unit 2way-2/2 ... . , . . . . . .£6.75
Speaker Control Centre- Screw. 24/1 or DIN. 24/2
£16.95
Tape Switching Unit. 2 way DIN 22/1.
£17-00
Tape Switching Unit. 3 way DIN 23/1
£21.00
Tape Switching Unit. 2way Phono 22/2
£22•00
rape Switching Unit, 3 way Phono 23/2
£27.00
Phono switching unit 10/2
£13.95
Amplifier Switching Unit 16/2
.
.
.
£15-95
Headphone Adaptor & Control MKI1 HC2.
£1495
Headphone Adaptor 2way 5/3
.
.
£8.95
Variable Cartridge Equaliser 26/2
£1495
Attenuator ( DIN to Phono) 14/1
.
.
£ 5.95
Attenuator ( DIN to DIN) 14/2
....
£5-50
Attenuator ( Phono to Phono) 14/3
.
£ 5.95
Surround Sound Adaptor-Screw 21/1
£19-95
Dust Cover Renovation OCR- 2
£3.90
Tape Head Cleaner Spray 100 gm
.
£2-70
Record cleaner spray 100gm
£2.70
Static zero spray 35gm
£ 1.55
Jet clean 100gm
. 99
4mm Banana Plugs ( Pack of 4) 40/1 . . .' ........ £2.20
4min Spade terminators (pack of 4) 40/4
£2.20
DIN adaptor pack for 79 std cable 40/2
.£2.20
42 Strand Speaker Cable 13/6 white . . . . • • • - • Per metre •35
79 Strand Sneaker Cable 13/8. Black or White
per metre - 70
P&P on cable-£1.00 per order. Other items 50p per order
PERSONAL CALLERS WELCOME
Prices correct at March 82. Whilst every endeavour is
made to maintain these prices we reserve the right
to amend as necessary without notice. E&OE.

105-113 LAWRENCE ROAD
LONDON N15 4ET PHONE 01-802-4131
Phone in with ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD

PICK. UP ARMS

SME Ill & IIIS available without aCA- 1cartridge carrying arm to avoid
duplication if required for the Ortofon SME 30H or SHURE MV3OHE
cartridges integrated with carrying arm.
SME III (niinus CA-1) _ 1101.30
SME IIIS (minus CA.1) .. /67.50
ORTOFON SME 30H Low mass cartridge & carry arm for Ill or Ills . Trass
SHURE MV30 HE low mass cartridge & carry arm for ill or Ills 199.95
P&P on cartridge
50p
P&P on SME arm
£ 1.00
TEST RECORDS post 65p
Ortofon 2
£8-00
HFS 81
Shure TTR 110
£4-25
Shure TTR 115

MAIL ORDER: HOME AND EXPORT

FIDELITY RESEARCH -FR64S
FR64FX Tonearms
P0.A.
AUDIO-TECHNICA
AT1100 . . .
E89.95
ASP1/ASP 11 ARM Tubes .£19.95
AT1 010
£ 109.95
AT1120
£ 85.00
GH2-20 ' S special offer £87-00
GH228 Export
£68.00
1ml Silcone Fluid £2-07
2mi. Silcone Fluid . . . £3-34
MAYVVARE POST FREE
Mark IV Arm
£79.35
Formula 4 Mk III
£59-80'
SME PICKUP ARMS
SME Series Ill . . £113-50'
SME Series IIIS . £81-50'
Damper for I
I
IS . . . £12-75
CA1 Arm for Series Ill . £17-95
3009 R Arm
£130-40'
3012 R
.
.
£136.75'
FD 2R Damper . . . £15-50
3009 11 Fixed Head £64-95'
3009 11 Detachable £69-95'
S4 Headshell
£10-00
S2 Headshells . . £7-50
S2R Headshell . . .£9-00
FP200 Fluid Damper . £ 19.95
Damping Fluid Refill . .£3-55
Reducing Fluid
£214
A.D.C.
LMF-1 Fixed Head. . £64-35'
LMF•2 Detachable. . . £69-95'
ALT- 1 Detachable . . .
£36-75 .
'Post' £ 1.00; Other Items 50p
MONSTER CABLE
"DEMONSTRABLY BETTER'
85p PER FOOT
P & P £1.00 PER ORDER
ACCESSORIES
ADC ' Pro- Gram' Stylus scales
...... £21-00
ADC "Pro-Grip" clamp
£9.95
ADC LMG - 1 headshell. £4-60
Allsop 3 cassette cleaner £2-99
Mayware Protractor
Shure Stylus Scale
£3
5:95
99
MONITOR AUDIO SOUND CABLES
Flat 3-6m Pair
£11-50'
Monitor Audio 'POD'
£7.50
Monitor Audio Stylift
£5.99
"Le Mat by Aticlio-Ref • £18.95*
G. A. Glass Soundisc
14.95'
Elite Platter Matter
Post Free. . . . ... £23-00
OSAWA ACCESSORIES
Speaker stands pair .
15-00'
0M-10 Diskmat . .
f£8250
.9 i
Stylus Microscope
Protractor £2-95
Headshell-Mag alloy
Copper•litz wires . . . £ 5-95
NAGAOKA ACCESSORIES
RC- 410 Clamp. . . . £9.99
Ag 99L Headshell Wires .£3-40
MC- 100 Cleaner
£7-95
RC- 200 Cleaner
£10-95
Record Sleeves ( 50) . £4•99
Pixall II Roller
£ 5-75
Pixall Refills
- 90
Permostat Kit
£4-50
Permostat Refill
£3-50
Permostat Jumbso Refills £6-95
Microsorber feet, per set
19.90
'Postage £ 1.00. Other items 50p
HEADPHONES P & P £ 1.50
AUDIO TECHNICA
ATH01 POST FREE £9.50
ATH03
£13-95
ATH05 . . . £17-95
AT117 ELECTRET
£65.00 •
STAX
STAX SR.44 Complete £67.00
STAX SR.5*
£ 53-40
STAX SRX3*
el 02-35
STAX LAMBDA'
£120-1 5
STAX SIGMA'
£176-00
'Energise, Needed
SRD6 SB ENERGISER . £39.00
SRD7 SB ENERGISER £52.00
SRDX ENERGISER £62•30
YAMAHA
YH100
£ 41.50
HP1
£ 34.60
HP3
.
£ 17.95
SENNHEISER
HD40
£ 10.95
HD222
£ 29.95
HD400
£12.99
HD414X
£21-90
HD424X
£31.50
HD420
£25.90
HD430
£34.50
HD224X
£39.50
HD230
£49.00

CARTRIDGES AND STY LI ( P & P 50p)
CARTRIDGES WITH STYLI
REPLACEMENT STYLI
ADC Phase IV
£42-00
£27.99
RS IV
ADC Phase Ill
£30.00
£19.25
RS III
ADC Phase Il
£18.50
£12.50
RS II
ADC Phase I
.
£12-00
RS I
9.15
£
ADC ZLM Improved . £ 57-14
RSZ Improved £26-53
ADC XLM Ill Improved £36-29
RSX Improved £18-35
ADC VLM III Improved. £25-04
RSV Improved £15-08
Elite EEI 700
£49-00
EE1 350
£ 29.00
Elite EEI 500
£36-00
EE I550
£1
231: 00
00
Elite EEI 400
£23.00
EEI 450f
Elite EEI 300H . .
£13.99
EEI 300H
£7-00
Fidelity Research FR101SE .. £44.00
S101SE
£26.50
Goldring G900E . . . . £16-50
0140E
£995
0140 IGC
.
Goldring G900 '
1GCSPECIAL OFFER
0170
IGC
29-75
Goldring 0920 * IGC* . . . . . £29.95
Goldring G910 1GC'SPECIAL OFFER
£8-95
0r
r
1
E
6/
0
s IGC
£2
£
19
67
50
5
Grado FTE + 1
£10-95
FCE+ . £7.00
Grado FCE + 1
£8.50
Grado F3E+.
£14- SO
F3E+
£13-50
Grade GT Super
/ 16.95
GT Super Stylus . 112.71
Grade GC Super*
121.95
GC Super Stylus . /14.46
Grado GF3 Super
f29,95
GF3 Super Stylus 1!22.46
*Grado Trade-up-Grade. Trade up your old Grado any model or condition - for one of the new models. You pay only the stylus price.
J.V.C. Z2E
£38-33
Z2E . . . £1990
J.V.C. X2
£69•51
X2/X1
£37-50
Nagaoka MP10
£ 5.50
£13-00
N-10MP
Nagaoka MP11
£7.00
£15-00
N-11MP
Nagaoka MP15
£22-00
£31.00
N-15MP
Nagaoka M P20
£25-00
£37-00
N-20MP
Nagaoka M P30
£46-00
N-30MP
Nagaoka MP50
£74-00
N - 50MP
Ortolon SME 30H
£79-95
L3OH
£
££3
531
25 .
:
00
01
Ortofon Concorde 30
£31-00
£41-00
CL30
Ortofon Concorde 20
£21-00
£31-00
CL20
Ortofon Concorde 10
£10•00
£21-00
CLIO
Ortofon Concorde Std
£19-75
Std Stylus £10.00
Ortofon LM30/H.
£37-00
CL30/L3OH . £31-00
Ortofon LM20/20H
£21-00
£28-00
CL20/L2OH
Ortofon LM15
£13-00
£1995
L15
Ortofon LM10 . . .
. £1495
CLIO
£10.00
Ortofon VMS10E. . . . £16-90
D10E11
£11-25
Ortofon VMS5E11. .
£8.95
05E11
£6-50
Ortofon VMS5EI Iplug in . £11-75
D5EI I
£6.50
Ortofon VMS 20E II.
£24.25
D2OE Mk Iand II £15-50
Upgrade your VMS20 wit h a 030 II Stylus
Ortofon VMS30 11
£31.35
D30 II . . . . £ 22.00
Ortofon FF1 5E II
£9.90
NF15E Mk 1 & II £8-95
Stanton 681 EEES
£43.90
06800 BEES
£23.95
Stanton 881 5
£59•95
081 . . £33-60
Stanton 681 BEE
£32-00
D6800EEE £18-80
Stanton 680EE
£1995
0680.
£13-99
Stanton 500EE
£12-70
D5100E E
£10-40
Stanton 500E
£11-75
D5100E £8-80
Stanton 500A
£10-75
05107A
£6-60
£ 11.75
Shure M44 E
N44E .
N55E
£ .10
Shure M55E
£ 13.30
°
Shure M75EJ Type 2 .
£ 19.60
N75EJ Type 2
£8.45
Shure M75H-EJ Type 2
£21.85
•N75H-EJ Type 2 £12.55
Shure M75ED Type 2 . . £22.45
N75ED Type 2 £14.10
Shure M75HE Type 2
£24.75
•N75HE Type 2 £ 15.10
*Upgrade your Shure M75 with a new " HE" Stylus
Shure M95EJ
£20.80
N95EJ
£ 10.55
Shure M95ED
£24.95
N95ED . £ 18.05
Shure M95HE
N95HE . . £ 19.10
£31.50
Shure M97EJ
N97EJ
£ 12.10
£31.99
Shure M97HE
N97HE
£26.35
£48.50
Shure M97H EAH
N97HE . . . £26.35
£50.95
Shure V15 III
VN35E
£ 18.80
Upgrade your V1511I with aVN35HE
Shure V15 Ill HE
£57 .95
VN35HE £ 19.95
•Shure V15 IV SP.OFF
£69.95
VN451-1E £27.45
Shure MV3OHE ( SMEIII) . £99.95
N3OH E
£24.10
Shure M97LT•
£43.70
N97LT
£22.95
Shure V15LT"
£84.00
VN45LT
£24.85
*F or Technics linear tracking turntables
Sonus blue 'Gold' cartridge very limited offer £ 59.95

MOVING COIL CARTRIDGES

Audio Tech AT3200XE. . £ 26.95
Audio Tech AT3100XE . £ 24.95
Audio Tech AT31E
E. . . . £39.95
Audio Tech AT32E . . . . £65.00
Audio Tech AT33E ..... £ 97.00
Mayware MC- 3L
£49-45
Mayware MC- 2V
£69.00
Fidelity Research
. P.O.A.
FRI Mk2 & Mk3F
P.O.A
MC-201
P0 A
MC- 202
P0 A

Post 50p
Dynavector 1)XII
£49-90
Dynavector 20AII
£86•25
Dynavector DV50A. £76-95
Dynavector Ruby. . £82.50
silo 72 Transformer . . . £19.95
Ortofon MC2011 Sp off £75-00
Ortofon MCA- 10 . . . . £58•50
Elite M CP555
£14700
Elite MC 555 .... £98-00
Edite MC Pre- amp. . . £82-00
Lentek MC preamp ..... £ 49.00

DYNAVECTOR EXCHANGE CARTRIDGES

Trade in or trade up your old Dynavector Ultimo cartridge ( no matter
how worn) for abrand new fully guaranteed cartridge at these exchange
prices. •
Postage & Packing 50p
Dynavector 1OXMkll ...£29.95
Dynavector 20A MKII
.£53.95
Dynavector Karat Ruby .£59.95
Dynavector 200 Mk11 ...£61.95
STYLI FOR OLD MODELS & 78 rpm
We stock many of the styli for older models by SHURE, ORTOFON & ADC
as well as most of the SHURE 78 styli
ELITE PARABOLIC STYLI P&P 50p
ADC XLM VLM OLM ... £26-00
Ortofon M15
£23.00
Stanton 500 .
£17.00
Ortofon VMS20/VMS30 £23-00
Stanton 680/681
£23.00
Ortofon FF15 Ell
£17-00
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LETTERS continued
compartment just big enough to take the
cassette deck and it stands on acarpeted solid
floor. The receiver is mounted on very substantial shelves attached to an inside brick
wall by means of the 'Click' wall bracket
system. All the equipment is housed in a
room measuring approximately 18 1
/ x 14 x
2
8ft. In the normal operating position the
plinth, cassette deck and receiver are close to
the centre of the back wall behind the
loudspeakers, which are placed about 2ft in
from the side walls and 6ft from the back wall.
The tests were conducted at aconstant room
temperature of approximately 66 ° F. Ilike
sitting near the front when Igo to aconcert
and tend to move the speakers closer for
group or solo items, but Ialways keep them at
least 5ft from the rear wall as they then give
much greater depth perspective.
On TDK D-C90 tape Imade four pairs of
recordings of the same excerpts from contrasted types of music. In each of the four
pairs of recordings. Iused absolutely identical procedures apart from one important
difference. The first of each pair was made
with the equipment as Ihave always used it,
but the second was made with fifty pounds of
weight on top of the receiver. After the first
recording had been made Ilifted the weights
onto the receiver and after the second
recording Ilifted them off. This was done four
times for the four excerpts, so the tape had
off/on, off/on, off/on, off/on recordings. The
whole process took less than an hour.
Each pair of recordings was made with the
level on the cassette deck set so that peaks lit
only the OdB light, to minimise the chance of
clipping, and during recording the volume of
the 9090 was turned up so that the meters on
the receiver were registering 10-25 watts

peak output into the speakers, which were
producing rather louder sounds than Iwould
normally choose to listen to.
Ilistened to the complete tape six or seven
times at high volume levels and began to feel
there might be a microscopic difference in
sound between the two sets, so I then
subjected myself to an extremely rigorous
and tiring series of tests.
I
asked my son to operate the controls on the
tape deck, and he was instructed to play only
one excerpt at a time and not to play the
beginning piece. Before the end of the
excerpt Ihad to say whether it was recorded
with or without the weight on top of the
receiver. My son was asked never to play one
piece immediately after another but always to
use the fast-wind or rewind controls, or both,
in order to avoid giving an indication of the
time span between one recording and the
next. This he did with remarkable skill, and I
can honestly say that the tests were to all
intents and purposes done blindfold, as he
sat in front of the controls deliberately
obscuring them from vision. Any slip-up in
the procedures resulted in an unrecorded
score.
The tests were done in nine sets of twelve
excerpts, four sets being judged in the
afternoon, two sets about half an hour later,
and three more sets in the evening after a
meal. Here are the results with appropriate
comments. The figures to the left of the
oblique refer to the number of correct
responses: ( 1) 6/12 ( early days), ( 2) 8/12, ( 3)
10/12, ( 4) 6/12 ( exhausted), ( 5) 7/12, ( 6) 8/12,
(7) 9/12, ( 8) 7/12, ( 9) 9/12. Grand total:
70/108. On four occasions during the last set I
said that I was absolutely sure that the
recording was made with the weight on the
receive', and each time Iwas correct.

A DIGITAL OVERVIEW from p57
incidentally, are most of the time recordings of very impressive quality
and value. But there seems to be little doubt that the high cost of
digital, along with the higher risk of investing in it, will be afact of life
for many years ( the author has still to come across one good
argument why amajor improvement in recording technology should
make tape recorders cheaper in the near future, rather than agood
deal more expensive).
The key, again, is the size of the digital audio market, which is linked
to the technical maturity of digital audio, which is linked to
experience, which comes with low-cost products. So it will take time,
and the explosive proliferation of digital audio in the whole
professional sphere ( those thousands and tens of thousands of
analogue recorders ..) will just not happen; it could neither be
financed nor managed, anyway. It is far more realistic to expect what
took place in, say, telephony: the slow, steady penetration of anew
technology lie, digital transmission) overthe past two decades, while
acontinuing profit is made from existing equipment- most of it
analogue. Even so, the move towards digital is challenging enough.
Any side effects on the way? Some of them will come, certainly,
due to the types of consumer products being introduced. The
Compact Disc means that recordings with aquality superior to that of
today's masters will be everywhere, which will unfortunately lead to
imaginative forms of piracy, what with analogue and digital discs in
coexistence and even competition . . . Mastering and pressing for the
new disc will also be profoundly different from what we know today,
with acleartrend towards high technology and very high investment.
To say that it will change many companies' working habits, markets,
revenues even, is rather an understatement.

The parallel effort in analogue
To judge from enthusiastic prophets of things digital, analogue
technology is condemned to sudden death. In assessing the reality of
digital's progress it may be useful to ascertain whether analogue is at
all aware of its impending doom.
Apparently it is not, and for good reasons. The market for analogue
is today very sound, as witnessed by sales figures and prices. The
reason is, of course, that an enormous majority of today's
applications accept analogue's quality, require analogue's
familiarity, tolerate analogue's price tag, and make money— thanks
to analogue's profitability.
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These are not sensational results, but I
believe that on the recordings made with the
weights on the receiver Icould often hear a
sharper attack on such things as drum strokes
and cymbal clashes. Ialso feel that there was
more definition in the placement of singers
and instruments and that there was possibly
marginally greater dynamic range. All these
effects were more noticeable in loud passages. Why these things are so Iam not sure,
so Iwill leave others to make their comments.
If, however, Icould detect differences on
cassette tape, Iwonder how much more I
could notice the differences, using a highperformance reel-to-reel recorder picking up
information from an amplifier which was not
so fortunately positioned.
Anyway, to satisfy my own inclinations I
installed some fifty pounds of weight lifter's
weights painted brilliant white on top of some
plywood on top of my receiver, to which I
have added alittle extra support beneath the
four corners. If you are as mad as I
am, do take
care not to damage your amplifier or receiver
when loading it.
Now that Ihave had achance to listen to the
records with the weight in place I am
absolutely convinced that the differences are
there, particularly when listening to the
louder passages. Without the tape record/
replay process standing between the original
recordings and my ears, the differences are
more noticeable.
As a bonus, Iimagine the extra weight
might lengthen the life of the equipment by
cutting down vibrations. Now my plinth
weights 117Ibs and my receiver over 100lbs,
and Ican tell you that you would not easily
persuade me to remove even one ounce of
the weight used. Have fun, but take care!
Yours faithfully

This, however, does not in any way mean that analogue audio especially at its professional high end- can afford complacency.
Today's machines do often require complex line-upprocedures;
their remote control can be awkward, as many recorders still have
electro mechanical interfaces rather than electronic ones; and
serviceability can always be improved, as well as sound quality.
These are not prestigious topics for discussion, nor do they mean
revolutionary changes, but they may make life much easier for many
people.
At Studer ( and surely at other professional manufacturers),
development work is going on towards introducing far more digital
features into the analogue recorder: more digital within the recorder
for easy adjustment and calibration, more digital at the inputs and
outputs for efficient remote control, more digital between recorders
in the form of control busses for building up asystem. Slightly
remote from the limelight of digital audio, they are still exciting
developments, with an enormous commercial and technical
potential.

Conclusion
Audio professionals make their living from working with professional
audio equipment, and making ahealthy return from investment ( in
capital, in salaries, in time and people) must remain their central
concern.

"There is enough work left without pushing a
technology which really does not need it, and
remains, for the time being, prestigious, difficult
and expensive."
Trying to force the pace of digital- an immensely exciting but
expensive technology with small potential for making profits- is not
the way to go. Thé new technology will come anyway, at apace
dictated - we hope, as professionals - by market requirements and
common sense. ( Sometimes, one cannot get rid of the impression
that digital audio generates too much noise.)
It may be more level-headed and less glamorous to work hard at
digital, in both the areas of digital and analogue audio, to make it into
aprofitable techology. There is enough work left without pushing a
technology which really does not need it, and remains, for the time
being, prestigious, difficult, and expensive•
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TAPE RECORDERS ( P&P 6.60)
AKAI GX4000D
£218.00
TEAC X3
£260.00
TEAC X3R
f320.00
TF_AC X10 Special Offer £350.00
TEAC XIOR
f395.00
TEAC X2OR
f499.00
TEAC X7R
f395.00
CASSETTE RECORDERS (P&P
£4.50)
AIWA AD3100
on sale
AIWA AD320
AIWA AD3300
AIWA AD3600
AIWA AD3800
AIWA AD3800
AIWA SDL50
AIWA SDL60
AKAI GXF35 £149.00
HITACHI DE10
£62.00
HITACHI DE25
f69.0
HITACHI DE55
£89.90
HITACHI DE57
£131.00
HITACHI DE65
f129.00
HITACHI DE66
f179.00
HITACHI 0E99 £
239.00
HITACHI D1100M 2
£
05.00
HITACHI D3300M
f255.00
MARANTZ CD330 portable
f124.00
MARANTZ Special Offer £69.00
Full NAKAMICHI range, very low
prices on application
PIONEER CT200
£79.90
PIONEER CT320
f65.00
PIONEER CT520
f98.00
PIONEER CT4
£95.00
PIONEER CTS
£115.00
PIONEER CT6R
£179.00
PIONEER CTIR
f225.00
PIONEER CT8R
£299.00
PIONEER CT9R
£329.00

Credit available at
discount prices, with
written quotations.
Typical APR 34.5%.
Licensed Credit Broker.
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

KEF 81108
21.00
KEF B200A
20.00
KEF B200G
24.50
KEF B139E1
44.00
KEF BD1398
£19 00
KEF Cantata Kit
f139.00
KEF REFERENCE 104AB KIT
f107.00
MICROPHONES
AKAI ADM25
£6.90
AKAI ADM45
£9.90
AKAI ADM65
12.90
AKAI ACM90
16.90
AKAI ACMBO
£12.90
AKAI ACM100
£19 90
SENNHEISER MD7221M (special offer)
f9.25
TUNERS (P&P /4.50)
AIWA AT9500
on sale
AIWA STR50
HITACHI Ff3500
£67.00
HITACHI FT4500
f112.00
HITACHI FT5500
f127.00
MARANTZ ST310L
£59.90
MARANTZ ST450
£96.00
PIONEER F51.
£95.00
PIONEER F7
£149.00
PIONEER F9
f189.00
QUAD FM3
£106.00
QUAD FM4 on demonstration
f229.00
ROGERS TWO
POA
ROGERS T75
POA
SANSUI T5
69.50
SANSUI T7
f88.50
SANSUI T9
£107.00
SANSUI TUS7
£138.00
SANSUI TUS9
185.00

Open aCreett Charge Account v,th 'leas 9.-E Care-, ohh,
Open 9 ' 5• ' 200 E. 30
to Sat Shut ' IV Wert Crimes e'! rt,rt
cheque cares only accepter! 'o,counter sales auto onn, one enent.e oet
transaction All prices include VAT at t5 , t..heOues accePtec
Mat
Orders BARCLAYCARD ACCESS CARD acceed 'o' ',ram ottr us
P0A. Price on application So oil nSpeciat one ,o!-ce tor Cd% ^ i'P . BA ,
ON SALE = Special Low ()rites 'or anted sox.
All prices correct at tune ol eretwalton eel suer.''0 ..v.enn‘ A.`nuol 1014 F
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

MARANTZ SR8100DC £269.00
PIONEER SX700L
£117.00
SANSUI R5L
£ 4.00
SANSUI R7
£114.00
SANSUI R99Z
f125.00
RACK SYSTEMS ( P&P on application)
(some systems do not include
loudspeakers)
AIWA RSIS
on sale'
AIWA RSIT
AIWA RS2S
AIWA RS2T
AIWA M series Micro Systems
AIWA M101 portable mains/
batteries system s/ . . £245.00
AIWA M302
on sale
AIWA M501
AIWA M505
AIWA M606S
on sale
AIWA M606F
AIWA M808
Special low prices on HITACHI
systems, see centre panel
HITACHI ACTO1 incl IS £249.00
MARANTZ PM310 SYSTEM
VR100 8LS
f299.00
MARANTZ PM350 SYSTEM
VR100 SLS
£389.00
PANASONIC SYSTEM 2800
f299.00
PANASONIC 240
f299.00
PIONEER X330S, incl CS353
£295.00
PIONEER X330T
£310.00
PIONEER X550S
£395 00

TOR ( special offer) . £55.00
MONITOR AUDIO MA9 . £79.00
MONITOR AUDIO MA16 £67.00
MORDAUNT SHORT Series 3
range PAGEANT, FESTIVAL &
CARNIVAL on demonstration
POA
MORDAUNT SHORT PAGEANT
2 (special offer)
£159.90
MORDAUNT SHORT FESTIVAL
2
f112.00
MORDAUNT SHORT CARNIVAL
2
f88.00
NAD 1 (special offer) . £89.50
PIONEER range
on sale
QUAD ELECTROSTATIC on sale
QUAD E5163
f1000.00
ROGERS rangeon demonstration
on application
ROGERS COMPACT MONITOR
(special offer) £159.00
SANSUI range available at sale
prices
SANSUI J11
f75.00
SPENDOR BC1, SA1, SA2 prices
on application
WHARFEDALE LASER 20
WHARFEDALE LASER 40 £59.90
WHARFEDALE LASER 60 £76.00
WHARFEDALE LASER 80 f96.00
WHARFEDALE
LASER
120
f162.00
WHARFEDALE E20 £129.00
WHARFEDALE E30
f159.00

HIT ACtil SY STEMS

.... ..c215.00
.......
S2000V ... ....
S200"
S200014 . ....... £ 220.00
S2000F4S . ............
S2800V ..... £265.00
S - . ...........
S2800V
S2800145....
• • . ..EV9.00
£
32
S2SOLM

ASP!0!).

doused

h ,

SME 3009R £129.00
SME 3009SR (with detachable
shell)
f69.00
SME 3009
£55.00
SUGDEN SAU4 £39.90
TURNTABLES (P&P E5.50)
Some turntable packages do not
include acartridge, and some do
not include apickup arm, please
check before ordering.
ARISTON RD90 MK1 (special
offer)
£119.00
AIWA APD30
£79.90
AIWA APD35
f52.50
AIWA AP060
£9.90
AIWA APD80
£132.00
HITACHI HT2OS
£43.00
HITACHI HT506
£86.00
HITACHI HT66S
£96.00
HITACHI HTL70
POA
MARANTZ TT2000CT £58.50
MICHELL FOCUS range .. POA
PIONEER PL120 £53.50
PIONEER PL320 £
76.00
PIONEER PI.2
£52.50
PIONEER PL4
£85.50
PIONEER PL6
£99 00
PIONEER PL7
£125.00
SANSUI S11222 MK2 £74.00
SANSUI FRD25
£56.00

S3800V
S38001 ..... . £295.00
S3800VS ............
4 ....
175.00
• • • • . .£
. ...... . £345.00
S4000S . ..... £
399.00

S380014S
SA000

SA8
S48005•
• .. .C569.00

'Top "Tape at 13 1The Parade,
Market at 166St. Albans Road
Tape

1

SANSUI D95M
f69.50
SANSUI D150M
f82.50
SANSUI 0300M
£109.00
SANSUI D350M
f149.00
SANSUI D550M
£189 00
SANSUI SC3300 special offer
£119.00
TEAC V3RX
£
215.00
TEAC V5RX
f169.00
TEAC V9
£109.00
TEAC AIOBS (special offer)
£112.00
Sale prices on end of range
PIONEER & SANSUI phone Watford 40635
RACKS,
LOUDSPEAKER
STANDS
KEF USL1 & ULS2 £15.00
A range of stands to suit most
loudspeakers & stands available
for Mordant Short, Celestion,
Wharfedale Spendor, Rogers
SANSUI
£39.90
SANSUI GX75
f49.00
SANSUI GX95
£89.90
Timms, GRAPHIC EQUALISERS, REMOTE CONTROLS
AIWA MT80
£59.50
AIWA GE80
£ 0.00
AIWA RCR300
£ 9.00
ADC SAI ANALYSER .. £119.00
ACD IC range of sound shapers,
discount prices on application
ADC SS2 Special offer .. £99.01)
PIONEER 5E6
£ 45.00
PIONEER 01510
£ 12.50
SANSUI RG7
91.00
TEAC M144 Porta Studio £499.00
LOUDSPEAKER DRIVE UNITS &
KITS
£13.90
KEF 127A
KEF T33A
£13.90
24.00
KEF T52B
18.50
KEF B110A

SANSUI 177
f109.00
SANSUI TU33L
£83.00
AMPIJFIERS (P&P 4.50)
AIWA AA8200
on sale
AIWA AA8500
AIWA SAA60
HITACHI HA2800 £64.50
HITACHI HA3800 £ 2.00
HITACHI HA4800 £105.00
HITACHI HMA6500 & HCA6500
£170.00
HITACHI HMA7500 MK2 £197.00
HITACHI HCA7500 MK2 £126.00
MARANTZ PM 310
£59.50
MARANTZ PM350
£84.00
MARANTZ PM450
£97.50
PIONEER SA420
£59.90
PIONEER SA520
£79.90
PIONEER SA620
£112.00
PIONEER SA720
f134.00
PIONEER A5
f95.00
PIONEER A6
£125.00
PIONEER A7
£
211.00
PIONEER AS
£
350.00
QUAD 33, 303, 405 lowest prices
available
POA
SANSUI 877 & C77 £189.90
SANSUI AUD22 £ 9.90
SANSUI AU033
f122.00
SANSUI AUD9 £299.00
ROGERS F175 & A100 with
MCP100
POA
CASSETTE RECEIVERS (P&P
/5.50)
AIWA AF3060 special offer
£225.50
AIWA AF3090 special offer
f239.50
PIONEER range on sale
SANSUI CR5
POA
RECEIVERS (P&P /5.50)
AIWA AXS50
on sale
HITACHI SR2000
£89.00
HITACHI HTA4000
f149.00
MARANTZ SR1100L .
f129.00

f379.00
PIONEER X5501
f469.00
PIONEER X770S
£489.00
PIONEER X770T
£559.00
PIONEER X990S
£579.00
PIONEER X9907
£59.00
PIONEER XR110
£299.00
PIONEER XR2I0
£359.00
PIONEER XR310
PIONEER X551 excludes LS .
f395.00
PIONEER X552 excludes LS ....
£440.00
SANSUI 1100 MCL LS . £279.00
SANSUI 2200 MCL LS . £339.00
SANSUI 3300 MCL IS . .339.00
SANSUI 4400 MCL LS . £339.00
SANSUI 6600 MCL LS . £419.00
SANSUI 7700 MCL LS . £459.00
SANSUI 9900 MCL LS . £759.00
SANSUI M7 SYSTEM £475.00
SANSUI CP7L
£289.00
SANSUI CP5L
£239.00
LOUDSPEAKERS ( P&P ON
APPLICATION)
CELESTION DITTON 100 £65.00
CELESTION DITTON 110 £75.00
CELESTION DITTON 200 . £180.
CELESTION DITTON 300. £199.
CELESTION SL6
POA
CHARTVVELL range, prices on
application
GOODMANS MINI2
£47.50
GOODMANS G30 £26.90
GOODMANS G40 £34.50
GOODMANS
G60 (Special
offer)
£58.50
GOODMANS G80 £84.00
GOODMANS MAXIM .. £75.00
HITACHI range
POA
KEF REFERENCE 101 .. £162.00
KEF REFERENCE 103.2 . £225.
KEF REFERENCE 165.2 . £749.
KEF REFERENCE 105.1 ( limited
number only) £500.00
KEF REFERENCE 105.4 £539.00
KEF CODA
f71.00
KEF CANTOR £90.00
KEF CAPRICE £135.00
MONITOR AUDIO BABY MONI-

WHARFEDALE E50 £279.00
WHARFEDALE E70 £330.00
WHARFEDALE E90 £499.00
WHARFEDALE TSP 108 MK2
229.00
HEADPHONES
AKG K40
£10.90
AKG K4I
£12.90
AKG K80
£17.50
AKG K240
£35.00
AKG K241
£
37.00
AKG K340
£59.00
BEYER DT220
f29.50
BEYER DT330 £16.90
BEYER DT440
29.00
£
BEYER 01550
32.00
BEYER DT990
£48.00
BEYER ET1000
£99.90
KOSS PRO4X
£49.90
KOSS TECH VFR
£
37.00
'KOSS PHASE 2
£39.90
KOSS HVXLC £36.00
PIONEER SEL 3
£12.50
PIONEER SEL5 £18.00
PIONEER SE4
£16.90
PIONEER SE550
f19.95
PIONEER SE650
f:2435
SENNHEISER HD222. .. £29.90
SENNHEISER HD224Y .. £39.00
SENNHEISER HD400. .. £12.50
SENNHEISER HD414X .. £22.00
SENNHEISER HD420. ..E25.00
SENNHEISER HD430. ..134.00
SENNHEISER UNIPOLAR 2000
SYSTEM
£99.90
STAX, SR5
£53.00
STAX SR44
£64.00
STAX SRD6SB £34.00
STAX SRIVSB
f46.00
STAX LAMORA
f115.00
STAX STIGMA
£159 00
PIONEER ARMS & ACCESSORIES (P&P /1.75)
ADC ALTI
£35.00
ADC LMF1
£59.90
ADC LMF2
f67.50
ADC LMG1 shell
f4.50
HADCOCK ( range)
POA
SME CA1 series 3arm/shell
£17.90
SME SERIES 3
£109.00
SME SERIES 3S
f79.00

SAN SUI FRD45
£112.00
SANSUI FRD55 £157.00
SANSUI PM7
£145.00
THORENS 10160 series special
low prices for April and May
CARTRIDGES (P&P 1.50)
AKG P8E
£39.50
DYNAVECTOR 10X MK2 £49•90
DYNAVECTOR KARAT RUBY
95.00
DYNAVECTOR exchange cartridges to order
EMPIRE 999REX
f5.00
ORTOFON FFI 5E MK2 Special
offer
£8.90
ORTOFON VMS20E MK2
ORTOFON VMS30E
£29.90
ORTOFON SME3OH cartridge &
SME series 3arm
£77.00
SHURE V15 TYPE 4
f69.00
SHURE V15 TYPE 3HE .. £65.00
SHURE M97HEAH
£49.90
SHURE M97HE
f46.50
SHURE M97EJ
£30.50
SHURE M97ED
f41.00
SHURE M95HE
£29.90
£21.50
SHURE M95ED
£22.00
SHURE M95EJ
SHURE M75HE TYPE 2 . £25.00
SHURE M75ED TYPE 2 . £21.50
SHURE M75EJ TYPE 2 ...f18.90
SHURE M75-6S
f11.00
SURE M55E
f13.00
SHURE M44E
£11.50
STYUI (P&P

1St)

GOLDRING, ORTOFON, SHURE,
STANTON. Range of stylii available at discount prices.
CB RADIO
GOODMANS
GOODMANS 2000
GOODMANS 3000
ROTEL RVC220
ROTEL RVC240

£57.50
£62.50
MX/
£69.50
f89.00

CASSETTETAPES & OPEN REEL
TAPE
Wide range of audio & video
tapes at TOP TAPE prices.

166 St. ALBANS ROAD, WATFORD, WD24AS. Telephone: 40633

have to have avery firm harmonic conversation with her that Lydia
grasp but there are also all the Artymiw brings this kind of inliterary connotations to consider— tellectual consideration to everyyou have to know what he was thing she does. But doesn't the
doing at the time he wrote the necessity to delve so deeply into a
pieces. His personal life is so composer's thought processes
much involved; his relationship limit her choice of repertoire? ' No,
with Clara, all of the personal Ilike to play a lot of repertoire. I
frustrations he might have felt. He mean there's a big difference
was such a disparate kind of between Schumann and Rachpersonality, and it's the abrupt maninov but I feel equally at
changes of mood, these ex- home there. I just feel that
tremes, that you have to realise. whatever it is that Ido Iwant to
People
have
criticised
the give it everything.' One particHumoreske [
which, with Davids- ularly pertinent comment that
bundlertânze, forms her second Max Rudolf made about her
record, ABR 1029], but Ithink it playing at the 1976 Leventritt
depends on how it's played. competition was that she is a
You've got to dig so much be- pianist who listens—not who
neath the surface of these things.
hears, but who listens—someWhen Iwas working on Kreis- thing to which those who have
leriana Istudied Kater Murr, the heard her performances of RachHoffmann novel on which it's maninov 2 with the SNO/Gibson
based; and it was a revelation— will surely testify. 'You've got to
suddenly the whole piece came to listen and there has to be that
life. The book itself was written in interplay. That's what's so difafragmentary way and if you un- ficult about playing concertos. No
derstand the meaning of the matter how many times you've
story, all the sort-of double played apiece, every time it's with
entendres, you can understand a different orchestra, a different
the music. Kreis means cycle and conductor. It's been fascinating to
the piece is about cycles: cycles of play the Rachmaninov so many
love and of life. But it's also the times [ 14!) in four weeks. Every
story of Kappellmeister Kreisler — time it's different; every time I'm
Kreisleriana — who is Schumann, learning something.
the misunderstood, poetic com. . . ' I've started work on the 3rd
poser who fantasises, who is in but I've never played it in a conlove with Julia the young coun- cert yet. The cadenza? That's
tess; she represents Clara of interesting because I started
course. But on a higher level working on it last summer. So
there's Meister Abraham the many people play the more difmagician who can make the mor- ficult one. Ilooked at that and then
talks to Ivor Humphreys
tal immortal. And at the very at the original one which, by the
F YOU DO things differently
Indeed, and one enterprising bottom there is the Kapell- way Horowitz plays [ And, indeed,
I people don't understand. If record company that liked what it meister's cat who has taught Rachmaninov himself preferred]
they've never heard it that way heard
was
Chandos,
which himself to read and write. Kreisler —and in a certain sense Iprefer
they think it can't be right; but it's promptly signed her up and two writes down his thoughts and the original; not because it's
a question of listening with an years later released her first feelings every night and then the easier, but because after all the
open mind . . .' Lydia Artymiw's record ( ABR 1013), a recital of cat comes in and on the reverse complexities that have preceded
reply to my question about her variations by Haydn ( in f), Mozart pages writes down his viewpoint, it, it's almost arelief.'
individuality and the need to (K455), Beethoven ( 0p.34) and so when it all goes off to the
Talking of the vagaries of varsteep herself in the background of Mendelssohn ( 0p.54)—a striking publisher it's in bits and pieces. ious options regarding cadenzas,
whatever music she is playing, debut, but one which was not This is all so clear in the music.
the subject turned naturally to her
the need to find her own response quite intended to be such.
'I find similar things in the Liszt views on ornamentation and on
to it, was characteristic—self 'Actually there's a story behind sonata. Iwas studying Wagner's Mozart in particular. ' I
didn't really
confident but quite without con- that. Ihad originaly wanted my Ring when Iwas learning the Liszt have such strong feelings about
ceit or arrogance. Born in Phila- first record to be of Schumann and Ifound incredible similarities. ornamentation until I started
delphia of Ukrainian parents she and Ihad recorded Devidsbünd- There are about 12 motives in the working with Max Rudolf. Ithink
had a prodigous start, beginning lertenze and Carnaval as well as sonata which Wagner also used it's avery touchy subject because
the piano at the tender age of four, these variations. But we had in the Ring—that are very similar. Mozart obviously did elaborate
appearing as a soloist with the problems with the piano and Even the very opening is like his lines, but you've got to find a
Philadelphia orchestra at eight Carnaval wasn't acceptable, so I Wotan's spear motive. And what way of doing it that really sounds
while studying with Freda Pastor decided to go ahead and release Liszt did in taking the descending like Mozart and doesn't detract
Berkowitz of the Curtis Institute, the variations as the first record. scale and turning it up was exactly from the music—you've got to be
and graduating from the Philadel- Many people thought it was such the same thing that Wagner did very tasteful about it. Sometimes I
phia College for the Performing adaring idea!'
with Brünnhilde's renunciation feel when, for instance, there are
Arts, where she studied with Gary
One thing that struck this theme in Valkyrie. It's not just the long notes that there's a kind of
Graffman, with a B.Mus at 18. listener on first hearing the idea of saying that this and this effect created by the tension of
Those with a,memory for such things Variations disc was the sense of are similar—they're harmonically holding the note which is ruined
will remember her winning third structural awareness, the ability almost identical. If you read the when you put in ascale.' So what
prize in the 1978 Leeds Inter- to project across large spans, a correspondence between Wagner do you do? 'Well you either just
national Piano Competition, an facility by no means regularly and Liszt at this time—about play the notes the way they are
event also recalled by my ques- encountered in players of any 1854—it turned out that Wagner written, with an incredible feeling
tion. '. . . That's also one of the age, let alone one in her mid-20s. heard the first performance of the that if you were astring player you
problems with competitions of 'Well Ithink that's maybe one sonata in London given by a would be able to sustain the
course. If you adhere to the reason why I'm so interested in student of Liszt's — Klindworth.
sound—the idea that you can hold
standard, polite way of playing, if Schumann. So many of his works Wagnerwrites: " I
was transported a note, create tension and the
you play well and you've got a are in bits and pieces that one has to another world and Ifelt as illusion that you are making a
good, solid technique, and if you to have asense of direction. But to though my soul was with you". I crescendo—or you try to find
play all the notes, then you will me it's so clear where he's going, don't mean to say that one stole some kind of discreet figuration to
win. But the Leeds competition both architecturally and emo- from the other — they were really fill in with. Listen to Brendel's
opened many doors for me; it tionally—and there has to be a kindred spirits.'
recordings—he does a small
gave me the chance to be heard.'
balance between the two. You
It quickly becomes apparent in amount but very tastefully Ithink;
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Allsop 3cleans parts
other cassette cleaners
cannot reach
Pictured above is the
demonstration unit which you
can operate at any Allsop 3
stockist. It shows clearly why
the Allsop 3is superior to all
other cassette deck cleaners.
Firstly, no other cassette
cleans the capstan or pinch
roller, where abuild-up of dirt
and oxides causes tape to slip,
fray and be ' eaten up' into the
machinery. The only part which

other makes actually clean is
the audio head, and then they
mostly use an abrasive tape
which can be very damaging.
Allsop 3is aunique wet
system which cleans all the
critical components thoroughly
and safely. It uses virgin wool
pads to remove all dirt and
oxides from the capstan, pinch
roller and audio head. Your
machine is maintained in

NEW ALLSOP 3REFILL KIT
A Refill Kit comprising 3sets of pads and alarge
bottle of solution is now available.
For further details write to:
Network Marketing Ltd., Dept HFN 5 Middlesex
House, 29-45 High Street, Edgware, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-952 6225
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optimum condition and the best
possible reproduction from your
tapes is ensured.
Ideal for hi-fi cassette decks
and portable cassette
recorders,. the Allsop 3is also a
must for inaccessible car
cassette systems.
The Allsop 3is available
from all good audio shops and
stores. Call in for a
demonstration today.
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RITING of the submission of Britten's
W Sinfonia
da Requiem to the Japanese
authorities, EMI's Douglas Pudney said in
1976 that the score was ' rejected by the
Japanese who alleged that the Christian
liturgical sub-titles of the Sinfonia were an
insult. Shortly afterwards the Pearl Harbour
incident led to the outbreak of war between
the USA and Japan'. Well, Britten was living
in America at the time, but Istill can't help
thinking that Japan's response was somewhat over-emphatic. Not deterred, however,
Britten went on to use oriental flavours in
other works, notably in Curlew River (
Decca
SET 301, now incomprehensibly deleted) and
The Prince of the Pagodas. Britten's own
'complete' recording of the latter, splendidly
natural ( Decca GOS 558/9, now available in
superb English Polygram pressings), does
confirm that the work may be alittle overlong
and lacking cohesion for concert/record
performance, so a suite was a good idea.
Strangely, it's the Balinese gamelan oriental
colouring that's the oddest omission from the
complete score in Norman Del Mar's 1963
suite—was this to make the work more
accessible to a ' regular' orchestra? Anyway,
the suite is more 'accessible' than the complete work is likely to be, and appears as a
worthwhile introduction on HMV ASD 4073
digital, with Bournemouth SO/Segal. If you
liked the admittedly rather different gamelan
effects in the finale Toccata of VW's Eighth
('Looking Back' basic library: GL43579 Previn),
the whole work might be worth looking into in
Britten's own version. But in any case the real
rarity of ASD 4073 is the Gloriana Symphonic
Suite, which, until we have afull recording of
this major Britten opera, is the closest we seem
likely to get on disc. ( Good news is that a
complete Gloriana is planned, with Simon
Rattle: depending on sponsorship appearing.) Pressing quality was, frankly, aletdown.
Gentle rustle and swish spoiled all the quiet
passages, blurring or even masking some of
the lowest music levels: making rather futile
the wide dynamic range of the recording. But
this has been mentioned to those who ought
to be in a position to rectify it, and further
pressings are expected to be better. The
unique content calls for ' Looking Back' discussion but the ( English) surfaces heard so far
call for the use of an obliging record shop.
As we go to press, copies with a much
improved Gloriana side have been submitted,
which Ican now recommend.
Speaking on the World Service early this
year, Dr Alain Presencer related the story of a
little old lady's angry letter to the BBC. It
seems that her cat had convulsions and died
during a broadcast of 'The Singing Bowls of
Tibet', Dr Presencer's LP of seven templemusic-derived items. Well, Ihaven't yet tried
out its auto-destruct properties on the
Lydia Artymiw
so much depends on howyou do it
— if you do it as part of asinging
line.'
Last month Lydia Artymiw was
over here again for more recordings with Chandos — acomplete
Tchaikovsky Seasons and the
Schubert G major Sonata- Fantasy
with the Grazer Fantasy. The Tchaikovsky is due for release this year
and the Schubert a little later,
either late in '82 or early in '83.
Released this month ( see reviews)
is her third record (ABRD 1040), a
Chopin recital comprising the B
minor Sonata Op.58, the IntroducHI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Geoff Jeanes
neigbour's cat, but Saydisc SDL 326 has
some exotic and compelling sounds. Invocation/Shepherd's Song/Bowl voices1LullabylBán-po chant/Lamentation/Symphony
of the bowls are the contents, and the bowls
are played by being struck, by a wooden
instrument being run around the rim, or by
being ' ululated' into, with or without water
inside to vary the pitch. The conch, yak horn,
gong and other instruments are heard, but
the bowls are the main thing, intriguing and
strangely stirring ( no pun intended). As well
as for meditation, exorcism was one of the
purposes of this bowl music. Perhaps that
explains the cat?
Another Saydisc treat was SDL 325, ' Like
Waves against the Sand'. Chinese Martial
Arts/The
Flower
Fairl The
Flowing
StreamslNight/Shenpadei
Folksong/ The
Races/Love at the Fair/Suzhou Scenery/The
High Moon are played by the Jing Ying
soloists on Di-Zi (flute), Yang Qin ( dulcimer),
Pi-pa ( lute), Er-hu ( a sort of two-stringed
violin with soundbox) and percussion.
Readers of this column may have noticed my
enthusiasim for the ' kitchenware' department, and those who share this percussion
mania should turn immediately to band 4, in
which Ho Man Chuen—a sort of Chinese
Tristram Fry — drums away like a ( virtuoso)
maniac. The Yang Qin on band 5 calls up
memories of those twangy bits in Kodaly's
Hary Janos (' Looking Beck' basic library: CFP
40292 Susskind) but, basically, I've never
heard anything quite like this record: 1981's
answer to Villancicos (
HM 1025) for a demdisc of the year? As with 'Singing Bowls',
fantastic cleanliness of sound (cutting and
pressing
by
Nimbus:
distribution
by
Lugton's/H. R. Taylor). Try 'something
completely different'?
More ( slight) oriental connections on
Unicorn RHD 400 digital. The second
movement of Bainbridge's Viola Concerto
(Trampler/LS/Tilson Thomas), according to
the sleeve, is sometimes referred to by the
composer 'as " Gagaku music", and indeed
the character of ancient Japanese court
music is often discernible through the
predominance of drones and the almost
"ritualistic" presentation of the form'. The
writer is Oliver Knussen, whose own Symphony 3 ( Philharmonia/Tilson Thomas) and
Ophelia Dances (
LS/Knussen) are on the other

side of the record. The sound is very fine
indeed, replete with depth, detail and sonic
richness. We are back, almost, to singing
bowls in the sonority of the Viola Concerto's
second movement; and the Symphony is a
Fine Example of digital capabilities in
orchestral recording. Nice solid percussion,
too. ( Dutch pressing.)
Recordings of Max Reger's music should
have picked up ahead of steam in 1973, the
centenary of his birth, but somehow it didn't
really happen over here. All the more reason
to be grateful for the good offices of TOL
Distribution, who have imported numerous
goodies from the German Schwann Catalogue, including Reger's major orchestral
work Symphonic Prologue for a Tragedy
(VMS 1605, Berlin RSO/Albrecht). There's a
great weight and solidity of sound here, and
rich imagination of scoring. Bruckner without
the tedium and empty gestures? There's
(fortunately) more to it than that; a work
composed in the same year as Das Lied von
der Erde and Elektra, it combines passionate
feeling with tight orchestral structure:
mystery and ominous broodings. The
Tragedy in mind was unspecified, but the
sleeve note related Symphonic Prologue's
'menace and human vulnerability' to the
impending First World War. ( A certain
background rustle, it must be noted, was
evident in the quieter parts, though the
Zemlinsky below was much better in this
respect, being only slightly ticky. German
pressings by EMI Electrola.)
Alexander von Zemlinsky's Lyric Symphony is an orchestral song cycle reminiscent
of Mahler's Das Lied von der Erde (' Looking
Back' basic library: JB13 Bernstein; SAN 179
Klemperer; 6500 831 Haitink). Mahler set
Chinese poems by Li-Tai- Po, Tchang-Tsi,
Mong-Kao-Yen and Wang-Wei; Zemlinsky
(1871-1942) chose seven poems of Rabindranath Tagore. The sleeve- note of Schwann
VMS
1602 ( Duesing/Serderstróm/Berlin
RSO/Klee) suggests that the Lyric Symphony
is among 'the works that forged the great
musical upheaval of this century', but Ihave a
feeling that this might have been more
accurate had it not been for Zemlinsky's
brother-in-law
that
arch-upheavalist
Schoenberg,
whose
early
Gurrelieder
(looking Back' basic library: SLS 884
Ferencsik; 78264 Boulez) some textures of the
Lyric Symphony brought to mind. To C.B. it
'sounds initially like an Austrian Vaughan
Williams in epic vein'. It reminded him, too, of
Mahler's Das Lied, and me of Delius' Mass of
Life. And if that lot doesn't stir your curiosity,
what will? Orchestral recording comments as
for Reger above ( singers rather forward),
both records being among the more thoughtprovoking discoveries of listening in a particularly fascinating month.

tion and Rondo Op.16 (' Fiendishly just the piano and me and we
difficult. It doesn't sound it but in a have to make something special
way it's very awkwardly written:), of it. If the piano is really good it
and the Andante Spianato and inspires me even more—I'm very
Grande Polonaise Op.22. For an sensitive to that. Ilike to play
artist so obviously able to com- through the piece and than maybe
municate with a live audience, play it through again. And if there
how does she view the some- are a few things that have to be
what
closeted
atmosphere corrected, then I'll do bits. But the
of the recording studio? 'Oh I idea of doing abar- by-bar session
enjoy recording. The only thing is just horrible to me because the
that annoys me is if Isee the red whole idea of playing is sustainlight. So Imove that out of the way ing and creating lines. If you do it
and then I'm fine. When Irecord I in bits it will sound that way no
like to play as if Iwere giving my matter how well it's put together.'
most inspired concert! Ifeel so
By its very nature, of course,
strongly about whàt I'm playing, recording is an artificial process,
and if the piano is good then it's almost alien to what music1982

making is all about. To listen
repeatedly to the same performance is unnatural and can give a
distorted perspective of both the
work and the performer. 'That's
true. But you see my idea about a
recording is that that's the way
you played the piece that day, on
that piano, in that studio. You can
come back to it a year later and
play it very differently—it's impossible to be perfect. And Inever
listen to other recordings when
I'm working on a piece. Everything that Ifeel about awork has
to come from me and not from
something that Ihave heard.' •
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and the music of Spain

Kenneth Dommett peruses aselection of the recordings
VERY NATION has its outward
appearance and its internal realty, and
the two are often utterly dissimilar. This is
especially true of places which have
experienced the mixed blessings of the
tourist trade, and nowhere has this, impact
been more apparent than in Spain where
culture and commerce have learned to.
cohabit, though not yet to submit wholly to
the flclignities of intercourse.
It is vcry easy to look upon the tourist's
effect on the arts of aplace as ablighting of ills
finest flowers. Cante hondo, flamenco and
the zarzuela may have thrted-vvith paella and
chips, yet each has learned -to retreat before
its integrity has become too deeply
compromised. And in the areaof ' serious'
music the real Spain continues to stand, like
the true Castilian, po ite, aloof and slightly
condescending towards the heartiness of
those who imitate its accents but get the
syntax all wrong.
Spain has along and distinguished history,
much of it isolated from the mainstreams of
Europe, first by its intensely introverted
catholicism, then by ts poverty and political
decline. During the Renaissance its church
music flourished at Montserrat, and in Luis de
Milan, "Vlorales, Victoria and Cabek-on it
produced major international figures. Later,
through Domenico Scarlatti; Boccherini and
others, music àla mode entered the sombre
portals of the Escurial but, like othi=?,r cultural
imports, remained to be -enamelled with the
native colours of its new eili,ronment., Beside this injected style naive inflections
continued to be heard. Segovia might have
reawakened the wes:erri world to the guitar
as a,concert instrument, but Spanish
composers such as Sor and Tarrega were
writing Spanish guitar music in the 18th and

19th centuries using native rhythms and folk
themes drawn from every province in the
land. Similarly, folk singers and the village
bands, the Cob/as, sustained the native
lifeblood against encroachments from abroad.
It has been suggested that Spanish music
was invented by the Russians and patented
by the French. What was ' invented' by Glinka
and coloured by Rimsky-Korsakov was rather
more potently distilled by Bizet, Chabrier and
especially Debussy. Ravel, who was partly
Basque anyway, already had one foot in the
camp. But the dominant influence on
Madrid had been Italian, During the 19th
century, however, astrong native tradition of
opera and zarzuela developed at the hands of
Tornas Breton, Francesco Barbieri, Ruperto
Chapi and others. Examples of their work are
to be found on the Spanish Alhambra label,
but Caballé has included two pieces by
Barbieri in her recital on Decca SXL-R6892.
The real stimulus to the development of a
new Spanish nationalism came from Felipe
Pedrell ( 1841-1922) though his influence
manifested itself through his pupils rather
than through his own music, much of which
was unsuccessful. Albeniz and Granados,
both Catalans, were among the first to
respond to his example, though for the most
part their music tends to accommodate itself
to fashionable taste rather than strike out on
original paths.
Albeniz ( 1860-1909) has been espoused_
and particularly well served on record by
Alicia de Larrocha who has recorded the
entire Iberia (
SXL 6586, 2rece) as well as the
Cantos de Espana, Op.232 and sundry other
pieces. Caballe's recital referred to above
contains two songs. Purists will continue to
regard Albeniz' piano originals as sacrosanct,

but the orchestral arrangement by Arbos of
five of the pieces from Iberia has gained wider
popularity and several recordings, though
the only complete version now listed is
Ansermet's old but reliable one on Ace of
Diamonds ( SDD 180).
Enrique Granados, even more than
Albeniz, is identified with the piano and is
fortunate in having had devoted to the entire
corpus of his keyboard music an admirable
series of seven albums by Thomas Rajna on
CRD. A lot of this music is pleasant but lacks
the individuality and incisiveness of the best
Spanish music, and those who wish to
make aselective choice must go for the
Goyescas(CRD 1001-2) and the Spanish
Dances, Op.37 ( CRD 1021). Achucarro's
recording of the complete Goyescas (
RCA At
35301) can also be recommended. Vocal
music, especially song, played an important
part in Granados' work, and no collector
should be without arecording of the two
series of Tonadillas, Jill Gomez has done the
first series, Tonadillas al Estibo Antiguo on
Saga 5409, and Berganza and Lorengar have
both recorded the three songs of the second
series, La maja dolorosa, which are among
the finest expressions of modern Spanish
song Unfortunately there is currently no
recording of the opera Goyescas available
here, though collectors of curios will be
interested in Granados' little known but very
attractive Piano Quintet which Rajna and the
Alberni have included in the CRD series ( CRD
1035).
The most significant figure in the music of
Spain, however, is Manuel de Falla ( 18761946). A man of unshakeable integrity and
intense reserve, profoundly religious and, in
the later part of his life, almost obsessively
reclusive, Fallas small output of works draws
together the important yet opposing strains
of the Spanish style, the ritualism of
Catalonia, the pride of Castile, and the robust,
colourful excitement of Andalusia.
Some successful though relatively
unimportant early works, including several
zarzuelas, were produced before his first truly
individual composition, the opera La vida
breve, appeared in 1905. It was not performed
until 1913, in Paris. Two arias by Lorengar
(SXL 6923) are all that is currently available,
but those interested to hear this piece of
Spanish verismo should seek the deleted Los
Angeles/De Burgos version on HMV SAN
157-8. This also includes the Granados
Tonadillas complete in avery fine
performance.
A move to Paris in 1907 introduced Falla to
Debussy, Ravel and Dukas. While
appreciating their interest in Spanish music,
Falla recognised that the Frenchmen had
achieved what he called ' truth without
authenticity': His series of piano pieces,
Pieces espagnoles (
1906) set his own
thoughts on authenticity in some sort of
order, but his next work, Trois Melodies, is
decidedly French in manner and specifically
Impressionistic in style. Recordings of the
piano pieces by Alicia de Larrocha ( SXL 6683)
and by Jill Gomez of the songs ( Saga 5409)
are both recommended.
With the outbreak of the war in 1914 Falla
returned to Madrid, and his next two works,
the Se/te canciones populares espanolas arid
the ballet El amor brujo (
both 1914-15), were
produced there and established him
immediately as the most important voice in
Spanish music. The Seven Popular Spanish
Songs have had many distinguished
interpreters and several fine recordings, but
none has achieved the distinction of
Supervia's 1929 version which HMV reissued
Ili- 1I
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some years ago ( HMV HEIM 1220). Los
Angeles sang them with Gerald Moore on a
memorable HMV issue ( ASD 2260), now
vanished. Of the current recordings Gomez
and Berganza are worth consideration;
indeed, Gomez offers an excellent survey of
Spanish song in her Saga disc, but
stylistically Berganza is marginally better
though her recording ( SDD 324), originally
issued in 1960, is beginning to show its age. El
amor brujo, acurious mixture of ballet and
cante hondo, has an important vocal part. Of
the complete versions Nati Mistral's two
recordings, one with De Burgos ( Decca JB50), the other, better one, with Mata ( RCA RL
12387) are both brilliant and idiomatic, her
voice having agenuine gypsy timbre. Beside
her, Los Angeles with Giulini ( SXLP 30140)
sounds too sophisticated. Highly
recommended too is Marilyn Home's
performance with the NYPO and Bernstein
(CBS 76707). This also includes apreviously
unrecorded Fanfare of 1912. The coupling
here is of Ravel's Sheherazade. An interesting
Russian performance under Arvid Yansons
with Irina Arkhipova appeared from Classics
for Pleasure in 1979, but seems to have gone.
A testimony perhaps to Russia's continuing
love affair with Spain.
Nights in the Gardens of Spain and El
Sombrero de tres picos which followed in
1915 and 1919 respectively are Falla's most
colourful and most popular works, and mark
atransition from his previous severe and
somewhat tragic manner to the more
extravert and sunnier Andalusian air.
Composition of both works was spread over a
number of years, attesting to the composer's
fastidious perfectionism. Restraint was a
dominant feature of his personality and it is
paramount in his use of the orchestra in
Nights. These nocturnes repudiate entirely
the flamboyance of the tourist's Spain,
drawing in the coolest colours and softest
lines acountry remote in time and distance,
always beckoning, always receding, forever
haunting the imagination. Of the three
recommended versions now listed the oldest
(1959) and best is Soriano/Argenta ( SOD
446), an outstanding example of an idiomatic
Spanish performance not at all impaired by
the admission that the orchestra is not the
finest in the world. Margrit Weber with
Kubelik has the virtues of cheapness, brilliant
playing and exhilaration, but for those who

Opposite: Falla in his house at Granada
Above: In 1917, the last photo of Falla with amoustache.
Photographs from Falla family archives.
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demand the best recording to go along with
excellent performances, Achucarro with the
LSO and Mata ( RCA RL 31329) is amust.
Colour is much more evident in the ballet
composed for Diaghilev in 1919. The Three
Cornered Hat, written by Martinez- Sierra,
choreographed by Massine and designed by
Picasso, was given its first performance by
Ansermet at the Alhambra, London, on 22
July 1919. Falla originally hoped to .make it an
opera but was prevented by the terms of the
author's ( Alarçon) will. He first turned it into a
mime, El Corregidor yia Molinera, in 1917,
then was encouraged by Diaghilev to turn it
into afull-length ballet. For most people this
is the quintessential music of Spain. Its story
of the discomfiture of authority by those it
presumes to rule has world-wide appeal and
has its counterparts everywhere, but Falla
turned it into something specifically Spanish,
the noonday counterpart of the Nights, a
musical equivalent of Goya's gaily satirical
early frescoes. Ansermet's old recording with
Berganza ( SDD 321) had obvious historical
links and may reappear some day. Matas,
with Salinas the singer, is coupled with El
amor brujo on RCA RL 12387 and has the
advantage of good sound and idiomatic,
albeit Mexican, performance. The large
amount of music on this record causes slight
deterioration compared with De Burgos'
equally brilliant version ( SXLP 30187) which
takes the full two sides. Those who favour the
dramatic conciseness of the two Suites from
the ballet should try Giulini on HMV SXLP
30140 or Lopez-Cobos on SXL 6956 which
offers Chabrier's and Rimsky's Spanish
postcards in lovely colours as well.
The Three Cornered Hat marked the end of
Falla's flirtation with international popularity
and he began to turn in on himself in the
attempt to distil the essence of what Spain
had become for him. Significantly he chose
the Roman name for his country for his next
important composition, the Fantasia betica
(1919), commissioned by Rubinstein. It is a •
long work which demands virtuoso
technique while not really admitting virtuoso
display, hence it has never become part of the
repertory. Nevertheless it remains the most
significant Spanish work for the piano since
Albeniz' Iberia. Achucarro gave afine
performance on anow deleted RCA ( TRL
17073) which contained some earlier and
otherwise unrecorded Falla piano pieces.
Larrocha's 1975 Decca version ( SXL 6683) is
the best available now and is paired with the
Four Pieces and some transcriptions.
The early 1920s produced asmall number
of published works, each notable for its
increasing refinement of texture and anew,
colder, more imperious and intractable
manner. This no doubt sprang partly from the
prevailing musical climate and from
Stravinsky; but more trenchantly it expressed
Falla's growing dissatisfaction with the world
and his need for order, brevity and above all,
clarity.
The little guitar masterpiece, Homenaje
(1921) in memory of Debussy marks the
beginning of this trend, but it came into full
flower in the puppet opera commissioned by
princess Edmond de Polignac in 1923. El
retablo de maese Pedro (Master Peter's
Puppet Show), after an episode in Cervantes,
is quite as Spanish as El Sombrero, but
whereas the earlier work is bathed in warm
sunlight, El retablo is etched in aharsh and
relentless glare. There is something cruel
about its insistent clamour as there is about
the late Goya, but Enrique Franco has drawn
attention to its impeccable Spanish
antecedents, popular music, neo Romantic

airs, sacred song and street cries, each of
which has been carefully chosen to delineate
the three characters. The classic, deleted,
recording is that by Barrnajo, Munguia and
Torres with the national Orchestra of Spain
under Argenta ( SDD 134), and its bright, edgy
sound sets off to perfection its harshness and
brittle lyricism. An excellent modern
alternative is that by Rattle on Argo ZRG 921.
This last includes Falla's final masterpiece,
the Harpsichord Concerto of 1926. Even more
percussive than Master Peter, the concerto is
Falla's vale, the final paring away of
everything superfluous before the attack on
what he hoped would be the summation of
his life's work, Adantida. Again, the sources
are impeccable: Spanish, madrigal, modal
chant, and Scarlatti. The harpsicord is
specifically required to be placed well
forward of the small group of accompanying
instruments. In this respect the Rattle
performance falls short of the ideal, VeyronLacroix on Erato ( STU 70713) being
preferable. The coupling here is another but
vocally less impressive Master Peter, and
both recordings also contain Psyche (
1924), a
setting of apoem byJean Aubry, for soprano,
flute, harp and string trio, alast bow towards
French lyricism to set amid the stark
evocations of the Iberian spirit.
Falla composed and compiled other works
during this period, acomic opera Fuego fatuo
(1918-19) based on Chopin, incidental music
to anumber of plays, and other vocal works,
none of which has been published or
recorded. One orchestral work, Homenajes,
partly revvorkings of earlier pieces, partly new
-- Fanfare on the name of Arbos { 1928) and
Pedrilliana ( 1939) -- was heard in Buenos
Aires in 1939 but has not been recorded.
For the twenty years following the
Concerto Falla devoted himself almost
exclusively to his magnum opus, Atlantida, a
vast choral and orchestral canvas on which
he intended to depict the mystical journey of
Columbus and Spanish catholicism to the
new World by way of the rise and fall of
Atlantis. The Civil War and illness interrupted
the work, and self-imposed exile in Argentina
after 1939 did little to help. It was perhaps too
vast aproject, and given the composer's
almost fanatical desire for perfection,
doomed never to be finished. When Falla died
in 1946 Atlantida remained little more than a
vast pile of notes and sketches, but the family
asked Falla's friend and pupil Ernesto Halffter
to complete it. Frühbeck de Burgos recorded
this with aSpanish cast { HMV SLS 5116, 2
recs) but it did not remain long in the
catalogue. How far Halffter's construction
realised Falla's intentions is unknowable, but
he did contrive to convey something of the
visionary amalgam of Spanish mythology,
history, culture and religion that had clearly
preoccupied Manuel de Falla for so much of
his life.
Of those who followed him, Turina,
Mornpou, Montsalvatge, Nin and Rodrigo, all
have produced eloquent music evocative of
their homeland, but only Rodrigo has so far
managed to win for himself an international
as well as anational reputation. Those who
have exchanged soul-searching for
cerebration, like Gerhard and Christobai
Halffter for instance, have abandoned Spain
in favour of something more nebulous, less
easily identifiable s
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reviews have their place,
but please don't be foolish
enough to part with hard
earned money on the written word alone!
It is essential that you make your own subjective comparisons.
At Superfi we offer you an unrivalled opportunity to do so,
and at prices that may come as avery pleasant surprise indeed!
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Awards for Handley
and Walker
Conductor Vernon Handley and
inventor/manufacturer Peter Walker have been nominated as this
year's Audio Awardees, the one
for his services to music —
especially British music — via the
gramophone record, and the other
for original and enlighted contributions to the technology of sound
reproduction over many years.
The Awards will be presented by
Antony Hopkins at a lunchtime
reception in a suite at the Royal
Festival Hall on Wednesday May
19th, and areport onthe event plus
interviews with the recipients will
appear in our July issue. We are
sure that readers will wish to join
us in offering warm congratulations to Vernon 'Tod' Handley
and Peter ' Quad' Walker.

Real Time Cassettes
Interest in and controversy about
the quality of pre-recorded cassettes has flared up following
Angus McKenzie's recent survey
('Cassette y Disc', January/February issues), which reminds us
that alot of the difficulty with mass
cassette copying arises from the
high-speed
duplication
techniques
commonly
employed.
By-passing these problems by
copying in ' real-time' is the care-

ful ( but necessarily more expensive) approach of a few idealists,
one of whom is Mike Skeet of
Whitetovver Records. Mike has
quite a fair catalogue of material
on real-time cassette, ranging
from Beethoven piano trios to Big
Band jazz, via acoustic folk, Honda
racing, 18th century organ music,
rock, pieces for saxophones and
bassoons, massed brass bands,
the Wurlitzer, and Dixieland jazz.
Some items are recorded binaurally for headphone listening, all
use Dolby- B, and some are also
available in Dolby- C.
But to get to the point: excerpts
from these various recordings are
available on acassette called ' The
Best of Real Time', a collection
using the latest low- noise tape in
the latest housing — just to show
what can be done when people
really try. And to help readers
make up their own minds for free,
Mike is prepared to lend acopy of
this sampler to anyone who sends
him a request with name and
address— or even in response to a
phone call. Whitetower Records, 2
Roche Gardens, Milton Keynes
MK3 6HR. Tel: 0908 73969.

are pleased to give a mention to
smaller companies when we have
the space. A new record from a
younC. violin and piano duo,
Katherine Sweeny and Albert Alan
Owen comprises the Debussy
Sonata, Szymanowski's Chant de
Roxane, the Prokofiev solo Sonata
and what is believed to be the first
recording of the violin and piano
arrangement of Shostakovich's
Three Fantastic Dances. The
record ( AS 1027) is available from
Emeryson Music Press, 59 Riffel
Road, London NW2 for f4.00 plus
75p postage and also at major
dealers such as Direction, Dean
St.; Collet's; the Templar chain;
Chimes, NW6; HMV, Oxford St.;
Blackwells, Oxford; and Rushworths, Liverpool.

Bath Festival

The 33rd Bath Festival runs from
21st May to 6th June. This is the
eighth year that the proceedings
have been under the guidance of
Sir William Glock and the progNew duo
ramme spans the music of seven
We're always keen to help pub- centuries from the Messe de
licise new recording ventures and Notre Dame of Machaut to new
although we tend only to review works by this year's featured comrecords which are distributed posers, Colin
Matthews and
through larger retail outlets, we Dominic Muldowney. There are
four concerts in celebration of the
250th anniversary of Haydn's
Berlioz Festival. There's also a
birth, and other anniversaries
RLPO ¡Janowski
Meistersinger and a Mahler 7 in
celebrated include Walton's 80th
Marek Janowski will become Cologne, and aParis performance
and Stravinsky's 100th birthdays,
'senior conductor' and Artistic Ad- of Parsifal. 1983 sees a Wagner
and the 150th of Clementi's death.
viser of the RLPO from September Centenary concert in Liverpool. In
Other featured composers are
1983, following the success of his the contemporary music field
Mozart ( chamber works by the
tenure as the orchestra's Principal Janowski has aspecial affinity with
Aldeburgh String Trio), Chopin
Guest Conductor. Janowski was Messiaen and has worked closely
born in Warsaw in 1940 but moved with the composer on anumber of (concerts from Ousset, Andre
Tchaikovsky and Perlemuter), and
with his family to Germany at a occasions. It all looks most inPurcell (
King Arthur from the
very early age. His first major teresting for Liverpool's future
Monteverdi Choir/English Baroappointment
was
with
the musical prospects.
que Soloists/Gardiner). There will
Hamburg State Opera from 1969
be aseries of children's concerts,
to 73. In ' 73 he became Musical
and, in a lighter vein, a ' review'
AS
Director of the Freiburg Opera and
and a concert by the Midnite
from ' 75 to ' 79 held a similar
Sinfonia
Follies Orchestra. Fringe events
position at Dortmund. He made his The first recording in a new coninclude alate night Festival picnic,
debut with the Berlin Phil in 1977. tractual arrangement between the
tours, lectures and exhibitions.
Since ' 79 he has divided his time Northern Sinfonia of England and
For the second year running there
between his work with the RLPO, ASV records will consist of two
will also be a Contemporary Art
Deutsche Oper ( West Berlin), the Chopin works, the F minor piano
Fair, held over the Bank Holiday
Bavarian State Opera ( Munich), concerto and the Andante spianathe Paris Opera and the Dresden to and grande polonaise, both in- weekend. Details and booking
from Linley House, 1 Pierrepont
Staatskapelle. His debut with the volving the Sinfonia's musical
Place, Bath BA1 1JY.
Chicago Opera in 1980 was a director, Tamas Vasary. Under the
production of Lohengrin.
new contract the orchestra will
Janowksi is currently under- make a planned series of three
Leslie Howard
taking a project with Ariola Euro - records per year, and one forthIf you're in town on Sunday 30th
disc to record the whole of coming project ( hopefully the first
May, you might like to stop off at
Wagner's Ring. Rheingold has of several) is to do the Dvorak Wind
the Wigmore Hall in the evening
already been released of course and String Serenades under the
to hear the young British pianist
and Walküre is due this autumn. direction of Myung-Whun Chung,
Leslie Howard's recital in which
The cycle is due to be completed in the pianist brother of Kyung-Wha
he is to perform all 12 Liszt ' waltJanuary 1983. This year his en- Chung, who has been making
zes' — believed to be the first time
gagements include a new pro- quite aname for himself as acon- that the complete set have been
duction of The Rake's Progress at ductor of late, especially in Los
played in one concert. The progCologne Opera, Lohengrin with Angeles. Incidentally, the orchestramme opens with the ' Hammerkthe Hamburg State Opera on its ra has decided to use exclusively
lavier' sonata. The waltzes comvisit to Moscow, his first visit with the name Northern Sinfonia of
prise the four Mephisto Waltzes,
the Chicago at the Ravinia Festival England, the title it has been using
the so-called Bagatelle without
and the Philharmonia at the Lyon abroad for some years.
Tonality, the four Valses OubHI- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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liées, the ValseImpromptu, Valse
Melancolique and the Valse de
Bra your. Leslie Howard is recording the waltzes for Hyperion in
July and recently taped the four
sonatas of Anton Rubinstein and a
selection of ' encore' pieces from
the likes of Rossini, Bruckner, Glazunov and Grainger.

New Award
The Frankfurt Music Trade Fair
(Musik Messe Frankfurt) have
announced the initiation of the
Frankfurt Music Award. The award
is valued at around 25,000DM and
the first musician to receive it is
the Russian- born violinist, Gidon
Kremer. The citation recognises
Kremer's ' extraordinary achievements in both national and international music life'. Gidon Kremer
studied at the Moscow Conservatoire for eight years with David
Oistrakh and during that time won
prices in competitions in Brussels
(1967), Genoa ( the Paganini Competition) and Montreal ( both in
1969). In 1970 he won the International Tchaikovsky Competition.
Gidon Kremer's concert repertoire reflects an exceptionally
catholic range of sympathies from
the
Baroque,
Classical
and
Romantic to the Second Viennese
and avant-garde, and his recordings for Philips include works by
Mozart,
Beethoven,
Schubert,
Milhaud, Ravel, and Prokofiev.

Saga
Saga have announced the signing
of a non-exclusive distribution
deal with Harmonia Mundi ( UK)
Ltd. This new agreement supplements the existing arrangements
with Lugton's and HR Taylor.

Sleeves galore
If you feel a need to replace all
those paper inner sleeves in your
collection with quality polythenelined bags, or would like to protect
your outer sleeves from sticky fingers, you may be interested in an
offerfrom Papla Ltd of York House,
Oxford Road, Beaconsfield, Bucks.
The inner sleeves Papla supply are
German- made and come from the
same source as those used by
P**y***m. Minimum order is 100
bags, either inners or outers, or 50
of each, and the cost is £9.95 inc.

Carl Orff
As we go to press the death has
been announced of Carl Orff. A
formal obituary will follow next
month.
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CLASSICAL REVIEWS

BEST of the MONTH
Crystal-clear digital Hoist Planets from Maazel

75

Double-starred Janacek: Cunning little Vixen

76

Delmé with very satisfying Daniel Jones Quartets

76

Downes with friend-winning Lloyd Symphony 8

76

Double-starred Prokofiev Romeo & Juliet: Muti

77

Soler's ' Fandango' and others from Kipnis

78

Tilson Thomas: mastery in Tchaikovsky's Manfred

78

Natural, clear Arnold/Benjamin/Bush: Braithwaite

81

Julian Bream with clarity and appropriateness

81

Eine kleine Nachtmusik and others, from Karajan

81

Italian Trumpet Concertos with style

81

J. S. BACH: Advent Cantatas BWV 61 and 36 D
and Christmas Cantatas BWV 110, 40 & 50
Auger/ Wenkel/ Schreier/ Lorenz / Thomanerchor
Leipzig / Neues Bachisches Collegium musicum su
Leipzig / Rotzsch
Eurodisc 201415-366, 201416-366 (£4.99
each) ( PRT Sales)
BWV 61, here, comprises an attractive series of
contrasts between freely invented movements,
joyfully recounting the Advent message, and movements based on the words and music of the
Lutheran hymn. Both cantatas are well managed,
although the choir do not always rise to the severe
technical demands of the opening chorus of BWV
36; by no means all the rapid figuration is accurately
focused, nor is the rhythm always steady. All four
soloists are good, and they are well supported by
the Collegium. The sound is dry and a trifle
constricted, and tonal perspectives are not wholly
realistic.
The two Christmas cantatas ( BWV 110 & 40) are
exuberant, colourful works belonging to the first
and third Leipzig cycles ( 1723 and 1725). BWV 110
begins with a French Overture, the outer, dotted
sections being taken from the Fourth Orchestral
Suite, the central, choral section being newly
composed—asection full of sparkling laughter. This
is well captured by amuch rejuvenated St. Thomas'
choir, and the New Bach Collegium—a smaller and

livelier group than the Gewandhaus orchestra
which has been used in earlier St Thomas' recordings. BWV 40 contains some particularly tricky
music, especially ' Christenkinder, freuet euch' for
solo tenor, superbly handled by Peter Schreier.
There is again some poorish balance, notably in the
BWV 110 duet, the organ being impossibly distant
and squeaky. By early 70s standards, the sound is
good, but it lacks the effortless spaciousness that
has more recently been achieved. This is quite the
best singing that Ihave yet heard from St. Thomas's,
even though tenors and basses lack the polish of our
better English choirs. Odd, though, that they don't
sing and play at early- 18th Leipzig pitch ( a = c.415);
the evidence for this is unassailable. EB: 1/21
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: ' Brandenburg' Concertos ( BWV
1046-1051)
ASM / Marriner
Philips 6769 058 (
2 recs) ( full price)
ASM goes international here: the soloists include
Henryk Szeryng ( yin—Concertos 2, 4 & 5), JeanPierre Rampal ( fit), Heinz Holliger ( obo in 1),
Michele Petri and Elisabeth Selin ( recs), George
Malcolm ( hpd in 5) and André Bernard ( tpt); the
ripientists and the remaining soloists are more
familiar, but all experienced and distinguished ( for
example, Stephen Shingles and Roger Best play

APOLOGY: In April ( p.85), C.B. said that Brendel's Phil ips cycle of Beethoven piano sonataswas deleted. Not
in fact the case, as 6768 004 ( 13 recs) is still available.— Records Ed.

INFORMATION

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by: g (
monophonic) or El (stereo
RECORD RATINGS
transcription).
Record ratings are designed to summarise our critics ® refers to a UK reissue.
findings, but should be noted in conjunction with the
full reports—and taken as aguide only.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
Recording
Performance
recorded quality, but do not take account of individual
A
Very Good
1
pressing faults encountered with our test samples.
Good
2
Readers may assume that acertain proportion of such
Moderate
3
variable faults will occur among commercial
Poor
4
D
pressings.
H
Historical
H(
or 1,2,3,4
(pre- LP)

as appropriate)

Occasionally a record nay be worthy of special
mention, taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In
such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: eg, 111:1*, A*:2 or
(exceptionally) A*:1*. C)Hi-Fi News & Record
Review.

RETAIL PRICES
Owing to the large range of discount prices now
available on records, most of the major companies
have abolished a retail price structure. We will
continue to quote retail prices where supplied to us,
but would otherwise refer readers to the box below,
which relates price- range to label prefixes.

RECORD PRICES (
EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; MERCURY; DG; CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate index to prices readers may ordinarily expect to find in retail shops
(very rough guide: ' Full' £ 5.50, ' Mid' £ 4.00, ' Low' £ 2.50). Where prices are given with reviews, these are
manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary List prices.
FULL PRICE
SAN, ASD, EMD, CSD; SXL, SXDL, SET, ZRG, DSLO, HEAD, AO, AP, EK: 9500, 6500, 6514; 2530, 2531,
2533; 35/36/37/72/73/76000; RL; DCA/ACA; Ades
MID PRICE
ESD, SXLP, HOS/M, HLM, ESDW(2), SXDW(2); SDD, GOS, GRV, ZK, SOL: 9502 2542; 6527, SRI; 61000; RL;
ACM/ASW; NKF
LOW PRICE
PA, DPA(2), ECS, SA, VIV, OLS; 6570, 6833; 2535, 2538, 2547, 2548; 30000 GL, VICS
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very tidily in No. 6).
However, the whole combination does not always
sound comfortable (for example, in No. 2, Petri and
Holliger are, while distinctive and defensible interpretatively alone, contradictory in approach to one
another); the horns are none too well in tune in No.
1; the three violin soloists play in separate works, of
course, but differ very widely in style of vibrato, of
articulation and of volume. Bach's COthen musicians also probably came from different cultures
and national schools of technique: but Ifeel certain
that Bach will have welded his regular band into
more of a uniform whole than Neville Marriner has
here. There are other faults, too: avery slack overall
control of rhythm in the opening movement of 3;
some very curious distribution of the soloists in the
finale of 2; an uncredited rescoring of part of the
finale of 1—and more besides.
Recording is clear, but attempts to balance things
out by what sounds like clumsy editing annoy me in
the larger- scaled movements. No. 6, as so often, is
most successful. [
A/B:1/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: The Complete Organ Works, Vol.
VII
Peter Hurford (arg) ! Alban Singers / Hurford
Argo D227D3 (
3 recs) ( mid price)
This is the penultimate issue of the series, and
comprises areissue of the ' 18' chorale preludes with
the sung chorales ( originally ZRG 843/4), plus athird
disc in the usual ' recital' style on which one item
(BWV 767) is reissued from ZRG 835. Some overlap
with earlier issues is inevitable with such a project,
but this solution does make sense, both musically
and ergonomically. Before betting on the contents
of Vol. VIII you had better give your crystal ball a
good wipe, though!
The chorale settings are selected by Stephen Daw,
and his commentary in the original issue should be
read in conjunction with Peter Williams' notes in the
current one, if possible. The organs used for the
preludes and other works are the Reiger in Washington DC, the Casavant in Toronto and the Flentrop/
Mittenreiter in Eton College, Windsor.
Though I detected one or two very slightly
tentative phrasings on Side 6, the whole performance is masterly in concept and realisation, both in
terms of simple listening pleasure and in technical
interpretation—.-lurford's practice remains as persuasive as his preaching. Apart from some hardness
of the sound on Side 1 Band 1 and the odd minor
wow the recording quality remains firmly in the
'very good' category, making this issue another
essential wallet-lightener for collectors of the series,
and astrong temptation to others to start. [
A/B: 1 */
1]
Trevor Attewell
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 2 in D. op. 36 CI
Fidelio, Op. 72 I: King Stephen, Op. 117
LSO/Monteux
Decca SPA 584 0) 1967
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 5 in c, Op. 67
Egmont, Op. 84
LSO/Monteux
Decca SPA 585
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 7 in A, Op. 92
LSO/Monteux
Decca SPA 586 8 1964
'Couldn't make the transition, scherzo to trio'
growled my predecessor Burnett James. Symphony 2 illustrates Monteux's ' incurable inability',
and the trios in the Seventh are also very slow; there
I think the tempo works because the French
conductor secufed such wonderful singing lines.
Another idiosyncratic habit was that of easing
gently into a Beethoven allegro, from a slower
introduction—perceptible here in the opening
movement of the Seventh, but more strikingly in
both the Allegro and ' Victory Symphony' sections of
the Egmont overture. Op. 84, and the Fifth, where
Monteux eschewed the substitution of horns for
bassoons at 303 ( Karajan, Jochum), or doubling(Biihm) have not been released until now. All three
discs were made at the end of Monteux's long life.
Then, ensemble sometimes faltered, but the vitality
was undimmed: his Seventh finale, alas without
repeat, is as fast as the notorious Beecham! It is
worth hearing the rehearsal sequence on the
'Festivo' Concertgebouw Eroica, as a reminder of
Monteux's fastidious methods.
Perhaps the Fifth remained unpublished because
at key points in : he first movement the mono theme
is very deliberately held, in the context of areading
of fiery, Szell-like impetus. These gestures strike me
not as Furtwânglerish yie)dings to impulse so much
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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as structural pointers to some new path, eg,
development, or coda, the music would take. All
these tapes have a natural warmth, a quality
reminiscent of the Festival Hall's brightness. The
eloquent strong phrasing, the zestful readings of the
veteran conductor, make these collectors' gems.
[A/B:1/1*]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 21 in C, Op. 53
'Waldstein': 24 in F,-;, Op. 78: 27 in e. Op. 90
Paul Badura-Skoda (pno)
Astrid) AS73 (£5.50) ( Harmonie Mundi)
Not as impressive as the box of five late sonatas
(Dec. 81), this coupling uses aHaschka instrument
with Viennese action, dating from c. 1815. It sounds
too intractable for the mercurial qualities of Op. 78 to
register properly, and in the Waldstein the effect is
even perfunctory, although pedal colourings are
interesting. Badura-Skoda's reading is essentially
unchanged since his (deleted) Unicorn recording,
on a modern Steinway, but here the impulsive
manner at times degenerates into mere vehemence.
As it happens, Malcolm Binns' complete cycle has a
fortepiano by the same maker for Op. 53 (Vol 3,
Oiseau Lyre D184D3)—a more reflective and imaginative account, very sympathetically reproduced. Binns' tempo forlhe Adagio is slower, the
melody rising from the low registers far more grand
in emergence than here. The Astrée transfer is at a
high level, and treble, middle, and bass registers are
too widely separated in the stereo image; the
balance is too close to flatter the timbres of this
instrument. [B:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonata 32 in c, Op. 111 /
SCHUMANN: Symphonic Etudes Op. 13 0
Toccata Op. 7
¡vo Pogorelich (pno)
DG 2532 036 digital
Ivo Pogorelich follows his very successful recording
debut of Chopin ( DG 2531 346, reviewed by A.K.
HFN/RR, July 1981) by taking on two of the most
demanding works in the early 19th century piano
repertoire. Beethoven's last sonata is of course one
of his most emotionally transcendent works and
Pogorelich, right from his stunningly arresting
opening—too violent, Iam sure, for some—sets a
very distinctive and rather fiery mark on the first
movement. His statement of the theme of the
second movement too is striking for its concentration and for the total control of phrasing and
impulsion. This sublime profundity escapes him
somewhat in Variation 3—the variation which is, as
it were, the apotheosis of the dance—and also the
figuration eight bars into Variation 4sounds just a
little like passage work. But these may be carping
criticisms of what is afine, impassioned performance. Some of the variations in Schumann's Symphonic Etudes are stunningly well played with an
unfailingly good ear for sonorities (Vars. 3, 9,
Finale). We are here given only the twelve original
studies, without the five discovered later which
Ashkenazy includes in his performance ( SXL 6214).
DG have had considerable success with their
digital piano recordings ( Michelangeli's Brahms on
2532017, reviewed by R.B. HFN/RR September 1981
and further eulogized in 12M' February 1982) and
the present issue again comes up to this formidable
standard. It is a little more immediate than the
Michelangeli and dryer, but has the same solidity
and quality throughout the range. [A*: 1/2 Beethoven / 1*/1 Schumann]
Roger Bowen
BERLIOZ: Death of Cleopatra—Lyric Scene. 0
Royal Hunt & Storm, Trojan March, Ballet (from
The Trojans)
*Nadine Danize (sop) / New PO of Radio France /
Amy
Erato STU 71413 (E5.75) (Conifer)
Two of the three currently available Cleopatra
recordings ( Baker/Davis, Pashley/Davis) are coupled with other Berlioz vocal works, the third
(Minton/Boulez) comes with Elgar's Sea Pictures,
while the Baker/Gibson version ( backed by asplendid Trojans finale) has again disappeared from the
catalogue. Thus there is nothing directly comparable with this new French issue, which couples
Berlioz's early 'lyric scene' with some purely orchestral items from his late opera.
Mlle. Denize makes an impressively dramatic
Cleopatra: perhaps atouch on the forceful side and
not always completely in command of intonation at
climaxes, but with an operatic and dynamic thrust
that this extraordinary minor masterpiece can well
withstand. The orchestral backing under Gilbert
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Amy is good if not especially refined, ajudgement
which might also apply to the recorded sound were
it not for one or two vocal peaks which threaten
momentary break-up—as for instance at the first
repeat of ' Grands Pharaons' in the Meditation,
which three cartridges refused to track cleanly. The
Royal Hunt & Storm has some fine horn playing in
an otherwise mostly unexciting performance, while
neither the two ballet episodes nor the Trojan March
really spring to life despite very adequate recording—unless an increased tempo at the end of the
March is felt to be invigorating rather than simply
inept.
So, a good Cleopatra with doubtful sound, and
some rather dull Trojans items quite well recorded. I
would look around elsewhere for the orchestral
pieces and plumb for Janet Baker's portrayal of
Cleopatra on Philips 9500 683. [BIC: 1/2]
John Crabbe
BERLIOZ: The Damnation of Faust
Riegel/ van Dam / von Stade / King / Chicago SO
and Chorus / Glen Ellyn Children's Chorus / Sold
Decca D259 D3 digital (3 rece) (full price)
This is only the second Berlioz work to be recorded
by Solti (ten years after his Chicago Fantastic), and
while he is well supported technically by both
players and singers, Ifeel that unfamiliarity with the
composer's idiom—or is it lack of real sympathy?—
has in various subtle ways thwarted the outstanding
issue we might otherwise have expected from such
eminent forces. This is not to say that the performance, considered as awhole, is anything less than
good; but Sir Georg does tend to go for the dramatic
and colourful elements at the expense of the
melancholic and contemplative, a bias echoed to
some degree by Kenneth Riegel as Faust and
Frederica von Stade as Marguerite. Thus Faust is
more convincing at invoking Nature near the end
than in lamenting his empty life at the beginning,
and Marguerite more moving in expressing her
passionate despair at lost love than in conveying the
gentle sadness of the 'King of Thule' ballad—which
can be very beautiful.
But the better parts of this curate's egg are fine.
Malcolm King handles Brander's 'song of the rat'
very adequately, while José van Dam is a consistently fine Mephistopheles—if not quite in the
super-class of Jules Bastin in the Davis recording.
Orchestra and choruses perform with accuracy and
vigour, and apart from a passing impression of
strident hardness on some of the early choral
passages the recording is superb: clear, clean, and
with avery full-bodied bass to match the brilliant but
unexaggerated treble. There is a pleasing and,
easing sense of reverberant depth, with vocal
soloists sensibly separated and distanced in accordance with the changing demands of choral/orchestral balance. Dynamics are impressively wide, the
screams from praying peasant women as Faust and
the Devil gallop by are really believable, and there is
asplendidly powerful Pandemonium scene as Faust
falls intà the Abyss. Sonically, this issue has the
edge on Philips' slightly dry acoustic ( Davis) and
DG's rather over-prominent voices ( Barenboim),
but I
cannot honestly say that it quite equals either of
them in revealing the inner recesses of Berlioz's
music. [A*/A:2]
John Crabbe
BIZET-SHCHEDRIN: The Carmen Ballet
LA CO / Schwarz
HMV ASD 4194 digital
The soft tones of tubular bells engaged in fragments
('subliminal hints', says the sleevenote writer) of the
melody from the Habanera should warn the unwary
that the world of Bizet and Mérimée is only
approximately related to the happenings on this
disc (there are also brief quotations from L'Arlésienne). The scoring is for strings and a battery of
percussion, the latter often of sledgehammer
weight, gargantuan tonal depth and ear-tickling
variety. The effect is outrageous and often wildly
inappropriate to the spirit of what would be sung at
this or that point. Certain Bizet scholars will not be
amused; many other listeners will smile at some of
the effects. At times Igrinned broadly at the sheer
insolence of the piece, but it is rather long (42
minutes), and the overall effect tends to be dogged
and texturally monotonous (something which can
never be said of Bizet's own orchestration). Exasperation with the heavy-handedness of the
humour, rather like an uninfectious belly-laugh, had
set in well before the end. The performance is highly
expert, although ( if memory serves) without some
of the energy which characterised an earlier recording by Melodiya, also released here on HMV. The
sound of the newcomer is very good; warm rather

than bright, it presents the vast percussion effects in
nicely-ranged, credible perspective with the strings.
Play an inch or so of the disc when spirits are low
and neighbours' tolerance high. [A:1/21
Andrew Keener
BOCCHERINI: Cello Concerto in G, G480/ DANZI: Cello Concerto in A
Wolfgang Boettcher (v/c) / RIAS Sihfonietta /
Velazco
Schwann VMS 2002 (£5.50) (TOO
This pleasing issue dates from sessions in the
Church of Jesus Christ in Berlin last summer. The
Boccherini G major Concerto—the only one he
wrote in that key—is here oddly claimed to be the
first recording of the work 'as originally written'.
Free of Grützmacher it certainly is—and the warmtoned, eloquent soloist sees to it that we get the
sunniest impression of a tuneful and well-made
work. Idoubt if Boccherini himself would have
enjoyed the sprawling cadenzas as much as he
would the stylish, alert playing of soloist and RIAS
Sinfonietta under Jorge Velazco. The Danzi—one of
several cello concertos by him—is anice Work with
charming themes, initially by him, and then, in the
two-speed finale, by the greatest of them all:
variations on ' Là ci darem la mano'l The recording is
over- resonant, the orchestral tone rather too romantic for my taste in this music. But it is a very
enjoyable issue. [13:1/2]
Peter Branscombe
BODINUS: Suite in A for Flute and orchestra El
Sonate a 4 in D for Flute, Horn', Violin and
Continuo D Sinfonie in F for 2 Horns and
orchestra
Heidelberg CO
DCM SM 91049 1E5.50) ( Harmon ia Mundi)
Sebastian Bodinus (c1700—c1760) is not to be ( but
doubtless often is) confused with Johann August of
that ilk ( Rudolstadt, 1725-1800). Our composer was
mainly active at Karlsruhe, where he was in the
service of the Margrave of Baden-Durlach as servant
and musician; he was Molter's assistant for some
years. Despite the thinness of the recorded sound
(there is no date, but it seems to be of recent
vintage), and the rather cautious, workaday nature
of the performances, this is arecord which can be
strongly recommended to lovers of the fascinating
byways of 18th century German music: the Ciacone
from the Suite (c1730?) is totally captivating, the
little Symphony (c1750?) busy and tuneful (the horn
tone is gruff). Best of all is the Sonata for flute, horn,
violin and continuo ( published in Bodinus' Musicalisches Divertissement), in which the variety of
timbre is as attrattive as the melodies and rhythms.
Da Camera Magna are to be congratulated on their
choice of works, though the technical quality of the
product (with noisy surfaces and little presence) is
not high. [ C:2]
Peter Branscombe
BRAHMS: String Quintets Opp. 88 and 111
Allegri String Quartet (Peter Carter and David Roth,
Prune/la Pace y, Bruno Schrecker) / Patrick Ireland
(via)
Argo ZK 94
The Allegri in its latest guise seems to have settled
down into an accomplished ensemble, fully capable
of taking its place with the other, quite numerous,
quartets. Chamber music must be in good heart in
our day to lead to so many truly excellent groups.
For these works, the Allegri rightly eschew novelty
for its own àake, and rely upon polished, controlled
playing to bring through Brahms' flow of melody
and never-failing invention. It happens to be some
little time since Iheard either of these pieces, and the
renewed interest and pleasure which Ihave derived
from these recordings is aclear indication to me that
the work of the performers is well done. Ihope that
many others will share my enjoyment.
Ihave heard better chamber-recordings than this
one—and from Decca at that. Tonally it is very good,
with a suitable suave and smooth sound, in an
acoustic which is airy but not over-reverberant.
What caused me slight unease is that the separation
is not as clear as it might be. This applies mainly to
the two violas. Now, Brahms did not write these
pieces as quintets without assuming that both viola
parts would be audible. Here, without visual clues,
that separation is not always as clear as it should be.
Istill advise strongly that you hear an otherwise
splendid disc. [A/B:11
Peter Turner
BUTTERWORTH: Five songs from ' A Shropshire Lad' and six other songs / VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: ' Songs of Travel'
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Graham Trew (bar) / figer Vignoles (pno)
Hyperion A 66037 (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Graham Trew and Roger Vignoles had previously
recorded some of the above material in atwo record
set ( Meridian E77031-2). All the songs here are well
sung and accompanied, and they make an interesting contrast. Butterworth and Vaughan Williams
were great friends, until the former was killed in
France in 1916, when he was an officer in the 13th
Durham Light Infantry. Butterworth aimed at simplicity in his settings, whereas Vaughan Williams
chose amore complex approach, giving much more
importance than Butterworth to the piano accompaniments. Graham Trew uses his light baritone
voice very well, and his diction, so important in
songs of this type, is excellent.
The recording too is very good, with the piano
well in the picture, and the overall acoustic suggests
the artists performing in a relatively small concert
hall, most appropriate for arecital of this kind. The
only other recording Ican trace of the Songs of
Travel sung by a baritone is that by John ShirleyQuirk on Saga 5473, and this was recorded in 1964,
so the new issue is certainly welcome. [
A:11
John Freestone
CHOPIN: Piano Sonata 2 in bb, Op. 35 0
Scherzo Op. 39 0 Polonaises Op. 40 nos 1 & 2
L] Mazurkas Op. 41 nos 1-4
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno)
Decca SXL 6995
How immeasurably far Ashkenazy has come in the
last ten years, fusing discipline and thoughtfulness
with the familiar fire, can be gauged by a comparison with an earlier performance of the Sonata,
recorded live at Essex University. Shaping of phrase,
inflection and long-term rubato are now masterly:
on no other disc are the opening lines of the first
movement development built with such afine sense
of proportion — the music seems to broaden before
our ears, not in tempo, but in expressive weight and
tonal 'presence'. Not everyone, Iimagine, will find
Ashkenazy's LH articulation of the principal theme in
this passage to his or her taste (though Pogorelich is
more extreme still), and Imust admit to finding the
occasional accented, jerked rhythm (twenty-five
bars before the end of the first movement, or at bars
18 and 26 of the Funeral March, for instance) ashade
disproportionate. In this, as in all Chopin, however,
detail is such apersonal thing; more to the point is
the sheer authority behind the music-making. The
second movement is an angry, storm-tossed affair;
Pogorelich (2531 346), adhering more consistently
to his chosen tempo, sounds almost mild in comparison! Very different, too, is the central section of
the Funeral March. With Ashkenazy, the solace is
sudden and complete, the tempo fractionally swifter, and the tone crystal-clear, while Pogorelich
offers a still, otherwordly introspection, achieved
despite the omission of the second repeat ( he also
omits the first movement repeat, whereas Ashkenazy preserves it). The smaller pieces on the reverse
combine pianistic refinement with awide range of
tone and expression. Clarity is a watchword:
compare the clearly-defined Decca and veiled DG
performances of the descending patterns in the
Op.39 Scherzo for the difference in a nutshell. In
common with the other issues in this series, Decca
offer acharacteristically bright and resonant image.
Arguably there are rathertoo many intrusive partials
above mf: the LH trills in the Scherzo middle section,
first section, are surely too lively by half, although
this is perhaps more acharacteristic of the instrument than the recording. Elsewhere, as a clean
reproduction of some uncommonly bright, hardhitting fortissimi, the sound is beyond reproach
[A:1 j
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Sonata 3 in b, op. 58 I: Andante
spianato et Grande Polonaise in Eb, Op. 22
Lydia Artymiw (pno)
Chandos ABRD 1040 digital (£6.50) ( Lugton's/H.
R. Taylor)
Whatever personal reservations Ihave about Lydia
Artymiw's account of the Sonata, it cannot be
emphasised too strongly that this is Chopin playing
to be reckoned with: it is authoritative, intelligent,
fiery and pianistically superb. Expressive freedom
and firm discipline of shape, both overall and within
aphrase, seem to me almost invariably to go hand in
hand. There is a ravishing response to the piano
dolce marking afew bars before the double barline
of the first movement exposition ( not repeated; a
fair enough decision to my way of thinking), and
Miss Artymiw's control in the fp LH chromatic
ascents at bar 23 is admirable indeed: there is no
more lingering here than is necessary to make the
point, and momentum is never allowed to sag for
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the sake of rubato. She is especially fine in the
Finale, in which excitement is created simply by
rhythmic 'follow-through', intelligent accentuation
and clean fingerwork. The shorter pieces are imaginatively and sturdiy done.
Only occasionally does seriousness seem to me to
border on severity. Perahia and Argerich both offer
more melting accounts of the Sonata Largo, performances which strike ahappier balance between
Chopin the sleepwalker and the intellectual. The
impression is heightened (and perhaps occasionally
even created) by the use of a very bright-toned
instrument, vividly caught by Chandos at close
quarters. Once or twice Ifelt that alittle more—but
not much more—distance might have lent greater
mystery to some passages; as things stand, the
occasional uneveness of chordal balance stands
mercilessly revealed ( Idoubt, for instance, whether
the placing of the last two bars of the Largo are to the
pianist's full satisfaction). However, as it is Lydia
Artymiw who is playing, there are gratifyingly few of
the latter, and the close sound is, no doubt, an
excellent reflection of how she hears herself at the
keyboard. The side information on the sleeve
attributes only three movements to the Sonata;
thankfully, there is no such omission on the disc
itself! [
A:1/21
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN: Mazurkas ( Opp. 7/1; 7/3; 7/5; 24/1;
24/3; 68/2; 68/3)
Preludes ( Opp. 28 nos. 4, 6,
7, 15, 20) D Marche Funèbre, Op. 72/2
Feuille
d'album, Op. posth.
Marisa Robles (hrp)
Argo ZRG 944
Marisa Robles' sleevenote disarms criticism from
the outset. It is honest ( she expresses her intention
to avoid works which would have had to be altered
in any way for the harp) and it is patently genuine. As
if we did not know it already, there is awarm and
delightful personality behind both the words and
the sensitive, accomplished playing. Nor is there an
ounce of arrogance: Chopin as acomposer first and
foremost for the piano is fully acknowledged, as is
the existence of great pianists who play him. The
motives behind the making of the disc, she writes,
are adeep and lifelong love forthe composer and, as
aself-confessed believer in the continuing presence
of spirits from the past, afervent trust in his blessing
on the project. As she suggests, the harp is indeed
fully capable of reflecting much in Chopin that is
'romantic, free in expression and passionate'—at
any rate, in her hands it is. But variety of sound? I
remain unconvinced on that score, Ifear. Even so
skilled a practitioner as Marisa Robles cannot
disguise the relatively unvaried nature of the sound
of harp beside pedalled piano in such writing as the
repeated LH chords of the Op. 28/4 Prelude, or the
greater ability of the piano to make adistant, veiled
thing of much in the Op. 72/2 Funeral March. The
recording makes a lovely sound, warm and wellfocused, if not as startlingly life-like as a Soundstream issue from Delos ( DMS 3005). Admirers of
fine harp playing in general will rightly want this
new Argo release; those who admire Marisa Robles
in particular, as Ido, may turn with more pleasure to
her other discs. [
A:11
Andrew Keener
COUPERIN:
Simphonie
Second Quartet for Two
Françoise D L'Italienne
William Christie, David Fuller
Harmonia Mundi HM 1051

de
Clavecins CI
harpsichords 0 La
(hpds)
(£5.50)

This is arecording for lovers of keyboard curiosities.
Armand- Louis Couperin was perhaps one of the
lesser members of this distinguished family, but his
Simphonie de Clavecins turns out to be an interesting work. It was evidently composed to make use of
the latest devices that were being added to instruments by some makers in order to extend their tonal
and dynamic range, and at atime when the piano
was rapidly gaining ground these experiments
hardly seem surprising. The instruments used for
the recording are splendid examples: a RuckersTaskin harpsichord and a Goujon-Swanen instrument, both of which underwent considerable transformation during the eighteenth century, having
additional stops added as well as knee-levers.
The Goujon-Swanen instrument is complicated in
the extreme, and the music Couperin wrote for this
type of harpsichord is atour de force of spectacular
tonal and dynamic effects, many of which are not
possible on conventional instruments. Crescendos,
diminuendos, sudden pianissimos and rinforzandos seem to be everywhere, and the two instruments produce a wealth of rich tone colours and
pleasing effects. The crescendos are perhaps the
most surprising effects, sounding curiously out of

place, and the attractive tunes—many of which
seem to go nowhere in particular—at least fall
pleasantly on the ear.
The second harpsichord quartet (the latter term
referring to the number of hands, rather than
instruments) is aslightly more serious affair with a
delightful slow movement. The performances are
splendid: clean, articulate playing, with anice sense
of rhythmic vitality and pace.
The wide tonal range of these two instruments is
well caught in the recording and the instruments are
well balanced, but Iwould have preferred a little
more separation between the instruments, for it is
not always easy to identify which is playing whit.
playing what. [ 13:1]
Colin Evans
DELIUS: Brigg Fair—An English Rhapsody O In
a Summer Garden
iEventyr ( Once upon a
Time) 0 A Song of Summer
Hallé / Handley
CFP 40373 digital (£2.25)
That arecording company can issue new performances and recordings of the highest quality and put
them in the shops for about ' half price' has always
seemed to me one of the wonders of the modern
catalogue; for some ten years now, the CFP label
has rightly held equal attraction for those either
building a library or furnishing it with multiple
alternatives. Ionly wish Icould extend a warmer
welcome to such an enterprising 'first' as this CFP
digital. In a nutshell, what Imiss most here is
atmosphere and Delian Flow. Measured as it is,
Barbirolli's Brigg Fair (
from his last recording
sessions—ESD 7099) seems to me to possess a
notably greater ease in transition than Vernon
Handley's, in which, by comparison, Idetect a
certain stiffness and rhythmic squareness. The
regular quaver pattern in the 6/4 section of In A
Summer Garden likewise strikes me as dangerously
close to the four-square; once again it is Barbirolli
who offers a more appropriate warmth of texture
and fluidity of movement. Regular readers who
know of my admiration for Vernon Handley's work
on this label, and as listeners to BBC Record Review
might remember, his Elgar I ( CFP 40331) seems to
me marginally the finest of all in ahotly competitive
field.
Perhaps, with the newcomer, it is partly amatter
of playing and ecording. Both are considerably
more refined on Vernon Handley's analogue predecessor to this disc ( LPO, CFP 40304): the Halle
strings, not always ideally blended or tuned, are
caught, as it were, in the full light of day, and the
overall sound, though clear enough, is rather dry
and ( in Brigg Fair especially), ashade crowded at
climaxes—'grainy' is the word which kept returning
to mind. Uncharacteristic, but a pity all the same.
[13:2]
Andrew Keener
DVORAK: Symphony 8 in G, Op. 88 u Overture, Carnival, op. 92
Hallé / Loughran
ASV ALH 912 (
PRT Sales)
The rather dampened acoustic of this recording plus
traces of rumble on the first side are something of a
handicap to full enjoyment of what is a good
journeyman account cethe symphony rather than
an inspired one. Loughran begins the first movement very slowly, more slowly even than Marriner
in his recent Minnesota Orchestra version ( I
failed to
note that this is the new name for the Minneapolis
Symphony). But Marriner turns the trick successfully by making the rest of the movement compound
the initial artifice, and, indeed, carrying through the
impulse thus generated, Loughran does it less
convincingly even if he is more respectful of
Dvorak's directions. What results is a respectful
performance but one that lights few lamps in dark
corners, or, to change the metaphor, picks you up by
the scruff of your neck and shakes you as Marriner,
Colin Davis and one or two—but not many—others
have done. The Scherzo and Finale are more
sparkling, helped by abrightening of the sound on
Side 2, and the almost obligatory Carnival goes with
welcome panache and averve that makes one wish
even more that some of it had gone into the
symphony. [
13:21
Kenneth Dommett
FLOTOW: 'Martha'
Popp / Soffel / Nimsgem / Jerusalem / Riddersbusch / Like / Bavarian Radio Chorus / Munich RO /
Wallberg
Eurodisc 25422 XGR (
3recs) (£14.99) ( PRT Sales)
The only other stereo Martha came in 1969 with
Rothenberger, Fassbaender, Weller, Gedda and
Prey in astar-studded cast under Heger ( once HMV
SLS944, and recently available again as an Electrola
import). This was avery satisfactory performance,
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particularly in respect of its overall character and
atmosphere. Suited by a warm EMI recording, it
managed to sound much closer to the original
period of the opera than this rather bland modern
recording does. Character for character the new cast
are very much the equal of the earlier one. Lucia
Popp is generally much firmer and surer than
Rothenberger but is perhaps too robust in the
filched ' Last rose of summer'. Gedda's Lionel was
sensitively done, though occasionally he might be
said to be too refined. Siegfried Jerusalem is aless
complicated character and sings 'Ach Iso fromm'
without the tender conviction that Gedda brings to
it. This is a tidy, decently recorded version of the
opera but it lacks the atmosphere and finesse of the
older recording. On the other hand it has acleaner
sound and has merit in its straightforward approach
which makes the work less fussy for modern tastes.
(A:1)
Peter Gammond
FOULDS: Ctuartetto Intimo
Lento Quieto
Aquarelles
Ende//ion Quartet: Andrew Watkinson, Louise Williams (vins) / Garfield Jackson (via) / David Waterman (v/c)
Pearl SHE564 (£5.50) ( Parnote)
The name of John Foulds ( 1880-1939) was unknown
to me before this record arrived; and to most other
people too, Iimagine. One hopes that this neglect is
about to be atoned for: Foulds was acolourful and
versatile character who, on the showing of this
programme, had a true contribution to make to
English music. The son of a Hallé bassoonist,
Foulds was allowed by Richter to take his place to
conduct his Cello Concerto ( 1911). He became
known mostly as acomposer of light music (
Keltic
Lament) but little was published, and a great deal
has been lost: the Lento Quieto (
here performed
perhaps for the first time) is amovement from his
last quartet, with only afew notes surviving of the
rest.
I have greatly enjoyed getting to know this
selection, and have formed the opinion that Foulds
was a much more significant composer than one
might suppose from his virtual erasure from musical memory. Istrongly recommend every lover of
chamber music to hear this recital; and hope
earnestly that more of Foulds' music will now be
disinterred, so far as it may still exist.
Formed in 1979, the Endellion Quartet has had
great competitive success, resulting in a wide
international demand for its services. It certainly
emerges as one of the most accomplished young
groups, not only in terms of instrumental technique,
but in ensemble and musicianship: John Foulds is
well served by his restorers.
This is also avery nice recording: excellent tone,
great presence. The one minor criticism I
have is that
the players sound strung out in aline between the
speakers. This may help legibility, but quartets
rarely if ever actually play so. [A:1]
Peter Turner
GRIEG: Piano Concerto in a, op. 16 / SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a, op. 54
Krystian Zimerman (pno) / BP° / Karajan
DG 2532 043 digital
Here are the most eloquent new accounts of these
two works that I have heard for some time.
Zimerman uses atotally different level of touch for
each concerto, the Schumann light, crisp and
intimate, the Grieg richer and more demonstrative;
he also differentiates clearly between the earlier and
later Romantic styles in his use of pedalling and
phrasing. All this sets the scene for well-considered,
deeply felt accounts of these two battle-scarred war
horses. Neither Zimerman nor Karajan is intent on
producing views of the works that radically deviate
from the middle-course interpretation that has
grown up over the years, but they make their effect
by the sheer intensity and commitment of their
reading. Attention to detail becomes almost overmeticulous in the final movement of the Schumann
where spontaneity sags on occasions, but overall
the impression is one of deep understanding of the
composers' intentions. The orchestral playing is
what one would expect from the Berlin Philharmonic, immaculate in solo passages and perceptively
balanced in the more jully-scored sections. The
sound produced by the engineers does not completely match in quality that supplied by the
performers for, though the piano is extremely well
recorded, just the right distance from both the
orchestra and the listener, the orchestral sound has
hints of harshness and congestion in louder passages, with the implication of being a touch
over-recorded. Despite this, the general merits of
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this disc make it one of the leaders in the catalogue
forthis coupling. [A/B:1*1
Doug Hammond
HANDEL: Dettingen Te Deum
Jean Knibbs (sop) / Valery Hill (sop) / Ashley
Stafford (c-ten)/ John Potter (ten)/ Michael George
(bass) / National Chorus, University of ParisSorbonne Chorus and Orch / Grimbert
Calliope CAL 1688 (£5.50) ( Harmonia Mundi)
There has evidently not been a recording of the
Dettingen Te Deum in the British lists for many
years, though at least three continental versions
have presumably had some currency here. The new
Calliope will be welcomed, then, not least because
in its union of British soloists and French choruses
and orchestra it may be held to confirm an entente
cordiale which the campaigns leading up to the
battle of Dettingen in 1743 had seriously dented. It is
a rousing occasional piece rather than a major
masterpiece, written for five solo voices and fivepa rt chorus, with quite alarge orchestra. As so often
with Handel, some of the finest passages are quietly
contemplative, lightly scored. The conductor, Jacques Grimbert, sets out in auseful note his concern
to avoid the ' monotonous overstatement' of so
many earlier performances; his choice of solo
voices in some places where choral treatment has
been customary is entirely justified by the results—a
fresh, neatly-pointed performance, in which the
hardest-worked soloists, Ashley Stafford and
Michael George, make a particularly favourable
impression. Ornamentation is once or twice inappropriate if hardly excessive. The one serious
cause for regret is the quantity of surface noise on
Side 2, especially, of my finished copy; the recording otherwise is reasonably spacious if congested at
some loud tuttis. [ 13:1]
Peter Branscombe
HANDEL: Water Music
English Baroque Soloists / Gardiner
Erato STU 71461 (£5.75) (Conifer)
John Eliot Gardiner with the English Baroque
Soloists gives us a lively yet sensitively-planned
'authentic' account of the ever-popular Water
Music, with contemporary instruments or modern
copies, alert decoration, and confident sense of style
(the inverted commas around 'authentic' are required only because Handel's original intentions
and distributions are unknown). The three Suites are
played in what is surely the most correct order F - G D; the Fmajor one enriched here by two extra and
quite appropriate numbers from arelated concerto
appended to the Halle Edition. Here is great
splendour, with ringing natural horns; thereafter,
the quiet intimacy of the G major Suite, with its flute,
piccolo, oboes and strings (the Minuet includes lute
as continuo instrument, to happy effect), is entirely
appropriate. And finally, and shortest of the three,
the predominantly rapid D major Suite, with trumpets and timpani added to the instrumentation of
the F major movements, brings the whole to a
suitably brilliant conclusion. The recording as such
is altogether less impressive than that provided for
the Schwarz/Los Angeles issue I reviewed in
December, though it is unexceptionable—balance is
good and natural-sounding, but the brass sometimes come close to overload. [ 13:11
Peter Branscombe
HANDEL: 12 Concerti Grossi op. 6
Ferenc Liszt CO / Rolla
Hungaroton SLPX 12015-7 (3 recs) If 14.40)
(Parnote)
It came as asurprise to find that there were only two
current complete sets of the opus 6Concerti Grossi
available: Marriner/ASM, and Maier/Collegium Aureum. Janos Rolla, leading the fine Budapest
players, makes an interesting point of comparison.
At first Ithought his approach was going to prove
rather generalized, the string textures lacking crispness of definition; but soon the more positive
features began to take over—considerable variety in
tone and pulse, neat and unobtrusive ( if inconsistent) decoration, contrast between organ and harpsichord as continuo instrument. The sound, by the
best Western standard, is rather shallow, with the
string tone wiry; the first solo violin tends to mask
the second. But there is lovely phrasing, and there is
nothing stereotyped about the dance-rhythms, nor
indeed about the continuo playing (the closing
Allegro of no. 8 is treated almost as if it were a
harpsichord concerto). There is due weight in the
slow movements, the fast are properly fleet of foot.
This is avaluable issue.113:1/21 Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: The ' Paris' Symphonies
ASM/Marriner
Philips 6725 012 ( 3 recs) ( mid price)
There has been no lack of recordings of the '
Paris'
Symphonies over the years, but currently, apart
from Dorati in abox containing numbers 82-92 and
the Concertante, there is just the Karajan set which I
reviewed last October, plus single symphonies. Of
the new set, the nicknamed 82 and 83 were issued in
1979, and 85 ayear earlier, leaving 84,86 and 87 as
new recordings here issued for the first time. They
come over excitingly here, with spacious textures,
wide dynamic and emotional range, natural sound.
There is a sense of immediacy as well as strong
feeling for style, though my notes indicate my
feeling that several of the fast movements would
have benefited from slightly slower tempos: spirit
and sheer speed are, it seems to me, wrongly
equated in the outer movements of 86, for instance.
The minuets go particularly well. And certainly the
freshness of Haydn's invention is strongly conveyed. My copy of the first two symphonies in the
set has distinctly noisy surfaces, but the quality
throughout is otherwise virtually impeccable. Despite that reservation, [A:1]. Peter Branscombe
HODDINOTT: Overture, Jack Straw 0 Nocturnes and Cadenzas for Cello and Orchestra 0
Sinfonia Fidei
Moray Welsh (vic) / Jill Gomez (sop) / Stuart
Burrows (ten) / Philharmonia Orch & Chorus /
Groves
Unicorn RHD 401 digital (£5.99)
Alun Hoddinott is one of Wales' most prolific
composers, with afair number of works to his credit
in each of the major genres. The works on this disc,
another recording made under the auspices of the'
Welsh Arts Council, are important representatives
of three of these genres and also serve to illustrate
the composer's changing idiom, from the relative
brashness of Jack Straw
(
1964) through the
meditative introspection of the Nocturnes and
Cadenzas (
1969) to the more cumulative impact of
the cantata, Sinfonia Fidel (
1977). Each of the works
is characterised by Hoddinott's use of clearly
defined formal structures, a consistently personal
use of a serially- based idiom, and a subjective
Romantic underpinning of the intellectual procedures and often purposefully austere modernisms
of his style.
The standard of performance on this disc is equal
to the works performed: Moray Welsh captures the
right combination of the rhapsodic and musing,
adding a dash of finesse in the more fleeting
passagework to bring the Nocturnes and Cadenzas
to life, and Jill Gomez and Stuart Burrows both
produce performances of the standard that we have
come to expect of them. It is the Philharmonia under
Groves who hold the disparate elements of these
contrasting works together, though, with precise
ensemble and effectively balanced textures.
Although the recording is finely detailed and in most
respects realistic, Ifound the relationship between
the wide stereo stage and the distant orchestral
sound unconvincing. The dynamic range, which is
not particularly wide, may be acontributory factor in
producing this unease. The record is best played
well-driven. [A: 1*/1]
Doug Hammond
HOLST: The Planets
Orchestre National / Maazel
CBS 37249 digital
The Planets with aFrench orchestra? Maazel is not
to be underestimated, and his is an exciting
realisation, always sharp-eared, alert to potential
atmosphere in the scoring, demanding of his
orchestral players. The only eccentricity comes at
the end of Mars, where from the final rushing string
figures Maazel's 42" timing compares with Boult's
39": not asignificant overall difference except that
the final battering chord runs for almost ten seconds
(Boult 61
/"). The Jupiter big tune is rather chilly,
2
rather stiffly delivered; few conductors on disc get
its joyful pulse so unerring as Bernstein ( Previn
disappoints, though Solti does well; Karajan is most
mannered on DG). Elsewhere Ihave nothing to
report but riveting music- making in acrystal-clear
digital recording, the best so far from CBS, with
something of the sharp focus of those classic
Mercury analogue tapes. The chorus does go on
'endlessly', the drums have ahefty thwack in Uranus
(Maazel's nasty old magician consistently draws me
under his spell), the twinkling detail is exquisite in
the remotely sensed finale. The hall sound is ample:
the sound is very 'clean'. Recommended. [A: 14c]
Christopher Breunig
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JANACEK: 'The Cunning Little Vixen'
Lucia Popp / Eva Randova / Dalibor Jedlicka /
Vladimir Krejcik / Richard Novak etc / Bratislava
Children's Choir/ Vienna State Opera Chorus! VPO
/Mackerras
Decca D257D2 digital ( 2 recs) (full price)
The Cunning Little Vixen is the most immediately
attractive of all Janacek's operas, and the impression of the composer's delight in Nature, even when
it is red in tooth and claw, stays with one right
through to the last bar. It is quite ashort opera but
the large cast, animals, insects and humans, makes
it aquestionable proposition on stage in these hard
times so one's chances of seeing it are rare. It has
had one previous recording, agood idiomatic one
on Supraphon from Gregor, which has fulled the gap
for several years now. But it will be quite eclipsed by
Mackerras' superbly directed and magnificently
recorded performance from Vienna, fourth in Decca's outstandingly successful series. In addition to
the performance, one is indebted to John Tyrrell's
informative notes and to Decca for including the
series of not very well drawn cartoons which
appeared in the newspaper, Lidove noviny, that
stimulated Janacek's imagination. The cast, led by
Lucia Popp in the title role and the sterling Richard
Novak, Dalibor Jedlicka and Vladimir Krejcik filling
the other principal parts, is consistently strong and
Gamekeeper, Schoolmaster and Priest are splendidly characterised. The numerous insect voices, the
poultry victims of the vixen and other animals are
equally convincing, and, of course, the response of
the VP0 to this luminous and consistently lyrical
score under Mackerras' inspired direction is without
equal even, Ithink, among his other Janacek opera
recordings. The digital sound is among the best
.examples of the technique 1have yet heard, less
hard than in the Sinfonietta recording, cleaner than
in Solti's Bartok, and with just the right degree of
airiness and space that this rustic masterpiece
demands. [A*:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
JANACEK: Glagolitic Mass
Felicity Palmer / Ameral Gunson/ John Mitchinson /
Malcolm King / CBSO & Chorus / Rattle
HMV ASD 4066 digital
This is only the second British recording of
Janacek's highly individual Mass, the first being
Kempe's 1973 Decca issue. In between times there
have been two Czech performances, still available,
one on Panton, the other on Supraphon, both
troubled by wobbly soloists. This ailment attacks
this latest version, Felicity Palmer and John Mitchinson both being given to decidedly wide vibratos.
Rattle's approach inclines more to Kempe's lyrical
style than to either Ancerl's or Neumann's—or even
the historic Bakala's—more incisive, declamatory
reading. It is an interpretation of rather less impact
than one might expect from Mr. Rattle's dynamic
reputation, but none the worse for being controlled.
Some of its edge has no doubt succumbed to the
poor acoustic—presumably the Great Hall of Birmingham University was used—which digital recording does little to rectify. The introductory fanfares
sound distant and the choral contribution unfocused and rather muddy. So does Jane ParkerSmith's organ solo, excellently played but rendered
turgid in the manner of many agrand organ solo
played at full blast in a reverberant acoustic. The
many admirers of the conductor will probably not be
deterred by these shortcomings: those who are and
who have the Kempe version need not worry
unduly, for in almost every respect his is a better
investment. Those who hanker after anative interpretation and are not too bothered by second-class
sound should sample Neumann's Panton performance. [
B/C:2]
Kenneth Dommett
JONES: String Quartet 1975 El String Quartet
1978 D String Quartet 1980
Delmé Quartet
Chandos ABRD 1043 digital (£6.50) ( Lugton's/ H.
R. Taylor)
That most eminent of Welsh composers, Daniel
Jones, celebrates his seventieth birthday this year,
yet so many of his major works have still to find their
way onto record. Of those that have done so a
number, like the three string quartets on this disc,
have done so with help from the Welsh Arts Council.
Jones speaks clearly and easily through the medium
of the string quartet and has the ability to relax in the
idiom without hiS music becoming insignificant.
The works are so well written that the listener can
quickly penetrate to the heart of their meaning and
become engrossed in the fascinating interplay of
ideas. This may sound as if Jones concentrates on
the intellectual and craftsmanly elements of his art,
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but in fact all three quartets are imbued with a
powerful humanity and it is this last feature that the
Delmé String Quartet are so adept at conveying.
Their technical expertise, like the composer's, is
deeply rooted so that no strain impedes the
enjoyment of these works. Tuning and ensemble are
excellent and the unlaboured phrasing allows the
music to make its own effect naturally. The Chandos
recording is well in keeping with the general high
quality and commitment of this production, though I
did not find the rather cool resonance of the
recording venue, the Church of St. George the
Martyr, Bloomsbury, completely apt. Nevertheless,
the total effect of this disc is very satisfying and if
you have not yet had the opportunity to get to know
the music of Daniel Jones, this would make an
excellent beginning. [
A:1*]
Doug Hammond
KETÉLBEY: In a Chinese temple oIn aMonastery garden CI Sanctuary of the heart
Bank
Holiday (' Appy 'Arripstead) III Dance of the
merry mascots"
In aPersian market I
In the
mystic land of Egypt* D Bells across the
meadows -1The clock and the Dresden figures" LI With honour crowned
*Dale (ten) / **Reeves (pno) / Ambrosian Chorus /
London Promenade Orch / Faris
Philips 6514 152
A minor revival of light music seems to be going on.
Recently we had Liza Lehmann In aPersian garden;
and now Albert W. Ketèlbey In aPersian market (
and
elsewhere). Not that Ketèlbey ever seems to have
gone out of favour—only out of fashion. His is the
unashamedly romantic, sentimental music that
hung over from the Victorian era into the first
decades of this century and was much loved in those
more settled days. Nobody writes such music
anymore and so it can bask in its period flavour,
background to memories of the silent screen. Yet it
is written with a craftsman's hand and seems
indestructible. The broad melodies are infinitely
memorable and it is difficult to hear such as In a
monastery garden, with its obligatory birdcalls,
without being reluctantly stirred. Ketèlbey ( 18751959) offered his own full arrangements with voice
and chorus and it is the wholehearted versions we
get here. There have been good Ketèlbey records
before, but this is one of the best, with playing, style
and sound that does full justice to the music. If
Alexander Faris appears to hold back at moments it
is because he is saving up for agrand finale, always
handling the works with great sensitivity. The old
favourites are here. Good to hear also Dance of the
merry mascots with solo piano, apleasant musical
joke that quotes liberally. A pleasant well-spread
sound, giving good orchestral perspective without
the undue gimmickry that such aconcert might have
induced. [
A:1]
Peter Gammond
LLOYD: Symphony 8
Philharmonia / Downes
Lyrita SRCS 113 (£5.52) ( Conifer)
George Lloyd (
b. St. Ives, 1913) displayed a very
substantial talent at an early age. Weak health
prevented normal education ( general or musical),
but not an early public success with symphonies
and operas. The war years proved traumatic and
further pressures and disappointments over his
third opera (
John Socman) caused him to withdraw
from composition until 1973.
The musical climate of the 50s and 60s did nothing
to help Lloyd's very romantic-Englisfrialent and it is
only the ardent advocacy of EdwareDownes which
has given it anew public platform. It is aplatform it
deserves: on merit and because it represents the
continuity of an English musical line from Elgar to
the present day.
The Symphony is in three extended movements,
the first deftly shaped and of attractive surface. The
second is the deepest in feeling—it plunges far into
tragedy. This is followed by a very vigorous
dance- propelled finale. Edward Downes' enthusiasm is caught by the Philharmonia players who
give it a performance which should win the work
many friends. [A:1*]
Benedict Sarnaker
MACONCHY: Symphony for Double String
Orchestra 0 Serenata Concertante for Violin
and Orchestra*
*Manoug Parikian (vIn) / LSO / Handley
Lyrita SRCS 116 (£5.52) (Conifer)
Elizabeth Maconchy spent her youth in Ireland,
studied at the Royal College of Music with Charles
Wood and Vaughan Williams (whose Trust helped
fund this recording) and was much influenced by the
works of Bartok. Her work is distinctively English in
its melodic idiom and in its thorough ( Germanic)
approach to texture and form.

The Symphony for Double String Orchestra (
1953)
uses two groups of strings antiphonally. By placing
the violins at the wings and the basses in the middle,
both contrast and smooth blending are available
and exploited in this four-movement work, which
impresses most strongly by its vigour and. craftsmanship. The Serenata (
1962) was first performed
by Manoug Parikian in 1963. It is ' lighter' than the
Symphony, but this is more than compensated for
by the glorious lyricism of the slow movement. The
others offset it excellently and the whole represents
all that is best in the senior generation of English
music.
The recording is avery warm yet clear one which
complements the music's nature. The playing of the
LSO is deft—at times alittle uncommitted, but never
dull. [
A:1/2]
Benedict Sarna ker
MAHLER: Symphony 1 in D
Chicago SO/Abbado
DG 2532 020 digital
Half way point in Abbado's ChicagoNienna cycle,
and achange to digital techniques, though Isuspect
that few listeners would guess, except perhaps by
the telling presence of bass drum strokes at the
lowest dynamic levels, or by the insistence of
plucked bass strings at the end of the Funeral March.
The recorded sound is rather recessed, yet there is
plenty of impact, not just in the peroration, but in
episodes such as the raucous winds in OM. No
interruption here; Side 2runs to 35'08".
Big noise levels are not what count in Abbado's
reading—the scherzo tells us nothing very new, for
instance. The opening of the finale, 'a flash of
lightning from a dark cloud', does not bring any
careering, headlong rush; the listener is more aware
that under Abbado the music is always decisively
held. Never etiolated as in the Fifth, the effect is to
concentrate attention where the orchestration is
most ravishingly worked out; in the reference back
to the beginning of the symphony in ( iv) it is as if we
see into Mahler's imaginative world with magical
clarity. The slow movement, too, brings rapt attentiveness. Arguably, this is not the whole view, rather
afocusing on the expressive possibilities of certain
sections: the playing is too faultlessly prepared to
provide other than a distanced experience. [
A:1/
1*]
Christopher Breunig
MANZONI: Masse* / SCHOENBERG: Chamber
Symphony Op. 9
Mrleurizio Pollini (pno) / BP0 / Sinopoli
DG 2532 023 digital
Giacomo Manzoni wrote Masse (
subtitled Homage
to Edgard Varese) for the Komische Oper of Berlin,
where it was first performed in 1977. It is dedicated
to Maurizio Pollini, who plays the demanding ( but
somewhat unvarying) solo part in this recording. As
its subtitle might suggest, the work is preoccupied
with the ' mass' of musical sound as aprimal quality.
The result is apiece which explores sound 'effects'
and thus operates with blocks of contrasted sonority. Many of these are by now familiar clichés of the
Avante Garde (eg, the striking of string instruments
at various points of their structure has been
extensively used by Penderecki). Unfortunately for
Manzoni, these clichés are somewhat worn and the
relentless pressure he puts upon them results in a
sense of weary bombast which is not rescued by the
excellent playing of Pollini and the Berlin orchestra.
Schoenberg's Chamber Symphony occupies the
other side of this disc. This transitional work has its
problems—it also has moments of great beauty.
This performance is mostly good—just now and
then the pressure of tempo and the thickness of
Schoenberg's texture cause the sound to congeal.
Thus, despite avery good recording the final effect
is less than happy. [
A:1/2]
Benedict Same ker
MOZART: 'Apollo et Hyacinthus', K38
Arleen Augér / Edith Mathis / Cornelia Wulkopf /
Hanna Schwarz / Anthony Rolfe Johnson / Salzburg
Chamber Chorus / Salzburg Mozarteum Orchestra /
Hager
DO 2707 129 (
2 recs) (full price)
Until now the 12-year-old Mozart's Latin 'comedy'
Apollo et Hyacinthus has been little more than atitle
in his catalogue, as was Die Schuldigkeit, and as still
is the Grabmusik. It was composed as an intermedium to be performed between the acts of a play,
Clementia Croesi, written by the Professor of Syntax
at Salzburg University, Fr. Rufinus Widl, in 1767.1t is
in effect ashort opera, not noticeably comic, on the
subject of Apollo's love for Hyacinthus, son of King
Oebalus of Lakedaemonia. Zephyrus, jealous of the
relationship, kills Hyacinthus and blames Apollo. To
temper the homosexual implications of the plot,
Apollo also happens to love Hyacinthus' sister Melia
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who, hearing of her brother's death, rejects the god.
When he learns what has happened Apollo turns
Zephyrus into a wind and has him blown away,
Hyacinthus is turned into aflower and King Oebalus
regains the protection of Apollo which he feared
lost. The young composer remained innocent of
some of he underlying currents in the plot—he
makes relatively little of Zephyrus' lagolike En! duos
conspicis (
No. 5), but rather more of Oebalus' fury
aria Ut navis—but within his limitations makes the
most of the libretto and the difficult language. This
performance, like all the early Mozart operas, owes
its origin to Salzburg's winter festivals and the
devotion of Leopold Hager. The cast acquits itself
well—Auger and Mathis are old hands—and Rolfe
Johnson as the King makes awelcome appearance.
There is the usual attention to detail, lively direction
and spirited playing that we have come to expect
from these recordings. The sound quality maintains
its now accustomed excellence. The series is
coming to an end: only La finta semplice, Bastien
und Bastienne and perhaps Zaide now await the
team's attention—and, of course, the Grabmusik
and the early Masses. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Mass in c, K427
Barbara Hendricks / Janet Perry / Peter Schreier /
Benjamin Luzon / WienerSingverein / BP0/ Karajan
DG 2532 028 digital
Whether one accepts Karajan's view of the C minor
Mass will depend on whether Mozart delivered in
the tones of Bruckner's visionary thunderbolts
appeals or not. To paraphrase awell-worn saying: It
is magnificent, but is it Mozart? To many listeners it
undoubtedly will be as this kind of performance has
been to generations of listeners misled into equating Mozart's grand manner—and this is a very
'grand' Mass—with massive orchestral power and
choral weight. Given the assumption, this must
count as a resounding success, and even ' the
somewhat untidy approach to details of vocal style
by the two soprano soloists—trills, appogiature and
the like—accords with the general conception. But
for impact this recording would be hard to match,
though curiously the trombones are not much in
evidence in the Kyrie. This apart, the digital process
helps considerably in unravelling the interwoven
thread, but not completely. The sheer weight of
sound tends to compound the textural density, for
instance in the Qui tollis, which smaller forces such
as Marriner's Philips performance make light of in
every sense of the word. On balance Marriner's is
the most consistently satisfying version, with Corboz's Erato a reasonable runner-up. But only, of
course, to those to whom Karajan's grandiose
blockbuster of aperformance seems too much of a
good thing. [A:1121
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Concert Arias Vol. 1
K217; K374; K368; 1(538; K419; K77' Ci
K431; K210; K420; K36; K209; K256*; K295 2
CI K416; 1(316; K580; K272 3
'Jeanette Scovotti (sop) / 'Peter Schreier (ten) /
3Edda Moser (sop) / * Wolfgang Hellmich (bar) /
Dresden Staatskapelle / Blomstedt
HMV SLS 5265 ( 3 recs) (full price)
From the title of this album it seems HMV have
committed themselves to completing the recording
of all Mozart's concert arias. This first instalment
includes all the arias for tenor voice, the remaining
soprano arias, the bass arias, and hopefully the
ensemble arias being reserved for subsequent
issue. As far as the sopranos are concerned
comparison with Decca's recent pioneer venture is
inevitable. Of the two represented here Jeanette
Scovotti is the more consistently satisfying, and she
presents formidable competition to her Decca rival
Elfriede Hifibarth who shares with her the Everests of
Mozart's vocal writing, perilous passages lying at
the very top of the range. These she negotiates with
ease and power, shaping the often long phrases
with consistent sweetness of tone. Moser, who has
to be compared in her four arias with Kanawa,
Gruberova and Hitibarth, is not as successful in
the unbroken sustained line, and her tone is rather
forced at the top of her range. Nor is she as stylish as
Scovotti or the Decca team. Schreier's contribution
consists of generally less distinguished music, but
this is the first time it has all been recorded.
Surprisingly for such adistinguished Mozart singer
his tone is rather coarse, most noticeably in the big
arias, Miserol O sogno and Si mostra la sorte. He is
much more successful in the lighter numbers, and
particularly good in the patter aria Clarice cara
(K256), which is recorded for the first time. Blomstedt and the Dresden orchestra's contribution is
consistently good throughout and on a par with
Decca's Viennese Chamber Orchestra. So is the
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sound, analogue in both recordings, which sets
voice and accompaniment in realistie relationship to
one another. Comparisons in this sort of undertaking are odious since the two sets do not exactly
duplicate one another, but on balance the Decca
singers are marginally preferable. iA : 1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Overtures
St John's Smith Square Orch / Lubbock
ASV ACM 2035 ( PRT Sales)
These are the standard eight mature opera overtures beginning with Idomeneo. For some reason,
probably because it makes achange, the orchestra
has chosen to play the version of Il Seraglio with
Johann Andre's concert ending, acurious conflation
of some 93 bars for which the sleeve does not
prepare us. The rest of the programme is straightforward enough in every sense of the word, for the
performances are lively, with spirited, occasionally
racy, allegros offset by sustained playing in the
slower sections. Don Giovanni and Die Zauberflüte
lack alittle weight in their most dramatic passages,
but Figaro and Der Schauspieldirektor (
one of
Mozart's best overtures) are very successful. The
sound is not all it might be, though, and on Side 1itis
dull and less well focused than Side 2, though that is
not equal to the best that this company has
produced. On balance Haitink's selection with the
LPO, admittedly weightier all round, offers better
value. [
13:1121
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Piano Quartet in g, K478 CI Piano
Quartet in Eb, K493
Walter Khen (pno) / Members of the Amadeus
Quartet
DG 2531 368
Hard on the heels of Previn's recording comes this
very persuasive reading. Comparison between the
two shows how different the interpretations are;
Previn and the Musikverein players adopted amore
earnest stance over the G minor than Klien and the
Amadeus who tend to emphasise the concertante
nature of the work. It is very much a concerto in
miniature, but in this new version at least, not a
deeply tragic or brooding one. It is a matter of
opinion which is its true nature, but one can become
hog-tied to this notion that all Mozart in G minor is
apocalyptic. It was probably the difficulty of the
piano part and the novelty of the medium which
made it hard to sell. The E flat is much more
obviously chamber music, everybody equal, and in
this performance this democracy is very much in
evidence. Klien's piano playing, usually very light
and silvery, is harder and more emphatic here and is
in line with the style of the string players, as Previn's
is with his. It is quite possible to continue advocating
the performance charms of earlier versions, but the
improved sound of these two new recordings is
important, and from the point of view of the
interpretation Imarginally favour this DG version
over HMV's. [A : 1]
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Symphony 4 'The Inextinguishable'
BP0 / Karajan
De 2532 029 digital
After two hearings, Iremain somewhat torn over
this performance. On the one hand, Ihave nothing
but admiration for the intensity of Karajan's committment and the incomparable playing of the Berlin
Philharmonic, captured as it is here in bold, panoramic sound entirely appropriate to the scale of the
reading (though, for my ears, still a little steelyedged and hyped-up in the strings); on the other
hand, though, it seems to me that Nielsen's
elemental score loses something from being so
nobly sculptetf, rather than hacked, out of granite, if
you take my meaning. Its angular, rough-hewn
textures are here rather too well-fashioned into
Karajan's grandiose and undeniably impressive
wash of sound. Wind lines tend to merge and blend
rather than penetrate independently. Note the
exquisitely cultured woodwind contributions in the
second movement: an earthier ring, both in phrasing and tone, would far better befit the character of
Nielsen's music.
Of course, the grandeur of Karajan's reading is
tremendously impressive, often overwhelmingly
so, yet again Imissed the incisive thrust of those
vastly more idiomatic accounts from Schmidt and
Blomstedt (this was the plum of Blomstedt's completé set—when will EMI issue it separately?),
particularly in the Finale where, for me, Karajan
dissipates the music's head of steam in the central
climax: a disappointment after the hair-raising
impact of his strings in the fugal bridge-passage
leading directly,, into the movement. The battling
timpani duo, too, are well under par: far greater

ferocity and clarity of rhythm is called for in each of
their solo passages.
Still, Inever expect to hear the slow movement
played with such searing intensity and though I
must continue to recommend the Schmidt ( Unicorn)
on almost every count, the superiority of DG's new
digital recording might well sway the choice for
some. (A/A*:2/11
Edward Sec kerson
PROKOFIEV: Romeo and Juliet—excerpts
Philadelphia / Muti
HMV ASD 4068 digital
Quite simply as good acoupling of these suites as
you'll currently find—rich in mood and colour,
dramatic, tender and sensual by turns.
Muti coaxes some absolutely glorious playing
from the Philadelphia: the woodwinds, for instance,
full of character and elegant of phrase—the principal
flautist's limpidly expressive solo in Madrigal and
the clarinets in Masks are but two instances; then
there are the celebrated Philadelphia strings, mightily impressive throughout (just listen to the attack of
Death of Tybaft) but especially telling where Prokofiev's writing is at its most delicate, as in those
veiled wisps of sound which open and close the
balcony scene; as for the brass, recorded here with
perhaps fractionally excessive immediacy, they
could hardly be riper. Montagues and Capulets,
despatched with the utmost swagger, brings
wonderful registration of those fruity downbeats in
the bass trombone (the basses, too, are astonishingly vivid) and while Ifavour a broader tempo at the
close of Death of Tybaft, the anguish of the
Philadelphia's baying horns and trumpets more
than makes amends.
As Ihave already implied, EMI's digital recording
is of sumptuous immediacy and possessed of
particularly thrilling depth in the bass frequencies.
Yes, Ido think that the forward brass sound is a
touch overbearing at full tilt and that's a pity, but
generally the balances are excellent and, at best—
the surging climax of Romeo and Juliet before
parting is afine example—Muti and his engineers
conjure asplendidly opulent and exciting image. A
marvellous disc and no mistake. [A*: 1*]
Edward Seckerson
RUBBRA: Symphony 6, Op. 80 IDSymphony 8,
'Hommage à Teilhard de Chardin', Op. 132
Philharmonial Del Mar
Lyrita SRCS 127 (£5.52) ( Conifer)
Edmund Rubbra's representation in the record
catalogue still bears little relation to his substantial
compositional output, despite an increasing enthusiasm for his music among certain sections of the
listening public. The Sixth ( 1955) and Eighth ( 1968)
symphonies are very different works in intention,
style and purpose, and together on one disc they
vividly illustrate the transition that Rubbra was
working through in the dozen or so years between
their respective compositions. The depth and contraction of mystic thought that No. 8's dedication
implies is realised in a manner that was to find its
culmination in the important Ninth Symphony of
1973, the Sinfonia Sacra, '
the Resurrection'. The
Sixth Symphony is, by comparison, more lightweight and easily assimilated, but that is not to
suggest that it lacks aprofound underlay. Certainly,
the ongoing lyricism of the beautiful second movement hints at depths that Rubbra has only rarely
achieved since. Norman Del Mar is obviously
attuned to the underlying implications of Rubbra's
music and draws from the Philharmonia some
splendidly supple and controlled playing in both
works.
The unnatural sound of the higher frequencies in
louder passages inhibits enjoyment of these performances, but other aspects of the recording are
excellent and highlight the best features of Rubbra's
scoring. (
A/B: 1 * 1
Doug Hammond
D. SCARLATTI: 37 Sonatas
Luciano Sgrizzi (hpd)
Accord ACC 140014 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
Sgrizzi is in the process of recording Scarlatti's
complete harpsichord works for Erato, and in my
review of Vol 2(
HEN/RR December 1980, A* :
1*) I
praised his unfailing grasp of these sonatas' interpretative and technical problems. The performances here actually pre-date those for Erato, and
while obviously assured and under control, they
somehow do not possess the flair and extravert
bravura of the later versions. The instrument does
affect, of course, the impact of the music and the
un named harpsichord on the Accord recording has
averitable armoury of different stops, which Ifeel
seduces Sgrizzi into over- indulgence of this colourful palette. Having said that, all the changes of
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timbre—often abrupt and sometimes very disparate—are caught very well by the recording, as are the
dynamic changes. Placing is close enough to hear
the action of the jacks. [
A/8:2]
Roger Bowen

SCHUBERT: Fantasia in C for violin and piano.
D934 0 Sonata for violin and piano in A, D574
Ana Chumachenko (yin) / Eke Mende (pno)
Accord ACC 140 030 (£4.99) (Studio Import)
This makes a pleasant and useful set of two of
Schubert's more substantial and comparatively rare
pieces for violin and piano. Together they are only to
be found otherwise in 2- or 3- record sets. The A
major Violin Sonata is frequently coupled with the
markedly inferior Sonatas. To have the composer's
two major violin works in this coupling is avaluable
asset. The Sonata, an affable and not too difficult
work, in the vein of the Piano Trios, is given an easy,
lilting, rhythmic performance here which makes it
immediately attractive. Chumachenko has the right
warmth of tone combined with alightness of touch
and unfussiness that presents such a work in its
right light. In the far more demanding and probing
Fantasia, the tone becomes rather more intense, the
intensity of the playing rightly increases. Even so,
and in a demanding piano part that the composer
probably would not have been able to play, the
light-fingered neatness of Mendez is a decided
asset. The textures never become cluttered. The
piano tone is clear of reverberation with a good
percussive feel to the notes; the violin is given
warmth and yet remains incisive in sound. IA:11
Peter Gammond

SCHUMANN: Andante and Variations Op.
posth CI Five Pieces in Popular Style Ill Adagio
and Allegro op. 70
Robert Majek, Marie Venzago (pnos)/ Rama Jucker,
Káthi Gohl (Irks) / Francesco Resell (hm)
Accord ACC 140 026 (£4.99) (Studio Import)
This is afascinating collection of little-known pieces
by Schumann, who was not so prolific in the
chamber field as some of his contemporaries.
Everything here is well worth getting to know; and
as it is also played with dedication, flair and high
musicianship, this is an issue not to miss.
The Andante and Variations is for the unusual
combination of two pianos, two cellos and horn. The
success of such an experiment is clouded here by
the unsatisfactory balance on the recording: two
modern pianos can make acolossal sound, which is
allowed to obscure the other three parts in heavy
passages. Rama Jucker plays the cello part in the
Five Pieces superbly: his tone is so lovely and his
command so total that he joins those select players
to whom one listens almost regardless of what he is
playing, such is the enchantment. A beautiful, and
beautifully played, horn piece ends this most
attractive recital.
The recording, apart from the balance-problem
mentioned above, is splendid: tonally, it is admirable throughout, with all the instruments accurately
delineated and naturally separated. The acoustic of
the Radio Berne studio provides clarity and asense
of space. This is a thoroughly recommendable
issue, mandatory for chamber-music lovers. [
A/
8:1/1*1
Peter Tumer
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 10
BP° / Karajan
DG 2532 030 digital
Karajan's first recording of this tremendous score
has always impressed me greatly, but this, I
think, is
better still. True, the Berlin Philharmonic, and
indeed the whole Karajan approach, are no more
idiomatic than they were before—those Berlin
winds seem almost incapable of producing areally
ugly sound—but the sweep and tragic gravity of the
reading, to say nothing of Karajan's instinctive
grasp of the work's symphonic architecture, are as
impressive as ever.
Interpretatively, there are no significant differences between the two versions, save a notable
quickening of pulse into the climax of the third
movement, yet the whole of the new performance
struck me as somehow more trenchant—possibly
on account of its more immediate sound focus. The
scherzo is markedly tighter in ambience, wind and
brass pulled forward into much greater prominence
(a little dry here but very exciting and closer than
anyone to the raw pungency of this music). Happily
the strings are not blown out of scale as Ifelt they
were, to some extent, in the Nielsen Fourth this
month. So, bar atouch of digital hardness in the top,
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the recording does Karajan and his Berliners proud.
And what playing: just listen to the strings demolishing those blistering allegros of the Finale or
the crackling brilliance of the trumpets and horns in
the coda of that movement; or again, the wistful
solo horn playing in the third movement.
For me, there is still no performance more
harrowing than Mitropoulos' classic account with
the NYPO, but among the cu rrent stereo contenders,
only Haitink on Decca has any real claim to rival
Karajan, and his reading strikes me as far less
involving an experience. [
A/A*:1/1*]
Edward Seckerson

SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony 13
John Shirley- Quirk (bass) / Bavarian RSO & male
chorus / Kondrashin
Philips 6514 120
This is the second live performance and third
recording overall of this piece to have appeared
conducted by the late Kyril Kondrashin—the man at
the helm of its controversial premiere in December
1962. Of the two earlier. recordings, the one on
Everest, pirated from alive Moscow performance in
1965 (appalling sound but an electrifying document
nonetheless) has long since disappeared from the
catalogue and Melodiya's later studio recording is
still only available as part of EMI's giant box set.
Unfortunately, the newcomer, for all its undeniable
conviction, is a far less potent experience than
either. A quick comparison with EMI's Previn issued
on ASO 3911 (the only other current contender—and
aformidable one, too) reveals why.
A great deal of the problem has to do with the
inherent tonal warmth of the Bavarian orchestra and
the cushioning effect this has on Kondrashin's
reading. Take, for instance, those plangent, metallic
wind chords which open the second movement—
'Humour': how much more pungent they are, giving
the hard-edged brilliance of the LSO for Previn. And
that's only one instance. In contrast, the Bavarian
wind and brass sound almost inhibited by the
work's angry dissonances. John Shirley-Quirk, on
the other hand, though hardly equipped with the
ideal slavonic timbre, gives a splendidly impassioned reading of the demanding solo part for
Kondrashin—far more varied in vocal characterisation than the darker-voiced Petkov for Previn. The
Bavarian basses, however, though forthright and
enthusiastic, are a touch on the ragged side
compared with their LSO counterparts.
Not surprisingly, the Previn recording is far
superior, too. Considering its live origins, though,
the Philips sound is still good—clear, well-balanced,
if alittle on the plummy side. A performance, then,
not without its points of interest, but if you want to
hear this great score in all its unmuted force, I
would
arm yourself with Previn first and then go in search
of Kondrashin's Russian performances. [
6:2]
Edward Seckerson

SIBELIUS: Symphony 5 in Eh, Op. 82 D Nightride and Sunrise, op. 55
Philharmonia / Rattle
HMV ASD4168 digital
Page after page of string figurations make Night.
ride and Sunrise more diffusely impressionistic, less
sparing than other Sibelius tone-poems. Nevertheless, in the hands of asympathetic interpreter it is a
strangely affecting piece. Rattle opts for a bright
virtuoso manner, less persuasive than Gibson's
steadier pacing on RCA. The symphony brought
various technical problems with the sound, and lam
left uncertain of this as atop-priced Fifth, with the
Karajan/ASD, or Ashkenazy's Decca digital, available (there is also Karajan's earlier Philharmonie
Fifth to consider, on SXLP). Rattle's performance is
full of ravishing moments of soft playing, but in the
opening movement brass and winds are baleful,
and I find the conducting laboured in effect.
Seem i
ng ly the outer movements are felt as massive,
not necessarily optimistic in implication.
Ipersisted with what struck me as adisagreeably
noisy record, with vague instrumental locations,
depth separation gradually improved (as the stylus
cleaned out its intended path). Even so, scoring
elements at the beginning of the Andante fail to
come into real cohesion: who to blame, conductor
or engineer? As Ilisten, Iexperience each new
tempo or section as dislocated from what has
passed... with Barbirolli's Sibelius that never
happened. [
A/13:21
Christopher Breunig

SIBELIUS: Symphony 2 in D, Op. 43
STRAVINSKY: 'The Rite of Spring' D Firebird
Suite
NBC SO / Philadelphia / Stokowski
DEll'Arte DA 9004, 9005
(£4.50 each) ( Lugton's / H. R. Taylor)
Leopold Stokowski was a fine if sometimes controversial conductor, apioneer of recording, and a
champion of contemporary music. He recorded the
first American release of The Rite of Spring and the
Firebird Suite. The present recordings were made in
1929 and 1927 respectively, and I
was very pleasantly surprised at the sound quality achieved. The
Sibelius Symphony 2was recorded with the NBC
SO, with which Stokowski was associated during
the second world war, and here the quality is even
better. Surface noise is well within tolerable proportions, and while the sound lacks transparency and
detail, it will be acceptable to many music lovers ( if
not to hi-fi enthusiasts). Stokowski was adynamic.
personality and this quality comes across on all
these discs. He never again recorded the Rite of
Spring, so this performance has special significance. These are two well engineered discs, and as
important historical releases they are very welcome.
[H:11
John Freestone
SOLER 'FANDANGO' 0 and other pieces
Igor Kipnis (hpd)
N
h D-79010 digital (£5.75) ( Conifer)
The title refers to the opening piece, which is a
keyboard version of the dance usually accompanied
by aguitar. It epitomises usefully the character of
the recital: dazzling virtuosity, an attacking style and
the extraction of the last ounce of life from the
music—which is marvellous. It strikes me that a
more reflective interpretation would be in order in
some of the pieces—all sonatas except the first—but
one can fully understand why areaders' poll in an
American magazine named Kipnis best harpsichordist in 1978, 1979. and 1980: his technical mastery
really does leave one gasping; as an example of
sustained virtuosity, this issue has few rivals; it is
truly amazing.
The recording puzzfes me: it would be of more
than usual interest to be able to compare recording
and original instrument. The first impression is of a
rather restricted frequency-range at both ends: of a
mellower sound than one associates with a harpsichord. The inner detail is superb: one can, without
difficulty, visualise every finger; and as one listens
on, the first impression seems to have been
illusory—or did with me; in the end Iam converted,
but not robbed of ell doubt. The image is a shade
wide, but the detail of the music is so perfectly
displayed that the issue must be described as
remarkable both for recording and performance. I
have enjoyed it enormously. [
A: 1*] Peter Tumor
SOR: Guitar Pieces
Patrick Gaudi (gtr)
Accord 140 011 f£4.99) ( Studio Import)
One good reason—and not the only one—why this
issue is welcome is its inclusion of several lesserknown Sor pieces: the Introduction to the Mozart
Variations Op. 9, Introduction and Allegro Op. 14,
and the Sonata Op. 15. Having heard them, one
wonders at their comparative neglect.
Patrick Gaudi was born in Besançon, heard by
Segovia, and hence invited to join one of the
master's courses. He is a player of technical
excellence (one needs astrong magnifier to discern
any problem here) and great fluency. Ifound his
style alittle unyielding, rhythmically and in terms of
tone-colour; but as an expositor of musical texts he
is admirable.
The recording is avery nice one: close, but not
oppressively so, with afull tonal range and excellent
inner detail; as a study in guitar sound it rates
highly. There is, however, one curious feature, and I
am uncertain whether it derives from the recording
or from the performer's technique. This is the sound
of the fingers on the strings, either as they touch or
leave them: a kind of rattly accompaniment in
precise time to the music. Ihave never heard this so
pronouncedly before, and it does create some
distinction. Otherwise, Gaudi's playing is wondrously free from fret- board sounds extraneous to
the notes themselves. This is definitely one for the
collector. [
NB: 1]
Peter Turner
TCHAIKOVSKY: Manfred Symphony, Op. 58
LSO/ Ti/son Thomas
CBS 76982
To see whether any conductors on records use the
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harmonium in the finale, as marked by Tchaikovsky,
Ichecked eleven versions ( not all current in UK). If
this is important to you, then only Markevich's LSO
Manfred will do; in any case the sounds registered
by some of the organs used are thoroughly offputting. Tilson Thomas' record has afine-sounding
instrument: the grand effect is of course persuasive.
He secures fine articulation from the orchestra; the
opening of the work, the scherzo, the fugato in the
finale, are phrased so that the music almost 'speaks'
—note how the harps at the close of the first section
in ( ii) have an eloquence far surpassing the usual
splashes of colouring. The cascades, from left and
right of the stage in ( iv), are similarly arresting. The
structuring of the finale is masterly, and if the
climaxes in the outer movements are less shattering
than on Maazel's recording, and the general soundquality is not as sumptuously convincing as on
Haitink's record, this CBS Manfred deserves first
placing for the excellence of performance, and
engineering of satisfying solidity. Analogue recording altogether better than the new digital coupling of
Suites 2,4. (A:1*]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Suite 2 in C, Op. 53: Suite 4 in
G, op. 61 ' Mozartiana'
Philharmonia/Tilson Thomas
CBS 36702 digital
The Fourth Suite is based on three keyboard works
by Mozart, and the Ave verum corpus transcribed by
Liszt as 'A la Chapelle Sistine' — Tchaikovsky made
the arrangements to give 'fresh impetus for the
performance of these little masterworks:. Ihave
always thought Dorati's 1968 NPO recording too
brusque (there was a more attractive Prague/
Supraphon alternative), and the sound is limited in
range. Tilson Thomas' coupling is more consistently
sympathetic — he has already given us a delightful
Third Suite, but that Los Angeles analogue disc
(76733) is very different in technical quality. In bold
closeup, it fell some way behind the Boult (EMI) or
Maazel ( Decca) versions, yet Iprefer the sound to the
new digital coupling. For here the stereo picture is
more anomalous: strings set very much to the left, in
adistant reverberant acoustic divorced from that of
the winds. Take the triangle in the Valse from No. 2;
this is set well' back, but moves forward as the
strings' crescendo is faded into the foreground.
Lively playing but disappointing engineering. ( 13:11
Christopher Breunig

VIVALDI: ll Pastor Fido (6 Sonatas) Op. 13
Hansjárg Schellenberger (obo)/Edgar Krapp (hpd)/
David Geringas (v/c) Klaus Stoll (d-bass)
Eurodisc 203 388-425 digital (£4.99)(PRT Sales)
Good, clean performances of attractive music, and
very acceptably recorded with the excellent definition that we associate with only the best digital
recordings. Schellenberger's style and tone are
firmly German in colouring and articulation, and for
all but real oboe fanatics, the six sonatas will not
necessarily make for easy continuous listening; but
then, if these Sonatas are the work of Vivaldi (about
which there is certainly some room for doubt), it is
hardly likely that he expected them to be given such
'wholesale' performances.
The accompanying instruments could have
added more colour and shaping; the harpsichordist
plays nicely, but on a dull-toned instrument, the
cellist does not seem to understand that his
continuo line is melodic and in duet with the oboe,
and the bass player similarly needs to play more
pointedly. However, the oboe playing is of such a
high art that the record deserves consideration on
that account alone.
The effect is nearly ' live'. The chamber-ensemble
is very sensibly focused, there is a true sense of
ensemble ' presence' without fussy over-directional
treatment and, if the bass had just a little more
presence ( partly afault in the playing) astar would
have been merited.(A:1/21
Stephen Dew
VIVALDI ( arr. from): 5 Concerto Solos for
Modern Piccolo Trumpet and Strings
Guy Touvron (tpt) / Festival Strings Lucerne /
Baumgartner
Eurodisc 203 677-425 digital (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
This recording by the outstandingly promising
young French trumpeter Guy Touvron is set firmly in
the mould of Maurice Andre's similar recordings of
eighteen century melodic- instrument solos adjusted to the modern trumpet. It must immediately
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be added that Touvron can and does play superbly;
his control of tone and tuning in the high register
really is quite remarkable, even by the standards of
André himself. The firmly established Lucerne
Strings accompany with their customary wistful
grace and stylistic eloquence, and even if the grace
and the eloquence have asomewhat conservative
flavour in this kind of music, at least they play well in
tune and time, and with a more satisfying sound
than those of some of Maurice André's more usual
accompanists.
This brings us to the sound itself, which is
interesting. Ihave never heard the Lucerne Strings
live, and Inote that the recording was made in a
Calvinist church near Zürich, possibly their usual
recording location. In any event, the strings sound
rather distant in the resonant building, and Ifound
myself recalling earlier recordings made by the
Lucerne players twenty and more years ago, Ithink
because of the acoustical aspect. Touvron, however,
is much further 'forward', and is caught with real
definition. The signal struck me as lower in volume
than that of many recordings, which made compensatory adjustment difficult. However, a record
that many a trumpeter will be delighted to
own.(13:1*/11
Stephen Daw

ZEMLINSKY: Lyric Symphony, Op. 18
Julia Varady (sop)/ Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau (bar)/
8P0 / Maazel
DG 2532 021 digital
Reviewing the Schwann recording (VMS1602) by
the Berlin RSO— at one time Maazel's Orchestra — in
March, Idescribed Zemlinsky's Symphony as 'eclectie'. The DG production focuses the work with
sharper definition: the Berlin Philharmonic under
Maazel conveys the feverish traits of the New
Viennese School, the singing hints at the stylisations of Wozzeck, or Pierrot Lunaire. Klee's tempi
were consistently slower and his baritone soloist had
adeeper tonal quality; Soderstrom is more affecting,
but the harder line etched by Varady seems more
apt. Even the disc-presentation, with its Kandinsky
sleeve, composer portraits, Art Nouveau type-faces
etc, evokes something of the period atmosphere.
And the digital recording catches more orchestral
detail, its closeups convey the weight of orchestration more powerfully (the Schwann is light in bass).
Both recordings have the voices unnaturally forward. Fischer-Dieskau sings expressively, but is
faintly nasal in vocal colouring — his part rides the
climaxes in DG's customary amplified way. Celestion's SL6s caught the ambience better than my ESLs,
incidentally. In the last analysis Ifelt everything was
too 'impressive'. Perhaps there is adetectable effort
to mask essential weakness in the work here. Even
so, the preferred version. [A:1] Christopher Breunig

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL
CHURCH MUSIC
ORLANDO GIBBONS: Tudor Church Music
Phi* Ledger IJohn Butt (org) ¡London Early MG
ASV ALH 915 ( PRT Sales)
EVENSONG FOR ASH WEDNESDAY
Choir of Winchester Cathedral / Martin Neary /
James Lancelot (org)
ASV ALH 915 ( PRT Sales)
Whereas the Winchester recording is of an actual
service, that from King's is arecital, devoted to the
work of one remarkable composer, the Winchester
one being the usual mixture of styles and periods —
in this case, from Byrd onwards. At King's, authenticity is further enhanced by the introduction, in
three pieces, of the London Early Music Group to
accompany, and the use of either achamber organ
or restriction of registration to produce the effect of
one (the Fantasia for Double Organ is particularly
lovely).
The Winchester choir is not totally outclassed, to
my ears, by being exposed to the proximate
comparison with King's: its performance is excellent, though Ihave to say that the choice of Allegri's
Miserere as the most important piece produces an
audible nervousness, though things get better as

the work proceeds.
It was not until Ihad done my listening to the
King's issue that Inoticed the modest 'digital' on the
back of the sleeve: but for that, Ishould not have
known. The atmosphere and unique sound of King's
Chapel is not caught so well here as on other issues:
both discs are by the same producer and first
engineer ( EMI Studios) and resemblances are close.
Both are very satisfactory, though Ifelt that the
London Early Music Group is pushed alittle towards
inaudibility, while the organ pieces on the Winchester disc are magnificent, the lowest pipes providing
auseful equipment-Check as they are more felt than
heard. Here are two very welcome additions to the
recorded repertory. King's IA:1); Winchester [A:1/
2]
Peter Turner
ENGUSH MADRIGALS
Choir of Clare College Chapel, Cambridge / Timothy
Brown
Cambridge Classical CCRS 1004 (£5.50)(Gamut)
The rather brief heyday of madrigal-making in
England produced a wealth of excellence, which
seems to be undergoing a revival in appreciation.
This collection is a well-chosen, representative
selection of pieces and composers, with no special
emphasis on any one aspect of the genre. The
English text is supplied, and all the scores can be
had in the Oxford Book of Madrigals. The recital
concludes with a masterpiece: Wilbye's ' Draw on,
sweet Night', but also includes easier pieces, more
accessible to the general music- lover, such as
Morley's ' My bonny Lass'.
The choir ( 23 singers are listed) sings with great
assurance, accuracy and musicianship. Sometimes
its approach may be a shade academic, but the
enjoyment is quite apparent and is certainly passed
on to the listener. Madrigals may be more fun to sing
than to hear; but this recital made at least one
listener wish that he were still doing so, and at least
some of the pieces will surely appeal to any listener
as musically satisfying as well as ingenious excuses
to make music with friends.
The Concert Hall of the University Music School
provides aspacious, but not over- resonant, acoustic. The recording is very pleasing, and enables the
structures to be followed without difficulty. One
might wish for rather more presence in the sound,
but it is always clear and revealing. There are several
examples of pre-echo, which did not trouble me.
This is thoroughly commendable issue. [A/B:1/2]
Peter Turner
FESTLJCHE OPER
Arias and duets by Bizet, Donizetti, Dvorak, Gluck,
Mozart, Offenbach, Puccini and Verdi
Ursula Koszut (sop)/ Teresa Stratas (sop) / Brigitte
Fassbaender (con) / Doris Soffel (con) / Vas//e
Moldoveanu (ten) / Raimond Wolansky (bar) / Kurt
Rydl (bass) / various orchestras and conductors
Intercord INT 180.820 ( 2recs) (£7.49) ( Studio Import)
All the artists included in this album are well known
in the major German opera houses, and most of
them have also given guest appearances in other
countries of Western Europe and in the USA. The
tenor Vasile Moldoveanu has the lion's share in the
recordings, taking part in ten separate items, and he
has afine lirico spinto voice of extended range and
considerable power. He sings with dramatic fervour,
but is rather unsubtle at times, as in 'E lucevan le
stelle', where he does not attempt the piano
passages as marked by Puccini. Ursula Koszut sings
in two duets with Moldoveanu, and has avoice of
most appealing quality. Teresa Stratas is a very
experienced artist who sang the role of Mimi at
Covent Garden in 1961. She makes a sensitive
heroine in three excerpts from La Bohème. Doris
Soffel sings well in arias from Don Carlos and
Carmen and Brigitte Fassbaender sings 'Che faro' in
German but keeps to the original Italian for
Dorabella's aria from Cosi fan tutte. Finally Kurt Rydl
sings expressively in ' Ella giammai m'amo' from
Don Carlos. With the exception of the selections
from Orfeo ed Euridice and Les Contes d'Hoffmann
all the numbers are sung in their original languages:
the performances are all more than competent
without-being really outstanding.
The recording is reasonable, with the voices well
balanced with the orchestra and with quite good
definition and stíreo placement. The overall sound
quality is clean and very acceptable if not particularly noteworthy. ( B:21
John Freestone
EDITA GRUBEROVA — Recital
Arias by Délibes, Donizetti, Gounod, Meyerbeer and
Rossini
Edita Gruberova (sop) / Munich RO / Kuhn
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HMV ASD 4090 digital
Edita Gruberova has set herself a challenging
programme, consisting of many of the most celebrated coloratura show pieces. Her voice is ahigh
soprano, and she shows considerable agility but
little sense of style in these pieces. When she sings
softly, as at the beginning of the ' Mad Scene' from
Hamlet, the timbre is most sympathetic, while her
French and Italian diction is excellent. Unfortunately
she forces her voice, particularly in the highest
register, and the tone as a result becomes unpleasantly hard, while the top notes are insufficiently focused. There are also several places where her
intonation is faulty, as for example on the final note
of the ' Bell Song' from Lakmé, where she begins
well below pitch. The digital recording, too, is a
disappointment and not up to EMI's usual standard.
There is some evidence of over- modulation on
several of the forte top notes, although elsewhere
the recording of the voice and orchestra is clean and
well focused. Altogether I
found this adisappointing
record .(13:31
John Freestone
JESSYE NORMAN — Sacred Songs
Songs by Adams, Franck, Gounod, Macgimsey,
Schubert and Yon
Jessye Norman (sop) / Christopher Bowers—Broadbent (org) IAmbrosien Singers / PRO IGibson
Philips 6514 151 digital
This is the sort of record which I
find very difficult to
review. It is such a mixed bag musically. Miss
Norman has asumptuous voice which she uses with
great skill, while her sincerity and commitment are
always apparent. On the other hand, some of the
arrangements are abit too lush for my own taste, as
for example when the excellent Ambrosian Singers
add their own contribution to ' I
wonder as I
wander'.
Ifirst heard this sung unaccompanied by Peter
Pears, and the stark simplicity of it was very moving.
'The Holy City' is given the full treatment with organ
accompaniment, and is certainly very impressive,
but my own particular favourite is the unaccompanied 'Sweet little Jesus Boy', which Miss Norman
sings with great sensitivity.
The digital recording adds much to the overall
effectiveness of the record, with the orchestra,
organ and choir all coming over with great clarity
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and transparency, but Miss Norman's voice sounds
as though it was recorded in a large cathedral or
similar building, and here Ifind there is too much
reverberation. An accompanying leaflet gives the
texts of all the songs.(A:1/2)
John Freestone
SONGS AND DANCES FROM THE SPANISH
RENAISSANCE
Agrupacion Musica / Gieco
Accord ACC 140 023 (£4.99) Studio Import)
Apart from acomplete lack of song texts and some
clumsy translation into English, in which the ensemble's director is described as having 'bursting
activity', this record of the Spanish ensemble turns
out to be very interesting indeed.
The members of the ensemble (which, the sleeve
is at pains to point out, comprise both sexes) are
both singers and instrumentalists, and they seem
equally successful in either role. The instrumental
playing, especially that of the recorders, is excellent,
but while it is precise and tidy it sometimes seems a
little too polite for some of the music. There is some
attractive singing, especially from the two anonymous ladies in the lilting, folky Cantigas by Alfonso
El Sabio, as well as in the delightful song 'La
Tricotea', marred only by an unfortunate tape edit.
The several choral pieces are striking in that the
singers have evidently aimed towards a smooth,
soft and intimate sound.
The stero image is wide and realistic, and the
recording has a pleasant ambience, with singers
and instruments placed fairly well forward. A very
attractive record.[A:11
Colin Evans
STOCKHOLMS ROMANTIKER
PETERSONBERGER: Holmia D Florez and
Blanzeflor•
May Carnival, Stockholm 0
Hiistsang• / SÓDERMAN: Svenst Testspel
(Overture to ' Jungfrau von Orleans') / WIKLUND: Symphonic Prologue
*Erik Saeden (bar) / Stockholm PO / Hallman
Sterling S-1006 (£4.99)(Conifer)
This is an altogether more attractive and rewarding
collection than Sterling's Norrlândska Romantiker
(p. 83). The recording is generally superior for one
thing — unlike the other production it was recorded
by BIS and pressed by Teldec — and the Stockholm

Philharmonic is more than a cut above the Gävleborg. Add to this the unquestionable fact that the
music, though not well known, is greatly superior,
and we have a collection that should attract the
seeker after Scandinavian mysteries. The earliest
composer represented is August Stiderman, whose
1858 overture belies the tragic nature of Schiller's
Jungfrau von Orleans but offers awell constructed
and well orchestrated piece that owes something to
Berwald and Schumann. Wilhelm Peterson- Berger
(1867-1942) is represented by four items, two vocal.
Holmia is the first movement of his Fourth Symphony ( 1929), good romantic stuff apparently unmarked by Sibelius. The whole symphony might be
worth a hearing. May Carnival (
1892) is a bright
extravert piece in the tradition of Svendsen and
Halvorsen, while the two vocal pieces, admirably
sung by Erik Saeden, echo Wagner and, in klóstsang
11939), Delius. Wiklund's fame rests on his two
Piano Concertos of 1906 and 1916, but this Symphonic Prologue of 1934 suggests an orchestral composer well equipped to give expression to his
mainstream idiom. Bjeern Hallman directs this miscellany with confident dedication and, with Peterson-Berger at least, offers avaluable whetting of the
appetite.[A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

SWEDISH SONGS AND BALLADS
Selection by Alfven, Althen, Aulin, Hallen, Soderman and Stenhammar
Hakan Hagegard (bar)/ Swedish RSO / Ingebretsen
Caprice CAP 1142 (£5.29) (Conifer)
This is amost interesting record, giving examples of
songs and ballads by Swedish composers, all of
whom were born in the last century. The senior of
the group is Soderman, born in 1832, and the
youngest Althen, who died as recently as 1961. All
the songs are well written and the finely played
orchestral accompaniments are imaginative and
colourful. Hakan Hagegard has a fine quality high
baritone voice, with atimbre in the upper register
not unlikeJussi Berling. He sings with authority and
dramatic conviction and an obvious enthusiasm for
these songs. The recording is first rate with the voice
well ,balanced and integrated with the orchestral
soufi'd, excellent stereo definition and an overall
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natural acoustic. An additional bonus is the booklet
enclosed with the record, which gives the Swedish
texts of the songs together with aprécis of each item
in English and German and biographical details of
all the composers, the singer and the conductor. I
enjoyed this unusual record very much and strongly
recommend it.[A:1]
John Freestone

NOT VOCAL
ARNOLD / BENJAMIN / BUSH
ARNOLD: Sinfonietta 1, Op. 48 / BENJAMIN:
Cotillon 1BUSH: Symphony 1
LSO / Braithwaite
Lyrita SRCS 115 ( 5.52) (Conifer)
All three works on this record are characterised by
straightforward presentation of ideas, clear-cut
tonal structures, and arumbustious approach to the
faster sections. Malcolm Arnold's frugally scored
Sinfonietta is perhaps the most interesting work,
having all the familiar hallmarks of the composer's
idiom set in asimple fast-slower-fast, three movement format. A similar format is used by Geoffrey
Bush in his First Symphony but with not quite the
same sense of parody applied to the clichés used.
Arthur Benjamin's Cotillon, in nine short movements, consists of bright arrangements of tunes
from Pearson and Young's The Dancing Master of
1719.
The LSO perform these works with simple charm
and unpretentious dexterity. There are one or two
instances of less than perfect tuning, but not enough
to be disturbing. Nicholas Braithwaite chooses his
tempi judiciously and allows the orchestra full rein
to capture the jubilation of, for example, the final
Allegro con brio of the Arnold. If a few of the
gestures are, in the final analysis, somewhat tame,
that is due more to the composition of these pieces
than to their performance. The recording is natural
and clear, with well-placed instrumental spread and
good dynamic range. The orchestral timbres are
quite realistic and overall this is afair presentation of
these easily appreciated works. [A: 1]
Doug Hammond
BAROQUE LATINO AMERICAINE: BOLIVIE
Vol. 1
Agrupacion Mus/ca / Glow
Accord ACC 140 003 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
Is there such a thing as Latin-American baroque
music, one may ask. The answer is a categorical
'Yes'. And it is not just a late-flowering Spanish
import either. As this delightful collection amply
demonstrates, Bolivia, then part of the province of
Peru, nurtured several composers, some anonymous, who had already managed to integrate local
and largely Indian inflections into the framework of
European models, particularly the cantata. It is hard
to say how faithful the performances and arrangements are to the originals, but the results are both
intriguing and enjoyable. The first two items are
largely homophonic and strongly Indian and the
second features the palm leaf Pan flute which has
become familiar through the signature to BBC 2's
'Flight of the Condor'. Que lexanos acentos is clearly indebted to the Italian chamber cantata but
has injected into it choral passages from the Gloria.
Side 2 is more generally European. Salazar's work
suggests Bach in its juxtaposition of solo and chorus
—the tenor soloist has abit of trouble at the lowest
end of his range — while Rebollo's setting for
women's voices with harpsichord and an interlude
of flutes makes a pleasing foil. The last item,
Araujo's Si el amor, is the most highly developed, its
antiphonal vocal groupings, organ accompaniment
and solo voices (the men again rather shaky)
reflecting the influence of Cavalli's Venice. Recording is lifelike and very clear. Ilook forward to the
continuation of this series. [A: 1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
BERKELEY: Sinfonietta, Op. 34 / BRITTEN:
Sinfonietta, Op. 1 / RAWSTHORNE: Divertimento for Chamber Orchestra ( 1961-2) /
TIPPETT: Divertimento for Chamber Orchestra ( 1953) 'Sellinger's Round'
ECO/Del Mar
Lyrita SRCS 111 (£5.52) ( Conifer)
Of the four works on this disc the earliest is by the
youngest composer, Britten. His Schoenberginfluenced Op. 1, written when he was 18, shows a
remarkable structural command and is forwardlooking if scarcely lyrical in the manner of his later
writing. Tippett's Divertimento grew out of its
second movement, which he initially provided for
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Britten as one of several Variations on an Elizabethan Theme. Cleverly written, it displays Tippett's great facility for distilling the essence of
baroque and madrigalian mannerisms, and that
second movement is one of those glorious string
pieces where he weaves a mosaic- like fabric of
flowing melodic lines, rather in the manner of the
Corelli Fantasia. Nicely balanced, with awitty finale
which includes anifty, all-too-easy, quote from The
Yeomen of the Guard, the work deserves awider
currency in the concert hall. That applies, too, to the
Rawsthorne and Berkeley works, both written with a
mind to form and an ear for agood tune. ( Note how
easily the marvellous open-air beginning of Rawsthorne's first movement contrasts with the Honegger-like density of its development.)
Del Mar provides characteristically penetrating
and clear-sighted readings, with tempi well chosen
and a keen sense of the architecture of each
movement. If the ECO strings lack the ultimate in
manners that, say, the ASM display in writing such
as Britten's sinuous 'Variations' movement, their
approach is always thoroughly idiomatic. And if
some items seem in itia Ily to lack propulsion it is only
a first impression, due in part to the naturally
balanced recording, which lacks the artificial immediacy of some of its competitors. Good distancing, an unforced blend of strings with wind and
good perspectives, are characteristics which set it
apart by virtue of their unobtrusiveness. [A:11
Ivor Humphreys
JULIAN BREAM
BENNETT: Five Impromptus / DAVIES: Hill
Runes/ HENZE: Royal Winter Music /WALTON:
Five Bagatelles
Julian Bream (gtr)
RCA RL 25419 digital
Hans Werner Henze's Royal Winter Music (
1976),
subtitled A Sonata on Shakespearian Characters, is
easily the most substantial and important work on
this record, and occupies all of Side 2. In the
composer's less intellectually searing style, it is a
perceptive musical extension of the characters of
Gloucester, Romeo and Juliet, Ariel, Ophelia,
Touchstone, Audrey and William, and Oberon.
Henze's view of Shakespeare is as fascinating as
that of other non- British composers, such as Berlioz,
Verdi and Tchaikovsky.
Maxwell Davies' Hill Runes (
1981) is, as expected,
immaculately conceived and executed but, for me, it
lacks the emotional impact of his more important
works. The Walton Bagatelles (
1971) are delightful
in their idiomatic use of the guitar and their lucid
cheerfulness — they provide the most relaxed
element of this recital. Richard Rodney Bennett's
Impromptus are concise, subdued pieces that are
appropriately placed at the opening of the disc.
In all these performances, Julian Bream's ability
to go beyond the notes and respond warmly and
sym pathetically to the composers' conception of the
music is very apparent. The Henze, especially,
benefits from the longterm view that Bream takes of
the work and the consistent level of rapt absorption
that he can induce in the listener. The guitar is
closely recorded by RCA in a bright acoustic that
allows the harder edge of the plucked sound to
come through. It is not a sound that Ifound
immediately attractive but which, with repeated
listening, Ihave corrie to appreciate for its clarity and
appropriateness to the works. (A/A*:1*]
Doug Hammond
EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK
MOZART: Eine kleine Nachtmusik, K525 /
GRIEG: Holberg Suite / PROKOFIEV: Classical
Symphony Op. 25
BP° / Karajan
DG 2532 031 digital
As Christopher Headington implies in his sleeve
note, the connection between these three works is
that each views the classical spirit from the standpoint of the 18th, 19th and 20th centuries respectively. Whatever the raison d'etre, this collection serves
to display the strings of the BP° in something very
very close to their true glory. Under Karajan's
regime this fabled orchestra has developed a
richness of sound emanating from their strings
unrivalled anywhere. Sometimes the production of
the sound has appeared to take undue precedence,
and one can argue about Karajan's ultrasophisticated approach to acomposer like Mozart.
But the caveats in this case are small, for these are all
athletic, graceful performances, and even the harmonic angularities of Prokofiev's delightful symphony have charm as well as muscle. The digital
recording achieves arealistic sound with plenty of
detail, clean outlines and warm resonances added

to the depth and breadth of the orchestral perspectives. An attractive and unusual programme superbly played and eloquently recorded. (
A/A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
AN ENGUSH CHOICE
Music by Cocker, Elgar, Grace, Harris, Vaughan
Williams, Walford Davies
Jennifer Bate (mg)
Hyperion A66033 digital (£4.99) ( Lugton's / H.R.
Taylor)
Here is another 'organ favourite' disc with a
collection of well-known original works and transcriptions, mainly 19th century and fairly predictable
in choice. The organ is that of Plymouth Parish
Church, not, perhaps, a particularly distinguished
example of the species, but certainly complementing this programme very well. Miss Bate
plays it with her accustomed panâche and evident
enjoyment.
Having an organ built in two bits ninety feet apart
may produce some musical problems, but it certainly poses some recordings ones, in terms of path
delays, reflections and differences in local ambience, to name but three. Although critical listening
does pick up some of these clues, and Ifound the
image subjectively a trifle left-heavy, the overall
result shows admirable engineering judgement, the
basic quality being excellent in all respects. [A/B:11
Trevor Attewcill
DAVID GERINGAS
Famous Cello Romances, vol. 2
David Geringas (v1c)/ Berlin RSO / Foster
Eurodisc 201 868-425 (£4.99) ( PRT Sales)
A similar recital by the «same artists appeared last
December. This time David Geringas plays Bruch's
Kol Nidrei, Respighi's Adagio con variazioni, the
Romance op,. 36, the Allegro appassionato op. 43
and Le cygne from Le carnival des animaux by
Saint-Saëns, Florent Schmitt's Chant élégiaque op.
24, and two pieces by Sibelius, op. 77, 'Lactare
anima mea' and 'Ab imo pectore'. Only Kol Nidrei
and Le Cygne deserve the adjective 'famous' from
the record's title, but all the pieces are welcome, and
some of them come as a revelation. The Sibelius
pieces, which Iwas hearing for the first time, struck
me as quite unjustly neglected; the one quiet and
contemplative, the other urgent and passionate.
And the Schmitt is abeauty. Easily the longest of the
works is the Respighi: warm, dignified, later ecstatic. The digital recording is easy on the ear (some
crackle notwithstanding); the soloist is set well
forward of the orchestra, the playing of which is
expressive if rather generalized in impact (though
woodwind detail comes over sharply). David
Geringas is avery fine player, equally able to give
delight in the long lines of the brilliant and intricate
detail of several of the more turbulent pieces.
[A/B:11
Peter Branscombe
ITALIAN TRUMPET CONCERTOS
Guy Touvron, Serge Boisson, Thierry Caens, JeanPaul Leroy (tpts) / ECO / Kuentz
Accord ACC 140 012 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
The recording dates from around 1979; it is clear
and sweet, although it seems to me to lack the focus
which we have come to expect since digital recording has become more commonplace. A specially
good aspect is the realistic capturing of the present
ECO sound, here enriched through the inclusion —
appropriately in these church-concertos — of amost
beguiling continuo organ.
The playing has obviously been planned and
rehearsed with loving care by Paul Kuentz, and the
results are extremely positive. Tuning, balance and
ensemble are exemplary throughout — so much so,
in fact, that this is agood musical yardstick by which
to judge other trumpet-concerto records.
The complete assurance and the sophistication
are right for this music, I'm sure; however, the
splendid collection of trumpets that we hear in this
recording do make comparatively ' light work' of
what was originally a demanding virtuoso kind of
music. Only when modern specialists ( perhaps from
Asia, where infinite patience and dedication are
almost away of life) learn to play this music on the
longer instruments for which it was composed will
we hear the true majesty,. of the style. In the
meantime,
this
is
a first-class
modern
su bstitute.[A: 1*1
Stephen Daw
MERRY MELANCHOLY
Works by Robert Johnson and Thomas Robinson
Konrad Junghiinel (he)
Chandos 'Accent' ACC 8121 (£5.50)(Lugton's/H.R.
Taylor)
Robert Johnson and Thomas Robinson have both to
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a large extent been overshadowed by the preeminence of that finest of English composers at the
turn of the 17th century, John Dowland. Robinson, it
must be granted, is aminor historical figure, but one
important for the development of the golden age of
English lute music, for his Schoole of Musicke (
1603)
was aseminal pedagogic treatise on the art of lute
performance. His pieces, such as the Merry Melancholy and Spanish Pavan featured here, show a
more creative impulse than the instructional titles
might suggest. Konrad Junghânel — known from his
previous Accent issues of music by Bach, Weiss and
the Italian I
utenists— certainly does not treat them as
mere technical exercises and, as with the betterknown lute pieces of Robert Johnson, his discreet
ornamentation and skilful part-playing does much
for the music. A number of Johnson's pieces are
available in alternative manuscripts — his Alman
figures in the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book and someone approaching the lute versions from these may
be alittle disappointed in the uniformity of timbre—
even from this 10-course lute. The full sonorities of
this big instrument are given aresonant image with
the performer clearly just behind the speakers —
close enough to hear the occasional squeak from his
fingers) The pressing, as on so many of the Accent
recordings,
is
marvellously
done
by
Sonopress.[A:11
Roger Bowen
NORRLÁNDSKA ROMANTIKER
LILJEFORS: Festspel CI 'Frithiof °oh Ingeborg"
/ HAGG: Symphony in Eb. Op. 2 'Nordic'
BERLIOZ: Dance of the Will-o-the-INispe 2*
LINDE: Concerto ( No.1) for Piano and Strings.
Op. 12 33Bo Linde (pno) / Sâvleborg SO / 2 Nilsson /
3Frykberg / Sturm
Sterling S-1007*® (£4.99)(Conifer)
This, Ifear, is one of those compilations made to
celebrate an anniversary that will have little meaning to those not intimately involved and of insufficient interest or quality to engage the enthusiasm of
anybody else. The Gévleborg Symphony Orchestra,
centred on the town of Gévle on the Gulf of Bothnia,
is celebrating its seventieth anniversary and the
record includes the work of its present conductor
Góran Nilsson (Side 1) and two historical examples,
a 1939 recording by Sten Frykberg of the Berlioz
piece and Gunnar Staern's 1955 recording of the
local composer Bo Linde's first Piano Concerto with
the composer playing it. Liljefors, who founded the
orchestra and first conducted it, is represented by
two short pieces of a pleasing Brahmsian flavour.
Jakop Hag9 ( 1850-1928) lived nearby, hence his
inclusion. His symphony began life as apiano duet
in 1871 and in its orchestrated version ( 1895-9)
enhances its romantic links with Hégg's teacher
Gade, though it does represent a link between
Berwald (without that composer's originality) and
the twentieth century. Unfortunately the orchestra
still only musters 38 players, and these not of the
highest calibre, so the sound is thin — and rendered
thinner by the boomy acoustic of Gâvle's concert
hall. The historic nature of Side 2contributes to the
poor quality of the Berlioz and Linde, though at that
time the orchestra was even smaller. Linde's
concerto sounds attractive but rather 'busy' and
might merit a new recording, but the rest of the
programme really has little more than curiosity
value to commend it.[C/H:2]
Kenneth Dommett
ORGAN MUSIC
BUXTEHUDE: WORKS FOR ORGAN
JOrgen Ernst Hansen (org)
Accord 140 025 (£4.99)(Studio Import)
FRESCOBALDI: ORGAN ANTHOLOGY
Arturo Sacchetti (org)
Accord 140 043 (£4.99)(Studio Import)
A representative collection of nine Buxtehude works
is played on the organ of Our Saviour, Copenhagen,
about which the all-French sleeve declines to offer
any crumb of information. P. Andersen (
Organ
Building and Design) has a photo, describing the
instrument as a Botzen, rebuilt by Vogler, but the
recorded sound reveals that this is not quite the end
of the story. This is a very good account of the
chosen works, though Ido have some slight reservations on registration — for example, the overemphasis of the transparent and sometimes delicate chorale melodies with reed tone. The recording
is generally excellent, with good balance, splendid
pedal extension and firm imaging. A degree of
pre-echo, plus slight background and traffic noises,
must lower the rating, though none of these is
individually too annoying.[B/C:1]
Of the fifteen pieces by Frescobaldi, two call for
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pedals. These would generally have been shortcompass pull-downs or extensions, the contemporary use of which is given in the sleeve notes, as are
the sources chosen for this issue, again all in French.
There is also some information about the organ of
St. Maria in Organo, Verona. Originally by Nicola
(1505), it fell into disrepair in Napoleonic times, was
restored by Lorenzi ( 1850) and again by Formentelli
(1970), this time to earlier tonalities and unequal
temperament, as far as possible. The sound is
certainly early Italian in character.
The disc is cut at arather high level, but is clean,
with a close and well-focused image. Mainly for
specialists.(A:1]
Trevor Attewell
ORGAN MUSIC
MESSIAEN: ORGAN WORKS VOL. Il - LA NATIVITE DU SEIGNEUR
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn DKP 9005 digital (£5.99)
JENNIFER BATE PLAYS SHOWPIECES FOR
ORGAN
Jennifer Bate (org)
Unicorn DKP 9007 digital (£5.99)
The Messiaen was recorded on the same Gonsalves
organ in Beauvais Cathedral, and at about the same
time, as Vol. 1 ( Les Corps Glorieux), previously
reviewed. It is played with the same eloquence and
attention to the composer's intentions, and the
performance is unreservedly recommended. My
previously stated reservations about the organ
tonalities remain, but this subjective matter can
safely be left to the purchaser, who has probably
heard Vol. 1by now.
The recording is again digital and in Ambisonic
format. Having recently experienced a properly
set-up Ambisonic replay system Ican vouch for the
greatly enhanced realism and sense of presence
which also makes extraneous noises more acceptable. This recording is excellent in 'straight' stereo,
but the traffic noise will not go away, and this must
disallow an A, as before .(B:11
The 'showpieces' title and the almost unbelievable inclusion of yet another performance of both
the Bach and Widor toccatas adequately defines the
aim of DKP 9007. Among six items on the remaining
half of the disc is the unusual virtuoso piece by
Th aI
ben-Ball, in which all sections exceptthe last are
for pedals only. Anyone interested, but already
knee-deep in famous toccatas, will also find this on
Vista VPS 1059, played by the composer. Performances and recording standards here are excellent,
the somewhat intrusive noise being correctly attributed by the press release to wind noise from the
R.A.H. organ — hence the rating, which would
otherwise be A.I13:11
Trevor Attewell
ORGAN VOLUNTARIES FROM KING'S COLLEGE
Music by Alain, Bach, Boyce, E. ahms, Clarke, Dupré,
Jongen, Karg-Elert, Stanford, Sweelinck, Whitlock
Philip Ledger (ore
HMV ASD 4093 digital
Although the 14 items are clearly chosen for their
wide appeal, the selection is thoughtful, steering
clear of the more tediously repetitious.lollipops. The
pieces cover awide range of periods and styles, and
are played with great eloquence and meticulous
attention to detail. Whitlock's work in particular
gains in stature from this more ' in-depth' account,
contrasting as it does with the casual treatment
generally afforded to what is often dismissed as
'light music'.
The engineering is crisp and atmospheric, with a
very slight 'darkness' to the ambience, which
sounds genuine. Dynamics and bass extension are
both excellent, the image wide, but reasonably
secure, and the reverberation adds to the realism
without unduly clogging the music — with Ledger's
conscious assistance, of cou rse.[A : 11
Trevor Attewell
PIANO MUSIC AND BIRDSONG OVER FIVE
CENTURIES
Works by Orlando di Lasso, Cosyn, Pasquini, Bach,
Couperin, Liszt, Ravel, Messian and other
Roland Keller (pno)
Intercord INT 160.829 (£4.99) ( Studio Import)
TRAUMEREI AM IMAMS
Works by Daquin, Mozart, Beethoven, Schumann,
Liszt, Brahms, Bruckner, Chopin, Tchaikovsky and
others
Jürg Demus (pno)
intercord INT 180.812 (2recs) (£7.49) ( Studio Import)
These two German imports of piano music 'on a
theme' manage to avoid the worst pitfalls of these
pot-pourri type recitals. Jiirg Demus' is, one must

admit, just a collection of assorted pieces of
unashamedly ' popular' ( in the nicest sense) appeal—
Schumann's Trâumerei naturally, Für Elise, Rubinstein's Melody in F, some Mendelssohn Songs
without words, Chopin Nocturnes etc, but he also
includes the less well-known Erinnerung by Bruckner, a Romance by Clara Schumann and Reger's
arrangement of aWolf song. Nothing is indigestible,
and it is all very tastefully played by Demus, but a
double issue diet of 'salon' type fare might leave
many rather unsatisfied.
Roland Keller's recital has more dynamism in the
music and a sufficiently wide range of composers
and styles not to overdo the bird song, and the
fascination here is to see how composers from the
16th to the 20th centuries have adapted bird song to
fit the exigencies of their own harmonic language. I
would have preferred the early keyboard pieces
from the Fitzwilliam Virginal Book on a more
suitable instrument, and Rameau's La Poule sounds
distinctly uncomfortable on a Bechstein, but the
young German pianist is very well at ease in the later
works. Revel's Oiseaux Tristes and Messiaen's Le
Courlis cendré do put the engineers to the test, and
this 1979 recording faces up very well. In fact, both
issues have a solid, well articulated sound with a
nicely placed image, although Demus is less immediate. Demus: [A/B:11; Keller: [A:1/21
Roger Bowen
ROMANTIC RUSSIAN MUSIC FOR TRUMPET
BRANDT: Konzertstücke 1 & 2 / BÜHME:
Concerto Op. 18 0 Danse Russe / GLIÈRE:
-Andante with Variations
Max Sommerhalder (tpt) Mario Venzago (pno)
Accord ACC 140027 (£4.99)(Studio Import)
The names Vassily Guoerguyevitch Brandt and
Oskar Wilhelmovitch Biihme (could these gentlemen be of German extraction?)) will probably mean
very little to you — unless, of course, you happen to
be atrumpet player. Both were, in fact, pioneers of
the valve trumpet: that once- maligned miracle of
the brass family which took so long to catch on, and
then never really as asolo instrument.
Astonishing though it may seem, Bitehme's Concerto ( recorded here for the first time, as are all these
works — including the rather haunting little Glière
Andante with variations) is the only authentic
trumpet concerto of the Romantic era (though
minus its orchestral parts, which have long since
disappeared). Considering that musicians like
Brandt and &Mime were fulfilling the roles of
virtuoso and composer at one and the same time
(there was simply no choice if you wanted something to play) the music manages to be something
more than just astream of self- interested fireworks.
The melodies are refreshing, the craftsmanship
sound. Great music it most certainly is not, but
rather this than those over-decorated virtuoso
transcriptions that Iwas moaning about not long
ago.
Max Sommerhalder displays his jazz-originated
credentials to brilliant effect and the recording is
suitably crisp.[A:1]
Edward Seckerson
WORKS FOR OBOE AND HARP
C.P.E. BACH: Soloing for Oboe and Continuo,
Wq 135 Solo in G for Harp.INg 139/ BOCHSA:
Nocturne in F, op. 50/2, for Oboe and Harp /
ROSSINI: Andante con Variazoni in Ffor Oboe
and Harp / RUST: Sonata in A for Oboe and
Harp
Heinz Hollinger (obo)/ Ursula Holliger (hrp)/ Rama
Jucker (vIc)
Philips 6570 575
This record is adelight on account of the attractive
choice of works, skill and poise of the performances,
and clarity and balanced blend of the recording. The
Rossini is an arrangement of the original solo part
for viola; it lies easily for Mr Holliger's oboe. The
surprise here was to find that the theme ( unidentified on sleevenote) is Tancredi's 'Di tanti palpiti',
once the rage of Europe. The Rust work — by W.F.
and C.P.E. Bach's pupil Friedrich Wilhelm, the senior
musician of the family — is acompact and pleasing
galant sonata, originally scored for harp and violin.
Bochsa, mighty harpist, is represented by afetching
Nocturne ( here somewhat cut, we are told; whether
to its advantage Icannot say). And C.P.E. Bach is
here with two three-movement works: a G minor
Solo on which harp and cello take the continuo part;
and the only harp solo composition, which makes a
lively and indeed beautiful effect here. Tf. -oughout,
the partnership is assured and eloquent, with lovely
playing finely captured. A perfect record for those
summer evenings to come.[A:1] Peter Branscombe
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An Invitation to all Music- Lovers:

COME AND LISTEN TO
THE WORLD'S FINEST
LOUDSPEAKERS
It is over twenty five years since we, at MUSIC IN THE HOME, acclaimed
QUAD's original Electrostatic Loudspeader, and this remarkable design
remained our automatic top choice for avery long period. More recently,
however, although loudspeakers of amore conventional kind have shown
significant progress, not only in performance but also in terms of
.compactness, we continued to scan the horizon for the promised successor to
the QUAD ELS. At last, after agestation period of some 18 years (which
ought to secure it aplace-in The Guinness Book of Records'!), QUAD have
unveiled their ELS 63 and we invite you to spend some time in its company at
our studio, where we are sure you will agree it was worth waiting for.
With the QUAD ELS 63 we now demonstrate the remarkable PINK
TRIANGLE turntable—a 'state of the art' design of the highest excellence,
ideally suited to complement the naturalness of the ELS 63 and of the
matching QUAD amplifier system. We realise, of course, that the cost of
such components places them beyond the reach of many music lovers, and
such people will continue to find our studio an oasis of proactical, good sense.
Indeed, you will be astonished to discover how closely you can approach the
most exalted levels of audio excellence at afraction of the cost.
These days, moreover, our service extends beyond the audio field
(equipment, discs and tapes) to the realm of video, for we supply and instal
the finest Colour TV sets and Video Recorders. We have also decided, after
aquarter of acentury, to discontinue LIVE RECORD REV IEW, our regular
Saturday afternoon recital. Instead, you can 'listen at leisure' to the QUAD
ELS 63 and to other loudspeakers, not least the magnificent little.
BBC-designed LS3/5A which has been out 'best-seller' for the past six years
and continues to astonish all who visit our qudio.
On their own, a pair of LS3/5A yields qui eremarkable sound but, when
linked to a 'superwoofer' of the JR type, the outcome can only be described as
sensational, even with modestly- priced ancillary equipment.
IleinitZ &

Kirk Ltd

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone 01-229 2077
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ConstructorSeriesSpeakers

IT'S
SO
EASY

Have fun, save
money, building
aKef design
with a
Wilmslow Audio
CS Total kit.
No electronic or
woodworking
knowledge
Id"
necessary and
the end result is
aproven topquality design
that you'll be proud of.
Each kit contains all cabinet components, accurately machined for easy
assembly, speaker drive units, crossovers, wadding, grille fabric,
terminals, nuts, bolts, etc.
The cabinets can be painted or stained or finished with iron-on veneer or
self adhesive woodgrain vyn i
I.
Easy foolproof assembly instructions supplied. Set of constructor leaflets
sent free on receipt of large S.A.E.
Prices: CS1 ( B110B/T27A)

£ 1C4 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5

CS1A(B110A/T27A) £ 1C3 pr. i
nc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 5
CS3 ( B200G/T33A)
fl 19 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 10
CS5 ( B200G/BD139B/T33,4) £ 183 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15
CS7 ( B139B/B110B/T33A) £243 pr. inc. VAT, plus carr./ins. £ 15

WILMSLOW

EECIffil
The firm for Speakers

0625 529599

35/39 Church Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
1982 Catalogue — £ 1.50 post free

SK9 1AS

Lightning service on telephoned credit card orders!

BROADCAST AND COMMUNICATIONS
RECEIVER 150 kHz-30 MHz

High
Technology
Loudspeaker

We have taken the synthesised all mode FRG 7700M communications receiver
and made several well thought out modifications for broadcast use while retaining
all the original features: 12 memory channels; mains or battery operation option; IF
bandwiths 2.7 kHz, 6kHz, 12 kHz; digital frequency and time display; timer for
unattended recordings or external switching; all modes including WM with
squelch; advanced noise blanker. Used for qualitymonitoring by broadcasters this
receivercovers allthe broadcast bandsfrom longto shodwavesas well asthe whole
HF communications, amateur and CB spectrum. Versions from £347.00 VAT.
Ring or write for full specifications of this ` Peak Programme Meters and
Drive Circuits ' Stabilizer—Frequency Shifter For Howl Reduction ' Stereo
Disc Amplifiers • 10 Outlet Distribution Amplifier ' Peak Deviation Meter
and Chart Recorders ` Moving Coil Preampifier.

SURREY

** *****-*

Driver

MRHF
Film Diaphragm Driver of Electrostatic Quality
System Power Rating 100 Watt Max.
Above 400 Hz-20 kHz approx.
Dim 590 x128 mm approx.
Weight 3.3 kg
Tweeter may be used as Mid Range-with
Optional Super Tweeter
Sensitivity 86 dB/Watt Mean at 1 metre approx.
As used in the Infinity System

1 Pair MRHF plus two Toroidal
Transformers Delivered U.K. Only £99-99

R.F.R. Dowling
7 Bachelors Walk, Lisburn. Tel: 08462
71272
N-3

ELECTRONICS The Forge,
Cranleigh, Surrey GU6 7BG. Tel: 04866 5997

Lucks

Green,

Atman -audio
1114/ MARK ILS

51 FISHERGATE PRESTON Lancashire
Tel ( 0772) 53057

If you need any more convincing that Crimson is knockout value then audition it on our listening lounge. If
you're coming along way it's best to book first.
Other brands carried include Linn, Ariston, Mitchell
(we have his new Gyrodeck) Exposure, Quantum, Quad,
Heybrook, Kef, Bose, plus lots of mainstream HiFi and /
computers.
If you're an enthusiast then you should call us.

Crimson Flektrik

Concertos/Orchestral

R

EINER'S recording of Bartek's Concerto for Orchestra (
RCA VICS 2005)
was first released by HMV in the late
50s and reissued on 'Victrola' in 1965.
It was highly regarded, but does not
have the finesse of Dorati's recently
reissued Mercury version with the
LSO. The Chicago orchestra play brilliantly, of course, but
Reiner's
approach is not particularly subtle, and
he is at his best in the more vigorous
movements. The eloquence and mystery of the Elegia, so noticeable in the
Dorati version, are blunted here. This
may be emphasised by the generally
brighter sound of the RCA recording,
but Reiner's phrasing and the internal
orchestral balance are much less sophisticated. (B/C:2J
I
K.D.
A second UK reissue of RCA's 1958
Munch/Boston/Primrose version of
Berlioz's Harold in Italy appears on
RCA Victrola VICS 2004. A well integrated but somewhat unsubtle performance that remains convincing on
its own slightly hard-driven terms, it
here receives are-mastered recording
to match: clean and clear (with beautiful upper strings), but sometimes a
little 'hard' in the brass and lacking in
basé warmth. Worth hearing, but the
obvious Harold reissue to go for must
still be the A*:1 Davis/Philharmonia/
Menuhin on SXLP 30314. [A/B:2] J.C.
A well-balanced recording, finely
played, with first movement exposition repeat, 1973 VPO/Kertesz Brahms
Symphony 1( Decca JB82) represents a
satisfactory purchase yet is a record
that vanishes from one's thoughts
when set against the 1960 VPO/Karajan, Kempe's, or Walter's. Those are no
longer current, but Behm's VPO
alternative on DG is comparably distinctive. IA:2]
A reminder of the fine quality of the
Detroit SO, twenty-five years ago as
now, is provided by the reappearance
of Paul Paray's account of Chaussons
Symphony in B flat (coupled with
Chabrier's Suite pastorale) on Mercury
'Golden Imports' SRI 75029. The Symphony, written in the early 1890s, is a
fine piece too, with its exhilarating
opening Allegro vivo (
there is the
occasional trace, but only that, of
Franck here), its lyrical slow movement
(those who respond to the Poème for
violin and orchestra will respond to this
also) and its lively, if occasionally
note-spinning, Finale. There is more
genuine fire and energy in this account
of the first movement than Ansermet
finds on Decca SXL 6310, and the
central Très lent contains playing of
intensity and warmth. There is less
fierceness in this 1957 stereo Mercury
recording ( made with that company's
customary three- microphone setup?)
than on many others of the period from
this source. The sound is, in fact, often
very exciting indeed, if a shade raw
now and then. [B/C:1]
A.K.
Piatigorsky is still represented in the
catalogues, his version of the Walton
Limo concerto ottering an excellent
idea of his style at its best. His account
of the Dvorak Concerto ( RCA VICS
2002) with the Boston Symphony
under Munch, first issued in 1961,
reflects a somewhat wayward aspect
of his playing. The music is sectionalised, as if he were taking it bit by bit,
concentrating on each section without
considering the whole. The result is a
bitty and generally unsatisfactory version rendered less acceptable by the
imbalance between soloist and orchestra, the cello being much too prominent. The internal balance of the orchestra is not too good either. There are
better versions of the concerto than
this even in the lower price range.
[C:2/31
K.D.
Munch playing Eiger with an American orchestra sounds adubious venture, and so it proves. The collection
(which contains a sparkling if rather
hard-driven Tchaikovsky Serenade
and a taut, sympathetic account of
Barber's Adagio) is let down slightly by
an Introduction and Allegro which
misses the work's essentially English
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Decca 'Viva!'

D

ECCA's 'Viva!' label, a reissue
L./series at 'World of' price- level,. is
UK pressed and attractively, often strikingly, sleeved. The single paragraph
sleeve-note of 6-12 lines warrants reconsideration, but these strike me as
'family records' rather than for the
fastidious collector. Vintages range
from 1957-75 in this second batch (the
first release was made at the beginning
of the year — not sent for review), and
there are several 'Phase-4' retransfers.
Most notable is Stokowski's NPO Pictures at an Exhibition; this was his own
orchestration, omitting 'Tuileries' and
'Limoges Market Place'. As if by way of
compensation the new 1812 coupling
(RK) etc) has chorus and apostlude of
pealing bells (VIV26) (A:1*/1]. The
Tchaikovsky benefits from afull—sided
recut, but seek out Decca SDD454 for a
more vivid transfer of the Mussorgsky.
The other orchestral record with playing of comparable intensity is the
controversial 1962 Solti Wagner Tannhâuser Overture and ' Bacchanale',
with the Dutchman and Rienzi Overtures (VIV 30) [A:1*], one of five
Vienna Philharmonic reissues. Solti at
his most electrifying — but the formula
does not work in Beethoven, areading
of the Fifth Symphony that veers between sugary lyricism and exaggerated, almost brutal, accentuation
(VIV24) [A/B:31. Critical collectors
hopeful of Decca's classic stereo tapes
pristinely restored may be disappointed by these Polygram transfers
— the shimmer of triangle in the ' Bacchanale', the presence of orchestral
sound, are diminished by comparison
with earlier pressings (the recording
has been regarded by some as excessively detnanding), although the
acoustic change near the beginning of
the piece is better disguised than
before, and hum audible on matrix 2E
has disappeared. Here, only the amiable Prinz/Münchinger Mozart Clarinet
Concerto retains Decca matrices. The
1963 Flute & Harp Concerto coupling
(Tripp, Jellinek) is preserved (VIV25)
[A/6:1]. Iam delighted to have these
affectionate performances back on my
shelves. Münchinger's 1957 Haydn
Symphony 96 may lack the rhythmic
propulsion of the famous Van Beinum
character, making it sound, through its
expressive underlinings, too teutonically intense. The sound of this 1957
original ( RCA VICS 2001) is better than
one might expect, though the strings of
the Boston orchestra are rather edgy,
particularly the solo quartet in the
Elgar. IC:2)
K.D.
'Fritz Reiner and His Symphony
Orchestra' is the legend on sleeve and
label of an interesting reissue ( RCA
Victrola VICS 2007) of 1963 recordings
of Haydn's Symphonies 95 and 101.
The former is acomparative rarity, and
it shows up well in astately but far from
sluggish performance — alert, spare,
impressive. 'The Clock' is thoughtful,
its famous Andante surely too slow.
The orchestral textures are reasonably
clear, but tone is rather emaciated, the
quality generally lacking depth. Reiner
died soon after the sessions for these
recordings; he deserves to be remembered, and honoured. [B/C:1/2] P.B.
Sir Adrian Boult's NPO Hoist Planets
has come up on HMV's 'Greensleeve'
series ( ESD 7135), sounding absolutely
marvellous. Of course, it doesn't quite
match the later LPO version in terms of
sonic impact— but there really isn't that
much in it and, as aperformance, there
are things here that Imarginally prefer:
'Jupiter', for instance (such richness
from the Philharmonia strings), and
'Mars' ( how tense the opening bars
sound — superb clarity of the woodensticked timpani crescendos). A gem at
any price. [A:11
E.S.

MAY 1982

brasher sections of the Three Places at
times sounding positively restrained
compared with some later versions.
The symphony, Ives' most pastoral
and least problematic, receives adirect
reading which underlines its charmversion, but the gentle shaping of
ing qualities. Though old, the recordthemes, the chamber- music approach,
ing quality is quite good, with clear
are equally rewarding — worth having
directional sound and good overall
though the sound is faded. But the
balance. [C:1]
K.D.
'Military' on the reverse is too staid,
A 'Greensleeve' recoupling of Bourafter Colin Davis' splendid Philips No.
nemouth/Berglund Sibelius record100 [B/C:1*/1/31. Pas de Deux, ballet
ings ( ESD7139) can be recommended
music by Minkus and Drigo (whose
for Luonnotar, Oceanides. The other
compositions struck me as horrid!), is
works receive rather ordinary performplayed with élan by LSO/Bonynge
ances, and there are more rewarding
(VIV27) [B:1*]. In 1963 these would
alternatives — En Saga (
Ashkenazy), At
have been 'starred' productions, but
the Castle Gate and At the spry the
post-echoes suggest print-through,
park (
Zinman), Pohjola's Lmughter
and the definition is a little 'soft'
(Davis; Bernstein). EMI have fully
considering the sources. ' La Bayadère'
maintained the excellence of original
is as delightfully high-spirited as Mack- transfers. [A:1/2]
C.B.
erras' Pineapple Poll. liebestraum'
I think Rudolf Kempe's Berlin
collects fifteen piano miniatures, all
Philharmonic recording of R. Strauss'
household names (VIV28). Very largely
Don Quixote with Paul Tortelier can be
Joseph Cooper, at his most avuncular
said to have attained classic status.
(if beautifully recorded), but Backhaus
Tortelier gives us as perceptive and
(Rondo alla Turca), Katchen (
Jesu Joy),
multi-faceted a portrait of the Don as
Cherkassky (
Melody in F), give distincone could wish — vigorous, humorous
tion to the disc. Liszt's Die Forelle
and wistful by turns — deeply touching.
Schubert transcription (Varda Nishry)
Kempe is no less remarkable with the
is ararity. A Chopin study ( Ivan Davies)
magnificent Berlin orchestra in what is
proves adreadful inclusion: it sounds
quite simply one of the finest recordlike a synthesised piano! [A*/D:1/31.
ings of the period: astonishingly, it was
On VIV29 Lorin Maazel entirely misses
made in 1958, though listening to the
the point of Gershwin's Cuban Overexcellent CFP transfer ( CFP 40372) you
ture, and the sound is uncharacteristic
would never guess it. The filler is Till
of Decca Cleveland [6:2]. Stanley
Eulenspiegel and if there is a richer,
Black's American in Paris/Rhapsody in
more captivating or better observed
Blue is Phase-4 quality at its most
performance on disc, I've yet to hear it.
seductive. David Parkhouse is pianist,
At £2.25, agift from the gods. [A/B:1*)
with recording ensemble under Herrmann, in the ' Igot rhythm' Variations.
With his whiplash beat, Yuri Ahrono[A:1/2].
1971
LAPO/Mehta
Hoist
vitch is a fascinating conductor to
'Planets' cannot be recommended
watch, but perverse in his recordings.
(VIV21 -)W31 Close balance as if to
His 1977 LSO Manfred Symphony was
make the second-rate seem de-luxe,
marred by wilful tempi, wholesale
and a misconceived account of this
departures from Tchaikovsky's markmagical score. The conducting is stiff,
ings. Transferred to DG 'Privilege'
the effect gaudy rather than mystical.
(2535 476), the recording has not been
C.B.
recut specially; the definition tends to
A recital — in processed mono — by
blurring. [A/B:2/4] ( RecommendaJohn Williams of Spanish Guitar
tions --Maazel, or Haitink, Ashkenazy,
Music, on VIV 22[I, was made as long
at full price.)
C.B.
ago as 1958, when the artist was 17.
Perlman's version of the TchaikovsEven at that age, JW reveals himself as
ky Violin Concerto, with Boston SO/
equipped with aformidable technique,
Leinsdorf, first released in 1968 but
and adedicated, detailed attention to
reissued since, is acurious mixture of
whatever he plays. In general, the
the emotive and the restrained. Perlrecital is of well-known concert-pieces,
man, ardent and warmly romantic,
so its interest is mainly for the JW
pulls rather against the coolness of the
addict. ' Reprocessing' into 'stereo' was
conductor, and the result is not
a pointless exercise; but though the
altogether convincing. This version
sound hasn't the immediacy and
restored cuts in the first movement, in
astounding detail of, say, the Pepe
some opinions not to the music's
Romero recital on Philips 9500 915
advantage. There are some jerky
(Rodrigo), it is entirely acceptable.
changes of tempo too which may have
[C:1]
P.T.
nothing to do with the performance.
The sound in this reissued recording
When they first appeared in 1957 and
(RCA 'Victrola' VICS 2000) is reason1958 respectively, Mercury's recordably good and well balanced. The
ings of Hanson's Symphony 4 and
Dvorak Romance Op. 11 which accomPiston's Symphony 3introduced Britpanies it is alovely performance, full of
ish listeners to two comparable and
grace and richness.[B/C:21
K.D.
conservative American symphonists
Weber's two Clarinet concertos
whose music now sounds rather flat
make an obviously attractive coupling,
and slightly insipid to ears lately nurbut until reissue ( RCA VICS 2003) of
tured on more elemental voices. PisBenny Goodman's performances of
ton's is the more interesting, and quite
them with Chicago SO/ Martinon, each
English-sounding in its slow movewas only available separately. Goodments (one might think of VW at
man was approaching sixty when he
times);-Hanson's ( based on sections of
made these recordings in 1967-8, and
the Requeim, in memory of his father), his breath-control and phrasing leave
is less personal. Even the brief ' Dies something to be desired. There are
irae' scherzo, though hectic, is inclined
passages of great beauty, moments of
to be bland. The composer conducting
real insight, but Ifound the performhis
Eastman-Rochester
Orchestra
ances as a whole rather uneven. The
gives both authoritative readings ( Phi- recording emphasizes Mr Goodman's
lips Mercury SRI 75107), and as no breathing and fingering; the orchestra
other versions are available those inis at times distinctly opaque in sound,
terested who missed them first time though it provides alert accompaniround should seek them out. But be ments. [C:2]
P.B.
warned: the sound betrays its age.
Definition is not good, and the sound is
generally congested and boomy. [C/
D:1]
K.D.
Howard Hanson's recordings of Ives'
ACH Brandenburg Concertos, perThree Places and Symphony 3 may UN formed in order on ASV 2038 and
well have been the first. It came out in ASV 2039 ( PRT sales), are brought to
mono in 1960, the stereo version in
life by Northern Sinfonia/Malcolm;
April 1961, and established an interest tempi are sensible, there is life in the
in the composer among record collecbass and there are many neat touches,
tors. It is fitting that it should be
but the overall standards of solo playreissued in this new series of Mercury ing are variable; rather distant sound,
'Golden Imports' ( Philips Mercury SRI
but consistent, and superb, silent sur75035), since it is a thoughtful and
faces. [13:2]
S.D.
dedicated account of both works, the
Bach's
four
Orchestral
Suites

Chamber/Vocal

D
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(Ouvertüren), played with deft finesse
by the ECO under Raymond Leppard,
reappear as a boxed set in Philips
'Living Baroque' Series ( 6768 028, 2
recs, mid price). The sound is clear,
crisp and well-distributed, although I
find the ensembles slightly bass-heavy
—but this is aperformance, rather than
an editorial feature. Possibly the best
modern-ensemble readings of Suites 1
and 4, with strong rivalry from ASM
and Bennett— also reissued this month
— in 2. [
A:1/2]
S.D.
Argo have compiled a most attractive record featuring William Bennett
(flute) as asoloist in Bach and Vivaldi;
the original three recordings combine
well as four items on the new record
(no serious recording inconsistencies),
and Bennett reminds us of his skilful
agility on the piccolo in Vivaldi's sopranun° Concerto ( RV 443). All this is on
Argo ZK 82, which deserves its [A/B:1].
S.D.
The Philips' chamber- music series is
justly famous, and it is good to receive
one of the Beethoven Quartet set ( nos.
10 and 11 — Harp and Ser/oso) in the
Italian Quartet's cycle ( Philips 6570
746) ( 1971). The recording still sounds
superb: a model of what quartetrecording should be. The surfaces of
my copy are fau ltless, and the performances reminded me that it has been too
long since I heard them last. This
wonderfully-judged and integrated
playing left me in no doubt then — or
now — that the Italians are the finest
quartet performing in our day, and are
worthy to be remembered with all the
great names from the past: Griller,
Busch, Hungarian. If you haven't got
this pair, don't lose this opportunity.
[A:1]
P. T.
A warm welcome for an attractive
group of 'Archiv Privilege' reissues
from DG, which brings back into circulation stylish performances of mainly important works. Eduard Melkus is
the principal performer in adelightful
record of Couperin's Apotheoses of
Lulli and of Corelli, with Leclair's C
minor Sonata nicknamed ' le Tombeau'

(2547 057). Performances spirited, intonation marginally imperfect at times.
Paul Kuentz with his CO and Adolf
Scherbaum as principal trumpeter offer
festive music by Charpentier, Francoeur, Lalande and Mouret: exciting,
full-toned
performances,
recorded
quality once or twice falling from a
typical A (
2547 053). From Prussia we
have interesting Grenadier Songs and
Marches coupled with aFlute Concerto
in D and a Sonata in E minor by
Frederick the Great — the earlier side,
done by Clemencic's Musica Antigua
of Vienna, is an especial joy ( 2547 055).
London in the eighteenth century is the
location for three symphonies by
Boyce, and two concertos by Ame, one
each for harpsichord and organ, done
with great spirit and discernment by
Lionel Salter with Baumgartner's
Lucerne Festival Strings on 2547 054 —
and very good quality recordings from
the early '60s, too. Geminiani, AngloIrish by residence, is featured on Side 1
of 2547 058 in three minor- key Concertos from his op. 3, in lush, almost
drowsily beautiful performances by
Baumgartner and his Lucerne Festival
Strings; Side 2presents Concertos by
Fasting, Woodcock and Baston for,
respectively, two flutes, flute, and
sixth-flute; this, the oldest side of the
ten ( 1961), is marked by crisp, alert
playing and good, natural sound. A
blanket [
A/B:1/21 assessment is probably fair.
The most famous boy treble of all
recorded music ( and rightly so) reappears as soloist, though now as a
baritone, on an excellent collection of
Favourite Hymns from the Temple
Church (
HMV ' Greensleeve' ESD 7136)
(1959-1967); there are also Jesu Joy
(Leon Goossens) and the Trumpet
Voluntary (
Sir George Thalben-Ball).
The selection is very good; the sound
more than just adequate; the standard
of singing just as high as we all
remember it. Ernest Lough's son,
Robin, was avery good treble in those
days, too.[B:1]
P. T.
A Decca/Argo sampler of popular

organ works and transriptions is available on Decca SPA 595, involving nine
musical items, seven players and eight
organs. The title Great Organ Works
begs as many questions as does the
engineering, which involves varying
degrees of background noise and
some curiously muffled and boomy
sounds, while the inevitable changes
in ambience between bands can be a
little disconcerting. [
B/C:1 /2]
T.A.
A warm welcome should greet ASV
ACM 2034 ( PAT Sales), which again
makes available baroque brass music
as played by the London Gabrieli Brass
Ensemble (with supporting chorus in
Purcell's Music for the Funeral of
Queen Mary). This is a first-class record,
featuring
Crispian
SteelePerkins, Roger Groves, Steven Wick
and others; the recording is lively but
sensibly edited, and production is up to
the high standard we are coming to
expect from ASV. [
A:1/2]
S.D
RCA's 1970 Perlman/Ash kenazy coupling of the Prokofiev Violin Sonatas
(now 'Victrola' VICS 2008) is more than
welcome — especially since the catalogue offers no alternatives at present.
Sonata 1in Fminor — which is, in fact,
the later and more astringent of the two
works — receives a splendidly uninhibited and trenchant reading from this
distinguished duo ( looking suitably
young and fresh on the sleeve photo);
No. 2 ( Prokofiev's re-working of his
rarely-performed Flute Sonata) is, of
course, infinitely more accessible —
offer charming, even — but no less
demanding for the soloists, with its
sudden switches of mood and colour.
Again, a superbly vivid performance.
The sound is alittle on the hard side but
will certainly serve. (B/C:11
E.S.
From the Intercord label come three
solo recitals of Spanish guitar music by
the grand master himself: Andres
Segovia. These have the titles ' Recital
intimo' ( INT 160 808) ( 1973); ' Serenade' ( LNT 160 810) ( 1975); and ' Nocturno' ( INT 160 815) (£4.99 each, Studio
Import). All are recorded most adequately, so that one's attention is

I LIKE IT, Ilike it not. The subject
of this daisy petal approach is
Theatre of Hate's second album,
Westworld ( Burning Rome TOH
1) which, despite anumber of only
too obvious drawbacks, remains
the most intriguing record I've
received of late. Though TOH
have, as their grim-sounding
name suggests, their roots in
punk, they sound like no punk
band you've ever heard. Not for
them the mindless thrash, the

Balaklava like charge to nowhere
that exemplifies the output of
such as Vice Squad, etc. TOH are
much more exploratory in their
approach, offering a touch of
Eastern promise ( really) here and
a snakebite of Western venom
there. They inhabit a terrorised
Orwellian world but one in which
beauty has not been completely
discarded nor humour entirely
despatched down the waste-disposal
unit.
Fittingly
leader-

guitarist Kirk Brandon's voice
provides the key to the band's
complex appeal. He performs in
the manner of an inept but
ambitious tight- rope act set above
a rubber safety net, attempting
vocal tricks that are well beyond
his ability and failing dismally,
only to bounce back to greater
heights just when you decide that
he's destroyed himself. To the
rear, drummer Stan Stammers
and bassist Luke Rendle urge

no, she was just another big- there's so much to admire about
voiced, emotive white girl who the use of the on- hand electronic
wished she'd been born black. gadgetry: IA*:21. Jona Lewie:
Stiff SEEZ 40).
Don't let the legends fool you: Heart Skips A Beat (
Thompson Twins: Set (
T.Records [8:21. Rocking Dopsie And The The great British eccentrics conSonet tinue to continue. What would
TELP 2). Second album on for the Twisters: French Style (
Thompsons and, thanks to a SNTF 872.) Another not- to- be you expect from a Brett Marvin
Steve Lilleywhite production job, missed example of how ac- Thunderbolt and one-time Terry
the band now sound a tighter, cordionist Dopsie can cook rock Dactyl who tosses out Christmas
much more commercial proposi- cakes Louisiana-style and emerge dubba dubba durn dums like Stop
tion. Though some XTC com- with a whole new range of con- The Cavalry? Whatever you exparisons seem likely, there seems fectionery. The Balfa Brothers add pect, you'll still receive surprises
nothing to stop the septet from further touches of cajun, while as Lewie switches from Godley
Creme- assisted
swing
becoming serious contenders: keyboardist Slim Notini chips in a and
113:11. Brandi Wells: Watch Out boogie assist on a Hound Dog marches to mood pieces in
(WMOT V 2224). Pleasing debut that'd walk all over the opposition remembrance of the Titanic. Yes,
13:21. Felt:
from a singer who might easily at Cruft's. C'est magnifique — or it's that sort of album! (
placate a crowd should Denise words to that effect: IA:1*1. iCrumbling The Antiseptic Beauty
Williams or Natalie Cole not show Buggies: Adventures In Modern (Cherry Red MRED 25). A shortbut low- price
Carrere CAL 131). on- playing-time
up one night. Pleasing arrange- Recording (
ments and a sympathetic pro- With his days as aYes man now album by two guitarists and a
duction help her gain points: behing him, goggle-eyed funster drummer who create music that
[A:21, Janis Joplin: Farewell Song Trevor Horn supplies eight tracks, leans heavily on gentle strums.
(CBS 82454). She used to ask: '
Do four of which reunite him with Actually they sound pretty much
you think I'll be a good singer, IGeoff Downes. Perhaps the re- like afolk-rock outfit but don't tell
mean like Otis Redding or Tina sults are not quite so pop perfect anybody, else it'll spoil Felt's chart
as the duo's Age of Plastic but image. Nice. [ A:1]
Turner?' And the real answer was j
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clamped to the playing. Hours of listening have convinced me that as yet none
of those many fine performers — products of the efflorescence initiated by
this great artist — whose playing delights us today attains consistently the
level of interpretation of this extraordinary man: already in his eighties
when these recordings were made.
The expressiveness he achieves,
through subtle variations in colour,
dynamic and rhythm, is unique: he can
make his intrument produce exactly
the sound his mind dictates, and his
profound imagination leads him into
depths of interpretation hardly glimpsed by lesser men. These records are a
revelation. [
A/B:1*]
PT.
Most of the plums among RCA's
Victoria series — happily now reappearing in this country — come from the
great Fritz Reiner's legacy. One such
classic is a disc of scenes from R.
Strauss' Elektra (
VICS 2009) which I
don't believe has appeared in this
country before. Something of apity he
did not record the opera complete
commercially. Idon't have the dates of
the recording to hand ( early 60s, I
suspect), but Inge Borkh, one of the
great Strauss singer/actresses of the
post-war years ( and the Eleictra on Karl
Eliihm's DG set), hits formidable form
in the title role, while the legendary
German bass-baritone Paul Schoeffler,
and the American soprano Frances
Yeend, are no less committed as
Orestes and Chrysothemis. Yes, it does
sound pretty aged — and of course it
comes too late to be rated as 'historical'
— yet Reiner's mastery ensures optimum clarity and ferocity from the
orchestral writing in spite of all. [C:1]
ES
Concertos and Sinfoniae by Vivaldi,
Albinoni and Corelli, played by ECO/
Leppard, are featured on CFP 40371
(£2.25); the playing may sound dated
and alittle 'arch', but it is good to have
these concertos — especially the Albinoni ones— readily available at budget
price and in these clear, if slightly
opaque, recordings. [B:1/21
S.D.

Fred Dellar
Brandon on in best spikey-top
fashion while reedman John
Lennard wends his way through a
stylistic netherworld that ideally
suits TOH, somehow providing an
identity yet rendering them free of
category at the same time. it's
probable that Brandon rues the
way in which Mick Jones' ultraI
ively production renders most of
the head-Hater's words incomprehensible—for what good is a
message band if no-one receives
the message? nevertheless, TOH
have assured themselves of a
place in this year's ' Likeliest To
Succeed'
ratings and
major
venues are hereby warned of their
coming. 93:1*1
From the Theatre to the cinema
next for a mention of two rockori ented soundtracks, namely
Death Wish II ( Swan Song SSK
59415)—which features music by
Jimmy Page and vocals by Chris
Farlowe and Gordon Edwards—
and The Border ( MCA MCF 3133),
yet another example of how Ry
Cooder can musically enhance
on-screen visuals. The Page
offering has its moments, predominantly the fat-sounding Big
Band, Sax and Violence, on which
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Dave Lawson lends a hand (or
two) on s'ynthesiser, and Jam
Sandwich, a typical Page guitar
riff that boasts the services of exPilot man David Paton ( bass) and
folk-rock drummer par excellence
Dave Mattacks, unlikely protagonists both. Generally, though, it's
just another soundrack item, full
of sounds to chase by, aroundthe-corner threats and the odd
romantic pretty (
Carole's Theme
just to let you know that there's a
woman in the script, even though
she's only there to be raped and
impaled on a handy spike:
IA:2/3].
Much better on- record value is
provided by Cooder's score for
the wetback saga, for the guitarist
tends to write real songs and
genuine melodies rather than a
mere array of incidental music
geared to screen action. So the
genuinely rocky Skin Game, with
its
gritty John Hiatt vocal,
wouldn't be out of place on any
'normal' Cooder album, while
pianist Jim Dickinson's Texas Bop
is just what it claims to be, as
engaging an example of Austin
hot-foot as is likely to head our
way this season. Flavoured with
tasty little instrumental enchiladas like Highway 23 and
authentic-sounding cant cantatas,
vocally provided by Sam 'The
Sham' Samudio and Freddie
Fender, 'The Border' is one of
those rare creatures, asoundtrack
album that makes it on its own.
Grand. Rio Grande, in fact. [A:1]
A bad joke is followed by anotquite-so- bad record in the shape
of Lora Logic's Pedigree Logic
(Rough Trade ROUGH 28), the
lady's first album since her forays
with Essential Logic. I'm no
admirer of Lora's sax appeal—her
tone often has adistinct similarity
to that of some '40s corn exchange dance band gigster. Her
vocals don't register highly either.
They simply drift overhead and
refuse to come to earth. In a
slightly earlier era she would have
been front-girl with Principle
Edwards Magic Theatre or some
similar crop of light flashers.
Despite such criticisms, I'm sold
on Brave Fury, the plunge and
lunge portion of funk that forms
the album's opening track. And
though the dance continues
throughout the ennui is such that
one might easily be tempted to
move off and sample a cheese
sandwich, or even watch Crossroads. Logical proof then that
likeability is simply not enough.
[A:2 /3]
More forthright in both application and production is Nick
Lowe's Nick the Knife ( F- Beat
XXLP 14), on which our hero
engages the services of old mates
like Terry Williams, Billy Bremner,
Martin Belmont and various
others including the missus
(Carlene Carter) to indulge in the
sometimes forgotten art of goodtime rock'n' rolling. Shades of
Creedence echo throughout the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

rudely titled Stick It Where The
Sun Don't Shine and throughout
there's the kind of familiarity that
doesn't breed contempt. Like me,
Lowe
forcefully
demands
throughout. And you do, you
really do. [ 13:11
Meanwhile, back at the RCA
building, the great Elvis Presley
resurrection shuffle continues
with The Sound of Your Cry ( RCA
LP 3060), acompilation of hard-toget, remixed and previously unreleased tracks. Though the job
lot mentality is in evidence—
rockers are lined up alongside
gooey ballads and even aversion
of Are You Lonesome Tonight?,
which spotlights Elvis' chortling
rather than singing—it's not at all
a bad release and benefits from
the inclusion of Steamroller
Blues, on which El goes R&B, and
What'd ISay?, acut made worthy
by a blistering guitar solo courtesy of James Burton. [ 6:2]

ped out revivalist outfits. The playing, on the ballad I'm Constrangest thing is how these fessin' That I Love You, for
pieces are interspersed with Sun example, is particularly attractive,
Ra's own numbers, all of which simple, vulnerable and poignant.
are untitled. While there's con- If you collect Lester Young discs
tinuation in spirit, the form is • like stamps, and file them away
with
matrix
drastically
different.
On the chronologically
longest of these pieces, for ex- numbers, you'll no doubt make
ample, the
improvisation
is your decisions in adifferent way.
largely free and loose, but But if you enjoy Pres coming to an
towards the end, the band lurches accommodation with a lively
into aseries of false endings, each rhythm section, this is a wonone different from the one before, derful set to sit back and groove
but played so loosely that it to. [ H:1]
The guitar is perhaps the most
comes over as afresh discovery.
That's the deceptive thing about popular of instruments in the past
the band's playing. It's rehearsed twenty or thirty years, and more
to the point of relaxation. Some of than most instruments, it has
his pieces sound simple, almost been used in a great variety of
to the point of banality, but Ithink musics. People talk of jazz guitar,
'childlike' is probably the best but even here there are so many
description. There's a lot of sub- ways of playing guitar in jazz that
tlety in there too, and he has the there is no all-purpose jazz guitar
ability both as a pianist, and as a style. Because of the fusions
band organiser, to turn things between jazz and funk and jazz
round in a way you wouldn't ,and rock, a number of guitarists
manage
to
flit
expect to hear. It's this quality of successfully
enticing the listener, then sending between a number of musical
him away with something to think areas of expression. So it's not
about, which makes Sun Ra's really surprising to find both John
music so important. The other McLaughlin and Larry Coryell
thing that's an important part of playing acoustic guitars on an
the Arkestra's performance is the album by flamenco guitarist Paco
F COURSE there's more to sheer theatrical presence of the De Lucia. Most of Castro Marin on
‘..1 Sun Ra than perseverance, band. But with this set, of course, Philips 6301 025 is taken up with
but his perseverance is sure im- only the sleeve pictures can give the Spanish guitarist playing solo.
pressive. To run abig band is hard you ahint of it, and you'll have to He combines afantastically clear
enough, but to keep it going since take my word—or the audience's and crisp technique with adepth
way back when big bands went handclaps—for it. Sun Ra fans— of feeling you'd expect from this
out of style is something else, and he's the kind of cult figure music. If anything, he leans too
especially when it's an idiosyn- who attracts afan following—will much toward the intense, but
cratic avant-garde big band. The be clamouring for this set. But if there's a tremendous amount of
pianist's charisma must be very you're not yet a Sun Ra freak, detail in his playing which demands repeated listening. The
powerful. He's kept players like here's your chance.
John Gilmore and Marshall Allen
No sooner had Iexpressed re- style of improvisation in flamenco
close to him for avery long time, gret at a recent, well below par, is of course quite different from
and he seems to treat his sidemen Lester Young reissue in last most kinds of jazz improvisation.
as part of the family, but afamily month's column, than another He sticks close to the form and
which rehearses for 12 hours at a Pres reissue graced the turntable. shape of apiece and concentrates
stretch. That's to say nothing Lester Leaps Again ( a double on ornamentation and variation.
about
his space- people and album on Affinity AFFD 80) is, by The other guitarists manage to
Egyptological philosophies, and contrast, a compilation full of blend their playing successfully
the stage gear to match. It all adds gems. These 17 air-shots ( recor- with De Lucia's without subup to a reputation which makes ded between 1948 and 1951) have merging their own identity. It's
his weirdness so well established all the immediacy of live events: not a jazz album, but it's one
and matter of fact that the stran- there is a touch of bebop which jazz listeners should find
and
rewarding:
gest thing about his new live throughout.
That
marvellous interesting
double album is the inclusion of punchy and pushing drummer, [A*:1]. One of my favourite
pieces like King Porter Stomp and Roy Haynes, is on most of the guitarists on the freer end of the
Take The A Train. The Sun Ra tracks, but even on the others contemporary jazz scene is Hans
Arkestra stomps and screams its where the master of swing, Jo Reichel, whose Bonobo Beach on
way through atrememdous set of Jones, is in the drum chair, things FMP 0830 is amarvellous musical
varied pieces on Sunrise In Dif- are still pretty boppy. The up- experience. More than most of the
ferent Dimensions on hat Hut tempo pieces are crisp and ex- guitarists at this end of the scene,
2R17: [A:1*]. The historical citing with Young throwing ideas Reichel gives the listener somepieces like Round Midnight, Lady about quite freely. The slower thing pretty solid to work from.
Bird and Limehouse Blues are numbers emphasise the kind of Much of his playing is bouncy and
played in arelatively straight way laid back, easy-flowing playing very rhythmically accessible. His
with manic overtones. You're left that Pres made his own speciality. phrases grab the attention and it's
with the strange feeling of hearing There is afantastically impressive in the sound and in the lines that
how these pieces might have feeling generated on most of he concentrates the challenge.
sounded if the original partic- these tracks, and it's one of re- Again, where too many players in
ipants had had aglimpse of music laxed, good-humoured creativity. this area seem almost always to
a clinical
coldness,
which was to follow. It could be Young appears to be at home with exude
that Sun Ra is making apoint here the other players and the whole Reichel's playing is joyous and
... maybe it's adedication to past performance is particularly warm draws in the listener. For those are
players, or it's to show that aspark and outgoing. It's fashionable to interested in how the music is
and spirit runs through all jazz knock this particular period in produced, the album comes with
regardless of era. Either way Young's career, but while it's true drawings of his doctored and
these tracks are a joy, especially that his playing varied quite alot reconstructed guitars. A lot of the
as they are played with more postwar, the evidence of this set time the bubbling rhythm and
verve and commitment than you shows that there were certainly drive of his pieces can remind you
get with so many tired and clap- some valuable performances. His of the blues, but always there's
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the recognition that what you're
hearing is something unique and
something rather special. I'm sure
that in Reichel's case at least, if
dubious listeners got past the
barriers of categories, assumptions and prejudices, they'd find
this music stimulating and rewarding. Maybe they'd realise
how natural it sounds. [
A:1]
Another album of Russian
contemporary jazz has emerged
mysteriously in the west on Leo
Records LR 107, and this time it's
The Ways Of Freedom by pianist
Sergey Kuryokhin. This is an
album of bunched- up percussive
free pianistics with sharp contrasts in tempo, moods and
dynamics. He uses the whole
piano and does some inside-theworks excursions reminiscent of
our own Howard Riley. It's certainly
more
European
than
American in its feel and there's a
hint or two of some heavy duty
classical training. He's got his
chops well together and the
album abounds with bravura
passages of rapid dexterity. But in
spite of all the activity and excitement, it's acool record whose
impact is cerebral rather than
emotional. This album should
surprise a lot of people. Just as
the Ganelin trio album ( also on
Leo, and there will be areview of a
new Ganelin trio album shortly)
turned afew heads round, so will
this record. Because we have not
heard anything like this coming
out of Russia until relatively
recently, we've . assumed that
there was nothing there at all. The
question is, how many more
musicians are playing this challenging music underground in
Russia? There's something wrong
when an album has to state on the
cover: ' Sergey Kuryokhin does
not bear any responsibility for
publishing this tape.' I hope
there's more to come. [ A:2]
Now that the movement which
Coltrane inspired in the early
1960s has become so familiar as
to be commonplace, albums like
Chico Freeman's The Outside
Within on India Navigation IN
1042 can be regarded as firmly
and safely within the mainstream
of modern jazz. The 1960s were
such a creative time—Coltrane,
Coleman and Ayler, for instance—
that they bred an expectation of
something new and revolutionary
every six months or so. Freeman
is not Coltrane and what he's
doing is not new and revolutionary, but he plays extremely
well within the 1960s framework.
Music doesn't have to be competitive or tomorrow's new thing
to succeed. This album succeeds
on its own terms. More than
anything else, Freeman creates
moods and the moods are sustained through the pieces on this
record. With Jack DeJohnette,
drums, Cecil McBee, bass and
John Hicks, piano, he's in good
company for this outing. Enjoyable music. [
A:1/2]

Denis Argent
considers the lighter side
OHN WILLIAMS, as the title of
his recent album declares,
wants to build bridges. It was
interesting when he took aholiday
from the world of classical recitals
in 1978 to join what can only be
called a ' group' — even if such a
move was not unprecedented
and certainly not the sensation
that the publicity tried to make it.
LikeJohn Da nkworth, his aim is ' all
music', and the new record, the
fourth from the five musicians
who call themselves Sky, offers a
wide range. Sky 4(
Ariola ASKY 4)
runs the gamut from Bach to 1942
Hoagy Carmichael, plus a 1982
original from the group's other
guitarist, Kevin Peek. But the
tracks which remain most vividly
in the memory are derived from
19th century orchestral showpieces: Wagner's ' Ride of the
Valkyries' and the ' March to the
Scaffold'
from
Symphonie
Fantastique. Now this is that familiar old device which we used to
call jazzing the classics. Forty
years ago it was Art Tatum's
Humoreske or Tommy Dorsey's
Song of India. Now, with all the
benefit of new orchestral colour
and 1982 recording techniques,
we are still left with the feeling that
Sky are offering something rather
catchpenny. Wagner and Berlioz,
to put it mildly, demanded rather
more
resources
than
five
instrumentalists with a little help
from
their
sound-engineering
friends. Sky's publicity claims that
'for the first time the rock classics
theme truly works because here
are musicians who understand
both sorts of music'. In what is
heard, however, it is the beat that
dominates. There is high technique, of course, and John
Williams plays a little acoustic
guitar to pay tribute ( lip service?)
to his original milieu. However,
it is less satisfying than, say,
Stephane Grappelli pitting his
technique against Menuhin's. If it
were not for the disco-type bass,
'Sky 4' could be classed as ' easy
listening' in the shop racks. The
Ariola publicity material perhaps
unintentionally revealsthe market

Sky
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the record is aimed at because it
lapses here and there into the
jargon of the pop weeklies. But it is
still the most interesting of the
mixed bag reviewed on this page
(partly because the career of John
Williams interests us all) and it is
crisply recorded. [
A:1]
Crisp is not the word one would
have formerly applied to the
sound of an electric organ. Of
course it is crisper than the old
cinema
organ,
which
even
nostalgia cannot oblige us to
commend for musicality. But a
batch of six records from the Birmingham- based
Grosvenor
company goes a long way to
making the listener come to terms
with the technology that puts incredible resources into the hands
(and under the feet) of one man.
There are the obvious trick effects
of storm and surf — September in
the Rain and Bali-ha'i on Andrew
Gilbert's Kawai DX900 ( GRS1108)
— but there are some astonishingly successful orchestral simulations. Not ( one can almost add
'of course') of the symphony
orchestra, butthe Stardust of Dave
Smith at the Lowrey MX1 ( GRS
1118) has the authentic sound of
the big band soloists of the late
1930s, Tommy Dorsey or Bunny
Berigan. Equally authentic is Dave
Smith's disco selection; but, like
others determined to prove his
(and the organ's) versatility, the
record also features 'The' Bach
Toccata and fugue and a strange
version of Under the Double Eagle
march. Sounds of musicals, Peter
Hayward on aBaldwin ) GRS 1110)
is more conventional: Rodgers
and Loewe tunes from four
musicals, including unfamiliar
items not heard in most selections.
Theatreland, David Shepherd on a
Gulbrandsen Palace and Rialto
(GRS 1116), starts rousingly with
the title tune by Jack Strachey, so
familiar as an introduction to radio
programmes
about
stage
musicals. After that it falls off into
an unlikely hotchpotch of ballads,
Chopin and Delibes. Overture,
Peter Hayward again ( GRS 1111),
takes its title not from the stage

associations but from the instrument, the Baldwin Overture 170,
and is again astrange ' versatility'
mixture of Gershwin, modern folk
hits, Tchaikovsky, Nessun dorma
and such novelty items as Grandfather's clock Finally, Time was,
by Trevor Daniels on a Crumar
2003R ( GRS 1113). This is a most
musicianly selection and Icould
even be converted to taking electronic organ music seriously if I
hear many more records like this.
Good tunes such as the title track and
newer Marvin Hamlisch standards, all winding up with arousing
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba. The
organist happensto bethe brother
of that most entertaining magician
Paul Daniels who, as a bonus,
contributes an amusing sleeve
note. All these organ records tend
to be a mixed bag, both in
musicality and recording, so the
rating has to be [
B:2].
Handel's shimmering Queen of
Sheba appears also as an opener
in adisc correctly called An Entertainment. This presents Richard
Baker in his second ( or resumed)
career as a recitalist. As well as
sharing that opening piano duet
version of the Arriva/with Raphael
Terroni, he recites poems and
reads favourite prose. He even
sings that BBC favourite Little
Betty Bouncer (
who, you recall,
loved an announcer) which is
usually heard in its version by
Flotsam and Jetsam. This digital
recording ( Unicorn-Kanchana
KPM 7015) is both jolly and
touching by turns and stands far
more than one's initial playing. If
we could rely on its not getting
over-exposed on too many radio
programmes, it would make an
ideal
shop-early-for- Christmas
purchase. But why wait until
Christmas? It would be awelcome
present for any listener, any time.
[A:1*1.
'Songs my mother taught me'
must be one of Richard Baker's
most familiarthemes in his record
programmes, and one of this
month's records fully expresses
that theme — part of this reviewer's musical upbringing too.
Home sweet home (
Argo ZK 97) is
a selection of old ballads beautifully sung, without too much
sentimentality, by Felicity Palmer.
As well as the title track there are
.
favourites such as In an oldfashioned town and The bells of St
Mary's. [ A/B:1 ]
Finally, modern folk— an idiom
that can cover much from political
protest to bar- room choruses. No
rules by the Country Blues Band
(Dingles DIN 323) tends towards
the latter, with a loving tribute,
more or less in fast blues form, to
John Barleycorn. Since Frank
Howes' standard work on international folk song does not even
mention the blues as an idiom,
these enthusiasts may be spreading the good word in folk circles.
The general atmosphere is pub
rather than pop, and none the
worse for that. [
13:2]
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GALE & CARVER
equipment by
D.W. Labs Limited
Demonstrations
(by appointment)
From
DONNINGTON AUDIO
16 Swan Street
Kingsclere
Newbury, Berks
Tel: ( 0635) 29749
ACCESS &
BARCLAYCARD
Part Exchange
Closed Mondays

IIKROYO 1411.
Acompact loudspeaker
for use in the home
with amplifiers or rack
systems rated from 10
watts per channel up to
80 watts per channel.
Bass reproduction
extends down to 45Hz.

IIKROW3 7L

Asmall loudspeaker 12 ins by 8ins by 7ins deep
for bookshelf mounting. Matches with amplifiers or rack systems of from 10 watts to 60
watts per channel. Bass reproduction extends
down to 50Hz.

Royd Loudspec,cr Co. Lb
Unit A6, Stafford Park 15, Telford, Shropshire, TF3 3BB
Telephone: Telford ( 0952) 617511
Manufacturers of loudspeakers designed for people who believe
that listening to Hi Fi should be an exciting but pleasant
experience. For details of your nearest retailer or in case of any
difficulty please contact us direct.
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are -required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)
If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post irt advance of delivery, HiFi News will consider
you for compensation it the Advertiser should become insolvent or
bankrupt, provided:
(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
HiFi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.
Please do not wait until the last momem to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.
We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up ta £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above peocedure has not been complied with, at the discretion of HiFi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements are excluded.
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OLD
on...
tonearms
accessories
Alvin Gold looks briefly
at new, not so new,
classic and not so
classic designs
HERE ARE TWO things every aspiring hi-fi
Tjournalist
learns quickly — or else! First,
never to believe anything ( or very much!)
anyone says about his product. And secondly,
that the hi-fi industry is full of people who
sincerely want to get rich by flogging record
cleaning potions and apparatuses ( apparati?)
which are nearly always acomplete waste of
time and money.
So this month Iwould like to tell you about
two unlikely pieces of equipment, one of
which has rotating brushes like an upright
vacuum cleaner, and purports to clean
records, and the other avibratorthat purports
to clean styli. First,though, I
musttell you that I
am by no means obsessive about record
cleaning, and generally only start to get upset
when the stylus starts off in hot pursuit of the
record label, having been elevated into
position above the record surface by awodge
of dust in the shape of askate board. By and
large this doesn't happen, often. Record
cleaning, apart from a quick dust- off before
play ( sometimes!) Inever botherwith, and my
listening is rarely disturbed by the supposed
ills of surface noise in its various incarnations.
Ifear that over- assiduous record cleaning
causes most of the problems that the equipment itself doesn't cause. Cartridges that
don't ' play' surface noise without mistracking
and amplifiers that can't handle the transient
waveforms that result are pr ime culprits here.
Having got your record playing system to
optimum, though, there remains the problem
of getting surface dust off records painlessly,
and removing caked- on gunge from the
business end of the cartridge. The record
cleaner first. Memorably dubbed the AE-320
(but I've forgotten why it's memorable), the
device costs about £ 12.00 and is made by ( or
for?) Maxel I, better known fortheir products in
the field of cassettes. It's asort of black rectangular box that hooks over the record centre
spindle. The moving parts consist of: ( a) a
drive-wheel that propels the device around
the record, which it does once every two
seconds or so; and ( b) a high speed rotating
brush which creates a mild vacuum over the
surface of the record and simultaneously
brushes dust vigorously from the disc to be
borne away to the innards of the machine and
eventually to afilter which substitutes for the
dust collecting bag my Electrolux has.
Never mind. The device is noisy but
effective and it really does remove 90% or
more of the surface dust. Best of all, it does this
without apparently building up astatic charge
on the record which is the normal danger with
hand-held brushes, although no specific antistatic claim is made on Maxell's literature.
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Sticky dust it will not shift, so the device may
not suit those who live in a smokey atmosphere, and neither will it ' clean' records, which
is the main job it'ssupposed to doaccording to
Maxell. What it does is more limited, but it
does that more limited job effectively.
If I'm not exactly fastidious about record
cleaning, Ihave now been converted to the
benefits of regular and thorough stylus
cleaning. Still Ihave to admit to having had an
Audio Technica AT637 electronic stylus
cleaner hanging around for some months
before Ireally got to grips with its potential —
and
even
then
it was another hi-fi
manufacturer who pointed out how good it
could be at removing the caked-on rubbish—
but only if used for about ten minutes at a
stretch.
Well, what he actually said was that it was a
good idea to use the Audio Technica if you
were not going to the job properly, which
according to him was with the side of abox of
matches. This sounds abit dodgy to me, so I'll
fall back on the AT637, which has a sort of
fibrous platform which vibrates at a high
frequency. Used as suggested above ( for
about ten minutes and not as directed) it really
works. Don't make the mistake of thinking that
caked- on rubbish in the vicinity of the stylus is
only important when it causes needle jumping
or something equally dramatic. It's important
at all times. A quick ten minutes before a
record playing session can sharpen up the
sound amazingly, even when the stylus looks
clean. Onetip: keepthe volu me of the system a
little way up — the HF tone from the cleaner
will be transduced by the cartridge just as
though it was amusic signal on arecord, and it
will act as a reminder that the stylus is being
cleaned. The AT637, complete with Hoover
Junior type headlight, costs £9.95.
Despite the above, the main topic of today's
sermon is arms. Ihave a theory that hi-fi
attracts more pseudo-scientific claptrap than
all other consumer commodities, and that
within the field of hi-fi more nonsense istalked
about arms than almost anything else. The
important facts about arms must be quite
similar to the important facts about turntables and cartridges, yet all these things
cause endless muddle, misunderstanding
and plain, simple wrongheadedness. In this
regard Iam grateful to Keith Howard ( Editor of
HFA) for injecting a little common-sense by
asking the rhetorical question ' what price
rigidity?' in the context of wanted recorded
information on record taking up room which is
best measured in terms of the diameter of a
hydrogen atom! ( Well, perhaps alittle larger
than that.)
However, Iwas interested in Eric Leamon's
article 'Tonearms and the Twist' in last month's
issue. Ican see the logic of his argument,
though Isuspect he may have fallen into the
classic trap of trying to attribute asubjective
improvement to one specific effect, when in
fact the test rig used to demonstrate the effect
(the headshell outrigger) must introduce
several other variables into the arm's
behaviour at the same time.
No matter — his hypothesis has acomfortable feeling of good, pragmatic commonsense to it. And the one thing we could use
more of in hi-fi is common-sense.

So here's some of my personal experience
masquerading as common-sense, for anyone
in the throes of buying an arm. First of all, let
me use one of my car analogies. I'm fond of car
analogies, always have been. I'm fond of cars,
y'see. Now although I cannot pretend to
understand the proper reasoning behind the
following proposition, my experience has
taught that the first axiom of a good record
playing system is to have agood turntable —
and that the arm should be chosen only after
the best possible turntable has been selected.
Having an expensive land presumably
capable, but it's a dangerous presumption!)
arm on agrottyturntable is alittle like having a
beautiful racing engine on a fundamentally
unstablechassis ( did someone sayWartburg?).
It's the wrong order of priorities, and more
importantly, it doesn't work.
The same principle extends to the cartridge.
True, this is a controversial point, and Iam
currently in correspondencewith the Editoron
the matter, but I
would still arguethe pointthat
agood turntable as the first priority and agood
arm as the second priority is the path to true
happiness, and that such agood turntable/arm
combination will sound better even with a
modest cartridge than any cartridge in an
inferior turntable/arm combination.
This philosophy ( if that isn't too grand a
word) is one that has been vigorously
promoted, and more importantly demonstrated to great effect, by Linn Products of
Glasgow, who have now established their
own arm design, the Japanese made lttok, as
the current standard at the top of the market.
Not necessarily the best, notice, but certainly
the standard, and especially so in combination with their own turntable and the Asak
cartridge. A measure of the shift of emphasis
in arm design in the last few years is implicit in
this situation: just afew years ago the SME in
its various forms had this distinction, and of
course their Series Ill is still an outstanding
and versatile device.
But just to show how little reliance can be
placed on even well deserved reputations, I
must relate the problems Ihad in trying to
evaluate the merit of the Oracle turntable
using a Linn for comparison and lttoks on
both. To cut along story short, I
only started to
get meaningful (
ie repeatableand predictable)
results when we continued using Fidelity
Research FR64fx arms for the comparison. I
can only postulate that the first arm resonant
mode of the lttok is at asimilar frequency to a
sub- chassis mode on the Oracle, but Ihave no
proof of this.
However, this does give me the opportunity to tell you about the FR. Owners of the
earlier FR64S will recognise the line of
descent, which has spawned this ' FR for everyman' version of that unlikeGZavyweight.
Where the 64S used stainless s el for its arm
tube, the 64fx gets hard anodised aluminium
alloy parts for most of its structure, revised
arm geometry, and anumberofotherchanges
which result in an arm that actually weighs
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REAL BRITISH HI-FI THAT DOESN'T COST THE EARTH!
CONSIDER YOUR HI-FI AS ACOMPLETE SYSTEM CHOSEN TO GIVE YOU THE LISTENER THE'MAXIMUM
AURAL ENJOYMENT IN THIS CONTEXT YOU WILL APPRECIATE THE IMPORTANCE, FIRSTLY 0.F
CONCENTRATING ON THE SOURCE ( DECK/ARM/CARTRIDGE), IT STANDS TO REASON THAT AMPLIFIERS
OR SPEAKERS CANNOT DELIVER BETTER THAN THEY RECEIVE. HOWEVER CARRY THROUGH THIS
LOGIC AND IT BECOMES APPARENT THAT THE BETTER THE ' FRONT END' THE WIDER THE DYNAMICS
AND FREQUENCY RANGE BECOME. THUS THE BETTER THE AMPLIFIER NEEDS TO BE TO AVOID
QUALFY DEGRADATION.
IF YOU HAVE ARRIVED AT THE POINT WHERE YOU ALREADY OWN A SUPERIOR
DECK/ARM/CARTRIDGE AND HAVE ' MADE DO' WITH A• BUDGET AMPLIFIER,
ASK YOUR DEALER TO DEMONSTRATE THE EFFECT OUR SERIES 500
WILL MAKE TO YOUR SYSTEM AND DISCOVER WHAT YOU HAVE BEEN
MISSING!
UPGRADING WITH CRIMSON IS NOT AS EXPENSIVE AS YOU
MIGHT EXPECT ASMALL INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER WITH
PRE-OUT/POWER-IN CONNECTORS CAN BE IMPROVED ONE
STEP AT ATIME FOR AS LITTLE AS .£ 114 AND WITH ACHOICE
OF 40 OR 80 WATT POWER AMPLIFIERS YOU CAN CHOOSE
THE BEST MODEL TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS.

IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO HEAR MORE ABOUT OUR SERIES 500 AND TO RECEIVE AN IUP-TO-DATI
DEALER LIST PLEASE WRITE TO US, IF POSSIBLE ENCLOSING ASELF ADDRESSED ENVELOPE

Crimson Flektrik
FREEPOST 9C_AYv ILL ROAD, LEICESTER LE4 5ZD 2 0533 761920
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SPECIALIST DEALERS:
ALLENTON AUDIO
DERBY '2 (0332) 701194

AVALON AUDIO ADVISORS
GLASTONBURY 'M (0458) 50370

ACTIVE AUDIO
12 OSMASTON ROAD, THE SPOT, DERBY

ire (
0332) 380385

WA BRADY & SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD. LIVERPOOL
(051) 733 6859

BESPOKE AUDIO
372 BUXTON ROAD. STOCKPORT
cm (
061) 456 8515

BADGER SOUND SERVICES
46 WOOD STREET LYTHAM ST ANNES
%V (0253) 729247

BASICALLY SOUND
MULBARTON fe' (0508) 78272

BILLY VEE SOUND SYSTEMS
68 LEE HIGH ROAD, LONDON SE13
te (01) 318 5755

CANTERBURY HI FI CENTRE
21 BURGATE, CANTERBURY, KENT
Ye (
0227) 65315

HAMPSHIRE AUDIO LTD.
8 & 12 HURSLEY ROAD, CHANDLERS FORD
te (
04215) 2827

HI FI CONNECTIONS
51 BECKENHAM ROAD. BECKENHAM
te (
01) 658 3450

LEICESTER HI FI CENTRE

more than the 64S but has lower effective
mass as seen by the stylus. The arm is an ' S'
shaped one, taking SME/IEC type headshell if
required, or its own headshells by preference,
which it clamps really solidly rather like the
chuck of a drill clasps its bit. The fx is still a
massy arm, though, as well as being
inconveniently heavy for some suspended
sub-chassis decks like the Linn. It will work on
the latter if the feet are extended, but it's not
ideal.
Did someone mention performance? Well,
it's good, very good in fact. To date, it is by
some distance the finest arm with interchangeable headshell Ihave heard, but in my
opinion it is far from matching the best of the
non- interchangeable
arms.
Still,
it
is
sufficiently good to demonstrate intriguing
effects like how acceptable sounding and
mechanically stable acompliant cartridge can
be
where
conventional
theory
would
discourage the use of anything more compliant than a typical moving-coil. On the
subject of typical moving-coils, FR's own
MC201 works well in the fx, as does the
massive 702, but this arm is not especially
cartridge sensitive. The Asak works quite well
too, though there does seem to be acommon
factor in the subjective performance of all
these combinations, asort of leadenness, or
lack of agility in the bass, to upset slightly an
otherwise well balanced performance.
" One arm Icannot pass by, although I've yet
to use one for a long period at home, is the
Syrinx PU2 Gold ( Idon't know incidentally if
this finally replaces the Silver, but this is
obviously a possibility). There are various
changes to the basic design, but apparently
the mostsignificant is amuch harder rubberto
decouple those bearings that use decoupling.

215 MELTON ROAD, LEICESTER
ge (0533) 667801

THE MUSIC ROOM
221 ST VINCENT STREET GLASGOW
le (
041) 221 2527

MIDLAND HI FI STUDIO
WULFRUNA STREET WOLVERHAMPTON
te (0902) 771774

QUADRAPHENIA
10 NURSERY STREET SHEFFIELD

e(0742) 77824

STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO
41 VICTORIA ROAD, CAMBRIDGE fe (0223) 68305

SUPERFI
15 MARKET STREET NOTTINGHAM
te (0602) 412137

RADFORD HI FI
43 KING EDWARD COURT WINDSOR
(07535) 56931

RADFORD HI Fl
52 GLOUCESTER ROAD, BRISTOL
te (
0272) 422709

SUBJECTIVE AUDIO
59 GROVELANDS ROAD, LONDON N13
te (
01) 886 7289

ALL THE ABOVE HAVE THE COMPLETE
SERIES 500 IN STOCK AND ON
DEMONSTRATION. HOWEVER MANY OTHER
DEALERS ARE ALSO CRIMSON AGENTS.
THEREFORE SHOULD YOU WISH TO KNOW
YOUR NEAREST STOCKIST PLEASE CONTACT
US AND WE SHALL BE HAPPY TO SUPPLY
THIS INFORMATION
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A side- effect is said to be that the arm is now
unsuitable for the Asak, and therefore the
'mass ring', formerly made for th is cartridge in
particular, is no longer produced. Forgive me
if Ihave got this wrong.
However, enough of hearsay. I recently
heard this arm fitted to aLinn and with aBlack
Level Koetsu ( now discontinued) in its mouth.
Before this recent hearing Ihad almost written
off the Syrinx as marginally inferior to... and
impractical to boot. It can be abit of apig to set
up, and to keep working at its best— and it has
the most peculiar static behaviour.
Well, nowl must swallow my thoughts. The
sound of this player attached to aLinn/Naim

Superieur — the new RD11 with the concave
platter and centre clamp àla Oracle. Not that
there's anything wrong with the Ariston. It's
more that Ihave yet to get really used to its
sound quality, which is, however, certainly
very positive and clear.
The first of these last two arms is the Helius,
andthis is one design I
would like to spend alot
more time with. It is a sort of everyman's
esoteric product, a £ 150 arm designed to go on
decks like the Linn, Logic, Systemdek and
Thorens, and which I
am told works especially
well with the Dynavector Ruby, Elite
MCP555 and the Denon 305 — the designer's
own ' favourite unsung hero', orso he tells me.
One dealer Iquestioned ( Grahams, but they
must remain anonymous) told me they sell
quite afew with cartridges like the A&R P77, a
down-to-earth moving- magnet model for the
down-at-hee1.1 must say this fitted in philosophically ( sorry about that word) rather better
than some other suggestions, given that the
Helius seems to me to be no match for the
'heavyweights' like the lttok etc. It's good
though, very good. With the A&R P78 it has that
property that for me really separates the good
from the also-rans: it seems to project music
into a real space, and keep instruments
standing still and properly separated. But
most of all, it sounds solid, it really has a
believeable bottom end.
As a product it has afew rough edges and
inadequacies, and one or two strange things
like having the main gimbal bearing for
horizontal and vertical movement in a
different vertical plane to the main arm tube.
But it's a good medium- mass arm, of
acceptable finish and good sound. There's
nothing Ican think of at the price which is
obviously better — although Helius themselves make arefined version of the same arm
for £200. And a £400 no- compromise model...
It remains to be seen what they mean by ' no
compromise'; it's another phrase that cannot
be taken at face value.
Finally, Audio Technica have sent me a
sample of their latest production, an ' ultra low
mass' arm which is called the AT1120 and is
listed for £ 120 or so. Ordinarily, Iam no great
fan of low- mass arms. The concept of low
mass has always struck me as being in some
way misguided, and my prejudice has turned
to near certainty now I have found that
virtually all the best sounding cartridges on
the market are medium or low compliance
models which neither need nor extract benefit
from low mass arms. There will be those who
disagree with this rather bald statement,
though, and for those people Audio Technica
have addressed the problems of low- mass
arm design in what appears to be athorough
and convincing way.

PMS lsobarik system was magic, sheer magik. /Pleb
The system was one that was well-known to me, and the effect of this front-end was to
remove totally all traces of any hi-fi-ish tendencies the system displayed in the past.
The AT1120 is afixed headshell design with
Music was solid, real, and sort of flowed. I
was
(metaphorically) knocked out, if that isn't too novel ( but seemingly effective) arm bearing
violent a description for something so geometry, and features fluid damping rather
completely and totally musical ( or is that like that used by SME. Considering its slender
musikal?). There was probably an element or looks, the whole thing appears to be surpristwo of symbiosis in this particular set-up that ingly solid. Once again, I've come to no fixed
may not apply even in other PMS systems, but conclusions about this arm yet, though it is
there is food for thought here. No conclusions, one that Ishall employ for reviews alongide
of course, those will have to await a more others, to gain the experience needed. Proviscientific listening test. By the way, Iseem to sionally, this seems like asuccessful design,
recall the Su pex SD900 working really well in which contrasts strongly with the Helius in
this arm too...
that it simply does not have the rock-solid
No conclusions about the final two arms in bottom-end of the latter; but it still gives a
this micro survey. This is because I've only musical performance that seems clear,
been in a position to try them out relatively detailed and well presented spatially — if
briefly, and so far only on an Ariston RD11S perhaps awee bit coloured.
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All the proof you need
is right before
yourears.

No pick-up arm in the past decade has received so
much acclaim as the Syrinx PU2.
Not simply because its advanced design is different from
that of any other arm in the market.
But because it really does achieve an astonishing
improvement in reproduction quality.
Judge for yourself See it at your Syrinx dealer now
Listen to it perform on any turntable of your choice.
It's arevelation.

Syrinx, 54a Castle Street,
Edinburgh EH2 3LU 031-226 4109
WATCH OUT FOR SYRINX HISTORIC HOUSE CONCERT SERIES:
Dates for the first two are — Saturday 29th May at Manderston House
Duns, Berwickshire
Saturday 10th July at Mellerstain House,
Tickets available from SYRINX.

Gordon, Berwickshire

5amplifiers eic 5tuners
THE PRESENTATION of this group matches that of the previous
group of tuners and ampifiers which was published in the January
1982 issue. The introduction to that review is thus equally as
applicable to this one, and although there is no point in rephrasing the
philosophy Ido think that, for the sake of continuity, it would be
advisable to run through some of the pertinent aspects of the review
again.
The tuners and amplifiers were tested separately in the laboratory,
while auditioning was conducted through updated IMF TSL80/11
speakers in a room of some 70m 3 volume and 0.4 second overall
reverberation time ( in some cases ' phones were also used for residual
detection, etc). The partnering tuner was used with its amplifier and
the source material was off-air, via a reel-to-reel tape machine, and
from disc using amodified Leak 2001 motor system and plinth with
that model's excellent viscous suspension ( now sadly extinct), Audio
Technica AT- 1010 arm and Yamaha MC1S m-ccartridge. Where the
amplifier was not equipped with m-cinput the Signet MK- 12T step-up
transformer was used, which was also employed for comparison
against the amplifier's m-cinput or supplied head amp.
At the conclusion of the review (pp.108/109) you will also find two tables
tabulating the various findings and auditioning impressions of the
tuners and amplifiers separately. An ordinal ranking technique was
adopted to derive the overall placing which, in the case of amplifiers,
takes account of power yield. For this reason the amplifier analysis
exposes the individual ranking of each parameter considered, making
it possible to judge which models were particularly 'weighted' on
technical placement ' in terms of power'. Technical placement of
tuners was derived from the ordinal ranking of no fewer than 22 of the
parameters given in the tuner lab chart.
The analysis tables also give the scores for relative auditioning; but
here Imust stress that these were purely the impressions of the
various listeners involved. Different listeners may well express
different impressions, while different software, program material,
speakers and room acoustics could well modify the net results of a
subsequent appraisal.
The tuners table also gives an overall 'performance' assessment
which considers technical as well as subjective impressions. This was
regarded necessary with tuners which, unlike amplifiers, include RF
and IF sections which have less impact on the sonic results yet can be
important from the ' reception' point of view.
The tables include a 'value' rating which takes in price as far as it
could be judged at the time of writing. Here aweighting was applied
relative to areference datum. Afurther weighting was included to take
account of features and basic mechanical and electronic engineering.
Like auditioning, however, this is another ' hazy' zone because a
feature which may be valued highly by one person might be regarded
as totally unnecessary by another. You pay for the extra features, of
course!
In other words, the tables should be looked upon essentially as
'guides' not as dogmatic statements of fact. After reading the reviews
you may think that aparticular feature is just for you despite the fact
that my assessment of it may be low. Prices, too, can vary from outlet
to outlet, so you may find it advisable to shop around; and, indeed,
where the different models are similar in price you may find their price
order different from mine, depending on purchasing source and
negotiated discount!

Aurex ST-S80 Tuner
ALTHOUGH ONE of the smallest of the group, the Aurex ST-S80 is a
remarkable tuner. It employs an inbuilt microprocessor for control,
complete with audible programming bleeps! Tuned frequency is
displayed digitally, while any selected pre-programmed station can
be additionally identified by letters and numbers (a mix of both or
either). Tuning is frequency-synthesised over 87.5 to 108AAHz FM in
50kHz steps and over 522 to 1602kHz AM ( MW only) in 9kHz steps. Up
to no fewer that 30 separate stations can be memorised, complete
with identification, for immediate recall by pressing two buttons. First
button A, B or C selects the ' matrix', while the second button (0to 9)
selects the data entry within that matrix. Thus stations AO to A9, BO to
B9 and CO to C9 ( 30 in all) can be programmed.
Station identification can use up to four characters. For example, it
is possible to write, say, BBC1 at 88.1 MHz on buttons Al.
Programmed that way, pressing the A and 1buttons tunes the FM
front-end to 88.1MHz while simultaneously displaying frequency,
identification and button numbers. Frequency and station identification use separate blue-glowing displays, while the button numbers
are given by agreen-glowing display. ,
If the frequency of arequired station is known, this can be keyed-in
directly. Station searching is also catered for by the usual ' up' and
'down' frequency-step buttons. A single press and release causes a
Dne step frequency change, while retained pressure results in avery
.apid step-scan which gets you to the required frequency quickly.
Dnce astation has been tuned its tuning data can easily be stored and
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related to station selector button pairs; but the programming has to be
completed while amemory indication ( M) is showing on the display.
Tuning data held in the memory can be reviewed by pressing a
'scan' button. The whole memory is then clocked through the data
displayed sequentially with sufficient pause time on each set to allow
a required programme to be retained by pressing abutton labelled
'call'. The clocking then ceases.
Writing the data in the first place is achieved by an eleaborate (for a
tuner, anyway!) keyboard which has buttons for numbers and letters.
The part dealing with the letters and various other functions is
normally covered by a dark-tinted transparent front which hinges
upwards and out of sight into the fascia when a release button is
pressed. The buttons concerned with station selection, of course, are
always accessible.
The tinted effect is continued over most of the length of the
small- height fascia, the left-hand part windowing the various displays
and LED indicators. Signal strength is given by aline of five LEDs, each
one showing two points of light, while LEDs are used for FM and AM
indication, mono and stereo mode and FM tuning lock. Small buttons
are used for band change and alarger button for power on/standby.
lnterstation muting is active in stereo mode, but lifted when the mono
button is pressed.
The rear is equipped with aplastic holder for three 1.5V cells which
retain power to the memory should the tuner be disconnected from
the mains or in the event of power failure— just as well if the memory is
filled to capacity! Audio is delivered by two RCA ' phono' sockets, and
screw terminals are used for aerial connection. A fully adjustable
ferrite rod aerial serves for AM.
Metal part of the fascia is ' silver', and the tuner is metal enclosed with
matching finish. Dimensions approximate 420x73x286.5 mm
(WxHxD) and weight 2.9kg. Selling price is said to fall around £222.

Lab Results
Although ultimate mono sensitivity was not quite as high as some of
the others of the group, it should be found perfectly adequate for all
domestic applications. Noise fell swiftly with increasing aerial input
and reached the mono floor around 74dB below full deviation with
CCIR/ARM weighting. Stereo noise floor was higher, owing to the
wider bandwidth and the action of the stereo decoder, but both mono
and stereo S/N ratios were dead on specification.
RFIM and spurious response rejection ratios were satisfactory,
though the ratio of the higher RFIM 3rd-order sideband was smaller
than the lower one. The result is the average of the two sidebands.
Capture ratio was well within keeping of a tuner of this class. IF
selectivity veered towards sharp and arelatively high selectivity ratio
was measured even on the adjacent channel (± 200kHz). This led to an
increase in distortion with increase in FM deviation, the results given
being for 100% modulation. On average modulation level the
distortion was significantly lower, and you will see that the 4+5kHz
(MD at 50% modulation level on the two-tone composite signal was
respectable at 0.3% stereo. Tuners with wider selectivity can do better
than this, of course, as witnessed by the Trio KT1000 in wide
selectivity mode. There are other factors involved, though.
Residual pilot tone and stereo subcarrier were well attenuated, but
the stereo frequency response (fig 1) did exhibit alittle treble droop
starting just below 10kHz with 50µs de-emphasis. Stereo separation
wide band was satisfactory though not startling. At 1kHz with
bandpass filtering aslightly better result obtained. Dynamic range of
the signal strength LEDs was reasonably wide, so with all five lit the
S/N ratio should be fairly close to a hi-fi requirement.
The oscillogram (fig 2) reveals the usual type of ' rings' which Inow
expect with heavy pilot tone attenuation; but unless an abnormally
high level of 19kHz is let through to the amplifier this appears not
easily avoidable. Although the audio yield is 'fixed in level, the tuner
should interface with the vast majority of hi-fi amplifiers.

Auditioning and Value
You will need to sit down in aquiet place with the tuner to work out
the ' mystery' of programming. Actually, it is not as bad as this may
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Fig 2Aurex ST-S80 lkHz
squarewave

imply, but is certainly
different. The instructions are reasonably
helpful and the tuner
comes complete with a
twty-sided flow-chart
with diagrams for tuning and programming.
You will surely have
difficulty in filling the memory to capacity ( in the UK, anyway), but
since you can programme AM stations as well as FM ones you might
be able to utilise up to a third of the 30- programme capacity!
If you harbour DXing inclinations you could utilise more of the
memory by entering the tuning data of known distant stations which
are propagated into your reception area when the tropospheric
conditions are right. During the trials Ipersonally found that this adds
to the fun of the tuner, allowing quick reception checks to be made
whenever the weather looked promising. One problem is knowing
which button pairs have been allotted to the numerous stations. You
could make alist; but to some extent this is obviated by the memory
scan function. The station identification display was of help in this
respect, too. For the main stations such as the local town station,
Radio 1 ( AM), Radio 2 and Radio 3 Ifound it convenient to allocate
buttons AO to A3 inclusive. Alternatively, you could keep all the BBC
stations in ' matrix' C — or you could use a ' matrix' exclusively for AM
stations.
The tuner is really designed to be button tuned: the ' up' and ' down'
frequency setting buttons would rarely be used for day-to-day tuning.
After programming the tuner was a delight to use ( and impress
friends!). It operated perfectly on all functions, and FM quality was
judged afair average, scoring 3.1 marks out of five. Overall frequency
balance and lack of sibilance gained highest marks, with ambience,
stereo separation and spitting gaining slightly lower acclaim. In some
instances there was a tendency for whistles to occur, but this was
mainly during the lab work and on extremely weak stations.
The AM part was sufficiently sensitive to work from the rear ferrite
rod aerial; but the quality was dramatically below that of FM, as would
be expected. Selectivity was reasonable, but monkey chatter plagued
after-dusk listening on some stations.
In terms of value, bearing in mind the price and the synthesised
operation, the tuner came out quite well. Although a frequencysynthesised model can be acquired for less than £200 (
eg, the JVC
T-X6L of the previous group), the average price is alittle above £200,
so at £222 with microcomputer control the Aurex is not badly placed at
all.

The tuning knob is placed between the press- button bank and the
meter (the amplifier has a matching presentation).
There are 12 press- buttons in the bank, three being used for FM, MW
and LW selection, another for FM inter- station muting ( which also
gives FM mono in the mute defeat position), seven for station
pre-selection and the last one for ' memo'. This button makes it
possible to allot a tuned frequency to one of the station selecting
buttons for subsequent recall.
Sadly, the items arrived without instructions, but from experimentation it appears that each station button can be programmed to
one FM and one AM frequency. It also seems that the way of
programming is first to tune the required frequency ( station) by the
knob and then to press the ' memo' button along with the button to
which that frequency is to be related.
The meter has the dual function of indicating relative signal strength
and the tuned frequency when selection is push-button. If a station
has been selected by button, manual tuning is automatically activated
by the fingers touching the tuning knob, the meter indication then
changing from button frequency to signal strength.
Left and right audio signals are delivered from short ' phono' plugterminated leads which connect directly to the tuner sockets of the
stacked amplifier. There is also an edge-connector at the end of ashort
length of multi-conductor cabling for plugging into the tuner interface
of the amplifier. Terminals are used for FM and AM aerial connections,
and the tuner comes complete with an open- loop AM aerial which
swivels at the rear.
Overall dimensions approximate 440x55x300 mm ( WxHxD). Estimated selling price of the system complete but without the speakers
and hi-fi rack is £514.05: the tuner element would probably account for
around £ 105, but it must be clearly understood that the system is a
total package which cannot be split since its remote control function is
integral. Of course, it is possible to omit the speakers and hi-fi rack.
(Incidentally, there is achoice of rack — compact chrome and smoked
glass or wood effect finish with lower record storage section.)

Lab Results
The tuner was endowed with high absolute FM sensitivity with
reasonable quieting slope. Mono noise was fair, but Ihave measured
lower. In stereo mode the noise rose somewhat more than might be
expected, and analysis of the wideband residual showed that this
included arelatively high level of 38kHz stereo subcarrier, despite the
19kHz pilot tone being well suppressed. Under certain test conditions
beat notes and curious modulation effects could be created from the
38kHz residual whose amplitude tended to change with tuning. Using
off- air signals, however, the program background was essentially free
from disturbances.
INKEL TD 10
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1— HIS FM/AM analogue tuner is part of Inkel's very interesting
Remote Control System which includes the AD20 amplifier with
RD50 infra- red remote control unit, CD30 metal-capable cassette deck,
and PD40 belt- drive turntable, along with optional LS240 2-way
speakers and RS1 hi-fi rack. The tuner obtains its power from the
amplifier so it cannot easily be used in adifferent system. As you will
see from the AD20 review, this amp is equipped with rear connectors
for interfacing to the tuner, cassette deck and turntable unit. The
hand-held remote control unit then makes it possible to operate the
whole of the system from the listening chair ( without wires!).
Although this set-up is only available as acomplete system, to keep
in line with the rest of the reviews the amplifier and tuner were tested
on their own, but of course the tuner was connected to the amplifier
for power.
Active scale length is not much more than 130mm long, so there is
quite abit of calibration compression and it is not particularly easy to
define absolute frequencies. The cursor runs along amiddle black line
which separates the upper FM scale from the lower AM part. It
consists of ared- glowing element with ashort vertical black line at the
centre.
The fascia, which consists of finely- brushed metal, is arranged with
the softly- illuminated scale at the left, a bank of illuminated
press- buttons at the right and alargish illuminated meter at the centre.
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Front-end IM rejection was better on one sideband than the other,
the average of the two 3rd- order FM sidebands being given in the lab
chart. On the other hand, spurious response rejection ratio was
remarkably high at 94dB, this no doubt being aided by the four-gang
FM front-end and MOSFET RF stage. FM IF channel employs two
phase- linear ceramic filters for selectivity and a temperaturecompensated double-tuned quadrature detector. Although the alternate channel selectivity was adequately high, the adjacent channel
selectivity was more spread out, and imbalance between sides was
noted.
At full FM deviation mono distortion was not at all bad, stereo alittle
higher as is usually the case; but to achieve the lowest values it was
found necessary to tune critically within the IF bandwidth. This was
also true of 4+5kHz intermodulation distortion which was being
affected by the 38kHz residual.
Fig. 3 shows a reasonable overall frequency response with a little
low- bass roll- down and little lift at upper HF prior to the response
falling into the 19kHz rejection. The non-speaking channel output
includes all spuriae, including the 38kHz stereo subcarrier. Using
bandpass filtering to eliminate the spuriae and signal harmonics the
separation was a high as 53dB at 1kHz.
Fig. 4 indicates the usual ' rings' which always seem to be there
when the pilot tone is well suppressed.
Signal meter dynamic range was not particularly encouraging, for
even at full deflection the aerial input might not be strong enough for
the lowest noise stereo.

Auditioning and Value

With the remote control unit the tuner was atreat to use, for after
pre-programming the various station buttons it is possible to select
any of the stations by buttons on the unit. It is also possible to change
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Fig 4Ink& TD10 lkHz
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LUXMAN

TUNER

waveband, select amplifier source (tuner,
pickup or tape), adjust
volume up and down
and, indeed, to work
the cassette deck and
turntable unit. Although
each station button
selects an FM or AM
station, there is provision for only three MW stations and four LW
ones. Since there are very few LW stations that one might wish to
programme ( in the UK anyway) Iwould have thought that agreater
number for MW and fewer for LW would have been better! However,
the FM Stations are the hi-fi ones and you can preselect seven of these.
The tuner worked without flaw during the trials and was capable of
impressive sound through the AD20 amplifier and the IMF speakers.
Sensitivity of FM was more than adequate. A small degree of ' birdies'
interference could be encouraged; but this was not present on ' local'
FM stations. Frequency balance was judged to be around average', as
also low-level ambience. Stereo imagery was thought by some
listeners to be somewhat 'jumpy' and at high modulation levels slight
'spitting' was detected in the non-speaking channel. The tuner scored
2 marks out of five for overall FM auditioning. AM results were
average.
Based on £ 105 selling price the 'value' ranking came out good; but it
must be remembered that for powering the tuner needs the
partnering amplifier and that its remote control functions only work
when the amplifier is present. Nevertheless, certainly an interesting
tuner as part of the lnkel system.

Luxman T-115 Tuner

T

'THIS MODEL is equipped with digital readout and frequencysynthesised tuning for FM over 87.5 to 108MHz and AM over 522 to
1611kHz. There is no LW band. Tuning steps are 50kHz FM and 9kHz
AM, corresponding essentially to the UK requirements. Brightglowing 10mm digits appear towards thecentre of the fascia behind a
black- backed window which spreads across to the left-hand side of the
fascia, giving the impression of atuning-scale window.
The LH part of the window shows red-glowing LEDs for tuned signal
strength and stereo reception, along with printed numbers and other
indications pertaining to the various press- buttons which lie in line on
the ' brushed aluminium' fascia proper below the window. There are
six buttons for station selection, one for storing the tuning data and
two more providing auto or ' manual' tuning. Addition ai buttons
farther along the right-hand side of the fascia yield recorder setting
tone, mono mode and FM arad AM band selection. The only control
knob is a small one which adjusts the inter-station muting level in
stereo mode. Muting is lifted in mono mode, as usual.
For tuning there are two large, round buttons which give frequency
increase or decrease. In so-called ' manual' mode asingle press of a
tuning button gives aone-step change in frequency, while if afinger
pressure is retained asequential up or down step-scan results. In the
auto mode asingle press ( and then release) causes the scan to run
automatically until asignal of sufficient ' holding' strength is detected.
The scan then halts and the frequency of the signal is shown by the
display.
When astation has been tuned it can be transferred to one of the
station selector buttons for future immediate recall. All you do is press
the store button which causes the word ' memory' to appear on the
digital display for afew seconds, and during this time press the station
button to which you wish that station to be related. You can do that for
up to six FM and six AM stations since each button caters for one FM
and one AM station.
Audio signals are delivered by two RCA ' phono' sockets at the rear
(fixed level), while screw terminals are present for connecting an FM
aerial of 75 or 300 ohms impedance and, if required, an external AM
aerial and earth. For AM, however, there is a rear ferrite rod aerial
which is fully adjustable and generally suitable for the reception of
regional MW stations.
The tuner is sleeved in dark-finished metal and reflects typical Lux
styling. Overall dimensions approximate 438 x85 x312mm (WxHxD)
and weight 5kg. Selling price is said to fall in the region of £230.

Lab Results
The review sample was found to be very se9sitive on FM. Noise
floor fell swiftly with advancing aerial input and the tuner needed only
500/ to reach 60dB stereo S/N ratio, which is good. However, beyond
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that point the improvement slowed down, and to arrive at the ultimate
stereo noise floor an input around 500µV was required. Since all five
LEDs were alight with 100µV input the metering thus fails to tell when
the signal is strong enough for lowest noise stereo; but this is a
criticism common to many tuners. Although the instructions are
correct in suggesting that with three or more LEDs alight the signal is
strong enough for stereo, with just three alight stereo background hiss
would be discernible since then the sample exhibited a stereo S/N
ratio of only about 50dB.
Ultimate mono and stereo noise floors were not as low as have been
measured on some other tuners. At 73dB the mono ratio was okay
(and it was better with different weighting than CCIR/ARM), but on
stereo Icouldn't get much better than 67.5dB. The specification gives
76dB mono and nothing for stereo!
Front-end overload performance was around or a bit better than
'average', and spurious response rejection ratio was also satisfactory,
as was capture ratio. A nominal value of IF selectivity has been engineered
which would suit many reception conditions without the impairment of high-deviation distortion which would be likely to result with
sharper selectivity. You will see from the lab chart that both mono and
stereo distortion were quite reasonable, though not as low as the Trio
in wide selectivity mode, for example, and that the IM products were
correspondingly as well tamed.
Fig 6Luxman T115 1kHz
SQUar0WaVe

Stereo pilot tone was well filtered from the audio output, but I
couldn't help feeling sorry that the upper-treble end of the stereo
frequency response had a diminishing tendency with 50µs deemphasis (fig.5). On the other hand, stereo separation mid-spectrum
was more than reasonable, but still not as good as some of the other
models. The pilot tone filtering seemed to be responsible for the
squarewave ' rings' which are shown in fig. 6, acharacteristic common
to other models.
Record tone output was very close to 6dB below full stereo
deviation, which is an acceptable level, and audio output generally
was of asatisfactory amplifier interfacing value. The tuning data are
held in the memory so long as the tuner is connected to the mains
supply and also for a few hours in the event of mains failure or
disconnection from the supply.

Auditioning and Value
The sample was placed in afairly ' average' auditioning category.
There were no dramatic observations by the people who listened to it
one way or the other. Frequency balance was regarded as 'quite
smooth with slight overtone ' mellowness' and minor constriction on
sharp transients and music attack when judged on reel-to-reel tape
derived VHF stereo. There was not agreat deal of sound-stage-scene
depth, and stereo imagery was thought by some to be variable and
somewhat shallow. With 2mV aerial input stereo background hiss was
essentially inaudible.
The tuner was possessed of about 'average' MW sensitivity and
selectivity but with above average audio quality for the AM medium.
The rear ferrite rod aerial picked up adequate signal for satisfactory
reception of most regional transmissions in the test area. FM
auditioning resulted in 3out of five marks.
The Luxman nicely exemplifies the digital, frequency-synthesised
state-of-art tuner. It is well engineered but no more outstanding in
features and attributes than the average of this class of tuner. It tested
nicely and worked without mishap during all the tests.
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Lab Results

Trio KT- 1000 Tuner
LATEST TUNER from Trio is impressive- looking and physically
.T HIS
larger than the general run of the more recent digital creations.
Tuning is by aspacious and clearly printed analogue scale having an
active length ot around 250mm. It adopts MW/AM covering from
below 550 to 1600 kHz. FM frequency interval markings are 200kHz,
while longer lines define 2MHz intervals. Cursor consists of an
illuminated line which traverses the middle of the scale freely when
the tuning knob is turned. Scale is dark- backed on which the frequency
divisions and numbers show up in pleasantly illuminated form.
The scale also shows other things, and at the right-hand top are two
well integrated meters, one marked zero to 5, revealing tuned signal
strength, and the other centre- zero for FM tuning, with numbers up to
3 each side so that you can get an impression of the degree of
mistuning. Accurate FM tuning, of course, obtains when the meter
reads centre-zero, this setting representing the least distortion and
best stereo separation.
Enclosure is ' silver'-finished metal which provides an aesthetic
contrast to the black- backed scale. The only knob is that for tuning,
which is conventiently sited at scale rig ht and of good turning size. With
the exception of acontrol knob at the back for adjusting output signal
level from one pair of sockets, all other operations are served by
press- switches, of which there are six, including one for mains on/off.
You can obtain a harmonically- rich LF tone for tape machine setting,
change from wide to narrow FM and AM IF selectivity, mono working,
change from ' normal' to ' direct' RF FM selectivity and change from FM
to AM by these switches.
TRIO KT1000
TUNER

OUTPUT LCH MODULATED
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FM inter- station muting is normally applied, but when the
stereo/mono button is pressed for mono working the muting is lifted.
A tuning ' lock tunction obtains in the stereo setting, which is also
defeated in mono mode. When you are tuning in stereo mode and
obtain centre-zero on the FM tuning meter the tuning ' lock'
automatically comes into effect when the fingers are removed from
the tuning knob, shown by a green striplight on the tuning scale.
Another similar light but of different colour shows when a stereo
signal is tuned. Also in the stereo mode an ' auto blend' operation is
achieved in that the stereo separation is diminished and hence the
noise floor falls when the aerial signal is weak ( below about 25µV).
Audio signal emanates from rear RCA ' phono' sockets, one pair
giving afixed level of around 1V and the other pair alevel down to zero
as set by the rear control. There are also two ' phonos' for connecting
to the X and Y inputs of an oscilloscope for multipath reception
detection. FM aerial signal is coupled to a ' nasty' type of socket for
which both 75- ohm coax and 300- ohm balanced feeder plugs are
supplied. AM aerial and earth couple to screw terminals, but the tuner
is equipped with an open- loop aerial for AM which is quite efficient
and adequate for most regional transmissions without need for an
external AM aerial.
Dimensions approximate 440x123x388 mm
(WxHxD) and weight
6.5kg. Selling price lies1
in the region of £299.

Iwas very impressed indeed by the low distortion yield of this tuner
on FM in wide selectivity mode. You will see that even at full deviation
it was no more than 0.04% and still below 0.1% in stereo mode. This is
no doubt afunction partly of its pulse-count FM detector, which has
also put other earlier Trio tuners ahead in the distortion stakes. Noise
floor, too, was remarkably low, especially in mono mode. It is normal,
of course, for the distortion to rise in narrow selectivity mode; but
even this was not especially high, and on IMD lower than quite afew
tuners in ' normal' selectivity design. The IMD in wide mode was also
astonishingly low at a mere 0.04% on the two-tone 4+5kHz signal of
50% peak deviation.
For most of the time you would operate in wide selectivity mode and
thus take advantage of the very low distortion; but if you are bugged
by side stations you can achieve outstanding discrimination by
changing to narrow. However, in this mode stereo separation also
suffers. At 1kHz filtered wide mode it was as high as 54dB, and
because harmonics and spuriae from the non- speaking channel were
low you will see that the lower curve in fig 7 was also greater than
the 50dB potentiometer range from at least 100Hz to 5kHz. Of course,
this was plotted in wide mode.
Stereo frequency response was reasonably ' flat' over the spectrum
with about 0.25dB droop at 20Hz and 0.75dB rise at 10kHz. Residual
pilot tone was well down but, possibly stemming from this, the
squarewave result was rather ' ringy' ( fig 8). It is apity that this effect
cannot be easily tamed without detracting from pilottone attenuation.
RFIM was acceptable in normal RF selectivity mode; but it is
possible to secure about 10dB improvement by switching to ' direct',
which should help solve some of the problems of IM products and
phantom signals when working in areas of strong signal field.
Spurious response rejection ratio was also high.
Dynamic range of the signal strength meter could have been wider,
but as it is it is more valuable than some. Ialso had the impression that
the output of the recording tone oscillator of the sample could have
been set a shade higher.

Auditioning and Value
It needed high quality signal to detect significant sonic difference on
FM between the wide and narrow selectivity modes. However, given
such a source, very good results were judged in wide mode. On
ordinary program, though, you might be hard pushed to discern a
great deal of difference between the Trio and a competently
engineered tuner of lesser sophistication and price. The listeners were
impressed by the very low noise floor and the fine stereo imagery of
the tuner. Overall response was judged to be full and wide, with
excellent bass and low-level ambience, but sometimes with atrace of
upper-treble harshness.
There are people around who favour still a good analogue tuner
despite the prevailing rash of digital designs. This is atop- grade tuner
which would suit them ( assuming they have sufficient pocket money).
At around £300 it provides excellent engineering but the sonic margin
against another good but less expensive design cannot be too wide
owing to transmission limitations. Nevertheless, in wide selectivity
mode FM auditioning resulted in 4 out of five marks.
'Value' has to take account of the features offered, and most of those
provided will prove useful to the FM devotee. Sadly, AM is without
long wave; but the MW performance was acceptable in wide IF
selectivity mode if rather ' filtery' in narrow mode. The loop aerial
was very responsive but takes up about 170mm at the back when fully
swung out.

Rogers T100 Tuner
HIS IS A completely new design from the British Rogers stable. ( It is
Tunderstood,
however, that the earlier ' analogue' T75 is to continue

in existence.) The T100 has a bright- glowing and fairly large digital
frequency display covering Band Il from 87.5 to 108.2 MHz. There are
no AM bands. Tuning is not frequency synthesised, and rather than
the buttons which are found on most Oriental digital importations the
tuning on the T100 is handled by an ordinary knob.
Manual ( knob) tuning is selected by apush-button and there are an
additional six such buttons for station selection. Each button can be
preset to any frequency in Band II by a corresponding screwdriver
preset at the rear, there being a line of six of these, which are
screw-type potentiometers. This arrangement contrasts sharply
with the virtually automatic station selection of many Oriental digitals
— it is, nevertheless, effective, though more fiddly to ' programme'.
Another thing which is unusual nowadays is an AFC ( automatic
frequency correction) button. Some sort of frequency ' locking' is
required on this design to ensure than any small drift or slight
incorrect setting of the station presets is corrected. There is also a

Fig. 8 Trio KT1000 lkHz
squarewave
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Rogers TWO interior—
excellent construction

Fig.10 Rogers 7100
1
kHz sguareweve

tuning indicator which consists of two green-glowing arrow heads
pointing to acentre red-glowing element. Mistuning is indicated by
one of the arrows being alight, the idea then being to tune slightly in
the direction of the arrow until this extinguishes and only the centre
red element is alight.
Signal strength indication is provided by aline of five red-glowing
elements, the more lit and hence the longer the short red line, the
stronger the signal. There is also ared-glowing LED which tells when a
stereo transmission is tuned. This extinguishes when the mono/
stereo button is set to mono mode, and unusual in this respect in that
the button needs to be pushed in to get stereo! I
would have preferred
it the other way round. In stereo mode there is inter-station muting,
which lifts when the button is set to mono mode. Mains power is also
switched on and off by a button. Mains lead is three-conductor,
carrying an 'earthing' element.

tion was somewhat higher than Iwould have expected. It was not
particularly bad, as you will see, and it fell with decreasing deviation
and could be reduced significantly below the values tabulated by
careful tuning. At 50% peak deviation on two-tone 4+5kHz drive the
IMD was not excessive. Asimilar result obtained using the pilot tone in
conjunction with 9kHz drive for full deviation, the lkHz product as the
result of the 18kHz 2nd-harmonic of the 9kHz drive and the 19kHz pilot
tone being measured in this case.
Iwould have favoured wider signal strength meter dynamic range,
for even when all five LED elements were lit the aerial pd was below
lmV. Thetuner tested without problems in the lab and the impression
was gleaned of competent design.

ROGERS 1100
TUNER
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Digital display reads to the nearest 100kHz of station frequency; but
because the design is non-synthesised this is of minimal moment,
since you can still tune accurately to atransmission but fail to get the
precise frequency when this is asub-multiple of 100kHz, as are very
few stations in the UK.
Audio signal is delivered by apair of RCA 'phono' sockets at the rear,
and arear knob allows the level of this signal to be set to aconvenient
amplifier Interfacing value. Aerial input can be connected to the happy
type of British coaxial socket or to a300-ohm IEC balanced feeder socket
Internal electronic design is nicely presented on a main printed
circuit board with several plug-in mini-modules. Front-end tuning and
the ' digital display' modules would appear to be ready-made, while
the excellent little toroidal mains transformer is made by Holden and
Fisher of Glasgow. There are some Japanese components; but the
general quality of all components would appear to be good.
Matching the amplifier, the review sample was of all-black finish
with metal enclosure. It is a neat, small design having overall
dimensions approximating 340x60x260 mm (WxHxD). Price is competitive at around £229.

Lab Results
Lab scrutiny revealed that the tuner was remarkably sensitive and
that both stereo and mono noise floors (with CCIFt/ARM weighting)
were well down, although in mono not quite to the low level that I
have
measured on expensive tuners. Nevertheless, Ifeel sure that the user
would not be bugged by undue background hiss. Even on relatively
weak signals the hiss was tamed, but for best hi-fi reproduction you
should aim for an input of at least 1mV, as with all tuners.
RF intermodulation was pretty well clear of ' normal' signal inputs,
but in areas of abnormally high signal field, aerial attenuation might
be desirable. Spurious response rejection ratio was also high, and
capture ratio about average for this class of design. IF selectivity was a
trifle unbalanced, and while one side had arelatively high ratio, the
other side was poorer (the average value of the two sides is tabulated).
There seemed to be afairly wide spread at 200kHz off tune, again with
some imbalance between sides.
Iwas most impressed by the stereo separation (fig 9) which, as
you can see, dropped below the pen-chart scale. Filtered lkHz stereo
separation pure and simple was as high as 56dB on accurate tuning,
which must be close to the separation of my encoder! Frequency
response, too, was well extended into the HF, with a sharp cut-off
down to the pilot tone (which encouraged ' rings', as usual — fig 10).
Despite the not-excessively-sharp selectivity, full-deviation distorFII-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Auditioning and Value
The tuner was particularly easy to use under domestic conditions,
especially after being set on the station press- buttons. The main
tuning knob was rather fast, though, alittle more gearing down to the
tuning potentiometer would not be amiss. The same applied to a
lesser degree to the preset pots at the back.
Off-air auditioning was very respectable and up with the top-flight
tuners. On detailed program, signal from reel-to-reel tape into astereo
encoderNHF generator some listeners commented on alittle uppertreble stridence and 'tizzle' on some music; but it would be nit-picking
to dwell on this. Auditioning resulted in 3.5 marks out of five.
Imust admit to having more difficulty in reconciling the price to the
features and functions on offer. For around £200 you can obtain aFar
Eastern fully synthesised digital tuner with AM as well as FM and with
easy-setting station presets. Nevertheless, from technical performance and sonic aspects the Rogers T100 is akeen contender in today's
tuner stakes. Although it mixes some earlier and state-of-art
electronics it is good to see a respected British design in direct
competition with the importations which have ruled the tuner scene
for so long.

Crimson Elektrik 510/530 Amplifier
system
R ADE BY THE enthusiastic Crimson Elektrik hi-fi people at
'VI Leicester, the system as reviewed consisted of the batterypowered 510 control preamplifier and two separately mains-powered
530 mono power amplifiers.
The three units are common-dimension ' modules', each with
rubber feet and enclosed in metal of black-crackle finish, with sleeve
size approximating 85x110x350 mm (WxHxD). Each power amplifier
has a heat-sink protruding from the front ( not unpleasantly), while
'silver' metal control knobs appear at the front of the preamplifier of a
'silver' fascia setting with black-printed function and resetting marks.
Each item has ared LED on the front which lights when the power is
on.
The 510 runs from a couple of PP9 batteries (or rechargeable
equivalents) and burns up aconstant 14.7mA with the m-cheadamp
board in action ( see below). The batteries are atrifle fiddly to insert
inside the enclosure, but their life should be reasonably long owing to
their high capacity and the smallish current drain— provided you don't
forget to switch off after each use!
Preamp fascia is simple as there are no tone controls or switchable
filters. Four knobs provide volume, balance, source selection (tuner/
disc/tape) and source/monitor, which has athird position for killing
the battery input. Connections are mainly by way of RCA ' phono'
sockets at the back ( none gold-plated) — there being the usual pairs,
including apair for output and apair for tape recording, along with a
mini jack socket.
The preamp as received for review was equipped with m-cstep-up
board. Operation at reduced sensitivity for m- m pickup is achieved by
disconnecting the step-up board ( edge connectors) and plugging the
flying lead direct to the main board. Conversely, for m-coperation the
step-up board is connected between the input and main board. I'm
afraid the instructions are very scanty indeed, and Ihad to invest in
three long-distance ' phone calls to get some operational queries
resolved. Of course, one would normally purchase through a hi-fi
dealer so the ordinary user would not have this bother — hopefully!
The only control on the power amps is an on/off switch at the back of
each one. Each has its own RCA ' phono' signal input socket, which is
connected to the appropriate output of the preamplifier (for channel
integrity), and banana-type speaker sockets instead of DIN sockets or
screw or spring terminals are used.
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The equipment is competently designed and the power amplifiers
are protected against both thermal and dynamic (overload and
abnormal load) abuse, each by an internal fuse and electronic means.
There are several meritorious circuit features, including engineering
for arelatively low output impedance from the power amplifiers in the
open-loop situation ( afeature which I
felt had bearing on the 'tight' and
'clean' bass which was detected during audition), and symmetrical
design of the m-c 'gain block'.
Because the power amplifiers are seemingly to Class 1insulation
standard, each one really needs to be separately earthed fully to
satisfy the requirment and to this end each mains cable carries
athird, earthing conductor. However, it was discovered
that when both were

earthed (from a common
mains plug) a rather serious
hum- loop resulted which could only be
cleared satisfactorily by disconnecting
one of the earths, so that the partnering 530 was then earthed by way
of the braids of the signal cables to and from the preamplifier. It would
be good if Crimson could do something about this.
It is understood that each power amplifier costs £ 125 and the control
preamplifier £ 132, totting up to £382 for the complete stereo rig.

Lab Results
Had the source impedance of the power supply in each 530 been
'stiffer' more heating watts would have been measured on continuou%
sinewave drive. As it was, each test sample gave somewhat below the
potential on this mode of testing. Nevertheless, just over 47W into 8
ohms and over 65W into 4ohms are not to be sneezed at! These are
the power results which were measured over 20Hz to 20kHz. At 1kHz
the power was up quite significantly ( shown by the 1kHz headroom
result: 1.4dB 8ohms and 1.8dB 4ohms).

Fig.11 Crimson Electnk residual distortion, 16kHz, ZL, 0-1%

Iwas remarkably impressed by the voltage which was retained
across a2.7-ohm load on IHF bursts (and made several measurements
because Ithought Imust be reading wrong!). RMS voltage on the
peaks was 20 which, as you will see from the results, is 17dB above
2.828V, corresponding to 148W into 2.7 ohms. However, during this
sort of 'stress testing' in the lab the mains transformer started kicking
up afuss and it was possible actually to hear the bursts coming from
the mains transformer! The transformer also buzzed badly when the
amplifier was driven heavily , on steady-state sinewave. I must
mention that the transformer aspect is being resolved by Crimson and
when it is right I
would suspect that an output around 80W steady state
would be available from each 530 into 8ohms at 1kHz.
During the lab tests I
got protection both from the electronic trip and
fuse — more so than I have experienced on most non- British
amplifiers. Iwas surprised to get fuse failure when driving into Z1 at
10dB output and 16kHz. In the end Iran out of fuses so do hope
Crimson will check the review samples when they get them back —
replacing the fuses for the correct ones. Unfortunately, it is necessary
to remove the sleeve each time to make the replacement. Anyway, I
was eventually lucky in holding the ZL voltage to prove that a
moderately reactive load does not reduce the yield significantly.
At 10dB output across ZL,however, the distortion was well up
(relatively) at 16kHz, and quite abit of crossover effect was present as
depicted in fig 11. Into resistive loads at different frequencies all- mode
distortion was low, including 19+20kHz IM. Dynamic ripple was low
and there was very little difference between the full-drive and no-drive
situations, which is good. Residual hum plus noise (wideband), with
no drive, was rather highish with the preamplifier connected (volume
control at minimum), but quite a bit of this was noise proper as
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indicated by the noise-only CCIR/ARM-weighted result. Pickup S/N
ratios were good and overload margins high enough for all ordinary
cartridges playing normally recorded records.
Recovery from heavy overload on bursts was swift, and the slew
factor sufficiently high (via the preamp) to avoid the possible nasties
of TID. There was no trouble with output offset voltage.
Fig. 12 shows the m-cfrequency response taking account of the
CRIMSON
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RIAA eq which, although very respectable, shows alittle deviation in
the 10kHz region. This response was taken from the recording output
of the 510 and hence before the fixed high-pass 20Hz filter which
shows up on the tuner response underneath. That response was taken
from the speaker output so takes account of the system's entire
response characteristics, which Iregarded as nicely tailored at about
—1.5dB at 40kHz.
m-cgain blocks of 18, 80/90 and 200/250 ohms cartridge loading
impedances are available under the respective designations of A, B
and C. Input impedance in m-m mode was around 47k-ohms. Input
sensitivities were in the order of 3mV m- m and 0.2mV m-c. Output of
the 510 is 775mV into 600 ohms, which is compatible with the power
amplifier input sensitivity.

Auditioning and Value
For auditioning the equipment was located in aroom removed from
speakers and listeners so the power amplifier buzz was not
discernible. Most of the people who heard the amplifier agreed that
the bass end was particularly exciting. The IMFs were well controlled
and the net effect was of anice 'tight' and crisp bass with negligible
overhang. It was possible to take the intensity up to quite substantial
leveltbefore the effects of program clipping were noticed; but before
this happened the treble tended to go 'stingy' and metallic. The
system appeared to work best (subjectively) when not peaking to
more than about 2dB below clipping level — and that was no mean
sound intensity!
Stereo imagery and low-level ambience were also regarded as
particularly good — the system putting over Cathedral music and
heavy organ voices without distress. There was acertain depth on the
low bass which is not always so well portrayed. Background hum was
not aproblem when only one of the power amplifiers was earthed to
the mains plug; but Ithink it would pay Crimson to get the amplifiers
passed by BEAB for Class 2insulation and then there wouldn't be any
trouble about two earths (or any earths come to that). Overall listening
impressions resolved to 3.4 marks out of five, with afair amount of this
voted to the bass end.
On the value stakes the combined set-up is not cheap and as the
amplifier system stands Icannot be over entusiastic about value-formoney. However, when the transformer effect is cleared, and possibly
the earth- loop situation, then reassessment would be more encouraging. Iwould also like Crimson to see why the distortion climbs to the
higher than nominal value at 16kHz across ZL,for example, and try to
clear the crossover effect.
Three separate items may not be every one's cup of tea, but in this
respect the system has versatility and you could easily use asingle
power amplifier for, say, mid-channel or rear ambience working. The
control preamplifier, bearing in mind the good m-cfacility, is certainly
not highly priced; and you also have to remember that each power
amplifier has its own power supply ( adding to the net cost), which
goes along way to improving the interchannel isolation of the system.
Battery powering might seem defeatist; but you can get rechargeable batteries and acharger (the mini-jack at the back accepts the latter
which switches on when the preamp is switched off). You will need an
extra £44 for the two rechargeable batteries and the charger.
•

Ink& AD20 Amplifier
WITH THE TD10 tuner, the AD20 amplifier is part of Inkel's
ASRemote
Control System package, and incorporates the infra-red

sensor on its fascia which responds to the encoded signals emitted by
the hand-held remote control unit ( Commander RD50). At the back are
edge-connector interfaces for the tuner and cassette deck, along with
aless complex connector for the turntable. Signals are interfaced via
RCA ' phono' sockets, while spring- loaded terminals cater for the
speaker leads (for one pair of speakers only).
Power rating is given as 35W per channel into 8ohms from 20Hz to
20kHz. Fascia is finely- brushed metal and the amplifier matches the
other units. At the right-hand side of the fascia lies a bank of
press-switches at the position corresponding to the station, etc,
buttons on the tuner. The buttons are illuminated for source selection
(tuner, pickup and tape). There are two extra non-illuminated buttons
for loudness ( no filters otherwise) and speaker pair on/off. The bank is
HI- F! NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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made symmetrical by asixth dummy button labelled phones, which
carries astereo headphone jack socket.
The infra- red remote control sensor is located at the centre of the
fascia and corresponds in position to the meter on the tuner ( and,
indeed, to the metering of the cassette deck), and between this and the
button bank resides the volume control which has fascia calibration
numbers. At the extreme left-hand side is a larger button with
illuminated indications showing when the power is on and when the
system is in standby mode. To the right of this are three fascia
calibrated knobs ( same size as the volume knob) for bass, treble and
balance whose centre settings are indent indicated.

with the amplifier quiescent. On this tack, however, the DC across the
loads was mildly high, so Iwould favour improved offset nulling.
The driving preamplifier to the power amplifier had anice HF roll-off
(you can just see this on the 'flat' position of the tone control response,
fig 13) which kept the slew factor above 5, so it is most unlikely that
you would out-speed the amplifier and run into transient intermodulation distortion problems. LF and MF damping factors were very high,
falling at HF possibly owing to the use of an inductive speaker feed.
Tone control characteristics were fairly average and typical of this
class of amplifier, as also the loudness response, which also reveals
deliberate high-pass filtering.
Iwas impressed by the good pickup overload margins and by the
high S/N ratio, but highish crossover artefacts are revealed in fig 14.

Auditioning and Value

Using source material from master-tape the amplifier received
some happy comments. Main criticisms were abnormal ' brightening
up' at reproduction levels approaching peak clipping and, although
the bass was generally felt to be well controlled, it sometimes seemed
devoid of the utter impact provided by the more powerful beasts of the

The amplifier has no supplied provision for m-c pickup. Under
remote control operation the volume control is motor driven and you
can see the knob turning. Operation is thus very smooth ( no sudden
step changes in volume). Circuitry would appear to be state-of-art,
using an FET input four-stage pickup preamp. Power fuses are
accessible at the rear.
The Commander RD50 remote control unit can recall up to seven FM
and AM stations, place the system into standby mode or switch it on,
select tuner, pickup or tape, adjust the volume control up and down,
select play, record, stop, pause and fast-spooling ( both directions) on
the cassette deck, and provide arm up/down and reject on the record
deck. It was thought apity that channel balance was not included.
Although falling outside the scope of this review of tuners and
amplifier, but for the sake of completeness, the CD20 cassette deck is
equipped with microprocessor tape transport, cassette rear lighting,
Dolby noise reduction and VU metering, while the belt-driven PD40
record deck is switchable over 33 1/
3/45 rpm and is equipped with
310mm diecast platter, pitch control, anti-skating bias and astraight,
statically- balanced arm of 225mm effective length with 18.7mm
overhang and 24.5° offset angle.
Once again Imust make it clear that the amplifier is an integral part
of the system package for which overall prices are given in the TD10
tuner review. The amplifier element, however, would possibly be
valued around £ 130 with an extra £42 for the remote control unit.
Dimensions exactly the same as the tuner.
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Lab Results

Measured heating power yield into 8-ohm loads was not far
removed from the specification. In fact, you will see that at lkHz ( both
channels driven) the per-channel output was alittle above 35W. Main
shortfall was at LF where the waveform was showing slight distortion
at 35+35W output. With only one channel running the power was up
which would show some 'softness' of the power supply. This was also
reflected by the fact that the dynamic headroom ( using IHF bursts)
was almost 1dB — but let's face it, it is music we listen to not
steady-state sinewaves, hopefully!
The amplifier was capable of pushing a respectable burst current
though low value loads without premature protection. Current flow
was seemingly limited by the power supply impedance. Recovery
from burst overload was moderately protracted, and there was little
difference on this count between symmetrical and asymmetrical
bursts. The full voltage output was also available across Z. ( simulated
speaker) even atthe wide 60 0 phase-angle. These results would lead me
to believe that the amplifier would not buck unduly when driving into
naughty speaker loads; but the peak voltage swing is limited in terms
of the amplifier's only moderate ( compared with some others) power
output.
Distortion was not down to the astonishing low of some designs;
but it was by no means bad and Ifeel would have barely, if any,
bearing on the net sonic results. Most distortion emanated when the
input was applied to pickup; but there was adesirable ratio between
the 2nd and 3rd harmonics. An acceptable IMD result was also
obtained (tuner input).
Ripple content was low, even at full drive, and this is also indicated
by the mere 300µV of hum+ noise measured across the output load
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group. Background noise was commendably low, however, and
low-level ambience quite realistic. Stereo imaging was reasonably
stable, but mild position deflection was observed on certain music.
Not unkind results were also marked up on record play, the FET
preamp seemingly being relatively free of gross coloration. The
impression was gleaned that record reproduction reflected agreater
warmth than the more 'clinical' type of reproduction stemming from
the tuner source. Although this may not be the hallmark of extreme
accuracy it was, nevertheless, not unpleasant. Overall the amplifier
scored 3.3 marks out of five for auditioning.
On the value stakes the amplifier is well made and competently
designed. Being part of a system it is difficult to place a precise
individual value upon it. To utilise it fully you need the remote control
unit and the other bits of remote-controlled hardware. Its power may
not be adequate for the larger room and inefficient speakers; but
looking at it in terms of £ 130 ( basic) it must surely represent good
value for money within the context of its system.

Luxman L-116 Amplifier

H

AVING IN MINDthe specified power yield of 70+70W minimum into
It 8-ohm loads over 20Hz to 20kHz with no more than 0.02% total
harmonic distrotion, the Luxman L-116 is acompact amplifier. Fascia
is fine grained metal with matching metal knobs and press-switches.
All knobs are fascia calibrated or otherwise marked, with those tor
tone and balance having centre indentation. There are separate bass
and treble controls for the left and right channels, and amatching size
knob operating arecord selector switch over the six positions of tuner,
aux, pickup, off, dub from tape circuit 2to 1and ditto from 1to 2. This
control makes it possible to record from one source while listening to
adifferent one.
Input source selection utilises five press-switches for tape 1, tape 2,
tuner, aux and pickup, and the source selected is shown by an
illuminated indicator. Similar switches, also with illuminated indicators, are present for subsonic and high cut filters, geared for
6dB/octave rate of roll-off with the — 3dB points around 40Hz and 9kHz
respectively. Two more such switches, this time without illumination,
select speaker pairs A or Bor A and B (the latter when both pressed).
Three small press- buttons provide loudness ( bass lift only— see lab
results), mono mode (the addition of left and right inputs) and rn-m
pickup. When the latter button is released the sensitivity of the pickup
input is stepped up to suit a m-cpickup and the input load reduced
from the m- m 50kohms to 200 ohms. Iwould have preferred the m-m
condition to prevail with the button released— amoot but valid point, I
feel!
Volume control knob, which is larger than the others, is conveniently sited at the top right-hand corner of the fascia. Mains on/off is
worked by alarger button at the extreme left hand side of the fascia — a
red light showing when power is on. Below this button lies ajack
socket for astereo headphone set.
Rear RCA ' phono' sockets accommodate the signal leads; but for
tape circuit 2you are given the option of aDIN socket. Speaker cables
connect to screw terminals. None of the ' phono' sockets is gold-plated
but there is a ' silver' earthing terminal near the pickup ' phonos'.
The amplifier is enclosed in dark-finished metal and has the
approximate dimensions of 438x111x306 mm (WxHxD). Selling price
is around £250.
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Lab Results
Ihad no trouble in raising the specified power into 8-ohm resistive
loads, and right up to clipping threshold distortion was low in all
modes. Power supply was moderately 'stiff' as witnessed, for
example, by the negligible dynamic headroom (eg, output on 1kHz
bursts was about the same as on continuous lkHz sinewave); but the
output was limited when the amplifier was driving into abnormally
low value loads. For example, the output was down to 7.5dB across 2.7
ohms as compared with 17.2dB across 4ohms and 19.6dB across 8
ohms ( all single channel 1kHz drive).
The output was also limited by the speaker simulating ZL at 16kHz
(60 0phase-angle), being down to 14dB compared with 18.6dB across 8
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ohms. Distortion, too, at + 10dB output was higher across ZL than
across 8ohms. Ripple content was low, however, even at full drive,
and the only ripple remaining without drive was 50Hz almost 90dB
below rated output. The low ripple and noise residuals are also
reflected by the small signals measured across the loads with the
volume control at minimum. Offset voltages ( DC at the output) were
also well trimmed on this amplifier.
Power output transistors were fast-switching, for although the
small-signal response was well maintained into the HF at aconstant
input ( relative to the rated power at 1kHz) the waveform distortion was
small, even at 100kHz.
Although the damping factors were not as ultra high as boasted by
some designs, they were nevertheless adequate — the reduction at HF
probably being accounted for by an inductive element in the speaker
feed circuit. Fig 15 shows a reasonable R1AA characteristic but with
low- bass roll-off in m-cmode ( at the specific loading used). There was
also atrace of EHF lift with the output taken from the tape recording
socket.

Fig.16 Luxman L116 Residual distortion, 16Hz ZL, aarh

You can see that the tone control responses were nicely tamed; but
the bass-cut and treble-cut hinge points were distant from 1kHz. The
so-called subsonic and high-cut filters were single- pole at 6dB/octave
roll-off rate, so not particularly valuable, while the loudness yielded
only bass lift with reducing setting of the volume control.
Pickup overload margins were sufficiently high to avoid compression or distortion on signal peaks regardless of the type of m-m or m-c
cartridge used, and apart from a little hum (which was eventually
cleared) no undue problems were experienced with the pickup S/N
ratios, bearing in mind that the output was referred to 2.828V (OdB)
and the input to 5mV m-m and 0.5mV m-c, using CCIFVARM weighting
and a suitable resistive load across the input socket. Intrinsic m-c
sensitivity ( 1kHz) was close to 0.25mV, so quite afew m-ccartridges
would drive the amplifier. Crossover artefacts were so low as to be
buried in noise (fig 16).

Auditioning and Value

Below that intensity, however, the overall results were satisfactory,
with good frequency balance and bass delivery. On pickup, results
were preferred from a m- m cartridge (although the Yamaha MC- 1S
was used for comparison) to m-c; and it was felt that the MK- 12T
step-up transformer gave the best overall rendering from m-c
cartridges with the amplifier in m- m mode. These, however, are
nth-degree observations, and much would depend on the cartridge
and speakers employed. Care with earthing was necessary when
using the amplifier's m-cmode. On overall auditioning, avoiding the
stridence threshold, the amplifier scored 3.5 marks out of five.
On value, £250 for a70+70W amplifier with m-cfacility cannot be
bad. Construction is robust and design competent, though Icouldn't
help feeling that the protection has been alittle over-enthusiastically
engineered! The amplifier worked without aflaw both in the lab, even
when tested very severely, and under audition. Certainly a model
worthy of further investigation.

Trio KA- 1000 Amplifier
UtiltH AN FTC (American) power rating of 100+100W into 8-ohm
V V loads over 20Hz to 20kHz for no more than 0.7% total harmonic
distortion, this latest bundle of audio power from the Trio chaps
comes in two parts. There is the amplifier proper and arather massive
power supply unit which is terminated into an edge-connector at the
end of arun of stout cable which plugs into asocket at the back of the
amplifier. Measuring around 93mm, the cable is just about long
enough for the power unit to be located somewhere out of sight ( and
mind) directly below the amplifier.
The amplifier has several innovations and is very pleasantly styled.
It is equipped with what Trio call 'Sigma (E) drive' which calls for the
use of four-conductor cable for connecting each of the speakers. Each
positive and negative terminal for speaker pair A has a duplicate
terminal called 'Sigma sensor' and it is to this that the extra
appropriate conductor of the speaker cable connects. Considering just
one speaker, the cable has four conductors, two red ones and two black
ones. At the speaker end the two red and two black connect together
and the joined cables are then connected to the speaker input
terminals in the usual manner— taking heed of polarity in the normal
stereo phasing manner. Now, art the amplifier end one red and one
black connect to the usual output terminals, while the spare red and
black ones connect to the appropriate Sigma sensor terminals.
All this may seem to be rather curious, but what actually happens is
that the speaker cables themselves are brought into the feedback
loop. In other words, the amplifier's negative feedback is extended
right to the speaker terminals. Normally, of course, the NFB ends at
the speaker terminals of the amplifier so that the cable is outside the
loop. Trio's technique effectively 'fools' the speakers into believing
that they are connected directly to the output of the amplifier without
intervening cabling — that is, from the impedance point of view,
anyway. Power can still be lost in the cable, but that which
accompanied the review sample amplifier was of fairly heavy
stranded conductors to ensure only minimal power loss.
The fact that the feedback loops the speaker conductors means that
any non-linearity in the feed circuit right up to the speakers ( including
non- linearity which can arise from mildly non-linear contact resistance between conductors and terminals and at switch interfaces, etc)
undergoes correction, and this also applies to particular circuits inside
the amplifier itself, including the impedance which, although small in
well constructed and designed amplifiers, is inevitable between the
'earthy' input and output linkage. The technique would further tend to
correct any frequency-dependent impedance in the circuits and
speaker cables, while also ' masking' the cable impedance so far as the
damping factor is concerned, leading to avery low source impedance
(eg, high damping factor) at the speakers themselves, regardless of
the cables. Because there are two sensors for each speaker both the
'forward' and ' return' circuits come within the loop.
You can use the amplifier without Sigma drive if you wish (the
speakers then connected with two-conductor cable in the usual way).
In fact, there are only Sigma sensor terminals for speaker pair A.
Speaker pair B just has the normal four terminals. Selection is by a
front four-position rotary switch giving off, speaker pair A with
Sigma, speaker pair B and A+B.
Another
good
idea
takes
the
form
of
an
auto
fader 'button'. Not really a button but a rectangular translucent
press-switch. After presetting the volume by aslider control you can
press this and you will achieve an automatic fade-up to the preset
volume level which is signified by a blue-ish illumination from the
switch increasing in brightness as the volume rises. Another press of
the switch will cause the sound to fade-out, shown by the switch
illumination falling to zero.
The lesser used controls can be covered by ahinge-up transparent
widow at the lower part of the fascia. These controls are recessed so
that when covered the window lies flush with the top part of the fascia,

Auditioning from open reel tape source (tape input) was considered
to be slightly superior to the results obtained from the tuner when
receiving VHF signal modulated with the same source: the treble end
was brighter and overtone structure more accurate and satisfying.
The IMF speakers could be driven to hi fi scaled sound intensity
without subjective fatigue; but when the output neared the peak
voltage available across apure resistive load, the reproduction veered
towards ' metallic' with discernible stridence in the upper register.
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along which are the mains on/off press- switch, the fader press- switch,
the slider preset level control and five thin source- selecting press
switches which are in line directly below the slider control. Sadly, as
they are very close to the slider and because they need very little
pressure to operate, it is possible that when the slider is operated the
source is also inadvertently changed — which Ifound annoying!
In the window- covered recess are the speaker switch, headphone
jack socket ( which should, in my opinion, really be on the main part of
the fascia!), bass and treble tone controls with on/off press- button and
press- buttons for turnover frequency selection ( 200 or 400Hz and 3or
6 kHz), record output selector switch with off position, positions for
tape dubbing Ato Band Bto A and positions for aux, tuner and pickup,
balance control with on/off press- button, buttons for loudness,
subsonic filter and mono/stereo mode, and buttons for pickup
selection — one selecting 1or 2 and other selecting m-m/m-c.
Input source selected is shown by ared LED in the recess below the
corresponding press- switch, LEDs are also used to indicate speaker
pair A and hence Sigma drive and when the tone controls are active.
RCA ' phono' sockets at the rear provide interfacing for pickups 1and 2,
tuner, aux and tape circuits ( record and play) A and B. There is also a
DIN socket for tape circuit B, and athree- position slider switch giving
m- m pickup loadings of 33,47 and 100 k-ohms. The m-ctermination is
close to 100 ohms. Incidentally, none of the ' phono' sockets is
gold-plated, but aconvenient ' earthing' terminal resides close to the
pickup input sockets. The speaker terminals are substantial screw
type.
The amplifier proper is housed in ' non-magnetic' metal of matt
'silver' finish with adequate vent grilles top and bottom. Dimensions
approximate 440x123x375 mm ( WxlixD) and weight a mere 6.4kg
since the heavy mains transformer, etc, are contained in thé
KA1000- PS power supply which has dimensions of 140x123x358 mm
(WxHxD) and weighs 8kg. Price of the complete amplifier is
understood to be around £ 529. The power supply unit has no controls
of its own, but there is afront ' window' through which shows a red
LED when the amplifier is switched on. Design takes account of Trio's
non-magnetic theory.

Lab Results
Most of the traditional lab tests were made without Sigma drive, but
separate measurements were put in by hand afterwards to try to glean
some objective idea of the value of Sigma. Power yield was well up to
specification, but bearing in mind the massive power supply, halving
the load values from 8to 4ohms failed to increase the heating power
by the amount that one might expect. Nevertheless, there was still
plenty of good quality urge. You will see that there was virtually no
difference per- channel output whether only one or both channels
were driven. The small difference that is noted can be traced
essentially to the volts drop across the mains regulating transformer
which was used for the tests. It would thus seem that the amplifier has
separate supplies for the left and right channels.
Dropping down to 2.7 ohms load furthertended to reducethe output
voltage across the load, depending on whether the output was
referred to the start of reasonably high distortion or to peak-clipping
threshold. On the left channel one half of asinewave tended towards
'compression' before the other half-cycle on particularly low value
loads, but the symmetry was better when the amplifier was driving
into 8- ohm loads. Recovery from burst overload was very quick
indeed, and the voltage was maintained across my test ZL of difficult
phase- angle. Ihere was aslight reduction from the pure 8- ohm load
but this can be partly accounted for by the reduced modulus of
impedance with ZL.
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Although harmonic and intermodulation distortions were low right
up to clipping threshold and down to very low power, the results
obtained were not as academically low as exhibited by some designs
that Ihave tested, and some ' notching' of the distortion factor
oscillogram was in evidence ( see fig 17). Without heavy drive the
mains ripple content at the speaker outputs was negligible, but by
increasing the drive for rated output power a50Hz component started
to rise from the noise floor of the spectrum analyser.
Without Sigma drive the intrinsic damping factors were more than
adequate. Using Sigma drive, both with resistance to simulate
speaker impedance and, indeed, with the speaker cables supplied
with the amplifier, indicated that Sigma was working as the designers intended, for then the damping factors measured at the ends
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of the resistances or speaker-connecting ends of the cables was
incredibly high, representing anext-to- nothing source impedance! Of
course, here we are considering very low resistance — generally less
than 1ohm on aspeaker run. In other words, Iproved that with Sigma
an incredibly low output impedance is presented to the connected
speakers which, by electromagnetic means, are then very well
damped at their fundamental resonance such that the coloration
which might normally be accountable to this is considerably decreased.
Slew factor was higher than 5, meaning that a signal of at least
100kHz can be applied at the 1kHz level for rated output before
significant distortion results. This was helped by the gentle upper HF
roll- off of the power amplifier feed stages. It is thus unlikely that the
amplifier would get into trouble on ' fast' signals and exhibit so-called
transient intermodulation distortion.
Without the subsonic filter active the response is down to DC. Fig
18 shows that the filter rolls off the low bass — but slowly. You will
also see that there was slight response difference between the tone
control flat and tone control off modes. Tone controls gave desirable
responses which were nicely tamed and which have two pairs of
turnover frequencies, as plotted. Loudness response forgets HF lift for
low-level listening! Deviation from RIAA on m- m pickup was minimal,
the response being extremely good. On m-c at the test loading,
however, bass roll- off will be seen — also about 0.5dB lift at the bass
end above the roll- off.

Fig.17 Trio KA -1000 Residual distortion, 16kHz. ZL, 0.01%

There were certainly no problems with pickup overload margins
and pickup S/N ratios were good. For apowerful amplifier the residual
hum + noise was not too bad, the weighted noise- only being very low.
It was noted, however, that the noise seemed to be influenced
somewhat by the fader control, since different readings were obtained
depending on its setting. After several frequency response plots it was
also noticed that the upper-treble intrinsic roll- off altered in turnover
frequency depending on the settings of the level control.
DC offset voltages across the speaker terminals of the sample were
thought to be atrifle on the high side; but the actual value measured
was influenced by how long the amplifier had been running and on DC
isolation of the input.

Auditioning and Value
Best results were obtained with master tape material fed direct to
the amplifier. From record sources there seemed to be atrifle more
'sting' to the sound and marginally less smoothness. Much, of course,
depended on the quality of the disc source, so it is on the cards that the
utmost accuracy of the Trio was reflecting shortfalls of the records
themselves.
Differences between Sigma off and on were more subtle than
dramatic, and in some cases adegree of imagination was required to
discern absolute differences. However, with top-quality sourcing the
IMF speakers gave a more ' coherent' rendering from the amplifier
with Sigma on than off. Extreme lows got tighter and the sound stage
seemed to come forward more with improved stereo imagery. There
was also a distinct improvement in low-level ambience on certain
cathedral type music with lots of recorded ambience.
Several different tests were made in the listening room, including
the use of the cables provided — disconnecting and reconnecting the
sensor conductors — and employing my own speaker cable system
(using extremely low- loss cable) without Sigma. Tests were also
made with relatively long lengths of 5A mains cable ( using two pairs
for each speaker circuit), and Ifelt that it was with this short of cheapo
cable that the differences were most marked when Sigma was
activated.
With the Trio KT- 1000 tuner working from lab- derived stereo FM in
wide selectivity mode, very good results indeed transpired. The
combination certainly appeared to work well in partnership.
With Sigma drive active, using the speaker cables which accompanied the amplifier, and with reel-to-reel masters ( in others words, the
best possible conditions), the overall marking for auditioning came
out as high as 4.7. Impressions, however, were less encouraging on
disc source and without Sigma. I
think this is an amplifier you will have
to audition yourself to determine whether your source material is
likely to do the amplifier full justice.
So far as value is concerned one must take account of the R&D
involved in its evolution and, obviously, on the construction and
facilities provided. On the face of it, the value doesn't immediately
strike one as particularly outstanding. The presentation is certainly
pleasant and the features provided could be useful. Nevertheless, if
you can take advantage of Sigma then, yes, the value is good. You will
be buying agood unit of high quality power with good protection and
amassive, separate power unit. It seems to me that the Trio boffins are
well on the way to producing the ' perfect' amplifier.
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Lab Results

Rogers A100 with MCP100
amplifier

m-c

IT WAS GOOD getting an update of this solid little British amplifier,
Ifirst reviewed in HFN/RR by Martin Colloms, Jan. 80. Basic
appearance seems not to have altered much over the years but I
suspect that boffins somewhere have been busy in tweaking the
design to get the very best from this happy bundle of hardware.
Sample was all- black metal finish with light-coloured wood side
cheeks. Knob and button functions are marked in stark white print on
the matt-black fascia, and ared light tells when you are switched on.
Unusual for ahi-fi amplifier is the fact that the mains on/off switch is
mechanically-coupled to the volume control, the switch opening at
zero setting. At least, this does ensure that the gain is minimised
before power is cut.
All signals are interfaced to RCA ' phono' sockets at the rear except
for aux source which is a DIN socket mounted at the front. Speaker
pairs A and B are connected to rear spring- loaded push terminals
which yield low contact resistance coupling; but the speaker circuits
are switched via a front control giving off (for headphone only
listening — front standard jack socket), A or Bonly on or A and Bon.
A vertical line of press- buttons select source inputs and tape
monitoring modes and provide amono function. Inputs are available
for PU ( m- m only, m-cwith MCP100), aux and tuner; and there are two
tape circuits with a monitoring button for each. Control knobs are
number marked on the fascia, there being the usual bass and treble
tone, volume ( slightly larger than the other knobs) and balance. It is
possible to ' kill' the tone controls to provide a 'flat' response by a
further three-position switch. The remaining two positions provide
treble filter turnovers of 6and 9kHz with continuously variable roll-of
rate up to 18dB/octave. In the 'flat' position the filters as well as the
tone controls are defeated.
C and R of the pickup input are established at 60pF and 47k-ohms
respectively; but two small press-switches at the back allow an
increase of Cto 300pF and of Rto 100k-ohms. I
was also pleased to see
residing at the rear no fewer than three, three- pin shuttered
BEAB-approved mains outlets. Total net loading is given as 240W and
the supply is switched by the amplifier's mains switch; but not fused.
Protection here would thus be by the fuse in the amplifier's mains
plug, which should not really be greater than 3 or 5 amperes,
depending on the total load of the amplifier and ancillary items. The
amplifier's mains fuse is readily accessible at the rear. The ' phono'
sockets are not gold-plated. Aspring- loaded push terminal adjacent to
the PU ' phonos' gives aconvenient record deck earthing point should
hum be aproblem.
The amplifier burns up 0.29kW at full output, measures
362x117x286 mm (WxHxD), weighs 9.7kg and costs around £343.85
including VAT.

MCP100 Moving Coil Preamplifier
This is aseparate little black box with gold-plated RCA ' phono' input
and output sockets and a screw earthing terminal. The device is
battery-powered using aPP3 or equivalent. Front is equipped with a
special toggle-type switch which has fixed positions for on and off and
athird, spring- returned position which gives an indication of battery
state by causing asmall LED to glow red. When the light is particularly
dim or extinguished the time has come for battery replacement — but
this can only be a rough and ready assessment!
Underneath the box are two cut-outs each showing aset of 1to 6
small coloured DIL-type slider switches. By manipulating these you
can achieve again switch of 30 or 23 dB, an input resistance change
over 33, 43, 114 and 470 ohms and an input capacitance change over
10, 22, 32, 68, 78, 90 and 100 nF. Atable at the bottom gives some of the
setting conditions. The box is held off vulnerable surfaces by four little
self-adhesive rubberised feet.
The battery is exposed by removing two screws and asmall back
plate, and is discharged at the rate of about 800pA when new, so it
should have afair life. The instructions suggest alife in advance of 400
hours with four- hour-per-day use, which seems reasonable — but at
the conclusion of the period the signal handling capacity would
probably be getting alittle slim. When you press the LED test switch
the consumption screams up to 8mA, so the lesson is don't press this
switch too often! (VAT price £63.25.)

The two items emerged from the lab without scar. Tests went very
smoothly and Iwas impressed by the consistency of results and the
way that the amplifier was protected when operated unnaturally! It
was not possible under the normal stress of my tests to blow the
amplifier up.
Rated output is given as 55+55W, 8 ohms, both channels driven
over 20Hz-20kHz and 80+80W, 4ohms, same conditions. Iwouldn't
wish to quarrel with these but Imust admit to running mighty close to
peak clipping at the rated output, especially at 20Hz. There was plenty
of 1kHz reserve as you will see from the 1kHz headroom given in the
lab chart. It would really be nit-picking to say that the amplifier failed to
raise its rated output — much depends on where you take your
maximum output datum point. Mine was just off peak clipping.
Anyway, you will see that the amplifier was quite good at driving
into almost any sort of output load. On IHF bursts the output was up to
over 130W into 4ohms and to 148 W into 2.7 ohms. Across reactive ZL•
at the frequency where the phase-angle was 60° the voltage was
virtually identical to that across 8ohms of pure R. The amplifier can
thus be regarded as agood speaker driver.
Overloading on IHF bursts resulted in essentially immediate
recovery; but recovery was not as swift when the bursts were
rendered asymmetrical by deliberate rectification.
Highest distortion obtained across ZL at 16kHz, but even then it was
less than 0.02% and 2nd- harmonic to boot. Into pure Rdistortion was
astonishingly low with both tuner and pickup inputs at all frequencies.
There were no 3rd-order products on the IMD test at 19+20 kHz. Slew
factor was nicely tailored by the low-pass input to power amplifier
filtering, and noting the speed of the output transistors, TID would
not, in my opinion, be troublesome.
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Damping factors were adequately high over the entire audio range,
so no trouble here, either. Iwould have been happier, though, with
more restricted tone control responses. Who wants ± 15dB response
changes? With the tone controls and filters defeated there was still a
fair amount of bass roll- off, albeit at slow rate. The high-pass filtering
in the pickup circuit is deliberate and fixed, turning over at around
20Hz and screaming down at 18dB/octave rate. You can get the same
rate of low-pass (treble filter) roll-off and it it this which is shown in fig.
19. Happily you can also reduce the rate and hence tame ' rings' by
the front control already mentioned. The pen chart also shows the
deviation from RIAA at both m- m and m-cinputs (the latter via the
MCP100).
Ishould stress that all the m-ctests were made with the headamp
connected to the A100, which is the way you would undoubtedly use it
— though, of course, the headamp could be used with different
amplifiers.
Pickup overload margins were acceptable and followed the RIAA
spec. accurately. You will see that Ihave given two lots of values in m-c
mode at the two headamp gain settings. Pickup noise, too, was quite
reasonable, that at m-c being through the MCP100 at 23dB gain
setting.
Vector sum of the mains ripple components at full drive were
certainly not distressing but they rose into clipping. Curiously,
residual hum plus noise was higher than would have been expected
but tests indicated that this was composed of a goodly amount of
noise from the power amplifier. Weighted residual was better and was
essentially inaudible ( including hum) from speakers or ' phones. There
were no problems with abnormally high output offset voltages, the
values tabulated being essentially merely itA of current through
couplers and can be virtually discounted. Fig 20 reveals minimal
crossover artefacts.
Output impedance of the MCP100 was near 2.2k-ohms, so it couples
straight into the m- m pickup sockets of the main amplifier without
trouble, and distortion was no more than 0.006% at 100mV output
(new battery). Output noise in wide band was just under 20pN and with
CCIR/ARM weighting less than 10µV. Audio bandwidth was close to
the specification from 5Hz to 65kHz, — 3dB points. However, it was
difficult to tell whether the preamp was switched on or off. Some sort
of clear switch indication revealing the 'on' position would be highly
desirable.
Neither the main amplifier nor headamp suffered from abnormally
high left/right channel crosstalk.

Auditioning and Value

Listening through the IMF speakers from pickup and tuner sources
(using the Yamaha m-c cartridge) very favourable scores were
secured. There was sufficient audio urge to blossom into hi-fi sound
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Fig.20 Rogers A100 residual distortion, 16kHz. ZL, 0.018%

intensity without subjective distress and the general smoothness of
response was considered good by all listeners. Despite the ' highish'
measured residual hum plus noise, the amplifier ran remarkably
quietly on background. In fact, high marks were given for low intensity
reproduction.
Stereo imagery was good with no restriction on forward projection,
given high quality source material. There was a tendency for the
reproduction to ' brighten' a trifle towards peak clipping output and
some upper-treble ' harshness' was detected by critical ears. Overall,
though, the results were above average with the score for auditioning
coming out to 4.2 out of five. If anything, the MCP100 gave agreater
focus on music detail than the MK- 12T step-up transformer.
The amplifier suffers aprice premium, and at the price given to me
over the ' phone of £400 ( including the MCP100) for an amplifier with
m-cinput and at a rated 55+55W 8- ohm output, it represents aloi of
petty cash. Nevertheless, the items are very well constructed and their
designs highly competent. They are really ' solid' British items which
are refreshingly removed from the bulk of Oriental importations in
terms of style and appearance. Most definitely a combination worth
auditioning.

CONCLUSIONS
The tables are designed to complement those which appeared
in the first tuner/amplifier group review ( Jan 1982). They prov:cle
judgement over anumber of parameters on the tuners and amplifier
separately. Although there will be afair degree of correlation between
the tables of the two groups it should be appreciated that both the lab
and auditioning tests were conducted at different times. Exact
comparative assessments between the items of the two groups
should thus be attempted with caution, especially with respect to the

auditioning impressions.
It was hoped that the SB77 amplifier which was to partner the Aurex
ST- S80 tuner would have arrived in time for the review; but this was
sadly not to be. On the positive side, however, this enabled me to
include the amplifier system of Crimson Elektrik, so that Istill ended
up with five tuners and five amplifiers.
Imust also stress here than the tuner and amplifier under the Inkel
banner were extracted from the Inkel remote control system, so the
prices given for these items might be out of pattern with the general
run of prices for the items which are sold separately or, at least,
available separately. The Inkel system is really only sold as acomplete
system for the reasons expounded in the appropriate review sections.
However, from the seeming versatility of control anyone in the market
for an integrated remote control system of modest price could do
worse than explore the remaining items of the system in greater
depth.
As before, an ordinal ranking technique was employed to derive the
overall technical placements which, in the case of amplifiers, also
takes account of power yield. To enable you to judge those models
which were particularly ' weighted', so to speak, in terms of power and
output voltage across the specified loads, the amplifier analysis
contains the individual rankings of the various parameters involved. It
should be remembered that power output is not the be-all and end-all
of hi-fi!
The technical placements for tuners were derived from the ordinal
ranking of 22 of the parameters given in the lab data charts. Also for
tuners there is an overall ' performance' ranking which také account
of the technical as well as the sonic results - along with a- ranking for
auditioning alone. This is because with tuners the lab results take
account of the RF/IF performance which might not be directly
attributable to the auditioning impressions.
Tables 3 & 4contain a ' value' ranking which takes account of price,
construction and facilities offered. As with auditioning impressions,
the ' value' must be viewed essentially as a guide, for what some
people may favour or regard as desirable others may disfavour or
regard as undesirable! Personal taste enters this equation.
In the case of this group Idid notice that the performance and
auditioning impressions were more closely linked to price than in the
former group; but there again, prices seem to vary so much nowadays
between the supply sources.
You will see that the items span a substantial price range so, as
before, it is impracticable to be dogmatic regarding a ' best buy'
situation. Much depends on what .you are seeking and how much

TABLE 1 - TUNERS
MAKE AND MODEL

AUREX ST- S80

INKEL TD10

LUXMAN T-115

Input for
30dB S/N Mono ( uy):

ROGERS 7100

TRIO KT- 1000

1.3 ( 200/ muting threshold)

1 ( 8µV muting threshold)

4/40
13/130
1.5

4/40
12/150
1

0.8 ( var muting front knob)
3/30 ( 3signal LEDs alight)
5/50
1

0.9 ( 8i,à/ muting threshold)
2/20
8/80
0.8

1 ( 6uV muting threshold)
2.5/20
5/50
0.8

74

71

69

65 ( see text)

73
67.5 -

78.6
74.2

85.5
77

50dB S/N mono/stereo ( i./V):
60dB S/N mono/stereo (/./. V):
-1dB limiting ( µV):
S/N 1mV input
mono ( dB):
stereo ( dB):
RFIM 3rd- order ( c18):

69 av

66 av

70.5 av

73 av

74 av ( 84 with RF sel. active)

Repeat spot suppression ratio
(dB):

88

94

88

89

>90

Capture ratio IHF (
dB):

1

1.5

1.5

1.5

<1

Selectivity IHF
alternate channel ( dB):
adjacent channel ( dB):

>75
---13

----65 av
-,--.4 av

75 av
8av

63 av
---4 av

46 av (> 80 av narrow)
4.5 av ( 22 av narrow)

0.3 ( decreases rapidly
with reducing modulation)
1
0.1

0.1 ( critical of tuning)

0.16

0.8

0.035 ( 0.12 narrow)

0.25 ( ditto)
0.18 ( ditto)

0.3
0.3

1.0
0.6

0.08 ( 0.9 narrow)
0.13 ( 0.5 narrow)

Distortion IM. 4+ 5kHz 50% peak
mod stereo (%):
Pilot tone residual (
dB):

0.3 ( falls with

1 ( critical of tuning)

modulation)
73

0.4 ( 1kHz product mostly)

1.0

0.004 ( 0.2 narrow)

65 without modulation

62

62

69

Stereo subcarrier residual (
dB):

73 ( with modulation)

44 without modulation

73 ( with modulation)

below / 8

below 90

AM rejection ratio 30% AM ( dB):

62

.-.--53

57

---.54

.---65

Stereo frequency response and
separation 20% mod 400Hz with
50µS pre- emphasis:

Fig. 1 ( 1kHz filtered
separation 43dB)

Fig. 3 ( 53dB 1kHz
filtered stereo separation)

Fig. 5 ( 1kHz filtered
separation 40dB)

Fig. 9 ( 56dB 1kHz

Fig. 7IkHz filtered

filtered)

54dB ( narrow 98dB)

Signal strength indication
min/max ( j4V):

2/400 ( 46dB dynamic
range

.--4/150

3/100 ( 30dB dynamic
range

40/625 ( 24dB dynamic
range

3/500 ( approx. 44dB
range)

•Digital frequency

scale & cursor analogue

synthesised FM

Digital synthesised

FM- only non- synthesised

FM 88 to 108 Mt-lz

Analogue: FM 88-108MHz

FM 87.5-108MHz 50kHz

digital with six station

Distortion factor lkHz
mono (%):
stereo (%):
stereo subchannel (%):

•
Tuning indication and
wavebands:

87.5-108MHz 50Hz
steps
AM 522-1602kHz 9kHz
steps

MW ..--, 600 to 1600kHz
LW -,-.. 170 to 340 kHz
steps

AM 522-1611 kHz 9kHz
steps

presets

Audio output (
mV):

500/ch stereo

580/ch stereo mode

705 per ch stereo

Oto 1250 variable

Squarewave 1kHz aerial
and AF output:

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

see text

Fig. 10

6dB below full stereo mod.

.-- .

e, main est requency
98MHz, aerial input 1mV across 75 ohms and S/N weighting CCIR/ARM.

108

AM 550-1600kHz

460 fixed; 0-1000 var. per ch.
Fig. 8
8dB below max stereo deviation

"Microcomputer- controlled with alphabetic/numeric indications.
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TABLE 2: AMPLIFIERS
MAKE AND MODEL

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK
510/530

INKEL AD20

LUXMAN L- 116A

ROGERS A100+ MCP100

TRIO KA1000

Output per channel max 20Hz-20kHz
8ohms both driven (W/dB):
4ohms both driven (W/dB):
8ohms one driven (W/dB):
.
4ohms one driven (W/dB):

47.5/16.8
65.6/15.2

32.4/15.1
36/12.6
40.5/16
49/13.9

73.2/18.6
93.1/16.7.
81.3/19.1
99/16.9

53.6/17.3
70.5/15.5
65/18.1
96/16.8

112.5/20.5
107/17.3
114.8/20.6
109.2/17.4 -

Headroom IkHz 8Ohms/4ohms (dB):

1.4/1.8

0.6/1 both ch driven

0.45/0.31 both ch driven

0.33/0.7 both ch driven

0.37/0.33

Dynamic headroom lkHz 20ms IHF
bursts 4ohms one channel driven ( dB)

1.5

0.9 (corresponding to 70W
on 1kHz bursts)

0

1.2 (corresponding to 132W

close to zero

Output per channel max 1kHz IHF
bursts 2.7 ohms one channel driven
(dB)

17 (equivalent to 148W
on IHF bursts)

12.6 (corresponding to 54W
on 1kHz bursts)

7.5

Recovery from 10dB IHF barst
overload (ms):

virtually instantaneous

Output per channel max 16kHz
one driven 8ohms/ZL (dB):
Dist worst channel 1OdEl output
8ohms 300Hz (%):

on 1kHz burst) •
17 (corresponding to 148W
on 1k1-Iz burst)

14.5 to dist. threshold
16 to clippng threshold

10 symmetrical & asymmetric virtually instant, symmetric
20 asymmetrical

virtually instant, symmetric
4asymmetrical

virtually instantaneous

17.4/17

15.5/15.5

18.6/14

18.1/18.1

20.6/19.7

<0.003

0.013 ( mostly 2nd harmonic)

k0.003

0.0035 (2nd harmonic)

<0.003

0.03 ( DF oscillog ram)

0.018(2nd harmonic)
(DF oscillog ram)

0.01 (3rd) (oscillogram DF)

,

Dis$worst channel 1OdB output

.

ZL ' 6kHz (%):

0.1 (see oscillogram)

0.11 (ditto) ( DFoscillogram)

Dist worst channel 1OdB output
8ohms 1kHz 50mV input to MM
pickup (%):

•
0.018 ( mainly 2nd harmonic)

0.022 (2nd + 3rd harmonic)

0.004

0.003 (2nd harmonic)

<0.003

Vector sum of 50,100 and 150Hz
mains ripple at maximum 300Hz
8-ohm output (dB):

83 (almost the same
without drive)

80 (87dB 50Hz only without
drive)

83 (88 without drive)

82

78 (>90 without drive)

Slew factor IlIF at 8ohms and
fated output ( dB):

>5

>5 (tamed by HF roll-off)

>É ( roll-off effective)*

>5

Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI)
40/1k/20k Hz:

80/80/17

100/100/40

57/50/31

loon oona

133/133/80

Pickup overload input
10Hi MM/MC,(mV):
1kHz MM/.
MC(mV):
40kHz MM/MC ( mV):

15/0.95
=143/9.5
>800/55

24/190/2500*/-

15/2.5
150/25
1800/300

14/140/4.5** or 10•• •
1500 ( latch-on)/11** or 24**

30/=2.4
300/=24
5500/>200

Pickup S/N ref OdB output
(inputs loaded ( HF)
MM ref 5mV ingut (dB):
MC ref 5mV input ( dB):

,77
75

80.5
-

77.5
66

77.5 (cartridge loading)
68.5***

78
78

>5
,

,

Residual hum+ noise wideband (
é.,V):

1200

300

380

1600

1050

Residual noise (µV):

500

200

150

660

125

Offset voltageat output UR(d.c.mV):

-20/-18

-87/-72

-7.6/-1.5

-2.8/-5.6

84/-68

IMD 19-,20kHz 0.5dB below clipping
1% )

0.013 (2nd); 0.024(3rd)

lkHz product: 0.022
3rd-order: 0.035

lkHz product: 0.01
3rd-order: <0.003

lkHz product: 0.008
3rd-order: 0.003

0.01 (2nd-order only)

MM/MC step-up (dB):

=23

see text

=15.5 (MC 2000 i/pZ)

=30 or 14switchable

=22

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V ring across stated load.
Noise weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous.sinewave into 8
ohms resistive, 500mV input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifierand
power amplifier sections coupled together as for normal operation.
ZLcdrresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation of 5ohms modulus of impedanceand
60 degrees phase amgle at 16kHz approx.

*-3dB point input tuner approx. 75kHz
**30dB gain setting on MCP100
*•**23dEl gain setting on MCP100
Note: 40kHz PU inputs taken at slew-limiting point.
TABLE 4- AMPLIFIERS ANALYSIS (
Marks out of 5)

Crimson
amplifier power you think you will need. Tuner RF performance versus
audio and sonic results could also influence you. All these things you
will be able to sort out for yourself in the separate reviews. Size and
a'ppearance will affect the final choice, too, Iwould guess, and while
some people may not mind separate units for the amplifier part- like
the Crimson and Trio - others may be 'forced' by the distaff side to
beam-in on small self-contained boxes.
The Trio amplifier is certainly abundle of hardware which packs a
very healthy audio punch. The Crimson you will see uses separate
power amplifiers and control preamplifier. Most of the other
amplifiers are essentially conventional. I
would also like to remind you
again that virtually any of, the tuners will interface with any of the
amplifiers without problems, so you don't need to purchase a
same- make pair if you don't want to.

Parameters
Resistive power
continuous 8ohms
Resistive burst
power 2.7 ohms

510/2x230

lnkel
AD20

Luxman
L- 116A

Rogers
A 100

Trio
KA1000

3

1

4

2

5

3

4.5

2

1

4.5

Reactive output Z1 ,

3

2

1

4

5

IMD 19+20kHz

1

4

2.5

5

2.5

4.5

2

4.5

3

1

MM PU S/N

1

5

2.5

2.5

4

Slewfactor•

3

3

3

3

3

Residual noise

2

3

4

1

5

fou rth

fourth

third

second

first

fifth

first

second

fourth

third

3.4

Ripple at rated o/p

Overall technical

placement
including power
yield

TABLE 3 - TUNERS ANALYSIS (
Marks out of 5)

Make & Model

Price (E)

Performance
Technical
including
Auditioning
Placement Auditioning
alone

'Value' '
Rating

Aurex ST-S80

222

second

3.1

3.1

4.0

Inkel TD10

106*

fifth

2.4

2.0

3.0

Luxman T-115

230

fourth

3.0

3.0

2.7

Rogers 7100

229

third

2.9

3.5

2.7

3.9**

4.0"

3.3

Trio KT- 1000

299

first**

*Must be conside ed as part of Remote Control System. **Wide selectivity mode.
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Suggested
'value'
placement

Auditioning
impressions
Approximate
price placement
Approximate
price

3.3

3.5

4.2

4.7

second
highest

lowest

second
lowest

third
highest

highest

£382

£130**

£250

£344

£529

*Ordinal ranked to maximum of > 5.
**Must be considered as part of remote control system.
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TECHNICS. THORENS, TRIO

4WEYBRIDGE

Tel: 961316

54522, 51753, 43769 (51in eS)

Sensible advice from expert staff

WEST SUSSEX

2years guarantee on HiFi
Service Department on Premises

HERTFORDSHIRE

Very competitive prices

SIIIIFT

.
5 Swan Street, Wilmslow,
OF VVIL MSLOW Cheshire Telephone 0625 526213

RADL ET T AUDIO
CONSULTANTS
For all that's best in real Hi -Fi

Hi Fi News
helps local
dealers reach
their public.
Ring 686 2599
and ask for details.
ITS CHEAPER THAN
YOU THINK!!

Rego, Celef, Oracle, Koetsu, Threshold,
ProAc, Linn Sondek, A & R, Lentek,
Systemdek, Electro-companiet, Supex,
Syrinx, Tresham Audio,
Dynavector,
Michell, Fidelity Research, J BE, Diesis,
Quad, Quantum, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Elite,
Mission, Heybrook, Nagatronics, Jeweltone, JBL, Sugden, Trio, Stay, Entre,
Ny-tech, Meridian, Discwasher, MFSL,
Demonstrations by appointment.
Phone Radlett 3773 or 6497
Radlett Audio Consultants,
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Herts.

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

BOWERS

eWILKINS)

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel. Worthing 64141

SOUNDS SUPREME
Agents

for . Yamaha, JVC, KEF,
Spendor, Technics, Audio- Pro,

Sansui,
Rogers,

STD, Rega, Quad, Dual & Nakamichi,
Allison, Hitachi, Trio, Sony, NAD,
Mission, Thorens.
136 PORTLAND ROAD

WEST MIDLANDS

HOVE, SUSSEX
Telephone: Brighton 723399

BERKSHIRE

FIVEWAYS HIGH FIDELITY

Demonstration facilities and specialist service for awide
range of carefully selected items including

e

ADVICE- DEMONSTRATION- DELIVERYINSTALLATION- FULL THREE YEAR
GUARANTEE .... All part of the Service!
WE ARE HAPPY TO
SUPPLY:-

RECOMMEND AND

ARISTON-DUAL-LOGIC-LLIX-LINNS PRODUCTS.
MICHELL-REGA RESEARCH-SYSTEMDEK-THORENS
GRACE-ITTOK-MISSION-MAYWARE-S.M.E.-SYRINXHADCOCK-AUDIO-TECHNICA-ASAK-DYNAVECTORELITE-GLANZ-GRADO-GOLDRING-KOETSU-SUPEXSHURE-A&R ( CAMBRIDGE)- HAFLER-LENTEK-ONIXQUAD-ROTEL-ROGERS-CHARTWELL-HARBETHNIGHTINGALE-TANGENT AIWA-ARMSTRONG
SEOUM-SENNHEISER-A.K.G - STAX-BEYER etc etc etc
Hours of business: 9.30 am-5.30 pm. Mon to Sat

ADC, Aiwa, Akai, AKG, A
R, Ariston, Audio Technica,
B & W, Beyer, Calrec, Chartwel, Crimson, Denon, Dual,
Dynavector, Elite, Glanz, Goldring, Grado, Harbeth,
Hellas, Heybrook, (MF, JR, JVC, KEF, Lentek, Linn, LNB,
Lowther, Mayware, Meridian MFSL, Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Nagaoaka, Nakamichi, Neal, Ortofon,
QED, Quad, Revox, Rogers, Sennheiser, Shure, SME,
Spendor, STD, Sugden, Systemdek, Tandberg, Tannoy,
Technics, Thorens, Trio, Uher, Colin Walker,
Fir...ye High Fidelity Ltd., 12 Islington Roar.
Edgbeston, Birmingham 515 110.
Telephone- 021-455 Oft67.
9. 30-6.00 Tuesday—Saturday

I
re

CI ICI

Appointed stockists of A&R Cambridge, Lentek,
Quad, Rogers, Kef, Linn Products, Nairn Audio,
Tandberg,
Dual,
Sansui,
Ortofon,
SME,
Celestion, Goldring, Entre, Walker
40 LITTLE LONDON, CHICHESTER, W. SUSSEX
TELEPHONE 0243 776402

HITACHI HI- Fl CENTRE

PHASE 3 HIFI

14-16 Central Avenue, Bangor,

of Worthing, Sussex.

Northern Ireland
MAIL ORDER
PART EXCHANGE

110

6 Harris Arcade
Friar Street,
Reading, Berks.
Telephone ( 0734)
585463.

Agents for Logtc, Systemdek, Elite, B&O,
and the Best of the Rest.
Ring Len on 0247-63484
For an Appointment

STII

ALSO AGENTS FOR:
SONY,

TECHNICS,

NAKAMICHI,

SANSUI,

ADC,

PIONEER, TANDBERG, THORENS, STD, WALKER,
SPENDOR, MORDAUNT-SHORT, CELEST1ON, KEF,
DIESIS,TANNOY,AUREX, DUNLOP, MITSUBISHI ETC.
53 Brighton Road, Worthing, Sussex. Tel Worthing 206820.
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local specialist guide
WALES

Audio Projects

UDIO EXCELLEVCE
OUR N4ME SAYS IT ALL

FOR
THE PROFESSIONAL

DENON

STANDARD IN HI-FI

AND WIDE RANGE OF OTHER LEADING MAKES
145, SIDWELL STREET, EXETER Tel 72814
36/38 STATION ROAD, TAUNTON Tel 73321

Linn Meridian, Naim, Nytech, Arc, Dual,
Heybrook, Nad, Thorens, Nakamichi AR,
KEF, Celestion, SME, Quad, A & R, Mission,
etc
All demonstrated correctly in our
comfortable listening room.

45 Headingley Lane,
LS61 DP.
Tel. 0532 789115.

Open Tues. -Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat. 2.30-5.30 only.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

13, Kings Road, Cardiff 0222-28565
CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY
TUES SAT 10.00am-5.30pm

CONTACT JOHN HODKINSON
FOR THE

EAST SUSSEX

Leeds

LONDON

BEST DEAL

Complete system design from
eeds c'rne f,0„, £10,000 to around £200

Jeffries

4Albert Pde, Green St, Eastbourne Tel 0323 31336
69 London Rd, Brighton ( closed Mon) Tel 0273 609431

ON A WIDE RANGE OF

QUALITY HI-Fl
ELECTRO•TRADER

SYSTEMS
LEWISHAM HI-FI

COLWYN BAY ( 0492) 48932

We are main dealers for Technics, AR, Tannoy,
Toshiba, Wharfedale, Sanyo, Hitachi,

TELE ELEC RICAL
SERVICES

National Rogers.
Competitive prices on all makes of Hi Fi equipment

(BRIDGEND LTD.)

57 Lee High Road, Lewisham, SE13.
Telephone 01-852 5487

9, THE BRACKLACENTRE
BRIDG END - GLAMORGAN

SHROPSHIRE

TELEPHONE 0656 4156

•STOCKISTS OF MOST LEADING MAKES
• FULL DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
• EASY CREDIT TERMS + HP AVAILABLE
tee.

LINSLEY-HOOD
1111111111111116e.
• -- - ,
300 SERIES
È

• .

r

AMPLIFIERS

These latest designs from the drawing board of John
Linsley- Hood, engineered to the very highest standard,
represent the very best that is available on the kit market
today

The delicacy and transparency of the tone

quality enable these amplifiers to outperform, on aside
by side comparison, the bulk of amplifiers in the
commercial marketplace and even exceed the high
standard set by his earlier 75 wait design
Three versions are offered, a 30 watt with Darlington
output transistors, and a 35 and 45 watt both with
Mosfet output devices All are of identical outside
appearance which is designed to match and stack with
our Linsley- Hood cassette recorder 2
Send for further details. Reprints of all articles 79p.
Post and VAT FREE

SCOTLAND

*cue

Russ Andrews
High Fidelity

fitting new heads
postage

Only £ 2 70 plus VAT and 50p

Practical Wireless Winton Tuner'
This is abrilliant new Ted Rule designed tuner
that has everything' Gives you fantastic
stereo

FM'

reception

34 Northumberland Street,
031 557 1672

YORKSHIRE
ERIC WILEY
64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD, WEST YORKSHIRE

PERSONAL SHOPPERS
As above, but 1p less her genuinely available from any LOCAL competitor
VIDEO

SPECIAL PURCHASE'

I

VHS %neat E60 £.50, E90 £5.95, F120 E6.95; E180
Beta: 1500 EIS& L750 £S.65

Of.%

Hundreds of titles avatlable from less than 60p per day. Mail Order or

We will
better

Instant easy ordering,

build

hi-fi

lust telephone your requirements and
Please write

,. <. 9.,,
et.
e'''' A

us.

i
seeet

re
‘),.
0 9
, \ie
.• e

Es-Hereof Bradford

e

First Floor Rawson Square

e-,e,:b,c,

Ce

",,k
. zee «

Bradford ( 0274) 309266 4 lines

you

system

appraise-just

_,, , . e

1.64
1.76
-

WDEO LIBRARY

Wireless' Send for your copy
of our price list All prices
exclude VAT and postage

giving further information
on these and
other kits
t 0
e zik,'Ç 'C'ete

1.02
1.12
-

ELtmn 100 per customer trote competitor/

Descriptive series of articles are in
the current issues of ' Practical

l aL0

1.24
1.82
-

If any prices of our AUDIO cassettes are not the lowest. we wit supply you
at 1p less than NAMED cassettes GENUINELY AVAILABLE from any other
advertiser.

covers LW MW. SW and even TV sound

or telephone for our free lists

.

C120
-

MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS

functions
All this is not lust on the FM band, the tuner also

Barclay/Access numbe.

C90
0.79
1.29
1.65
1.89
1.49
2.09
0.92'

OUR PRICE GUARANTEE

0977 -553066
Full Comparator Demonstrations
V.H.S. Video Stockists

timer clock and stopwatch

C60
0.69
0.95
1.29
1.49
1.35
1.59
0.68

0.98
1.29'
.
1.58
TDK SA
1.22
1.65'
TDK SA-X
1.57
218
TDK MA
1.88
278
*Promotion prices while stocks last.
uji
0.97
115
Fuji FX II 1.13 .
1.39
Sony CHF
0.55
918
Sony BHF
0.74
0.89
Sony AHF
0.88
1.11
Sony Alpha
1.18
1.56
Sony FeCr
1.10
1.74
Sony UCX
1.59
209Yashima UF01
0.96
1.28
Yashima UFOI-S
1.04
1.44
Yashima UCD
1.25
1.98

ALL LEADING MAKES STOCKED

with pilot

cancelling decoder IC Fluorescent
digital display of frequency with

Ma lb

CUT ME OUT'e
LESS I

Maxell UL
Maxell UD
Maxell UDXLI
Maxell UDXLI-S
Maxell UDXLII
Maxell UDXLII-S
TDK D
TDK AD
TDK OD

Hart triple purpose test cassette TC1.
One inexpensive test cassette enables you to set up VU
level, head azimuth and tape speed Invaluable when

Mal

TO BUY AT THESE PRICES C 0/
WHICH ARE AT LEAST
e /0
THAN OUR NORMAL (UNIT) SHOP PRICES

I

Edinburgh

BM

a
to

phone

personal shoppers Telephone your nearest Estuary Audio branch or write
In for full detells
Blank Tapes despetthed in 7 days by RECORDED DELIVERY.
Minimum Order E15. p&p 65p. Orders over £27.50 post free.

Allmait to ESTUARYAMODept 0/HF
1HIGHBURY STATION. LONDON Nb
1607 0644) CALLERS WELCOME
137 Btshopsgme
(bat ' vetoed
Street Station]

206 London Saul
0 /42

587726

Masons Ave
30 LW«. Si
DI 6064102

29 Omani Street
ttend Hcpcdromet
0272 290900
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LONDON WI
SWI
330 Yamhan
Ptccaotty
aton
tHaymarltet Entranc I Bfgqf Marl
ley VCOr asin t
01 930 5566
01 834 3177

Lecestet Sp Sri
Tam Hal
tCranbourn Si mat
01 439 9210
113 Reclean, Grove
Leigh Or1Sea
0702 712861

Mans.. Hse Stn
titcmt
01 236 9460

6VeCtOria Sta.
Approach
061 832 4592

EV Reg &bray
Mad SI Sin emu
ton Open Mates
021 643 1766

Et
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0532 444692
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hi-fi mews

local specialist guide
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HAMPSHIRE
• Comparator demonstrations in three studios
• Open Thursday until 8 pm • Direct cut discs
• Approved agents: ADO. Aiwa. AKG. AR. A & R. Ariston,
Audioref. Audio Technica: B&W, Beyer, Celef. Celestion,
Chartwell.Crimson.Decca.Denon. Diesis. Dual, EAR. Electro;
Elote, Entre. Gale, Glanz, Grace, Grado. Hadcock. Harbeth.
Heybrook, JPW, KEF. Lentek, Linn Isobarik,Linn Sondek,
MazeII, Meridian MFSL. Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio.
Monster, Nagaoka. Nakamichi. Nightingale. Optonica,
Ortofon. QED. Quad. Radford, RAM. RCL. Reference,
Revox.. Rogers. Sansui, S8lin. Sennheiser, Spendor.
Stanton. Stax, STD, Sugden, Supex, Swallow, Syrinx,
Systenr.dek, Tangent. Technics. Trio. TSR. Yamaha. and
others.
ACTIVE
SYSTEMS
BY
MERIDIAN.
SWALLOW AND
CRIMSON ON DEMONSTRATION

EAST MIDLANDS

CORNWALL

NICK DAKIN

Illewitow audio

APPOINTED DEALERS FOR AIWA,
LINN, MERIDIAN, QUAD,
BOWERS and WILKINS, SONY,
DENON, DUAL. HEYBROOK.
NAKAMICHI. TEAC, REVOX, TRIO
ALBARRV, QUANTUM, THORENS
and many other leading makes at competetive prices
ENTHUSIASTIC DEMONSTRATIONS WITH PLEASURE
IN OUR SUPERB DEMONSTRATION LOUNGE

HI

- FI

SPECIALIST

Linn, Rega Planar
A & R. Naim
etc

Heybrook, Arc

45 RADFORD ROAD. NOTTINGHAM 783862

Hampshire Audio Ltd

Quantum
Meridian

geee

NYtech

Demonstrations by Appointment
Tel: Newquay ( 063 73)6380

8 9 12 Hursley Road .Chandlers Ford Tel: 2827 or 65232

LEICESTERSHIRE

_MODIFIED QUAD VALVE AMPLIFIERS
FOR SALE OR CONVERSION

The Concordant
25 Watt Amplifier.
Class A-KT66

AUDIO HI- Fl CENTRE ( NEW MILTON) LTD.
The centre of Sound in the Solent
Tanberg, Quad, Sony, Technics, Kef,
Mordaunt-Short, Ha rbeth, IMF

All accessories, Hi Fi repairs
Hi Fi and Acoustic engineers for 40 years.
51 /53 MILTON ROAD, NEW MILTON
HANTS Tel. 0425-611290

22 Control Unit
Modified Disc Input 2m/v

audio

REPAIR
SERVICES

Subscribe Nam.

MIMI 111.

hi-fi nftwurs
record review

Please send me

magazine for 12 isSues. •

[enclose acheque/postal order/International Money Order •
payable to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES for £14.75 OK or 5.o Overs'.eas.
Or debit my credit card account
",

VISA
:
c.

(please tick box) D

Picture this. You set out, full of
anticipation, eager to buyyour
favourite magazine. When you reach
your newsagent, you can't find acopy,
it's sold out! You don't have to live
through this nightmare every month!
Just fill in this form and we will be
happy to send you acopy of the
magazine every month, for the next
twelve issues. So don't miss asingle
issue — it really couldn't be simpler!
BB

IMIII

NM MI NZ

10
[1]

CREDIT CARD NO
SIGNATURE

El
o

ire Credit card holders can order
&II simply by ringing 01-686 2599,
ext 432, quoting your credit card number

NAME
ADDRESS

(please print in block capitals)
I
understand that Iam committed to one year's subscription to the above magazine.
and should Iwish to cancel my subscription, no refund will be made

To:
The Subscriptions Department, Link House Magazines (Croydon)
Ltd., Link House, Dingwall Avenue; Croydon CR9 2TA, Registered in
England and Wales - No. 1341560

IM BIM IM NB NZ WM NM
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Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 22p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £ 2.0C extra.
Trade rates 27p per word minimum £6.75.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in AUGUST issue must reach these offices by 14th June addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi NEWS ref Record Review, Link House,

DingwallAvenue,Cróydon

CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex ( e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless
11) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or ( 2) it in abusiness employing less than six persons or
13) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements pf the Sex Discrimination Act.
Astatement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptións in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
PAIR B & W DM6 loudspeakers, £220 ono. Quad 33, recent, mint,
£95. ono. Quad F'M3, £80. Quad 405, £155. Technics RSM250
cassette deck, Logic control, Flourescent bar meters, £ 105. Shure
V15f11 with little used HE Stylus, £28. Wanted, recent mint Quad
303 01 462 1021 evenings (Bromley).
GOODMANS SCD100, Professionally rebuilt, New motor and
head, with Perspex dust cover £100. Mission 774 £ 100. Stereo
Valve amp. Make unknown, Good sound £80. Dartford 70957. (
E)
CELESTION 551 speakers with stands £275. Sony ST5I5 stereo
Tuner £75. Sony
Turntable with sine IIIS arm and coral
MC 81 cartridge £250. Thorens TD160 turntable with sme 300911
arm and
M cartridge £60. Telephone Charlbury 811078.
(„E)
PAIR MERIDIAN M2 active speakers with 101MC preamp.
(Purchased October 1980) IMCoS and new output modules since
fitted Immaculate £525. ono. Phone Luton 419669. (
E)
QUAD ESL-63. Seven months old, manufacturers boxes,
virtually unused. Genuine reason for sale. Why sait 18 months
when for £995 you could have these delivered to your door within a
week? 016544792 or 01 674 1600 (E)
ORTOFON LM3Ocartridge £30 SME 300911 ND ami with damper
£35. All in verygood condition in manufacturerscanons. Evenings
e376 752749. (
E)
DUNLOP SYSTEMDEX Syrinx PU2 + mass ring, JVC MCI.
£365. Nightingale NM3 loudspeakers 385.
£
18 months old. Tel.
Chris Harris, High Wycombe 1685 (day)Brackne1120391 (evenings). (E)
FERROGRAPH 632 half track. Stereo. Complete with manual
£75. NRDC-Ambisonic decoder, Factory built £50. Technicd RD271U5 cass deck £45. Tel: Littleborough (Lanes) 0706 70333 (E)
TWO QUAD ELECTROSTATIC Speakers with valve units
(tuaer control, two amplifiers) £300. Telephone Hindhead 4188 (E)
TIIOREMS TD 16 BCH Smodifications Mission 774 arm, Goldring
G900 IGC, cartridge as new £ 160. Also Harbeth mini meniotre
immaculate in sound and looks six months old. Bargain £ 120 Tel.
Oakham (Leics) 2086 evenings (E)
QUAD STEREO VALVE PRE-AMP + 2main aps, FM tuner
and Garrard 301 turntable with Decca arm. Cabinet. £150. Letchworth (04626) 71993 evenings. (E)
B & W DNB monitor loudspeakers (Walnut), Good condition £45.
pair 01 253 3799 (day) 01 855 0449 (evening) (E)
2Lowther TP1 speakers, Iteak A3300 about 50 10 1
2 ins tapes.
/
Quad 33 pre amp inspection invited. Must sell, bereavment. Will
separate, Buyer collects, offers for quick sale. Tel. (0695) 28398 (E)
GARRARD 401, SME 12" P.V arm Shure V15 TYMII cartridge,
all in teak case with perspex lid £89. Farnham Common 2604. ('E)
ROGERS A75/2 FM Tuner & A
lifier. Custom made oak
cabinet with Thorens TD124/2 S I 3009/2, M75ED/2. All
excellent. £200 ono. chiffey, 0980 620313 (Near Stonehenge). (E)

(S"

Hand
Made

UNIQUE CONCRETE pinth deck incorporating 2 planers,
2SME Ill arms, inbuilt high performance moving coil preamp, 2
'Le Mats', 2Deccalifts, full remate control, superb construction
and very heavy! Offers? Also: IMF Professional Mk III improved
£350; US 80-II £450; New Garrot Decca 6 £ 150. Carver C9
Hologram Generator (new, latest version) £260. All enquiries;
Tel. Wivenhoe (Near Colchester) 5264. (
E)
HITACI« 13- 980 CASSETTE DECK: 3-head, 2-motor, feather
touch IC logic control, double dolby calibration control system,
auto rewind, bias Adj., remote facility, memory etc. 1year old,
immaculate, boxed, bargain £190 ono. Ring Portsmouth 662291
evenings. (E)
LINN LP12.(8 months old, walnut) Grace 707 supex 1000 £465,
Waim 125/160 recently serviced) £360, Mission 770's 230,
£
or
complete £995. Wolverhampton .t7150. (E)
ORACLE TURNTABLE. Excellent condition, with box . Manual
etc. £ 70. Also beard P.80 valve amp. as new f450. Both items only
ight use and under 1year old. Telephone 01 998 6015. (E)
GARRARD 401: PTFE bearings, SME 3009/11 (fluted head) Shure
V/15/3 £75. Phone Bournemouth 0202 731279. (
E)
NAIM 42/110 pre power amplifiers, MC. and MM cards. little
used, unmarked and with all packing, 4months old. Nairn quality
for £390. Dean 0335 44367. Derbyshire. (
E)
THORENS TD160 with arm base and cover, £100. Ring 021 421
-3721 (evenings) (
E)

ANTI-STATIC RECORD SLEEVES protect your LP's in
storage. 12" square. £4.95 for 10. Add 40p for postage nd packing.
Freeway Enterprises, 14-18 Office Chambers, Lansdowne House,
Christchurch Road, Bournemouth. (E)

Building speakers isfuni
it's easy and it's inexpensive with
Wilmslow Audio flatpack cabinet kits.
Kits available for
Kef Constructor Series,
Wharfedale Speakercraft and many others.
Catalogue £ I.50 post free.
,••••

,12-4
L

WILMSLOW
The firm for Speakers

35/39 Church Street,
Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 1AS.

0625 529599

WHARFEDALE SFB 3speakers recently re-coned and remagnetised by makers. Also unused GA audio soundisc. Telephone
Ludlow 890457. (E)
LINN SONDEK LP 12, well maintained by hi-fi journalist; recently
tuned, with full Nirvana, by makers. Teak plinth, spring-hinge lid.
£200. Ring 01-651 5180 (evenings).

FOR SALE-Trade
ATTENTION British and European Audiophiles! We are an
AMERICAN enterprise specializing in the direct sale of
JAPANESE cartridges tonearms transformers cables interconnects (yes BANSEI available) accessories etc. All manufacturers lowest prices. Advice your requirements we'll quote
immediately. EgTERSONICS; PO Box 113, Toyohashi 440,
JAPAN (
E)
IHIGII END EQUIPMENT, ad kind of american japanese and
-German audiophile products like: Koetsu, EMT, Goldmund,
SAEC. Oracle, Mirco, Conrad-Johnson, Audio research,
Threshold, Krell, Audiostatic, Ampliton, Dynavector, Magneplanerm Sound Lab, and many others at lowest prices, Ask for
latest price list. Hi Fi Systems, Lengsdorfer Hauptstr. 75,5300
Bonn, West Germany, Ring 01049 228 253111. (F)
CARTRIDGES, arms, lowest prices, specialist service! Selected
items from ADC, ADCOM, AT. Hadcock, Goldring, Grado,
Input Design, Dynavector, Nagaoka, Ortofon, Denon, Osawa,
Trio, QED, Pickering, Stanton. Walco. Export specialists. Christchurch Cartrdges, 'The Old Forge', Tedbum Si. Mary, Exeter,
EX6 6EH. TeL Tedbum :102. (STD 06476). Access/Barclaycard.
Technical enquiries in writing only, please. Mail/telephone order
only (K)

Record, CasSette HiFi CabinetS. Our range is wider than this page
2OGDS
'YlELAMINE OR WOOD
20GD
20VS
GLAS- DOORED
20603
26V3
MELAMINE UNITS
UNITS
30GD2
33 VIA
405F

FITOK/BLACK KOETSU aluminium Best Tonearm & cartridge
according to Hi Fi Choice & The Absolute Sound. Mayware MK
IV/MC-2V sounds better for one quarter of the price, save £450
Demonstration by appointment Mayware Ltd. P.O. Box 58
Edgware Middx. 01 958 9421. (E)

WANTED
Will pay fair price for Miniconic strain gange P.U. power supply, or
circuit diagram ex. Famell Electronics. Wilson, Mansfield 21022,
after 5.30 pm. (E)
SONY: Wanted, as new, top range equipment comprising cassette
deck, Record deck, Tuner/Amp
separate) Preferably
withcabinet. Manchester area 061 792 7
195
1
. (E
•
CARRYING CASE FOR TANDBERG MOE reel-to-reel
recorder. Details condition and price required to LI. Laurie, 23
Church Mount, London N2 ORW. (E)
QUAD Abf3 - F1113 and wooden case or either send details for
prompt cash. Steve Taylor 16 Dedley Street Bondi 2026 Sydney,
Australia. (E)

ECC 4 BRUNSWICK

DRIVE
HARROGATE
Send 2-1272.p Stamps
fc • our brochure. Quote LW

BRUNSWICK WOOD UNITS
48:2
320N

485

é

4i(

24 3

20VI

NO ROOM TO SHOW OUR .LOGAN 'DESIGNS, CASSETTE DRAWER SETS, CHESTS lb TALLBOYS, QUEEN ANNES, VIDEO UNITS, BOOKSHELVES ETC
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SURELY YOUR MUSICAL production involves enough tizne
and effort to make it worth preserving as a recording? For a
personal mobile stereo or 8 track service contact Jonathan
Recordings 01 354 1592. (F)
Fanfare Records. Tape dise pressings. demos, masters studio
mobile. Neumann disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure. I Broomfield
Close. Rydes Hill. Guildford. Tel: 048361684.
X
Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35 years * experience.
Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD. RANK, LEÁK.SANSUL and elsewhere QUALITY
VALVED EQUIPMENT Restored close to design wherever
possible. 7days personal service. Location: Woodford Essex. Tel:
01-5045467.
X

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings. Cassettes, mobile
recording studio. Free brochure. TAM Studio. I3a Hamilton
Way. London N3. Tel: 111.346(8)33.
X

CENTRAL RECORDING SERVICES offer location recording
facilities for choirs, Orchestras, Solo musicians, chamber groups,
Dise and cassette manufacture arranged. Professional, personal
attention, Leicester (0533)866883. ( E)

STUDIO FACILITIES
ATWELL AUDIO for classical sound recordings, location or
studio (Steinway Grand), demonstration tapes, records or high
quality cassettes. 124, Lower Richmond Road, Putney SEIS I
LN.
Tel. 01 785 9666. (A)

REVOX SERVICE
A77. 877 & A700 Tape Recorders. Line up & rebiasing. Replacement heads & brakes. Full troubleshooting, repair and test facilities. Other makes considered

PERSONAL

AND ASK FOR EITHER.

MOBITRACK SOUND
PROCESSES LTD.,
4 Latham Road, Twickenham TW1 1B61, Mx:.
01 - 881 281 5. ( 24 hours answering).

NOW
YOU HAVE TWO
OPTIONS—
BUY WITH BERNIE
OR
CELL WITH CHRIS
INTERESTED???
Ring 686-2599

Close Encounters Group, Personal introductions, dances.
parties, talks, social events. Meet interesting, attractive people.
All ireas. Tel: ( Liverpool)05 I931 2844(24 hours).
X
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All regular customers of Unilet
Hi Fi should note that an our
demonstration rooms will be
closed for complete refits from
Apri117 to May16.
During this time all equipment will
be available at up to10% EXTRA
DISCOUNT off the normal low,
low price.
'Phone 01-942 9567 for your copy
of our April price list, your free
discount vouchers and achance
to WIN A SANSUI PORTABLE
HI FI SYSTEM.

UrIlLET 14 Bute Street, London SW7. 01-589 2586
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35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567
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3- motor, IC full logic transport control ,.Newly developed CA (Cobalt Amorphous) head

Dynamic Range .
110dB. It will
astonish you

If you haven't heard a TEAC dbx*
cassette deck, you have a big surprise
in store. The dbx system
can give you dynamic ranges
up as high as 110 dB— that is as
wide as a live orchestra,
big band or rock group. From
the mighty blast of the
full orchestra, to the tiniest
sound of a pianissimo
soloist, you get it all.
And tape hiss? Gone. Banished
by the incredible dbx system.
Until you've heard it. you simply don't
know how fantastic cassettes can
sound. From TEAC, naturally.

V-5RX
3- motor. IC full logic
transport control

TEAc
Where Art and Technology Meet

harman 1AUDIO) U.K. LTD.: Mill S reel. Slough Berke . SL2

DD Slough {07531 7E9111
•— ,
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satrademark ot .
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For further information please write to:
Mission Electronics Limited
Stonehill, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire, PE18
6E0
Tel:10480157477. Telex: 32333
Name
Address

